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PART I
Introduction

(

1
Lost in Transposition - Time, Space
and the City
Choice of Works
The title for the introduction reflects an important aspect of our
selection and translation of writings on the city by Henri Lefebvre,
French Marxist philosopher and sociologist, whose life spanned the
century and whose major publications begin in the 1930s and end
with his death in 1991. We have modified the title of OUf introduction
from a book called Lost in Translation (1989), by Eva Hoffman who
recounts, as someone who migrated from Poland to Canada at the age
of d'tirteen years, the acquisition of a language and new forms of social
relations. Although our own histories are slightly less linguistically
traumatic, we too have been immigrants and operated in another
language, sometimes simultaneously. So our choice of 'transposition'
stemmed from the fact that we wanted to give a stronger sense of
changing places and contexts than might be conveyed by the term
translation. And as editors as well as translators, the choice of texts
introduces a strong element of filtering and mediation. Elizabeth
Lehas (1983), one of the translators of Castells in the 1970s, pointed
out that English academics were ignoring other French Marxist urban
sociologists; they were attempting to transfer concepts that had
evolved in a French context, and which were not necessarily applicable
elsewhere. So, whi lst translation opens up new worlds, it also closes
off those left outside this mediation. Given {he list of influential French
thinkers, starting from A for Althusser, B for Barthes, Baudrillard,
Bourdieu, C for Cixous ... that have been transposed, the question of
mediation is significant.
Yet dccontextualization produces other effects than that of taking a
work out of the economic, social and intellectual environment in
which it is produced. There is what could be called the concertina
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effect such that the temporal sequence and spacing of the works may
be lost, and in this way decontextualized. It can operate both in terms
of a temporal delay in translation or in the quick succession ~f works
that reach us, but which were actually produced at longer tntervals
and in a different order. In the process of reordering, recontextualization takes place. Not on ly does such recontextualization often lose the
conditions in which a work was produced and its relationship with
other intellectual cu rrents of this period (Eribon, 1994), it is often
transformed into the intellectual concerns and language, including the
intellectual conflicts, of the new place and period. Such a process has
probably been most clearly in evidence in the United States arising out
of an ' uncontrolled international intellectua l exportation' (Wacquant,
1993, 254-5 ) of French philosophy and social theory. Whilst it is
obviously not desirable to close off new contextualizations and inter·
pretarions, it is also necessary to understand the conditions of production in order to appreciation more fully a work.
David Macey (1993) in his review of three books on Foucault and
Lacan commented that we have a perennial problem with what to do
with masters, dead or alive. He goes o n to make the distinction between
introduction, appropriation and reading in the fonn and intent of mediatjon. Introduction may involve an initial acquaintance with an author's
work or it may consist of ushering in a previously untranslated body of
writing. Appropriation consists of trying to fit or reconStruct a work into
an existing corpus which may have previously been in opposition or
excluded, for example, Foucault and feminism ' (Braidotti, 1~94) or
attempts to reconStruct a writer as a postmodemist. A new reading may
arise from a repositioning against an early interpretation or from the
introduction of new works of an author which widen the available body
of texts. Whilst we can heuristica lly separate the different processes, they
are in reality often intermingled, as we shall see in the case of Lefebvre.
Another persona in this act of mediation is the interviewer. In
Lefebvre'S case there have been numerous short (1986c; 1987; 1989)
and book·length (Latour and Combes, ] 991) interviews: in addition,
self·ref1ections on his own intellectual trajectory (Lefebvre, 1959;
1975b), as well as a biography (Hess, 1988). All of these capture the
1

ufcbvrc: also frequently referred to sexuality and gender both in relation to the
crisis of the 20th century and the role of psychoanalysis and Freudianism. He had
read a number of the feminist classics, such as Kate Millett and Germaine Greer,
and discussed
potencial of contemporary feminism (1980b. 156-77).

me:
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reasons for his interest in rime, space, rhe city and everyday life. In this
they compare starkly with Foucault, whose inclusion of spatial meta .
phors and ~trate~ies has also generated interest among an Anglo~axo~ publIc (Smith, 1993b). We are much more at the mercy of his
mternewers (FoucauJt, 1984; 1986). Despite the spatial nature of his
concepts and his interest in the use of space in society (Foucault, 1986),
there seems to be a struggle going on to extract his ideas on space and
architecture, the latter being seen primarily as an element ensuring a certain
aUocarion of people in space and a canalization of their circulation.
Until recently little of Lefebvre has been translated into English
unlike the situation in other languages such as Spanish German'
Swedish or J apanese. In the 1960s he was the second most'translated
intellec.t~al, ~specia lly in terms of number of languages. His increasing
recogmtlon In Anglo-American cultural studies has tended to focus on
the prod~ction of space, and to a lesser extent urbanism (Harvey,
1973; SOJa, 1985; 1989a, b). The recent translation of Production of
~pace, the. last and his major work on space, and originally published
In ~rench In 1974, has made the richness of his thinking more readily
ava!lable to readers, who no longer have to depend on partial resumes.
Possibly the most striking and neglected aspect to be commented upon
in t~i~ tra?slation is the debt to Nietzsche, whom Lefebvre sought to
ConjOin With Marx. The emphasis on the body, sexuality, violence and
the tra~ic, and the production of differential space and plura l times,
have ducct resonances in Nietzschean thought. One of [h e questions
that we . could play with is what would have been the impact of
Productton of Space on our understanding of space a nd society had it
been translated soon after its French publication, as occurred in Italy,
Spain and Germany. It is hard of course ro give an answer to this
question, since it may well be that Lefebvre's approach chimes in with
c~rrent concerns, including the North American attempt to interpret
him as a precursor of postmodernism (Dear, 1994; Hamel and Poitras,
1994; Soja, 1989b). Another major translation in progress is that of
Critique of Ev~ryday Life, the first volume published in 1947, the
second volume In 1962 and the third in 1981. The first two are now
a~ailable in . E~glish (1991 ) with an introduction by Michael Treb'ts~h. Irs slgmficance in French philosophical and social thinking
(HUl~man, 1993) has been recognized and can now be appreciated by
English readers. The everyday was a concept which Lefebvre can.
sidered to be his major contribution to Marxism (1988, 78); it can be
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seen as a level between the individual and history and continues to
have much potentia l fo r an understanding of t he transformation of [he
world we live in. Yet it would be a pity to limit his important work
largely to translations of these few books.
.

Over a span of sixty years Lefebvre weote about a wide range of
themes, from literature, language, history, philosophy, Marxism, to rura l
and urban sociology, space, time, the everyday and the modem world. It

was his involvement in urban theory and practice which immediately
preceded his extended analysis of space and sociery and ~hich has had a
much wider audience in France than the purely spanai. The AngloAmerican readership has tended to view his ocher writing through the

prism of the spatial. However. the urban question was nO( only more
infl uential in the 1960s and early 1970s in France, bur has also figured
prominently on social and political agendas in the 1980s and 1990s,
leading in 1988 to the creation of a Ministere de la Ville (Ministry fo r the
City) (Body-Gendrot, 1993; Kofman, 1993). Though distanced from the
greater optimism and possibilities of the 1960s, Lefebvre nevertheless
continued to reflect on daily life and the right to [he city in a world in
which many illusions had been shattered (1989; 1991a).
Our selection was guided by a number of considerations. The intention was firs tiy, to redress a balance in the translation of his writing
and in pa rticular the urban which has been subord inated to the
spa tial. His urban vision remains relevant for the developed world
despite all the transformations in urban life and structures. And
secondly, through this urban writing to raise questions about ~he
conceptualization of the ciey, the rights of its citizens and articulation
of time, space and the everyday. Hence the choice of his first majo.r,
and highly polem ical book on the city Le droit ala ville, completed III
1967 to commemorate the centenary of the publication of Ma rx's
Capital, and which came out before the events of 1968. its title has
become a sloga n, as have a number of his aphorisms, and has passed
into genera l usage. We have also translated an introduction from
Espace et politiq llc (1973a), which develops at greater length [he role
of archi tectu re. Some of it has al ready been translated (Antipode,
1976) and much of it announces the subsequent and more el aborate
I' rodllctio" of Space. Next we have included two shorr interviews
published in Espaces Temps in 1986 and La Societe Fran~ise in 1 9~9.
In the first, he was asked specifically ro address the issue of centrality,
a major theme in his urban writing, and where he also discusses what
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he likes and dislikes in cities. T he second raises questions about the
futu re of the city. Lastly, we move to two pieces written towards the
end of his life and pu blished in t.lemeuts de rythmanalyse. Introduction afa connaissance des rythmes. T hese two essays revea l the return
in the 1980s to interests that go back to his inter-war years in the
i ~terweavi n g and structuring of temporalities in everyday life, espeCially the theory of moments. As he himself stated, 'the standing of
time as it relates to space is problematic and has yet to be defined
clearly' (1974, 408). We have selected, in keeping with the theme of
the book, the essay written with Catherine Regulier on Mediterranean
cities 2 and a very personal essay 'Seen from the Window', in which
starting fr om his position as subject and his body, he reaches out to
the bustling world outside him and links the two. It is worth noting
that he considered t.iements de rythmanalyse as the fo urth volume of
critique of everyday life (Ajzenberg, 1994).
In the fo llowing section, we outline the evolution of his writing on
space, time, the everyday and the city. In doing this we move synchronically and diachronically, an absol ute necessity if one is to
understand the different sou rces of inspiration in his work and the
continual dialogue within it, wh ich is as he saw his work. Sometimes
the reader is directed to the work in question, as when Lefebvre
stresses the analogous relations between the territorial, the urban istic
and the architectural (1974, 1986, viii) which can on ly be understood
in t~ r ms of relations of logic-d ialectic, S[ructu re and conjuncrure, and
which he elsewhere elucidated in Logiqlte {ormel/e, logique dialectique, first published in 1947. Yet in Right to the City, he also outlines
a theory of forms, without the reader being directed to the core
concept of formal logic. And similarly other key themes are elaborated
els~wh ere, such as habiter, and its Heideggeria n connota tions, fo r
which one would have to turn to his pre face to the study on the
paf)i1/onaire (individual house) (1966b) and the slightly mocking description of Heidegger's cult of the artisanal, touchingly sentimental,
patriarcha l and Germanic dwelling (1965b, 135). For Lefebvre, it was
not the home, but the city, which expressed and sym bolized a person's
1 This essay originally appeared in "euples MidilerraJliens, 37 1986 and resulted
fro~ an invitation from the architect Paul Chcmctov to partici~ate in a group Ville
et CJt~yens ~o counteract what Chcmetov saw as a tendency of architects to justify
anythmg With the threesome of 'animation communication space' IChemctov
1991).
" ,
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being and consciousness. Heidcgger was the rwentieth-ccntury philosopher with whom Lefebvre most engaged, sharing a number of preoccupations concerning existence and the world, but not coming to the
same conclusion. As a philosopher, he says, Heidegger was capable of

the worst and the best, of the archaic and the visionary (1965b,
133-49). And, of course, there is the figure of Nietzsche, who opens
Right to the City, and is present in so many of his themes and writings.
These arc juSt a few of the examples we would give to support a w ider
reading of Lefebvre and which we shall seek in the following sections
[0 interweave in the transposition of his work.
It is also worth pointing out that fe -editions of his books often
comain interesting prefaces and act as a sort of autocritique. So for
example in the third edition of Production of Space he mentions
several absences - banfieues, ghettos, false ensembles, architecture as
usage of space and the role of the military. He attributes these and
other absences to the fact that it was written in a direct, incisive
manner like a pamphlet. If this was meant seriously, then Right to the
City would be a tract! What he may well have also meant by this
comment is a comparison with Marx who was accused of only being
an unoriginal pamphleteer, because as Lefebvre notes, he used existing
concepts and reassembled them; the originality lay in submitting them
to a negative and radical critique (1970a, 175-7). So, what may seem
as detours in our account of Lefebvre's urban trajcrtory, actually lead
us to his central concepts and the writers who have inspired him.
In the last sections we examine the present sta nding of Lefebvre and
his pmential contributions to a number of significant issues. Being
Lefebvrian , it has been said, is more a sensibility, rather than a closed
system; and indeed, many have found his theoretical inSights difficult
to apply due to the fluidity, dynamic and openness of his thought, It is
probably encapsu lated to perfcrtion by one of his most common
responses, 'yes and no', Some of his most impressive abilities, apart
from the polymath qualities, were the capacity to elucidate ideas in
advance, whilst holding ontO what he was currently discussing; and
secondly to be able to explain highly complex ideas, often using
concrete and personal examples, such as the renovation of Les H ailes
in central Paris about wh ich he felt deeply and emotional ly,}
} This section has been wrim:n on the basis of discu&Sions with people who worked
with Lefebvre, such as Katherine Coit, whose thesis on political aaivities of 10CI1
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Crucially it is his ability to move from the abstract to the concrete
from [he~r~ to re~Iity, which he performs with the dialectical agilir;
charactenst1~ of hiS work. This he does through several interlocking
methodologIcal steps, The, most significant for his writing on the city
and the urban are regression-progression, dialectical movement and
the, theory of forms (see 1980a for a concise exposition), It was in an
article on perspectives in rural sociology (1970b) that Lefebvre first
elaborated the method of regression-progression, initially outlined in
1~53, ~nd adopted and modified by Sartre in his Critique de fa raison
d,alectlque (Hess, 1988, 182-7), It consists of three procedures

(1970b,73-4),

1 Description - observation informed by experience and a
genera l theory,
2 Analytico-regressive - analysis of the reality as descri bed with
a~ eff~rt made ~o compare and not fa ll into vague statements,
3 Hlsrofico-genetlC - the study of modifications of the above
structures through their evolution and their subordination to
more general Structures, Classification of formation and structures in ,relation to general processes and attempt through
explanation and elucidation to return to the present,

He use~ share cropping as an example but the method of regressionprogressIOn was subsequently mOSt fully developed in the Productioll
a/Space, In it he com?in~ genealogical (returning to the emergence of
a, concept an,d ex~loflng ItS concrete affiliations, detours and associations) and hlston co-genetic procedures (abstract and total linked to
the gener~l history of society and philosophy), Progressio~ refers to
the o~poslte ,move, that of beginning with the preseO[ and evaluating
w~at IS pOSSIble and impossible in the future. H e always emphasized
th~s was a method ~aken directly from Marx, reading Marx as the
~mke~ ,of the pOSSible, and not a realist (1980a), Tendencies and
vlrtuahtles a,re ~lways plural and what is impossible today may
become pOSSible m the future and vice versa,
The second element is dialectica l materialism, Lefebvre's dialcrtic is
not that of Hegel, thesis-antithesis-synthesis, nor one of affirmationassociational groups he supervised and who was a member of the Groupe de
~avanenx, and Ser~e Renaudie, an architect who accompanied him to California
III 1983-4 as an aSSIstant,
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negation-negation found in Marx, but a much more open, ended
movement, bringing together the conflicrual and contradictory, and
linking theory and practice. Examples would be homogeneous and
fragmented, ephemeral and durable. The intention is not to deny one
or other term nOf [0 transcend them (depasser), but to reveal the
continual movement berween them. It has to be subversive and negative. At the same time he criticized static binary modes, and tended to

suggest series of triads, for example, in music, melody, harmony and
rhythm, in nature, energy, space and time, o r the true, the beautiful and
the good. Each term can be analysed either individually, in a conflictual
relation to each other or to another (erm altogether (1986a, 42). These
triads a re not intrinsically dialectical, rather dialectical thinking can be
brought to bear upon them. The dialectical, he comments, is frequently
occluded by metaphors which we use ro express the relationship between difference and totality and the negative and positive (1980a,
208). The dialectical is not chaotic, ra ther it highlights the relationship
between form and contents and dissolves stable morphologies ro such
an extent that stability becomes a problem (206) .
Thirdly, the theory of forms is developed in Logique formelle,
Jogique diaJectiqlle 1968 and was applied to the notion of urban
(1965a; ch. 12). Forms are derived from differences of content and in
turn codify the practices with which a particular content operates.
Their emptiness gives them a great versatility and capacity for renewal
and combination. Thus the forms of the Greek po/is and Roman urbs
come together in the medieval city. Another example is that of the
contractua l form covering sexual relations between couples a nd social
relations between employer and worker. The most abstract form of
modernity is informatics, which has developed in and out of processes
of globalization led by multinational firms and which has dislocated
nations, States and markets and extracted resources from all areas of
the planet including the depths of the earth, the sea and the sky.

Urbanism and the City

Initial encounters: proiects and utopias
Lefebvre's interest in space and play originated in his childhood a nd
his awareness of the changing location of production. He was strongly
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infl.uenced by surrealism, noted fo r its fleeting encounters in the city in
which the explorer sets out without knowing what lies in store.
Lefebvre cites in. particular Louis Aragon's Les paysans de Paris,
whose mythologIes for modern times could be constructed from
threatened arcades (Passage de l'Opera) and public pleasure grounds,
such as Buttes Chaumom (Mel ly and Woods, 1991 ). This is not about
aimless wandering in the city but a detailed exhumation of the arcade
and its occupants. The arcade is the place of encoumer of gatherings
and of jouissance, and Lefebvre comments that the co~trast between
the pleasures and desires of the arcade and the functional and divided
spaces in the streets must have inspired the surrealists (1973c, 191 ).
Later, ~al.t~r Benjamin~ dissected the arcades of the past century and
~he pOSSibility of recapturing them through fleeting and dialectical
Images.
The. ot~er group that shared his fa scination and critique of the
colOnizatIOn and fragmentation of everyday life was the Situationist
International formed in 1958 largely in reponse to what it considered
to be the complacency and complicity of the orthodox Left and
pre-war surrealism (for an analysis see Plant, 1990 and 1992; Wollen,
1990). G~y Debord, the main theoretician, had been a pupil of
Lefebvre.1O t~e .1950s and Lefebvre introduced Raou l Vaneigem,
another sltuatlOnist theoretician, to him.
T he Cobra group (the acronym being derived from a combination of
anises in Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam) too came into the
Situationist International. As a group of anists critical of Western
rationalism and interested in non-Western art and irrational forms
they came together in November 1948 and survived until 195i
~St~k.vis, 1987) .. They rejected however the su rrealist emphasis on
IOdlVJd u a~ conSCiousness and replaced it with the more Jungian focus
on ~ollectlve archetypes. The leaders, Dotremont. a Belgian poet and
calligrapher? Asger Jorn (1914-73), a Danish artist-philosopher and
Cons~ant Nlewenhuys (born in 1920). a Dutch painrer, were particularly mAuenced by Marxi,m. In their future society art would not be
elitist .but wo~ld be for everybody and made by a~ybody. Constant
saw hiS own hfe as exemplifying a series of dialectica l alternations.
•

Benj~min wrote in Paris in 1939 a major freatise on the arcades that was not
pubhshtd until 1982 in Frankfun and 1993 in Paris. Benjamin had read Lefebvre
(Anderson, 1976, 37).
.
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Jorn's dislike of functionalism in architecture led him {O organize the
Mouvement international pour un Bauhaus Imaginiste in 1953. This
merged with the Lettrist International in 1957 and later with the
Situationist Lnternational in 1958.10 1960 Jorn and Constant left the
51 which they found tOO polarized politically under Debord's leadership. Cobra members helped to develop a number of urban and
environmental themes such as urbanisme unitaire (unitary urbanism),
psychogcography, derive (drift) and detournement. Constant, whose
writing Pour une architecture de situation (1?53) inf1uenc~d Lefebvre
(1986a, 13 ) and inspired his ideas of experimental utOpias, worked
with the Dutch architect Aldo van Eyck to create a New Babylon
project, for which he constructed a serie.s ~f models from 1956 to
1969. This ciry of the future would matenallze when technology had
taken over many laborious functions, enabling people to evolve inco
homo ludens (Stokvis, 1987, 23). The nomadic inhabitants of this
experimenta l utopian city with changing zones for free play could
chose their own sensory environment, organization of space and so
on.
On the other hand, the norian of situations, centra l to the 51's
strategies of engagement, were constructed encounters and creatively
lived moments in existing urban settings that could produce modes for
the transformation of the city. Psychogeographl could reveal the
sudden changes of ambience in the environment. The 5ituationists also
adapted the dadaist and surrealist practice of the derive which represented a model for human relationships. It was however more a means
of displacement and dislocation in an existing setting than an aimless
wandering (Plant, 1992, 59-60).
Lefebv re however fou nd these strategies interesting but partial, tOO
individualistic and theatrical. The situation, a concept derived from
existentialism, and also present in surrea lism (Latour and Combes,
1991 ) was for him unsituated (1970a, 169). H is use of the term wa s
more genera l and broader. It could be applied to individuals and
grou ps or to the world as it affected all peoples. 50 for example,
modernity is a situation and not an essence (1966a, 328-31).
Meanings stem and feed into situations.

For Lefebvre, it was, as he wrOte later, a sort of unfinished love affair
with the siruatio nists (1975b, 11 0). Even in the early days it was a
relationship of crirical friendship. Though they were infl uenced by his
idea of revolutionary romanticism (1971 ), which referred to the discord arising from the contradiction of the progressive individual in the
modern world, they criticized him fo r failing to go beyond the present
order. H is theory of moments, which combined the absolute and
consciousness of its passing, was deemed too abstract (see Hess, 1988,
ch. 18). By the early 19603 relations were strained and [he break came
over several pages written by the Situationists on the Commune
(1965a) for Lefebvre and which he did not acknowledge.'
Different types of spaces figured as poles of Lefebvre's existence. He
regularly returned to the very traditional and barely changing home of
his roots, and lived there for two years before his death. Thus what the
French ca llia France profonde obviated the need to travel to the Third
World. At the other extreme, bustling Paris attracted him despite its
intellectual elitism and intrigues. Flo rence was for pleasure and Los
Angeles for fascinat ion (1986c). These two sides represented his cote
charnel and cOte valeur d'usage (carnal and use value sides). The rural
pole was of course the stable dwelling at the heart of Heidegger's
thought, of which Lefebvre was critica l because of its bearing on
Heidegger's trivialization of everyday life and mistrust of the city, its
encounters and chatter. Heidegger's images are derived from the rural
world of meditation and solitude, especially forests and mountains
(Ansay and Schoonbrodt, 1989, 466). For Lefebvre this was only one
element of his dialectical existence, but it certainly left its mark in his
glorification of the peasamcommuniry in his early work on everyday life
(1958). It was in fact through rural sociology that Lefebvre had entered
the CNR5 in 1948 and submitted his thesis on the Vallee de Campan?

12

s Debord (1994) produced a psychogeography of Paris entitled A DisCOllrse on the

PossiOIl$ of Love.
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fou.nd in Lefebvre, they radicalized him and that, in turn, the international aspec;t: of
thel.l".acriv~ties stimulated his thinking on the emergence of the global (mondial). The
relationship between L.cfcbvrian and Situationist concepts awaits a serious study.
~fcb~re studied land rents in particular and it is interesting to note that in his last
mtervle,-,: he comm~nts thJt land rents have reappeared in the city whilst the
countryside and agriculture have come to the fore. The ru ral world is again a site
of invClltion, and nOi juSt of traditions (Lato ur and Combes, 1991,87). Hess
(1988, 175-6) notes the relevance of all the work Ldebv re did on land rentS and
Il'venue to the question o f oil.
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Lefebvre's shift into the study of the urban and the city resulted from
a disenchantment with the possibilities open to him in rural sociology.
He was unable to express what he wanted due [0 the in,tell,ectual
climate of the 19505 in the Communist Parry and was never mVlted to

work on these themes in socialist countries. His exclusion, fro~ t~e
Communist I'arry (1957) liberated his thought, as he descnbes In hiS
autobiography La somme et Ie reste',He ~ould continue to combine
the spon taneous romantic and the lucid thmker (Blanchot, 1971, 98).
The move into the urban permitted him once again to partake of m?rc
general intellectual discussions; he felt very isolated in undertakmg
rural research. The adventure of the ccornry was for him the continual
reworking of his earlier ideas in conjunction with new currents of the
period, for he had an acute sense of emerging intellectual trends
(conversation with Armelle Lefebvre and Jean de Matelaere ).
His rea lization of the urban as a moment had occurred earlier when
he visited New York before the Second World War and then Bologna
in 1950 (1980b, 234) . He became increasingly aware that the urba n
revealed the contradictions of society, acutely demonstrated by the
sudden invasion of a new town Mourenx.s in sollth*western France,
not far from hi s birthplace of Navarrenx, which with its existing
ramparts presents quite a different aspect (1962, 7th prelude). Her~,
as in the Tusca n countryside, he understood not only the dramatic
transformation of the raw materials of first into second nature but
also the crisis of the city and the extension of the urban in which to~n
and country had little distinctive meaning, unlike the. older a~d 10*
creasingly disintegrated historic cores. The urban constituted. this new
form of sociability where town and country had been abolished. ':-S
from the early 1960s, the French State, increasingly freed from Its
heavy investment in colonialism, turned wholeheartedly to the recon*
struction of French space and reorganizing capitalism (1987). He
states toO that it was during this period that it came to be undersrood
explicitly and implicitly that the object of scie~ce was .space rather
than time. But it was the confused and paradOXica l notions of space
that troubled him, a response to the attempt by technicians to remodel
France and insert it into an emerging European and global space
• Mourenx built belween 1957 and 1960 to house workers from the i..acq gas fie1d~
~ises starkly in a profoundly rural landscape. The t~Wn is relatively c.ompact
because it largely comprises bl(X:ks of flats, some of which are 12 storey high.
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(197411986, preface), and it was this which led him to focus on the

production of space in the early 1970s. His objective was to show that
space was political, and that it had been remodelled by technocratic
rationality rather than primarily (Q mOllnt a critique of the nineteenth*
century prioritization of time. He devoted attention in the 1950s and
1960s to the waning star of history (1971 ; 197Oc), the nature of
histOricity (1965a,b) and the expulsion of history by structuralism and
technocratic rationality (1965b, 185-7).
At the beginning of the 1960s, influenced by the Situationists, he still
believed in the possibility of a new urbanism and wrote about ex*
perimental utopias ('Utopie expcrimentale: pour un nouvel urban*
isme', in 1970b). An experimenral utopia is the exploration of what is
humanly possible based upon the image and the imaginary (irnagill*
airel, constantly subjected to critique and referring to a problema tic
derived from the real, that is a feedback mechanism. He envisaged a
ludic city, such that work would be organized around residence, and
in which everyday life would be transformed, and people would be in
charge of their lives. The worst utopias are those which do not call
themselves as such but which , in the name of positivism, impose the
harshest constraints (1970b, 155).
During this period he was involved in conducting market research,
in which many left-wing people were employed. Indeed one of the
part*time resea rchers later [0 be a famou s writer, Georges Perec, was
sent to undertake fie ldwork.' Observation and curiosity of the world
in which we live is the basis of intuition, questioning, critique and

, Perec knew Lefebvre well, lot he frequented the Ne w Left of which
.
Lefebvre was
one of the older members, and whom Perec called a sad clown. Lefebvre employed
Perec to be pan of a team undertaking the study of (he everyday life of a mining
~ommunity in Caen (Normandy) in 1960 that was likely to be closed, and in 1961
III a rich farming community in the Oise at a time when the Common Agricultural
Policy had just been set up. David Bellos notes that Critiqlle de La vie quotidienne
treated philosophically the same social themes that Perec would later write about
(1994,212). He comments that PeTec picked up from his fieldwork experiences the
idea that life can be apprehended from the objects that people desire and acquire,
that their dai ly routine does n OT take away the significance of these objects nor their
ability to fed passionately about them. Perce's novel Les ,hoses (1965) describes
the everyday life of a young middle-class couple and their idea of happiness which
remains inaccessible to them because of their subjugation to things. For Perec as
well, the detailed recovery of everyday life is a means of retrieving and preserving
m~m~ry against change, as for example through his study of the (X:cupanrs of a
bUlldmg (1978) or a series of places (1974).
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transformation. Becoming a real sociologist begins with observation,
however banal or trivia l, as he advised his students at Nanterre to do
in their journey from Saint Lazare sration (Hess, 1988, 232), The
findings of market resea rch were relevant to Marxists interested in the
consequences of lives increasingly oriented around consumption and
the acquisition of objects. Lefebvre coined the term societe bureaucratique de consommation dirigee (bureaucratic society of organized
consumption) which was taken up and shortened by students at
Nanterre to consumer society.
As Professor Henri Lefebvre, director of the lostirue de Sociologic
Urbaine at Nanterre from 1965, he was concerned abourchanging the
teaching of urbanism so as to make it interdisciplinary. Yet at the end
of the 1980s he commented on the continuing neglect of urban
questions in university teaching (see the second interview in this
book) . H e also took part in debates and conferences in his capacity as
a sociologist. In one of the debates organized by the Centre d'Etudes
Socialistes, he was attacked by Jean Balladur, one of the two a rchitecturbanists on the panel, as an abstract sociologist for his analytical
conception of urbanism (1967c). This refers to all organization of
space that juxtaposes constitutive elements of people's living environment inca an architecture and urbanism of zoning. It excludes architectu re, starting as it does with land as property and produces a
surface urbanism based on juxtaposition of functions. In contrast
organic urbanism is three dimensional, integrating urban fun ctions
w ith and through architecture. Although there was some misunderstanding arising from Lefebvre's comment about the separation of
architecture and urbanism in terms of levels, Balladur's talk revealed
the in sights of a practising architect-urbanist. Lefebvre had primarily
spoken of the myth of technocracy which hid behind a langqage of
techniques to mask the lack of will to invest and critici7.ed all the
left-wing parties for failing to pay attention to utban questions during
an electoral period (the 1967 legislative elections). He then made some
concluding remarks about reconstructing the city, which it is worth
quoting in full:
Space is nothing but the inscription of time in the world, spaces are the
rea lizations, inscriptions in the simultaneity of the external world of a
series of times, the rhythms of the city, the rhythms of the urban
population, and in my opinion, as a sociologist, I suggest to you [he
idea that the city will only be rethought and reconstructed on its current
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rui~ when we have properly understood that the city is the deployment
~f tIme, and that it is this ti.me, ... of those who are its inhabitants, it
~s~)or them that we have to fmally organize in a human manner. (1967c,

. T~e Ins~irut de Sociologie Urbaine was one of the two major urban
institutes In France in the 1960s and undertook many studies under
contract, fo~ exa~ple for the Ministere de l'Equipemenr. 10 In a study
of the quartJer (neighbourhood ) he attacked its ideological use and the
tendency to.move fr~m description to normative positions. The significance of hiS short mtroduction o n a study of four quartiers (1967b)
was acknowledged by subsequent research on everyday life (Giard and
Mayol, 1994). In another research report, on the attitudes of urban
dwellers to the habitat pavillonaire (detached housing) Lefebvre
wrot.e a substantial preface, in which he combined what' had been
prev,~usly separate, ~~at is lingu.istic ~sem~ntic and semiological)11 and
Mana.s t analyses (ctltlque of aiJenatlon, Ideologies and everyday life)
(I 966b; 1970b).
Lefebvre refers. to Bachelard (1957) and the disappearance of the
house of yore w~lch served as a means of integrating thought, memory
and ~reams. H~,degger too warns against construction solely in econonuc o r te~h.llIcal terms, .for habiter or way of li ving is a quality of
the person, It IS not an aC~lden~ and links in with actions of building,
tho.ught and speech. Hahrter, like the processes of dressing, playing,
eatl~g,. f~rms .ao. open sub·system. Lefebvre criticizes the disdain that
the mdlvldu~hstlC pavilion (detached house) has generated and tries to
understand ItS problems and contradictions. This form revea ls a poetic

...

The Institut had ~n set up ori~nally as a non.profitmaking association $0 that
It needed to O~ta.1ll CC;)OU"::I«:, In order to retain researchers. Lefebvre, as a
pr?fesso~, was Invlted In as director of the Institut and as someone who would
II hnng to It a Strong theoretical line.
Lefebvre Iecr:ure~ and wrote about language and society (l966a; 1971). He was
profoundly hostile to structuralist analyses, including those of Doctor Lacan
whom he accused of performing with stunning virtuosity the formaliz.u ion of
language and of detaching this form from any support in (he movement of the
real. The world o~ ",:or~s ~·as thus supposedly creating the world of things. On
th~ ~ther han~, wlthm ItS limits, he considered Mytho/ogits by Roland Banhes a
~nlllant exer~lse. Barthes and he were both from the Beam and spenr much time
~::ch other 5 ho.mes (Hess., ~ 988). In his American tours, Lefebvre Iecr:ured on
. hes. Thou~ 10 FI"ll.nce thiS aspect of his work. has been forgotten, it is still
highly esteemed 10 Brnd (comment made by Makan Rafadtjou).
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of space and time in which nature is appropriated, th~t is t.he transformation of the body and biological life, space and time LOto hum~n
goods. The pavilion involves different levels, ?a~ely the app.capnation of space and a utopia, which is both fIctIOn and reality. He
concludes that what people want is to be able to hold onto and
combine oppositions, such as inside/outside, intimacy and environment and thereby reinvent a symbolic dimension.
In ~he mid 19605 he engaged in a piece of historical research, La
proclamation de la Commune,. that included issues of the use of t~e
city in revolutionary times. History has to ~e un~erstood as pca.xls
which is the production of people by people, mdudlOg the ~roductlon
of Paris as an oeuvre. ~rhe Commune represents a style defmed by the
fete and drama which introduces sociology inco history (1965a, 4~).
Lefebvre commented that his ideas on the reappropriation of space ~n
this book influenced students, whom he had taught at Nanterre, LO
their movement through Parisian space in 1968. As we have seen , the
Situationists had accused him of plagiarizing their ideas but Lefebvre
retorted in the 1970s that although they had been discussing similar
ideas in the late 1950s and early 1960s, he had added to the idea of
festival and exceptional moments, and the reappropriation of space.by
workers who had been thrown out to the periphery by Haussmanman
plannin~ (1975b). Furthermore, he never shared the belief in .the
ability of instantaneous change brought about by spontaneous actl?n;
change in everyday life was slow (1959, 613). The theme of exd u~lon
is central to his analysis of urban change in Paris and what th~ nght
to the city must combat. As for festivals, whilst they ~epresenced a
moment in the overthrow of habitual use, they also heightened moments of the everyday, as in peasant communiti~s (sec, Notes ?n a
Sunday Afternoon, 1958, 1991, vol. 2); they entailed an expenditure
..
of surplus.
.
So although Right to the City was the first of his maJor wnrm~ ~n
the city, it was preceded by a number of diver~e studies on the City m
the past, present and future. It took up a series of themes, some of
which he had already written about in various essays, and were soo.n
to be assembled in Du rural a I'urbain (1970b). The core of hiS
analysis revolves around the deepening contradi~tion of the destruction of the city and the intensification and extenSIOn of the urban (see
the section 'Around the critical point'); it is the place of encounter, the
asscmblage of differenccs and priority of use over exchange value.

Whilst the crisis of the city is linked to particular forms of rationality
(not
. the application of reason in genera!), economicism ' the State ,
pn~ate sector and bureaucracy, these are not sufficient analyses. The
logiC of the market has reduced these urban qualities {a exchange and
suppressed the city as oeuvre. In order to understand the nature of the
contradiction we have to delve into the dialectical movement between
form and content, between thought a nd reality. Urban fo rm is based
on simultaneity (of events, perceptions and elements of the whole in
'reality') which socially involves the bringing together and meeting up
of everything in its environs and urban society as the privileged site of
the meeting of the oeuvre and the product. In modern society simultaneity intensifies and the capacity to meet and gather together have
become stronger. The pace of communications has accelerated to the
poi.ot of becoming quasi-instantaneous. At the same time, dispersal,
which must be understood in relation to simultaneity as form, also
increases such that the division of labour, social segregation and
material and spiritual separations a re pushed to the extreme.
Rights were now on the agenda, not just the abstract rights of man
and the citizen but concrete rights pertaining to socia l groups, such as
old people and women, conditions of work, culture, housing, amongst
others. The right to the city has become more essential than ever
unlike the pseudo right to nature whose resultant occupation of th~
countryside leads to devastation. It emerges as the highest form of
rights: liberty, individualization in socialization , environs (habitat)
and way of li ving (habiter). 1t isn' t, however, about the simple right to
visit the city, more apt we would suggest today than ever, or a return
to traditional cities. What is called for is a renewed urban society, a
renovated centrality, leaving opportunity for rhythms and use of time
that would permit full usage of moments and places, a nd demanding
f~e mastery of the economic (use value, market and merchandise). The
~ghts .n~t to be excluded from centrality and to participate politically
10 decl s ~on .making were particularly significant for the working class.
Centrality of course does not impl y the centre of power but the
regrouping of differences in relation to each other. Furthermore the
ludic in its fullest sense of theatre, sport, games of all sorts, fairs , ~ore
than a~y other activity restores the sense of oeuvre conferred by art
and ~h"osophy and prioritizes time over space, appropriation over
dommation. There is clearly an a mbiguity in the book about the role
of the working class. Though they had been the most affected by the
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disi ntegration of the city and the organization of their daily li fe by and

in the bureaucratic society of directed consumption , their presence,
together wit h other groups t hat made up the popular classes, was still
significant in the centre of major cities in France in the 19605:?n the
one hand. the working class is the only one capable of reahzmg an
urban society and w hich fully knows how and desires to play. On
the other hand, it does not have a spontaneous sense of th e oeuvre
from which a sense of totality or unity through difference will be
restored.
The right to the oeuvre (participation) and appropriation (not to be
confused with property but use va lue) was implied in the right to the
city. The oeuvre is unique, though it may be copied; it is a totality
assemb ling difference, characterized by formal simultaneity where all
parts refer co the whole and vice versa. The city itself is the supreme
oeuvre, which enters into conflictual, ambiguous and dialectica l relationships with its institutional form (1967a, 161). Urbanism was boro
out of t he crisis of the city and referentials in the early twentieth
century but the objective of the oeurne is to overcome divisions and
restore totality. H e develops most fully the implicat ions of the crisis of
referentials and the role of the oeurne at length in La presence et I'absence
(1980b, ch. 4 ). The crisis in Euclidean and Newtonian space, perspective
in painting and architecture, tonal system in music, the city and history
. (the list is not exhaustive), is due to a number of reasons. These have to
do with the multiplication of what had previously been a constrained
number of referentials which enabled a 'liberation of the signifier' that
were after the First World War often manipulated by State institutions
and political powers. The new liberal democracies of the nineteenth
century came co be organized around representations which they also
extended. T o this we must add a very important causc, and that was the
automization of different fields such as the economic, the political,
technical and scientific. Capitalism and mQdem statism ..ha.~c.... both
crushed the creative capi""gt)' of the C>l:J4rn~. Taking the oeurne as an
objective would provide a new way which will neither fa ll into dogmatism or scepticism, apocalyptic prophecies or nostalgia (1980b, 186).
H e then suggesrs that we might well want to exe!9-re t he gl o~a l ~s an
oeuvre whilst keeping in mind its dangers. H ence we sho uld consider
the trTad of thing (the earth), the product (resulting from the international division of labour, flows of exchange, communications and
strategies) and the oeuvre (urban centres, architectural and spatial
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pro!ects, marginal . pre- and post-capitalist activities ) (192-3). This
project does not Imply, fo r exa mple, denial of exchange against
use value but rat~er that ~he oeuvre restores use value. Similarly,
we should not reject savOlr (knowledge) but integrate it into t he
lived (vecu). By no means should we embrace the irrational and
archetypes.
To think about a lternative possibilities, we need utopias. V-topic, as
the search for a p lace that does not yet exist, plays a ma jor role in
Lefe~vre's conceptio n of the right to the city, which emerged from a
conSideration of the possible impossible. T ransduction as a method
involves developing the theoretical object from the information and
prob~ematic p~sed by reality. It injects rigour into utopian knowledge.
Pushmg one s Ideas to the extreme ca n help to clarify objectives and
the conseque n~es of.choices (Levy, 1994, 15)~or him was
not about a dlstancmg from an essence o r generic humanity but the
loss o f the feeling thatJ:here is an ability ro achieve the possible make
r.ht-possi~le..imp?s.sible ~ 1 970c,.IDrNOriS1fiere any though~ without u-tople, that IS the Wish to d Iscover through t he process of creation
(1970a, 178). Lefebvre would have very much agreed w ith the comment made in the introduction to Jules Verne's visionary book Paris
au X:<e siecle (1994 ), written. in 1863 but not published until recently,
that Its strength comes preCisely from knowing never to invent but
p~ying a~ute, a lmost hypnotic, attention to the real, so as to ger'it to
Yield up ItS secret a nd reveal its possibilities' (7).
The extension of processes that he saw in operation in New York
and Paris led him to describe the utopia of New Athens where
centrality was reserved for the privileged few:
In this centre occupied by the New Masters, coercion and persuasion
converge. with the power of decision-making and the capacity to consu?I~' Without necessarily owning it all, the New Masters possess this
~nvl leg~d .space, axis of a ~tict spatial policy._What they ~ia lly have
.1!:t~e pnvilege to J?Ossess t1!!l~ ... There is only for the masseSCire1UIly
measured space. Time eludes them. (Right to the City).

Inte~ectuals and scientists as secondary elites, he continues, will be
organized into competitive laboratories for the grearest good of economic
and politi~ ~aste~. The ma~ are not called the people or the working
class, their dady ~ves are teled1CtCted, while the pennanent threat of
~mployment generates latent and generalized terror. As he said one
ttught smile at this scenario, but when it comes true it will be too late!
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T hus urban ~evoluti.on does not refer to a future stage that has
supersed~d. ~he mdustnal era. Rather Lefebvre is concerned to explo re
the PO~Sl blhty of an ueban society derived from a radical critiq ue
emanatmg from the Left, that is a utopia in his sense. The other theme
of La revolution Ilrbajne is the necessity to examine urbanism as a
social practice, an ideological practice that comributes in part to the
absence o f a political critique by IIsagers, the users, which forms the
substance Of. his concluding chapter. Once again he urges the need to
analyse the CIty as totality, which always seems to be elsewhere. Instead
we are presented with fragments and vague concepts such as environment and eqllipemettts (collective services). Despite the failure of 1968
to create an ur ban society, in which the everyday has been transformed
he still felt that an urban revolution remained a possibility.
'
In. 1970 he. fo unded, ",:ith Anatole Kopp, author of books on early
Soviet urba msm, the revIew Espaces et Societes, but left it d ue to his
d.isagreemcnt wit~ what he saw as inflexible dogmatism about its
vIews on the spatial and the urban situation (1976-8, vol. 4, 268).
'Why', he asks, 'must Marxism evacuate the symbol ic the dream and
the imaginar y and systematically eliminate the 'p~tic being' the
oellllre? (270). During these years he gave numerous conference; and
taught courses at the Ecole Specia le d'Architectu re to students who all
read the Rj~ht to the City and La rellolution IIrbaine. ln addition, until
1968, archLtectural training was veey formalistic and so students once
Ii be.ra te~ from thi s strai tjacket, were eager to plunge in to the'more
SOCIologICa l aspects. H e maintained diverse comacts with archi tects
and wa~ ~ometi~es asked to participa te as part of the ream entering a
compentto n. It IS commo n practice in France to include someone with
a broader social science or philosophica l approach in such teams due
pardy to a ~onception of architecture derived from its origins within
~hools of fmc a rts ..H ence he parrook in the Galieni renewal project
~n the no rth of Pans and that foe the New Belgrade in Yugoslavia
In th~ 19805. H e was critica l o f architectural practice but appreciated
archItecture and architects. H is understa nding of space had resonances fo r their understanding.
Esp~ce et politj~lIe, based upon a series o f essays a nd articles, some
of whICh had preVIOusly been published in Espaces et Societes was an
accompa nying volume to Right to the City and lays the found~tion for
Prodll~tiou of Space. A number of themes come together in this book
reflectmg teaching interests, such as courses on al ienation, prima ril;

Today, utopias have been discredited, but they are necessary for
thinking about the future and so it is time we rehabilitated them
(Latour and Combes, 1991).12 Altho ugh his thinking on the urban
demonsrr3tes tbe qualities of the romantic revolutionary (L6wy,
1991), it should not be dismissed as hope lessly optimistic. Though
certa inly far more pessimistic abou t the extension of urban society and
the illusions of modernity towards the end of his life (1991a), he
wasn't completely unawa re in the earlier period of the weakness of
political movements in radically challenging urban developments
(1970b). He cou ldn't understand how people could simply accept
changes imposed around them (1989)
We have outlined some o f the key questions in the Right to the City,
but he a lso integra ted a number of related themes wh ich are developed
elsewhere. These covered the critique of the everyday, the reproduction of objects and socia l relations (see 1973b), appropriation of
space, the relationship beween use and exchange va lue, the role ~f the
philosopher in transcending abstract knowledge aloof from praxIs but
with a privileged role in thi nking about the city as a tota lity. We see
tOO the application of his method of regression-progression to the
changing nature of rown-country relations from the ancient Greek
period onwards. For Lefebvre, poets have been able to u nderstand the
city as the dwelling of man; however, an anti-urban tradition, which
goes back a long way a nd wh ich is clea rly present in the Chicago
School of Sociology, Judaism and Protestantism a nd in Marxism, has
unfortunately dominated our attitude to it (1986c). Although the
Greeks va lued the urban core (cite) as a place of civilization and the
creation of an, they also bequeathed to us an instrumenta l attitude to
the politica l and mi lita ry role of the city (1991a). The book was also
an attack against the idea that u rbanism is a mechanical operation,
devoid of ideology, but which had become a sort of catechism fo r
technocrats. T his was a theme he would further pursue in La revolulio" urbai"e (1970d), which he claims was no t the usual history of
urbanization.
IZ
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Rmh LevilaS (1993) argues for the necessiry of utopia because of its potential for
social transformation, a really possible world whose emergence from the present
State of affairs is credible. It can be defined as the desire for a better way of Jiving
expressed in the description of a different kind of society tha t makes possible t.hat
altemative way of life (257). She believes the difficulty in developing utopias ames
from the current inability to identify agents and processes of change (265 ).
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sexual, and nudity in act (1975b, 113-14), It is a book wit,h several
centres which he suggescs (1974/1986, xi ) we fe-read usm~ thr~e
dements: the individual elements of the analys~s, the pa~adlgmanc
oppositions that arise from these, such as pnvateJpubhc, use/exchange, space and time; and lastly the dialectization of these el~men~
such as conflicts, social rhythms and times produced by a nd

In thiS

space. Reappropriation of space and the bo~y are equally part~ of any
revolutionary project (1974, 166-7). Practlc~s and s~rategy mcce,asingly reproduce spaces accordi~g t? production relations paralleling
biological reproduction and gemtallty (376) .
.
'
In effect, he wrote very little on the spatial alone after
rcurement
from Namerre in 1973. He published a few short pieces o r gave
interviews o n the nature and future o f the city (1986c; 19.87; .1 989;
1991a; Renaudie, 1988), imegrared a chapter on ~pace .I~ hiS last
volume on the State (1976-8, vol. 4, 259-325) and III Crttlque de la
vie quotidienne (1981, 128-35 ). It was prim~rily. the relate~ processes
of homogeneity, fragmentation and hierarchlza~lon, to whICh he constantl y returned (1980a), and which by the mid 1980.s had become
even more generalized and penetrated knowledge (savot r), culr.ure and
the whole of society (1974/1986, viii). H e felt that he had said more
or less all that was sign ificant on the spatial an~ that .he had to turn
his attention to arguing for the retention of MarXism, given the. attacks
against it from developments in Eastern Europe and Fre?ch mteJlec~
tuallife (1980a). It was now acceptable to decree MarXism as passe
and irrelevant to o ur understanding of the world.

?IS

Time, complexity and the city
In the mid 1970s he turned to his earlier, cherished themes of ",lystif!cation difference alienation, feti shism and daily life, and which hiS
analysis o f the S'tate (1976-8) enabled hi~ to integrate. H.e also
wanted to return to the concept of modernity sketched. o ut III embryonic form by N ietzsche (1975b, 213). Before loo~ng at these
aspects more closely in relation to the everyday and the City, we should
note that Lefebvre had published a number of ~ook~ ~n the years
immediately after 1968, and coterminously with h.ls wfltlllg?n space
and urban society. Difference, the transformation o~ philosophy
(1970a) and the end of history (197Oc) were the subject of much
general debate of that period. In these books Lefebvre addressed the
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feeling of malaise and crisis and the transitionary period into a new
society, that is a society of difference, of which he saw the dangers and
the positive aspects, but also lucidly reminds us that the institutions
with homogenizing power, especially the State, are very much with us.
The Nietzschean revival of the 1960s was assoc iated with names
such as Deleuze and Foucault, whom Lefebvre called neo-Nieczscheans
(1970c). NietzSChe was a thinker Lefebvre felt passionately about and
whom he had tried to rescue from misinterpretation in the late 1930s
(1939; 1959, section 4, ch. 10). Nieczsche figured in his trinity
(1975a). Above all, Lefebvre tried to construct a bridge between Marx
and Nietzsche (1970c) . It was nOt just that Marx had not considered
a number o f latcr developments, such as the fragmented city, the
global (mondial), the daily, the repetitive and the differential, the
struggle against time within time itself, and the State. Marxism simply
is not sufficient as the only theory; a political revolution if it were to
happen would not resolve a ll the problems of love and happiness;
what it would do would be to provide the individual with the social
conditions which would make any resolution easier (1989, 468).
Hegel and M arx focused on mastcry of nature a nd the external world,
which for them defined the human being; Nietzsche, on the other
hand, turned inwards to the transformation of self thro ugh desire and
;ouissance.
Foucault is an obvious though not stated link with Nieczsche, for
who m Lefebvre had, on the other hand, lirtle sympathy, calling him,
at the height of his invective against structuralism in the 1960s, the
ideologue of the system (1971, 297). As with many other Marxists
and Sartre, Les mots et les choses, published in 1966, was read as a
right-wing book, that denied politics and represented a work of
Gaullist technocracy (Eribon, 1994, 80, 167). Foucault went even
further than Levi-Strauss in his systematization; he never leaves the
terrain of knowledge (savoir), theory or the system. Savoir, a systematized knowledge, was at the expense of connaissance, knowledge
produced by the subj ect and directed towards an object, implicating
agency and reflex ivity in its production. Subversion must come from
the connaissance of dominated and marginalized groups. Foucault's
explanations too were partial (1980bj 1985a) . Lefebvre considered
that to achieve an understanding of how workers were progressively
made .to work from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries,
necessnated a global analysis. This would encompass not only the role
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of religion, morality, sexual repression, and asceticism, but a lso how
these modes were initially tried out through military experiments and
upon anima ls. Dressage is also a concept he applies to humans, and has
been practised especia lly on the organs of the senses. It was particularly
hard on girls and women of the privileged classes (1992, 59). Foucault
explored th is process only though the lesser and individua l elements
such as the institutionalization of the abnormal and anomie, pedagogic
pressure and educational instirutions and military models (1980b,
158-9). Part of the problem toO stemmed from Foucault's refusa l to
begin with a concept and the fact that he only tOok account of texts
(1980b, 38). It should be noted that Lefebvre did not comment at any
length on Foucault's work on space and the urban . L3
Foucault, together with Deleuze, Derrida and Lyotard contributed
to the emergence as from 1960 of a phi losophy of difference (Ruby,
1989). Deleuze (1968) argued that a major ontologica l break had
taken place in the replacement of identity, and its negation and
contradiction, by difference and repetition. Difference is not about
negation nor is repetition a simple recurrence (Hu isman, 1993). In Le
manifeste differemialiste, written against what he saw as the coO[inuing rigid ity of homogenizing politica l systems after 1968 and a
mala ise which was much debated in France, Lefebvre traced the
philosophical genesis and genealogy of the concept of difference and
how we might p ursue a strategy and method based on difference. H e
insists that difference is not based on particula rity, origina lity or
individua lism; it emerges from struggle, conceptua l and lived. Despite
the different uses to which the idea of difference has been put, Lefebvre defended its relevance to rights associated with difference in13

Foucault in the 1960s worked with architects; he undenook a number of research
projects for the Ministere de l'£quipement in the 1970s, using a genealogical
approach to study the emergence of discourses and practices of collective con·
sumption in health and education in the 18th and 19th centuries. Many well
known sociologisu and philosophers panicipated. in research financed. by this
Ministry, such as DdeuU! and Guattari who also undenook contraCt research, for
example, on collective services and green spaces, in the same research centre
(Centre d'ttudes de Recherches et de Formation Institutionelle) of which Foucault
was director from 1971 to 1975. Indeed Castdls (1994, 58) has recemiy argued.
that Michel Conan, the administrator-thinker·dispenser of money in the Ministry
was Ihe central person in the post. 1968 developmem of Ihe French school of
urban sociology. Urban sociology received more money Ihan other social sciences
at that time.
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scribed in equality. These were a mea ns o f concretizing democracy and
socialism (1958, 119-22).
The theory of. difference implies an increasing complexi ty of the
world an? of socle~y (1970a, 171). Its opposite, reduction, appears as
a theoretical, practical, strategic and ideological instrument of power
that seeks to dominate. Difference is a way of linking that which is
near. and far, h.ere and there, accual and utopian, possible and impOSSible. That IS wh y we must struggle against a society of 'indiffe rence', not just by producing discourses but also in the way we live
:differentially' (185). ~nd this is the meaning of urban society and the
Importance of the notion and practice of centrality.
Urban society was one of plu ral and d ifferential times. [n traditional
metaph ysics, real and menta l time bear no relationship to each other
and history is th us dispensed with (1970c, 190-1). Structuralism too
expunged history, the conjunctural from the structural· it reflected the
current middle-class fear of history. The fetishism of culture blocks
h!sto~ ? ut u~es it as a product of consumption (182). Whilst opposed to
hIstOriCIsm, mterpreted both as a predetermined sense of history and
excessive demil to boring minutiae without any overall conceptualization
(Hess, 1988, ch. 17), he desired a renewal of historiciti. H istoricity too
~as sc:ver~1 rel~ted meanings. In philosophy and history it refers to the
slruatJo~ 10 w~ch people define their existence. In SOCiology, it covers the
manner iO which works are produced, distributed and consumed and the
capacity of a society to act upon itself (Grawitz, ]994). It w;sn't a ny
I~nger a maner of tran~nding a particular historica l moment through
history, but of overcommg (surmo1lter) nihilism which arises from the
fact .that hi.story has not transcended anything (197Oc, 73). Becoming
co?nnues, m .c<>.ntrast to Heidcgger's conception of history as that of
bemg, trace~ m ItS passage through fo rests, paths and clearings. There is
no end to history as H egel and Marx hoped for; it was N ietzsche who
had the courage to proclaim that man and culture could nor be complete
~nd this was a good thing (121). If modernity, on the other hand claims
It has liquidated history, it is an abusive pretension, which simpl; masks
wha~ has nOt actually changed (183). He concludes that it is no longer
POSSible to conceive of a historical totality as thar which tra nscends all
separations, but we need to think of history as a tomlity that overcomes
the fragmentatio n of history and society (190).
Ho~ever, ? uring th is period he only devoted a few pages to the
plurality of times. Within the phdosophicaJ tradition, one can distin-
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guish three approaches to (ime - firstly, the cos~ological or the tir:n e
of natu re, secondly, the lived or phenomenologICal, ~oncerned. w ith
duration or the individual time- consciousness, and thirdly, ~c mtersubjective or socia l perspective, dealing with multipJkity of t1me.-c~n
sciousness and its social composition through suuggle over co.nfhcung
rhythms (Osborne, 1994, 4-5).14 Unlike his lengthy analYSIS of the
production of space he ,only ske(ch~s o~t a ~e~iodization of the
significa nce of time in s~lety. In p~e-~lstOnC ~ocletlcs (oo,t to be taken
as preh istoric or pre-wntmg)~ con~mUl~ d.omm~tes a~d time. docs ~ot
figure in consciousness. In histone soc lc.nes, hls~ory IS credited Wlt~
great significance. while homogeneous time, which engen~ers a ~m
tary history, moves to the centre of consciousnes~. This IS a penod
associated with industrialization and the destructIOn of nature. The
contradictions between homogeneity and difference become appar~nt,
leading to a transitional period, intO which s~iety is. now ~nt~rmg.
The next stage is post-or transhistory when umtary history IS f~nally
abandoned and multiple codes are invented such that they ~ay give an
impression of endless disorder (1970c, 203-4). Such a penod emerges
in urban society, but it has so fa r been very unequally developed. It by
no means signals an end to conflict and ~iolen~e for t?esc may break
o ut without 'historical reason', nor does It entatl the d isappearance of
ghettos and violence in cities (21 4).
.
..
Borrowing from Gurvitch,l5 time is not only a m~ntal (.I me, It. IS al~o
social, biologica l, physical, cosmic,linea r and cyclJcal. LlIlear t.lme, !O
the same way as abstract space increasingly displaces the absolute,
takes over the cyclical, though the latter never disl~ppears. The seco~d
major source on time is George Bachelard (1950), who treated durees

(time periods) as essentially dia lectical and built upon undulations and
rhythms; they were material, biological and psychological. H is objec~
rive was to understand the complexity of life through a plurality of
durees, each of which has its own specific rhythm, solidity of linkages and
strength of continuity. There is an alternation between rest and action
producing discontinuities in psychic production; the continuity of the
psyche is not given but an oeulJre. Paradoxically the durees that appear
the most stable owe their stability to rhythJ:llic discordance. Therefore to
treat time as uniform was to fo rget a fundame ntal principle.
Bachelard traced the origins of rhythmanalysis to a Brazilian philosopher, Peinheiro dos Samos writing in 1931. It was an idea Lefebvre
begins to envisage in Production of Space (1974, 205-7) and announced as a project in Critique de la vie quotidienne (1981), and for
which he held high hopes as complementary to or as a replacement fo r
psychoanalysis, to which he had become vehemently opposed since its
adoption and popularization by some Parisian intellectua ls in the
1960s.1 7 The other source of inspiration for the theory of rhythm-
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For a wide· ranging discussion of history temporality and narration, see Ricoeur

(1985).
. I . . F
h
IS George Gurvitch (1896-1965) was a highly influential SOCIO eglSt In ranee w 0
brought Lefebvre inlO the CNRS. He founded the Cahi~t5 InttT7la.tio~u" dt
Sodologit. Lefebvre often refers 10 him. He was nOt only InlereSI~ In time and
causality, bUi also Ihe OlUl/Tt which was a cru~ial component of SOClety.
I' Lefebvre nOles that philosophers (including Nu:nsche) have only vaguely undersiood the importance of rhYlhms. Bachelard (1884-1962) ,,:,rote a number of
books on the imagination in contact with nature and on time (l?~1; 1938).
Whilst borrowing tht term rythmanalyse, Bachclard did nOl develop 1I .1n Psychanalyse du feu. However in La ditJlectique dtl". durte, Bachdard sees ItS psychoanalytic and therapeutic potential, whereby It .could be a means of tem.roral
dislOCalion and disorganization Ihat would get rId of false permanenCcs. II IS not
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enough 10 bring the pasl 10 consciousness, as psychoana lysis has done. We have
to ensure Ihat we do not continue to give Ihe same form to that which is without
form. In the conclusion he outlines the material and biological aspects of rhythmanalysis. It is howeve r Lefebvre who lakes apart the different rhythms and
applies them to the everyday.
17 There is much to say about lefebvre's re lationship and critique of psychoanalysis
and psychoanalysts which we cannot undertake in this inlroduclion. Eady on he
was attracted to tht surrealists by their interest in psychoanalysis Uay, 1984,293)
but he became SClprical aoout it (1975b, 166-7). Lefebvre's attitude towards
psychoanalysis markedly hardened in the 19605, if we compare his twO autobiographies. By Ihis time it had become an established ideology in tht United States
and was taken up by a numbe r of Parisian intellectuals. In 1960 a conference was
held at Bonneval on the unconscious, al which Henri Lefebvre and Jacques Lacan
participated. Lefebvre considered that for the mOSt part the concept of the
unconscious had been manipulated and reduced (0 a fetishilCd species (Bonnafc,
1991,22). In his view, Freud had conceptualized sexuality and brought to light
sexual misery, but psychoanalysis had in turn generated an ideology of normality
and mythology of desire. Withoul making capitalism the sole reason for sexual
misery, psychoanalysis has a tendency to ignore il and the Slate. Furthermore, for
Freud like Hcidegger, difference disappears in such a way thaI Ihe masculine
represents the universal (1980b, 166-8).
In particular he poured scorn on Lacan whom he called an escroc (swindler) and
a (ul1liste (nOI serious) (1975b, 174) because he dared speak aboul women, sex
and Ihe libido witho ut knowing what he was talking about! The dislike of Lacan
is also likely 10 have stemmed from his psychoanalytical practices and relationship
to his analysands.
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analysis can be seen in his theory of moments, which goes back to 1925,
before his adherence to Marxism (H ess, 1994; lefebvre, 1959, part 3,
eh. 1 J. lt was also in (he mid 19205 that the disc.on~i~uity generated,by
the First World War made him aware of the Slgmflcance of plebeian
romanticism and the rehabilitation of everyday li fe. Modernity and its
critique, epitomized by the most acerbic one of all, surrealism, made
considerable advances as from this period (1985a, 145).
Time itself seemed not fO be exhausted by concepts such as evolution, revolution or growth, while the duree was not solely defined by
linearity bur was also characterized by discontinuity. These moment~,
or internal durees (love, play, rest, poetry), wete modes of commumcarion communicable and communicating, or modes of presence.
A ltho~gh he disca rded these ideas in the late 1920s, part~y beca~se ~e
felt it tended to eliminate the historicity that he was dlscovenng In
Marx he nevertheless did not dispense with the idea that the non-linearit~ of time was important. He later linked moments with the idea
of creating new situa tions (1975b, 109-10). Indeed Debord created
situations out of moments which he deemed tOO abstract (Hess, 1988,
215 ). The moments that an individual can experience are e1abor~ted
by the society in which the individual participates or the pracnces
which a social group diffuses more widely (1959, 651) .. A moment
defines a form and is defined by one (648). The everyday IS composed
of a multiplicity of moments, such as games, lov~, wor~, res~, strugg~e,
knowledge, poetry and justice, and links profeSSional hfe, direct socl~1
life, leisure and culture. If we take the case of play, as a moment m
advanced societies, it has its specific categories of rules, partners,
stakes, risk, betS and luck. An important aspect of the temporality of
a moment is its repetition. So when playing, one accepts the rules
of the game and each time recreates and reinvents the usage of the

of Communications in 1985, practical problems and the feeling that it
was not of the stature befitting a thinker of Lefebvre's ca libre, meant
that a publisher couldn't be found for severa l years. The series of
essays brings together themes of rhythms, temporalities, music,
poetry, philosophy, eve ryday life and the city.
Rhythmanalysis is a concept that interweaves cyclical and linear
rhythms in the evetyday. The linear, wnich can be made totally
uniform and quantifiable, has more and more eliminated the qualita ~
tive from time and space. The disappearance of rhythms and cycles
engenders in turn a need for rhythms, exempli fied by the growing
significance of music in social life or the commercialized and recuperated fete (1981 , 134-5). Although time and space are intimately
linked and measured in terms of one another, time can never be
reversed. Time is projected Onto space through measures, uniformizing it a nd emerging in things and products. The appa rent reversibility
of time through products in the everyday gives us a fceling of contentedness, constructing a rampart agai nst the tragic and death. The
tragic exists outside dailyness but it irrupts within it, for example,
through aggression, violence and crime (1981, 169). As we can see in
Right to the City, time in particular was increasingly measured out
and rationed. Certainly any political project will enta il a revaluation
of time since use va lue bastd on 'appropriation itself implies time (or
times), rhythm (or rhythms), symbo ls and practices' (1974, 356). 'The
buyer of space or property acquires time.' New struggles, both visible
and invisible, were forming around time and its uses (1985b, 192).
Rhythmanalysis is the means by which we understand the struggle
against time within time itself (1986a). The body represents the surmounting of the mental and the sensory, whilst differences emerge
from the repetitions of gesture (linear), rhythms (cyclical) that the
body generates (1974, 385 ). It is the most basic form of production of
time; in itself is engraved the passage from immaturity to maturity and
the supreme difference, that of old age and death. The study of
rhythmanalysis was intended to be pluridisciplinary, integrating chronobiology, living rhythms, rhythms of speech, thought, music and the
city, and of which each city has its own. Starting from the everyday
rhythms of the body and its subjection to tra ining and rules (dressage),
he proceeds to ana lyse ca pitalism as not only the production of classes,
but also as a system that is built upon contempt of the body and its li fe
rimes. The rhythms of capital have displaced the major historical
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game.
.
.
Thus sixty years later (1985a, 142-60) he was mrmng full clCcie to
his preoccupations as a member of the new philosophers grou~ in the
1920s and concentrating on philosophical issues of representation and
a phenomenologica l description of the relation~hip be~een ~he body,
its rhythms and surrounding space, which remamc? a virtuality. T~ese
ideas were dropped, as we have seen because of hiS turn to MarXIsm.
However t.lbne"ts de rythmanalyse (1992), in which the latter theme
is taken ~p was not published until after his death. Whilst written in
the early 1980s and announced in the special issue on time and space
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rhythms, such as affirmation and negation of the body, and now on a
planetary scale both produce all things and destroy them through war,
progress and speculation (1992, 72-7),
He argued that Western philosophy had abandoned the living body
as the store of non-formal knowledge (non-salloir) which constitutes
a source of potential knowledge (connaissa"ce) (1974, 407). The
placing of the body and its creation of a differential field runs
throughout Production of Spaa. The eye, the ear and the hand, for
example, are nOt passive components of the body; each has their own
rhythm in a body which is the place of interaction between the
biological, the physical and the socia l (1985b. 197). Merleau-Ponty
(1945) too had placed the body in a field of time and space, but
Lefebvre criticized phenomenology for positing an absolute conscience, with no relation to social pracrice or influenced by nature, the
body and the exrernal world, and eliminating mediations, becoming,
time a nd history, and substituting substances for them (1957, 38--41).
What is the act of thinking, he asks. It is to think the relationships
between human beings and the universe. It is the separation and
conjoining of forms and content (1985a, 123-4). Phenomenology also
refused the concept as a means of investigation and limited itself to the
immediacy of the lived. Modern physics has taught us that things
which appear inert are not, so that we need (Q go beyond appearances
(1985b, 198). In effect, rhythmanalysis translates socially and philosophica lly Einsteinian notions of space-time relativity. Although the
world has become more complex, and the mechanisms seemingly
require experts to a nalyse them, we can still grasp the significance of
rhythms of daily life through looking and using OUf intellect (1992,
21). And one of the aims of complex thought (Ia pensie complexe) has
been to reflect on epistemological and socia l consequences of changes
in scientific ideas (Barreau, 1985; BechiUon,1994; Morin,1994).
Lefebvre uses phenomenological concepts but deploys them differently as in 'Seen from the Window' where, starting from the su bject
and its different corporeal senses, he attempts to counteract the dominance of the visual which accompanies an abstract, violent and
phaUic space. This was a theme he had discussed in Production of
Space. Scanered throughout Lefebvre's writings are numerous references to male sexuality and its production of spaces, feminism and
gender relations (1980b), exploitation of women in daily life (1970b), ~
the subjection and control of the body as in dressage (breaking in and

training) (1992). That feminitude will revolt against phallic dominance is inevitable, but it would be regrenable if it were to substitute a
uterine space (1974, 410). He does not however elaborate at length
what would be a dialectical relationship between the production of the
sexualized body and its relationship fO and positioning in lived and
conceived spaces.
Yet u.sing and applying rhythmanalysis will develop the analysis, as
he begms to do with a study of Mediterranean cities in the last
selection i~ this book, dra":ing together the scientific and the poetic,
and ~reakmg down separatIOns between space and time, private and
pubhc, State-political and tht: intimate. A somewhat different application, though also referring to different rhythms and closely associating
spatial and temporal strategies, is the examination by Pierre George of
fifty years of changing relationships with space at different scales
including neighbourhoods, new towns and regions. Thus: 'The spac~
which is no longer mobilized by individual times passes into the
!urisdi~ri?n of,the local authority, region or State ... It is recuperated
10 admmlstranve programmes of "territorial planning", These spatial
programmes have as an indirect, if not direct, objective, to reproject
individual and collective slices of time, (1985, 167).
In the l~ ~Os too Lefebvre turned to an examination of rights within
a newll political culture (1986b). In 1978 he had launched with Victor
Faye a group called Autogestion, initially concerned with sel f-manag~m.e nt i? the workplace and, from 198 1 to 1985, local democracy.
Wlthm thiS context, the idea of the new citizenship as a social project
crys£allized and led to the formation of the Groupe de Navarrenx
consisting of about a dozen people who met regularly until 1989. Th~
objective was to set out a globa l vision linking the political the
productive citizen and the user. For 200 years the rights of the ci~izen
had hardly changed from that of the right to express an opinion and
vote. However, citizenship shou ld aim to create a different social life
a, more direct democracy, and a civil society based not on an abstrac~
tIOn but on space and time as they are lived (1986a, 173). Further.
more, given the situation of the suburbs a nd peripheral zones, the right
to the city was obviously imporrant. Lefebvre was also intensely
1 :'
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Vi~O[, Faye was a member of the Pani Socialiste Unifie, a group to the: le:ft of the:

SocIalist Pany. He: left the: PSU before: 1981 and he:aded me Socialist Commission
on Self-Manage:me:m in the: workplace:.
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interested, after his visi t to California in ] 983, by the trcarmem of
space and time in information technology (1991b). ln large modern
cities, one also has to take into account the internationalization of
social relations, not juSt because of migration but also due to the
multiplication of the technica l means of communica tion and globalization of knowledge (199 la):

nize the tension s between unity and difference as an integra l movement of dialectical materialism, the necessity for thinking about the
city as a totality, that is as a concept to be reconstituted, a procedure
that does not ignore the imponance of the parts. He a lso champions
the possibility of progressive political projects and the continuing
necessity for utopias as the basis for action. One of his oft repeaced
aphorisms was 'demander /'impossible pour avoir tout Ie possible'
(demand the impossible in order to get a ll that is possi ble).

I'

I

The right to the city, complemented by the right to difference and the
right to information, should modify, concretize and make more practical the rights of the citizen as an urban dweller (citadin ) and user of
multiple services. It would affirm, on the one hand, the right of users to
make known their ideas on the space and time of their activities in the

it!

urba n area; it would also cover the right to the use of the centre, a
privileged place, instead of being dispersed and stuck into ghettos (for
workers, immigrants, the 'marginal' and even for the 'privileged'J.
y. '''''. /II .~ ),.-,11 c'
The hopes he had held out for urbanization could not furnish the basis
fo r the val ues of a new civilization, and were va nishing tOgether with
the last illusions of modernity. The expansion of existing cities and
crea tion of new ones has continued to support relationshi ps of dependence, domination, exclusion and exploication. The fo rm of everyday life and information has changed but not the content. His cri tique
continues with the disappearance of the historic centre such that those
who were deported to the suburbs now return as dispossessed tourists.
Nor has urban sociology lived up to its promises, giving rise to
constra ining urbanism wh ich has become a sort of catechism for
technocrats. His conclusion, in the light of the series of transformations, and especially in the everyday riven by contradictions in social
practice, is that we must reformul ate the framework of citizenship
such that the right to the city brings together the urban dweller
(citadill ) and the citizen (1991a).
Wha t therefore Lefebvre encourages us to do is to think critically
about the myths and rhetoric of contemporary urbanism, and recog-

3S

French Context and Influence

i

l' Lefebvre stated in an interview in 1989 that technology and communications were

the themes that interested him the most. This interest goes back to the 19505 in
relation to language (197 1) and in Vers Ie cybemanthrope he highlighted the
growing importance of information and knowledge. Today information technology is the theatre and stake of a gigantic confl ict which is being used by the
capitalist mode of production to get out of a crisis (1986a, 56). There is some
interest in extending l.eiebvrian ideas on rights and approp riation to information
technology (Couvidat, 1994).

His books on the city and urbanism, Le droit afa ville and La revolution
urbaine reached a wide public, including the much despised technocrats.
The new urban policy that germinated under Olivier Guichard in the
early 1970s and was finally implemented under Giscard d'Estaing after
1974, echoed many of the themes of Lefebvre's writing (Gamier and
Goldschmidt, 1978, ch. 2).20 These included the urban, conceived in
social as well as spatial terms, and the revival of the city as a collective
entity and its quality of life. Architects on the other hand had tradi tionally adopted a spatial treatment of the city. Both Right and Left lamented
the lack of the fete, around which inhabitants could unify, and the
disappearance of the ludic clement (Garnier and Goldschmidt, 321 ).
The Left in the 1970s spoke of democratic panicipation, self-man agement (aulogestion) and urban cha nge, expressed in slogans such as
changer /a ville. changer fa vie (change the city, change li fe). This was
a period of the programme commun between the Socialist and Communist Panies when they took over a large number of muncipalities.
With the Socialists in power after 1981, the urban question began to
turn its attention more to the suburbs (balllieues) a nd not focus to
the same degree on historic centres and medium-sized towns. Effectively, the programme known as _Ban lieue 89 launched by M ichel
Cantal-Dupart and Roland Castro il1T983 implemented a number of
10

J

Garnier and Goldschmidt argue that the new urban policy prioritiu:d the urban
because of fears by the bourgeoisie of both discontent about q uality of life and a
connection between work place and residential struggles. It all sought to incorpor.
ate the nouvelle petite bourgeoisie which had not had a political Io'oiee in the
19605, some of whom had bfen im plicated in the tu rbulence of the lale 1960s. The
latter sentiments were dearl~ expressed by Giscard d'Estaing (1976).
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yet without being for that matter torn asunder ... He passes alongsidepromised lands, but he doesn't enter.... Discovery, that's his passion.

principles recognizable to any Lefevbrian - the introduction of cen-

trality into the peripheral zones and the transformation of suburbs
imo real cities, the right to the city, the struggle against exclusion, and
a renewed sense of urbanity (Ko&nan, 1994). Although Caneo (1994)
cites Lefebvre as the only major post-war intellectual to have taken the
city seriously, unlike Merleau-Ponty or Sartre, he nevenheless remains
silent on the debt owed to his urban writing, despite Lefebvre's influence
amongst radical architects through his teaching in the early 19705. It
should be said that Banlieue 89 tended to focus on the morc physical
elements and minimize the economic and social processes at play. So too
d id the policy politique de Ia ville launched in 1988 under Yves Dauges,
which owed much to a Lefebvrian sensibility. Occasionally his work, and
in particular Right to the City was brandished in front of the media for
example by Michel Delebarre, the first Millistre de fa ville during the
Socialist years (Garnier, 1994 ). Lefebvre himself ironically complained
that 'his writings on space and the urban were deemed scandalous until
these "truths" were proclaimed obvious and trivial, chat is taken up by
politicians without the least polite formula, but chen thac was how it is'
(1976-8, vol. 4 , 324 ). Was chis all that different from the earlier experiences, such as the concept of mystification, developed in La conscience
mysti(jee, wh ich was used and abused polemically by politicians and chen
passed into general usage (1959, 462) . Over the years, the more his work
was plundered, the less it was cited (Garnier, 1994,13 t l·
On the whole Lefebvre has tended to be marginalized in France and
his work undervalued. He remained faithfu l to a livi ng and consta ntly
renewed Marxism (Anderson, 1983; Lowy, 1991 ) and this had not
helped his reputation. Mer all his book Le marxisme, first published
in 1948, and now in its 21st edition, is the bestseller of the small and
cheap paperback series Que Sais-Je published by Presses Universitaires
de France. Neither did the conflictual relationship with the Comm unist
Party, which he joined in 1928, help. Partly, tOO, he suffered from being
the person who throughout his career always maintained a critical
stance. Was he not thinking o f himself when he wrote (1980b, 202):
It is correct that in the conditions of the modern world, only the man
apart, the marginal, the peripheral, the anomic, those excluded from
the horde (Gurvitch) has a creative capacity ... the greatest chances of
creating: isn't it the man of fromiers? ... (who) bears a tension that
would kill others: he is both inside and outside, included and excluded,
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Whilst he was the guru of 1%8, the actraction of structural Marxism in
me early 1970s, to which he was profoundly hostile, supplanted him to
some extent (Davidson, 1993). Structural Marxism had a strong hold in
the urban sociology of the early 1970s (see CasteIls, 1972). The waning
of strucruralist positions in the late 1970s still left Lefebvre marginalized
in these circles. Perhaps his critical stance was too difficult to face from
those who now wanted to shake off the intellectual rigidity of strucrural
Marxism. Marxism more generally was ou t of fashion, and certainly this
is the reason many would put forward fo r his marginal starns in the
1980s; intellectuals were more concerned with the {'ere du vide (the era
of emptiness) (Lipovetsky, 1983) and the abolition of the subject.
Unlike the situation in AnglO-American geography, a Marxist inspired geography was never adopted, not even by members of the
Commun ist Party, Geography in general tended to be empiricist and
with little contact with developments in sociology, except for those
(e.g. Kayser, Rochefort) who had been taught by Pierre George, one
of the leading French geographers of this century, and a Marxist like
Lefebvre. In the 1950s the two had worked together, o rganizing a
conference on Villes et Campagnes. George a lso at times deployed the
regression-progression method (conversation with Antoine Haumont). On the whole, geographers were com;erned with concrete
space, while much sociology has spoken of social space in metaphorical terms. So neither were preoccupied with the production of space
as such. Nor did a MarxiSl urban sociology, tend ing to reduce the city
to various func tions of capitalism, embrace his ideas. lI Some Marxist
sociologists, on the other hand, turned to social history. As for philosophers, despite the recent mterest in the city (Ansay and Schoonbrodt, 1989; Cahiers de Philosop hie, 1993), they have nOt recognized
the significance of Lefebvre's thinking on the var ious dimensions of
the philosopher in, of and on the ciry.l2 Finatly, he was barely taken
For example, Michel Amiot 11986), an orthodox Marxist, sim ply writes out
2 Lefebvre from his otherwise interesting histOry of urban sociology in France.
2 Ansay and Schoonbrodt's collection of philosophical texts on th e city reprints two
short extracts from RighI to the City but in a lengthy ~ion on the right to the city
omilS any mention of Lefebvre asmeinstigatorof theconcept. PaqllOt (1993) refers very
briefly to the concept of everyday life in his anicle on civility, urbanity and urban
ciriLmship.
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into account by Marxist economists, despite his acute insights into the
reproduction and surviva l of capitalism. In parr this was due to
Lefebvre's disdain for economics as the privileged discipline of the
Communist Parry, the influence of Althusserianism and his weakly
structured discourse (Dieuaide and Moramed-Nejad, 1994).
His sharp critiq ue, especially of technocrats (1967a), whether of the
Left or the Right, was also accompanied by an unwillingness to
compromise. It was as if he was telling them they might as well
comm it suicide (interview with Henri Raymond). After 1974, the

technocrats, in particular from the Ministere de I'~quipement,
thought they had found solutions to urban problems. They read
Lefebvre and distilled a number of his ideas, nOt in the way he
approved and against which he fulminated. Above all he fought
against falsehoods, and this stance too served to marginalize him. At
the same time, he didn't make a pedagogic effort to ensure his succession, a lthough he d id have a large number of postgraduate studentS,
nOt exclusively in urban sociology, during his later yea rs at Nanterre.
On the one hand, he did not produce, and indeed was tota lly antagonistic to a closed and tightly knit systematic approach, which would
have also been more easily reproducible, theoretically and empi rically.
On the other hand, a series of aphorisms could be derived from his
analysis of urban society and everyday life. Indeed, in an imaginary
conversation between Lefebvre and Herbert Marcuse, Charlotte
Dclbo (1969), his secretary for many years, distilled the best known
sayings from the events of 1968.
Thu s his critics in the 1970s levelled t he charge of recuperation
(Castells, 1972; Garnier and Goldschmidt, 1978).13 His reponse to
those he called his hypercritics did not really confront them head on

2..J

Lefebvre points out that recuperation has taken a spKiflC form in the years after
1968 in that technocrats gOl the critics themselves to work out what would be
applicable out of the radical critiques (1981, 107). Many Marxist sociologists at
this time accepted contracts from State ministries. Marxists were not the only ones
subjected to recuperation although they offered the richest pickings. The notion
of 'changer /a vie' (changing life) was exemplary. It was originally subversive and
fluid, but was transformed into quality of tife and reduced to the signs and
discourses of transformation (108). It is interesting that Vaneigem (1992, 10)
specifically notes the lack of understanding of his ideas on the quality of lile,
transparency, participation and creativity in the original text published in 1967,
and its later official integration.
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(1981, 104-9). Any innova tive idea was capable of bei ng recuperated
and since the French Revolution the Left had constan tl y come up with
ideas which were adopted and adapted by t he Right (1975b, 98, 155).
'There is no gesture so radical that ideology will not try to recuperate.'
So thought Guy Debord (quoted in Plant, 1992, 188). Lefebvre also
asked what was the point of hammering the innovator who was not
necessarily the person involved in recuperation? However, Garnjer
and Goldschmidt argue that this does not address the question of why
the bourgeoisie specifica lly needed to prioritize the urban and p ursue
a policy based on quality rather than quantity.
If is quite easy now to highlight t he outdatedness of a number of his
concrete ana lyses, for example, the reign of the quantitative or the
statement that the housing question was occluding issues about the
city. Instead the Politique de la ville pushed housing into the back *
ground, although in the past few years it has come back with a
vengeance.24 We should not forget that Lefebvre's cri tique was made
in a different context of shortage in t he post*war period and, later on,
rapid urban growth. Garnier (1994) suggests we might want to ex·
plain his current marginalization by pointing out that Lefebvre is
tarred w ith unfashionable positions. Only a few social scientists are
still concerned with a sociology of demystification (dlfvoilemmt); the
others are content to embrace the world as it is. H owever, after
showing the ways in which his ideas have been appropriated and o ften
inverted, Garnier concludes on a positive nore, highlighting the durable aspects of his thinking on the urban, and his reminder to us of the
illusions of urban thinking - avoiding social relations in the production of the city and its exclusions, treating the city in pathological
terms and as essence and spirit, using alienatio n to t reat a product of
human activity as an a utonomous entity. As long as relations of
production and ownership are not altered, centra lity w ill be the
preserve of those who use and benefi t from th ese relations. At best it
will be elitist, at worst military and policed. On the periphery he was
14

.

.

In the fe,,: past years aSSOCiatiOns calling for the requisition of vacant housing and
representing the homeless, such as DAL (Droil au Jogemen/) have been created.
They have been active in Paris with a spectacular coup in December 1994 when
they occupied with tactical precision an uninhabited building in the fashionable
~th arrondissement belonging to a large development company under investigalion. It. has been commented that. in France right to housing, unlike the right to
educanon and health, does not eXist.
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extremely lucid when he wrote in the 19805, that whilst they were
threatening, nothing would be born out of these disturbances except
for the possibility of blood being spilt (1986a, 167). And rare, he
concludes are those raday who are audacious enough to maimain a
theoretical and political vision and a critique of the existing state of
affairs, that is, want the impossible to realize the possible (Garnier,
1994,143 ).
Now several years after his death, we can detect signs of his return
as an appreciated thinker on the city. A conference on Lefebvre's
work, 'Henri Lefebvre Traces de fuwes, held in Paris in June 1994,
brought together those who, with different political and ideologica l
positions, have been influenced by Lefebvre. Topics as varied as
ecology, the city (Courbon , 1994; Jehl, 1994), informational society
(Couv idat, 1994; Lacroix, 1994), differentialism (Michaux , 1994),
theory of moments and education (Hess, 1994), and modernity
(Sc hnaidt, 1994) were discussed. A special issue of Espaces et Societes
(no. 76, 1994) was devoted to a critical appraisal of his writing on
modernity, urban and the city (Ga rnier, 1994), architecture (Pellegrino and Neves, 1994), relevance to economic thinking (Dieuaide and
Motamed-Nejad, 1994) and as a precursor of postmodernism (Dear,
1994; Hamel and Poitras, 1994). The issue of Annates de la Recherche
Urbaine (1994 ), though not specia lly devoted to Lefebvre, also recognizes his contribution to thinking about the city and urbanity as
tOtality, the significance of the concept of the everyday Ooseph , 1994),
the continu ing relevance of the right to the city in Europe (Ostrowestsky, 1994). and utopian thinking (Levy, 1994). It is clear that the
themes with which he was absorbed and his methodo logy still retain
much of relevance for the present and the future.
We would suggest that the deepening polarization of urban life may
well be a cata lyst for a more penetrating, integrative and total izing (in
the Lefebvrian sense) thought about the city. Visions of the city in
terms of alienation and deracinement are still employed in the French
programme on urban research Uoseph, 1994). Too many reiterate the
impossibility of thinking beyond the fragments (Castro, 1994), and
the fear that if everything is linked, Of what may be caUed the holistic
syndrome, then it will be impossible to gain control of processes
Uoseph, 1994}. There is however a need to think the city as a totality,
not in the sense of an inventory but as a concept to be constituted, as
a whole that articulates relationship between elements. Centrality is
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not fixed but liable to dispersal and movement (1974, 399). We see
tOO that Lefebvrian notions of appropriation, recognition of difference
assembled together, the user, who is both a conservative and a subversive figure in the reproduction of social relations, and the theory of
moments, in which social links arc constructed and torn asunder, are
all themes relevant to an understanding of the city Uoseph, 1994).
Some are also trying to bring together different paradigms of the city
- alienation and uprootedness in the city and different approaches to
the everyday.2.5 An example of the latter would be the juxtaposition of
Lefebvre and Goffmann (1969) for both of whom the everyday was
not the dark side of history. GoHmann devoted much attention to the
everyday, derived from an initial and detailed analysis of life in
institution·s, and which can be .extended to the institutionalization of
society (discussion with Antoine Haumont). Others consider that a
revival in Lefebvre's fortunes will come primarily from a wider reading of and reflection upon h..is thought, especially notions of dailyness
and alienation, rather than specifically urban notions (Garnier, 1994).
A more social analysis of the economic (Dieuaide and MotamedNejad, 1994) might emerge from an institutional and social application of regulation theory which would also seem to be a fruitful path
tOwards exploring Lefebvrian insights in relation to urban policies.
Finally, the interaction of temporalities and spatialities will surely be
an area worthy of the application of Lefebvrian concepts and dia lectical reasoning.
~
More than ever it is necessary in the context of urban transforma~ J
tion to affirm rights against exclusion from the city, but not in the
sense of treating the city as autonomous and pathological. Today,
rights arc increasingly questioned, granted more and more conditionally and delivered at lower standards. How, we must ask, can we
conjoin abstract and concrete rights? At the same time we should not
forget that for Lefebvre rights are nOt simply derived from the politico-State level but arc also anchored in civil society.

.

"

I

I

l' For Michel de Certeau (1994, xi) the study of the everyday and the an of doing
are to reveal the subterranean forms of dispersed creativity in the everyday, a
tactic of bricolage adopted in the face of networks of surveillance. He poses both
similar and contrary questions to those of Foucault. The procedures and ruses of
consumers are an anti-discipline, for which he states in a foomote, that Lefebvre's
work is a fundamental soura:.
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itself primarily a spatial concept (Ross, 1988, 9). However, it would
be unfortunate if Production of Space were to be treated as the core of
his work and other writing subordinated to it, for, as we have amply
seen, his own production after the mid 1970s remained massive
and, most significa ntly, represented a return to ea rlier passions and
concepts which had in some cases lain dormant, though not forgotten
(1988,78).
We can trace Lefebvre's influence on Marxist geography to Harvey
(1973) in.S.OOalJustice alld the City, which was based primarily on his
reading of La reuaJutimLu.rhain.e. He commented that he had no one
else to turn to for a Marxist analysis of the city. Harvey uses him to
consuuct a grid of changing functions, forms and structures and
circulation of capital. Haney's (1989) analysis of changing modes of
capital accumulation, flexibili ty, new cultural forms and space-time
compression is also heavily influenced by the historica lly evolving
forms of spatia l representations and representations of space delineated by Lefebvre. In particular, the consequences of the breakup of
Euclidean space and pictorial representation as from 1910 are emphasized. Harvey (1993) has recently suggested combining Lefebvre
and Heidegger in the dialectica l interplay of experience, perception
and imagination in the construction of place. 17 Lefebvre, however,
warns us against fa lling too easily into eclecticism with Heidegger (as
occurred with the combination of Freud and Marx ). The only way out
is to define convergences and divergences ourside of the philosophical
(1965b, 133).
Soja refers extensively to his writing and, unlike Harvey, deploys a
socio-spatial dialectic within a postmodernist perspective. Yet, whilst
Soja refers to the critique of everyday life, repeti tion and difference, he
does not show its relevance to the production of space which is
simplified to capitalist spatiality, dialectics and reproduction through
occupance of space and production of space. This reading gives the
impression that Lefebvre thinks about space polirically and ideologically, certainly more subtly than structural Marxism, but nevertheless

When Lefebvre wrote Right to the City, the popular classes had
a lread y begun to be pushed out of central Paris by processes of State
and market-led redevelopment. However, in the intervening yea rs not
only have vast tracts of the cemee been dramatically transformed, but
the Eastern sector of Paris, the most working-class area, has been
turned into an extensive building site. This is part of Pa ris's continued
transformation into a global city (Sassens, 1994). The domination of
a culture of the same and the excl usion of the more marginal, is most
evident under the Chirac regime that has tightened its domination
since winning power in 1977 (Le Nouvel ObserlJateur, 23 September
1994). Specific rights, such as those of housing, th us conjoin with the
more abstract and generalized ca lls for the right to the city for those
whom the market and the State have expelled from centrality.
At the same time the merropolitization of the suburban municipalities (Genestier, 1994), following principles of creating multiple
centres, is producing its own pattern of exclusion. Communes such as
Saint-Denis and Bobigny, through a programme of redevelopment of
their cen tres and the extension of existing transport lines, are now an
integral part of Paris. Th is is in turn generating a strengthened core
and periphery in these municipalities.
__ . .-,

L

Anglo-American Reception

.,en.

The present esteem in which Lefebvre is held in Anglo-Saxon countries
has been spearheaded by geographers (Gregory, 1994; Harvey, 1993;
Merrifield, 1993; Smith 1984, 1993a; Soja 1985, 1989a, b)u and
those arguing th at space has become more important in social theory
and postmodernism Uameson, 1991 ). Other concepts are made to
revolve around space such that it is seen as a recoding of everyday life,
26

Gomleiner (1985 ) was one of the few 10 take accoum of the variety of Webvre's
urban and spatial corpus and not treat it as a unity (Kannelson, 1992). Since the
publication of Production of Space, Lefebvre's breadth and depth has been
increasingly recognized (G regory, 1994: Merrifield, 1993: Soja, Forthcoming),
es pecially with an eye for the richness of his refl ection on the body, the everyday,
especially its colonization, and utopias (Gregory, 1994). Of all those str iving to
extract a geographical legacy or relevance from Lefebvre's writing, Shields (1994)
has explo red in greatest depth the concepts and methods which wove their way
through his work, induding a re<:ognition of the significance of history as
virtuality.
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17 Massey (1993, 62) notes that nOtions derived from Heidegger are problematic in
that he sees places as having single essential identities STemming Out of an
inward.looking history. It is not surprising since Heidegger looked back to a rural
world in which the philosopher could meditate undisturbed by the trivialities and
banalities of urban life and oonviviality.
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well within the concepts of early Marx. The crying absence is Nietzsche who of course constitutes the break in historical thinking.
The problem is that Lefebvre has basically been read as a Marxist
urban geographer by his Anglo-Saxon admirers, as Shields (1994 )
comments. This is somewhat ironic given his constant castigation of
disciplinary fragmentation without aurocritique. If any label were to
be affixed, it would be as a philosopher/sociologist, which is how he
described himself. As he often said, death to philosophy, long live
philosophical thinking. In Right to the City he devotes mucb attention
to the emergence of philosophy in the city and the failings of contemporary phi losophy, whether it be in relation to the city or everyday
life. Sociology constitutes one of the fragmentary sciences contributing
to an understanding of the city, although this has to be related to the
historical which is often forgotten.
There seems cu rrently to be an attempt amongst those labelling
themselves postmodern geographers to appropriate any thinker who
'prioritizes' space, as if this accolade auromatically makes a geographer. 21 Maybe this could be a means of gluing together the fragments! Indeed, Lefebvre has been seen as a latent postmodernist
(Dear, 1994) and as a precursor (Hamel and Poitras, 1994), and who
by the end of the latter article becomes a postmodernist without
qualification. In both cases, and for Soja (1989b), it is the attention to
and primacy of space in social theory and life that qualifies him
admirabl y. In addition Hamel and Poitras highligh[ Lefebvre's critique
of modernist urbanism and what it supposedly shares with postmod·
ernisr critiques in terms of difference, anti-positivism and anti-technicism. POS{Inodernism is not of course a unified body of thought but
the problem shared by the various attempts at appropriation is that
fundam ental differences are collapsed and glued together in a reductionise fashion. Shared concerns do not mean shared ana lyses or
conclusions, as was the situation with Lefebvre's engagement with
Heidegger and phenomenological concepts (1965b).
Jameson (1991, 364), who knew Lefebvre and took him around Los
Angeles in 1983-4, rightly notes that the idea of a postmodern period
28 This is nor to say that all geographers are involved in this enterprise. Harvey, for
example, who periodizes postmodernism and retains a critical distanee, does not.
There is also an interest in geography in the historical geography of modernity,
more closely aligned to a reading of Habermas, who !;;Ills for a renewal of
modernity.
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or stage was alien to Lefebvre, because his experiential framewo rk
was largely shaped by the modernization of France, primarily in the
Gaullist period. This, however, was not the principal reason for his
rejection of poscmodernism.
Lefebvre was a philosopher and critic of modernity which he contrasted with modernism. Modernism for him meant the exaltation of
(he new, often with lots of illusions and little perspicacity. It was the
consciousness of a period, which he loosely said might have gone back
centuries. Modernity, on the other hand, an unfinished concept, is
critique and autocritique, an attempt at knowledge. Modernism and
modernity are inseparable and together constitute two aspects of the
modern world; the former is certitude and arrogance, the latter is
questioning and reflection (1962, 9-10). Later on, Lefebvre situated
the beginning of modernity in the silent catastrophe when a whole
series of referentials of social practice (time, space, representation and
reality) in Europe collapsed (1980b). From 1886 to 1924, from symbolism to surrea lism, 5] isms were thrown up (Meschonnic, 1988,
59-60). Daily life however remained generally aloof from these discontinuities; one continued to live in Euclidean space and the homogeneous time of clocks, and sing tonal melodies. Thought took the
audacious path and daily life prudence. Out of this breakup, three
values of modernity - technique, work, language - emerge. It
promised happiness thr.,)ugh the satisfaction of needs in the everyday.
Yet the illusion of a rupture with the past has been dissolved and so
discussions about its essence have lost some of their interest. Today
this modernity has come to an end but modernism as technological
practice remains strong and it is this which is effectively transforming
daily life. However, the critics of modernity have, in clamouring for
the inunediate, opted for the retro. And in proclaiming the end of all
ideologies, together with the advent of the myth of transparency in
society, the State and political action, they have left the fie ld clear for
technological deployment. This is where the real question lies and one
which is nOt answered by the false dichotomy of modernity or postmodernity (1981, 47-52).
The nature and status of the term 'POSt' in relation to the modern and
modernity is unclear: continuity or rupture (Meschonnic, 1988, 218).
Is it a total rejection of all the modern or a particular crisis within it,
emphasizing the ephemeral and chaotic (Harvey, 1989, 113). There is
a tendency to expel the critique, complexity, and contradictions within
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modernity and to focus on onc element of modernity. Too frequen tly
modernism and modernity a re used indiscriminately.

In France, on the whole, the term 'postffi?clcrnism' tends to be
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reserved for those who fall into the apoca lyptic group (Ru?y, 1990),
including those who perceive a socia l v?id , for example LlpOve~sky,
(1983) and the impossibility of any project for change. Any w~ lff of
the dialectical, unity or totality is immediately lambasted and rejected .
So fo r Lyotard. any sense of hidden values mus,t be abandoned and

reality is that which appea rs in discourse. Baudr~llard takes spectacle
for what it appears. It is world in which everythmg has been ~on~ so
nothing remains bur to play with the fragments. Postrnodermsm IS a
game w ith the vestiges ~f woat oas ~een des.troyed (p~ant, ~99~, 1 ~5).
At toe same time, toere IS muco less Interest In France III pefl odlZatl~nS
of postmodernism as a cultu ral logic of late capitalism or space-time
compressio n. For examp le, nei toe r Jameson nor Ha.rv~y h av~ been
translated. In relation to a politics of difference, there IS little eVIdence
of any real practice of difference in a country still strongly ~tcached to
the highly unitary Republican trad ition, which is c~pable, If attacked,
of producing strong resisrance, as for example In the r~cen~ very
heated debates over the wearing of headscarves by Muslim gIrls at
secondary schools.
.
Certainly Lefebvre acknowledged one was living in a ~ime of mal~lse
and that there was uncertitude about w here u rban SOCIety was go~n g,
but he frequently referred scathingly to the nihilists ~r h ype~re.ahsts.
He considered the announcement of posthistory, post-industrialism o.r
postmodernism to be p remature and that we remained in a transltionaf"period (1986a, 47 - 8). Hi story ce rta inly had not ended . Indeed
we must expect history to continu e ( 1985a, 113). Wou ld the current
disorder comain a virtua l order? T h is is a question he says postmodernism posses bur does not answer. All they can do, obsessed as they
are by nosta lgia, is to construct neo-vi ll ages.
As with so many other denominations proposed in t~e name of social
transformation (post·industrial society, consumer SOCiety etc.) the postmodern has a sense but not that which the words say; these words, are
intended to designate something precise, an intuition if not a prOJect.
However they only express a backward move faced with the e.rrors a~d
the false audacities of ' modernism' .... Industry, work and tnd~stnal
workers are nOt disappearing and will not disappear immedIately.
Similarly for material production, exchange, merc~andise. the market,
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money and systems of equi\'alences, even if they have ceased to appear
to be the dominant tendency characteristic of our era. (1986a, 167).
At the same time, he did nOt share the tota l disparagement of the
eighteenth century which, though it had many fau lts, had also led to
the emergence of civil sociery, civility and urba nity. He stil l believed to
the end in the possibility of creating somethi ng new, of the necessity
of a project reconstructed out of new ideas and old materials, but not
o ne w hich would lay down the deta ils. T his project he concluded
would be ' inspired principally by a "Marxist" tradition (not without
critiques) but could not afford not to bo rrow some elements from
other currents: for example, ecology and neo-Ricardism' (1986a,

176).
More specifically, it is worth examining the presences and absences
that have been alluded to in the geographica l appropriation. The firs t
of these is the relationsh ip between space and time. For J ameson
(1991), whose work has been influentia l amongst postmodern geographers, the spatia l is predominant in the post-contemporary period
(whatever that may mean ); postmodern culture is spatial. Time is
pressed into the service of space. The first casualty of the postmodernist period is 'modern ist history', deep memory a nd temporality. If
temporality has any place, it is only in writing about it rather tha n as
lived experience. Jameson fee ls totally lost in this world 2' where the
insertion of the individual into multid imensional sets of radically
discontinuous rea lities, in which all interven ing mediations between
the barrage of immed iacy have been removed (4 11_13).30 For Soja
(1989, 15) tOO, it is history which must be dethroned . To the various
definitio ns of historicism he adds as the followi ng characteristic 'an
overdeveloped h istorica l contextualization of social life and social
theory that actively submerges a nd peripheralizes the geographical
imaginatio n' .
What we end up with is the crowning of space at the expense of an
impoverished historical understanding and simplification of the richn Sadie Plan! (1992, 7) shows 100 the complexity of Ihe relationship between the
Siruationis[ International and postmodernism. Postmodernism stems from the
same social and cultural context and is underwritten by Situalionist theory which
)(I unlike postmodernism, subjects the world of spectacle to passionate critique.
'
'Posunodemism is a manual for survival in a capitalist world which seems
immune to transformation. It is natural to fed lost, confused and uncertain of the
solidity of [he ground beneath one's feet' (Plant, 1992).
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ness of tempora lities and their significance for lived experience in
different places and by different social gr~ups.ll It i~ a pity that
Lefebvre effectively d id not produce a sustamed ana lysIs of the production of time, although his analysis of the everyday and rhythmanalysis certainly yield significant insights on presence and absence,
m ultiple temporalities and the interplay of time and space.
.
Time and space have ontologically [he same stat.us. Mcthodolo~c
ally, they are subjected to the same form of analysIs of hom?gen~lty.
fragmentation and hierarchization. Eac~ is measu~ed by an~ IOscr1?ed
in the o ther. The everyday is the weavmg of cyclical and hnear time
and of moments, while the urban is duration and passage. Although
linea r time has encroached on the cyclica l, the latter never fully
disappeared. The right to the city incl udes the struggle for the appropriation of lived time. As we have seen in hi,s ~ew Athens, the Masters
who live in the centre not only possess a prIVI leged space but above all
time. Fo r the masses liv ing in programmed suburbs and residential
ghettos, they have carefully measured space but time el udes them

So too is the global as the replacement of history by a system of
states ideological. History no longer holds the pre-eminence it had; it
has tended to become no more than representation whose obl iteration
has been pursued by states who nonchandy use the products of the
past and territoria l resources as memories and fo lklore. H istOrical
i~age~ ar e turned int~ political icons. In elevating the global against
hlstofl cal knowledge, It draws up planetary contours on the basis of
new factOrs , such as energy, techniques, strategies and productive
forces. Certainly space is decis ive as product and oeuvre in the opening
ontO the global (1976-8, vol. 4, 94- 6), 'Qui dit "mondialite" dit
spatialite et non tempora lite' ('Who speaks "of the world" speaks of
space and not time') (326) .
However, the status of time in relation to abstract space is uncertain
and raises prob lems. Spatial practices tend to restrict time to the
time of productive work and reduce lived rhythms to rationalist
and loca lized gestures in the division of labou r. The potential of
a.lte r i~g ex i s~ing spatial morphologies as a mea ns of emancipating
~ me IS questionable (1974, 408). These increasingly important questions were not fully taken up by Lefebvre for several possi ble reasons.
Firstly, although a philosopher of becoming (dellenir), the shadow of
historicism lurks in the background, and this makes him reluctant to
project history into the future and separate temporality from it, so as
to Incorporate the former into an open ing onto the world (mondialiti). Secondly, it might be related to the fact that although he
analysed concepts, such as exchange, he didn't pay much attention
to the economic as a syslem as such. It should be noted that the
pra~tic~s of flex ible accum ulation as an element in the reproduction of
ca pitalism were less evident in France in the early to mid 1980s than
in the United States and Britain. Furthermore, his attention first and
foremost to the consciousness of tempora lities and attendant social
practices in everyday life, reflected his initial interests. tn effect, Lefebvre tended to associate tempora lity with the city and the everyday, on
the one han d, and space with globa lization and opening onto the
world.
H~wever, h~s o~din~ of a, theory of -rhythms t learly suggests a
multItude of dIrections In whIch we cou ld develop an analysis of time
~ n d space, from the position ing of the body to the nature of changes
In th~ world brought about by the changing rhythms of capitalism in
relation to the body, natu re and the planet. Historically, he showed
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(1968., ch. 15).

If we examine more carefully what he says about the emergence of
space as a privileged concept. we see that he traces it to just before the
First World War when attempts we re made to resolve the crisis, in the
fi rm and globa lly, through organizational methods. It is .th~n. that
space consigns time and becoming to the shadows. Urbamstlc Ideology formulates problems of society and turns what e~an3teS from
history and consciousness into spatia l terms. Worse stili, spaces are
pathologized into healthy and unhealthy spaces [h~t are the reby norma lized (19683, ch. 6). This reads like a paraphrasing of ~ a,:"es?n for
an earlier period, but with the recognition tha t the spauahzatlo? of
society and history are ideological; it belongs to the realm of conceived
and not lived space.
31 Why, Doreen Massey asks pertinently, docs the. new mobility gen~rate su.ch
feelings of vulnerability and insec~rity given that It. is those, ~ho are In tc,lauYe
control of this mobility who agonize over these feelmgs? ThiS IS most applicable
10 Jameson, It raises questions of differing perceptions of .postmodern~ty and the
distinct ways in which diffe rent grou?s relate to flows and ~nterconnecuons, ~hat
is the meaning of simultaneity for dl~ferent gro,ups? Readmg,Jameson one,mlght
think late capitalism and postmodermsm had Wiped out any different expcTlenc~.
But as with ma ny postmodcrnist writers there is a tendency 10 ~5tulate a sce~arlo
and merrily assume il has come to pass, without much attention to the restrtc[ed
and privileged world [hey live in.
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how rhythms, gestures and behaviour altered between 1789 and 1830,
that is, how the everyday al tered. Today, the reproduction of ca pital ism dearl y has a major effect on restructuring temporalities as an
integra l part of regionalization and globa lization of the world and on
new temporal relations in the division of labour and the everyday. It
is partly for this reason that there has been a renewed interest in time,
social policy and citizenship, the generalized reduction of working
hours and diversification of labour contracts ranging from part-time
work to temporary and fixed comracts. What we have yet to follow
through is the dialectic between phenomenological and social perspecrive times.
The second as pect of the the postmodernist a ppropriation is an
indifference ro differences in the definition and usc of concepts and
how they fit into the overall conceptu alization of a particular writer.
As Jameson himself has remarked, postmodernist theory tends to
digest all, flatt ening it out and translating it into its own terms. The
same words do not necessaril y mean the same thing or have the same
resonances. The concept of difference provides an exemplary case.
Difference in Lefebvrian terms is not at aU the differmlce of AngloSaxon critica l social theorists (Soja 1989b, 49-50). The laner comes
fro m Derrida who sought to convey a differe nt kind of difference,
through using in French a term that looked different but sou nded the
same (Ree, 1994,42). It derives principally fr om one of the meanings
of differer wh ich mea ns to defer, put off or distance the realizati on of
something, hence its use in a radical move of alterity. While Lefebvre
shares a Nienschean heritage with rhe philosophers of difference,
their thinking and objectives are quite distinctive, not to say very
different. Their aim was to produce a thinking that completely di sengaged itself from Hegel as they read him (Ruby, 1989, ch. 4). Repetition as movement (divergence, displacement, decentering) replaced
history; dialectica l reasoning, contradictions and identity, amongst a
litany of taboos, were to be bani shed in a quest for consta nt displacement and resistance {Q any form of red uction or reintegration of
otherness to the same. It is therefore a world in which di ffere nces are
juxtaposed and coexist within non-stable networks, that cannot be
mediated or synthesized. A far cry fr om a recognizably Lefebvrian
conceprualization. For Lefebvre, identity (and not difference ) is the
form from which other forms such as the contractual , equivalence and
simultaneity arc deri ved.
J
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~~ r f~r Lefeb~r~ is ~ifference •. as we have seen, abou t particularicy,
oflgm~ h.t y or. dl~tmct'veness; difference arises out of struggle. Diff~rem,a hst t~mkmg is a method that seeks to regroup in order to
SItuate, to brmg together tha t which is separate. This is the sense of
urban centra licy, of differences assembled through unity. It is not at all
c1ea~ t~at p.ostmodernist planning, in which cities and companies seek
to dl~tmgulsh or ~ifferentiate themselves through their archi tecture
~spec,a!ly the sellmg of their image, responds to social needs in a~
I~crea~mgly nco-liberal society Uehl, 1994). Does rhe attention to
d'v~rslty ?~ fa~ades ~I ie [h.e same ~ttention to content, (0 the way
we mhablt. D?,s the Inclusion of difference as particularicy in postmo~ern planning ch~ lIen.g.e the ideology and myth of technocracy
which w<:re Lefebvre s cntlque of urbanism? These arc just some of
t~e quesnons we ne<:d to ask of postmodern planning. Postmodernizmg Lefebvre thus Imposes an undifferentiated and homogenizing
thought.
. Lefe bvre~ as many others in the French New Lefr 2 of the 1960s, was
~n terested In complex thought and determination without determinIS~. ~n the 1980s he was keen to develop the concept of complex
thmkmg but nothin~ cl~me of it (comment by Serge Renaudie). For
example, ~ga.r Monn has sought since 1973 to construct a theory
of com~lex'r: m an open world which spans the physical, biological
a.nd SOCial sCI~nces. Complex thinking, he notes, has existed fo r a long
flme ~ Herac.lltus, Descartes, Kant, Hegel) but it has only become
~onsc lous with the present crisis in philosophy (1994, 315-17). Callm~ then any contemporary thinker of complexicy a postmoderni sr
aflSes h:'cause some have all too easily presented a ca ricature of
mode~OICY, its critiques and complexities. Never mind if in addition
the thinker d~s not posit a threshold that has already been crossed,
as postmodernlsm tends to do.

lefeb~rc was involved in and the pivol between a number of the non-institutional
" Marx.lst
c~rr~nts. such a.s Arguments, dissolved in 1962, Socialisme ou Barbarie
JJ

and Snuanomst lnternatlonal.
Edgar Morin, a sociologist wi th many diverse interests, was the editor of Arguments from 1956 to 1962. He leEl .the Communist Parry in 1951. Rhythmanalysis
too, as we have Sttn, straddles dIfferent disciplines. Nor should it be forgonen
~t Lelc:bvrc began as a mathematician and followed develo pments in various
SClelll;cs.
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,
, con ICts an contradlcrlo
the
past are not discarded, they can be rethou ht c~:~tiv~lncepts
n and non-teleological dialectic (Ru:y 1990) ;. ~e ap~lles an
SUItable for thinking through the transfotm~tj
t. at IS e~me~~ly
and their relationships with the wider world ~~s taklrg .plac~.m Cities
with the urban as the everyday and the liv~d ;se re atl?ns IpS start

ror:n

0v.e

~:e:sst~~~ ;r~e~~~P~~t ~~sclari,?, the P~ssi~le-i~p:~b~~I~:t:: ;x~~
n!O~~:;:~rccl~~:~n;rc:;~~:~;:~e~ya:~:tyr~~-

hures .. Un,dersranding is .
ere IS a ways an openlOg.
'
"
Let us end in Lefebvre's Own words about his think '
.
mg on the CIty
and what might lie ahead (l985a, ] 10):
To think about the city is to hold and main "

.

co~slraints and possibilities, peacefulness a~a~nv ~tsl conlhctual. aspects:

Conclusion
Reading Lefebvre diachronica ll y and synchronically enables us to
enter into the dialogues and autocritiques that he engaged in
throughout his writing. This is not to say that we have been able to
encompass the depth and breadth of his interests. Yet, without a
degree of appreciation and understanding of how his thinking unfo lded, we lose [he richness, the density and historical depth of
his analysis. Though associated with the spatial in Anglo-American
circles, he was better known in France for his involvement and writings on urbanism and the ciry. As much today as then, his vision
reminds us of the need for imagination and inrellccrual rigour in
think ing about the city. In translating his writings on the city, we have
tried to show the significance of the interplay of time - space and the
everyday in the city. We hope too that in our transposition, that we
have been able to give a feel, nOt JUSt of the varied nature of his
thinking, bur how he responded to others in his adventure through rhe
second half of the century. The philosopher is not detached from the
world; his theories speak of himself in the world and the form of
Marxism which was profoundly marked by surrealism (1988, 75-6;
Jay, 1984, ch. 9). The desire to create lucidly bis own life as oeuvre,
and not as the prose of the world (incidenta lly, the title of a book by
Merleau-Ponty), troubled him profoundly from the 19205 (1985a,
146).
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m;~:e~~r~'ps 1~~~tycCPtualfli~ation idS dynamic.. 5~ressing dialectical move-

It is possible to pick out the same trend. but diverge in the nature
of the theoretical and political analysis, for example, the consumer
society analysed by Lefebvre, the Siruationists and Baudrillard,
who was a lecturer at Nanterre in the department headed by Lefebvre.
In relation to a very intelligent person (no prizes for guessing who),
he iconically commentS that, since there exists nothing but signs, given
that objects and their usage have disappeared, that means we
no longer have an economy in the traditional sense, but "an empire of
signs" (19853, 18). We tend, he continues, to focus on something
and then extrapolate to produce a world that consists of nothing else,
or the opposite, which is to discern a trend, such as the reduction of
the social to specific 'socia! questions', such as the poor, the handicapped etc., and then decide that the social has come ro an end.

'
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and exploitation ... In think
b
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. '"
Ing a OUI t ese perspectives let us leave a
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d
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Preface

Grear things must be silenced or talked about with grandeur, that is, with
cynicism Qnd innocence . ..

/ would doim as property Qnd product of man all the beauty, nobility,
which we hQlle given to real or imDginary things . ..

Frederic Nietzsche

This work will take an offensive form (that some will perhaps find
offending). Why?
Because conceivably each reader will already have in mind a set of
ideas systematized or in the process of being systematized. Conceivably, each reader is looking for a 'system' or has found his 'system'.
The System is fashionable, as much in thought as in terminologies and
language.
Now all systems tend to close off reflection, to block off horizon.
This work wants to break up systems, nOt to substitute another
system, but to open up through thought and action towards possibilities by showing the horizon and the road. Against a form of
reflection which tends towards formalism, a thought which tends
towards an opening leads the struggle.
Urbanism, almost as much as the system, is fashionable. Urbanistic
questions and refl ections are comi ng out of circles of technicians,
specialists, intellectuals who see themselves as at the 'avant-gaede'.
They enter the public domain through newspaper articles and writings
of diverse import and ambitions. At one and the same time urbanism
becomes ideology and practice. Meanwhile, questions relative to the
city and to urban rea lity are not fully known and recognized, they
have not yet acquired politically the importance and the meaning that
they have in thought (in ideology) and in practice (we shall show an
urban strategy already at work and in action). This little book does
not only propose to critica lly analyse thoughts and activities related to
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urb aOlsrn .

Its ,',m is to anow its problems to enter into consciousness

. and political policies.
. I 'tuation of problems (from the
From the theoretical and hpr~cncaea~i'ty and possibilities of urban life,

p[oblema~ic) conc~minght e Cl~·:O the called a 'cavalier attitude'.
let us begm by takmg w at use

3
Industrialization and Urbanization

To present and give an account of the 'urban problematic', the point of
departure must be the process of industrialization. Beyond any doubt
this process has been the dynamic of transformations in society for the
last cemury and a half. If onc distinguishes between
inductor and
the induced, one can say that the process of industrialization is inductive and that one can count among the induced, problems related to
growth and planning, questions concerning the city and the development of the urban reality, without omitting the growing importance of
leisure activities and questlons related to 'culture'. Industrialization
characterizes modem society. This does nO{ inevitably carry with it
terms of 'industrial society', if we want to define it. Although urbanization and the problematic of the urban figure among the induced effects
and not among the causes or inductive reason, the preoccupation these
words signify accentuate themselves in such a way that one can define
as an urban society the social reality which arises around us. This
definition retains a feature which becomes capital.
Industria lization provides the point of departure for reflection upon
our time. Now the city existed prior to industria lization. A remark
banal in itself but whose implications have not been fully formulated.
The most eminent urban creations, the most 'bea utiful' oeuvres of
urban life (we say 'beauti(ur, because they are oeuvres rather than
products) date from epochs previous to that of industrialization.
There was the oriental city (linked to the Asiatic mode of production),
the antique city (Greek and Roman associated with the possession of
slaves) and then the medieval city (in a complex situation embedded
in feudal relations but struggling against a landed feudalism ). The
oriental and antique city was essentially political; the medieval city,
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without losing irs political character, was principally related to commerce, crafts and banking. Jt absorbed merchants, who had previously
been quasi nomadic and relegated outside the city.
When industrialization begins, and capitalism in competition with a
specifically industrial bourgeoisie is born, the city is already a powerful reality. In Western Europe, after the virtual disappearance of the
antique city, the decay of Roman influence. the city took off again.
More or less nomadic merchants elected as centre of their activities
what remained of the antique urban cores. Conversely, one can suppose that these degraded cores functioned as accelerators for what
remained of exchange economies maintained by wandering merchants. From the growing surplus product of agriculture, to the
detriment of feudal lords, cities accumulate riches: objects, treasures,
virtua l ca pitals. There already existed in these urban centres a great
monetary wealth, acquired through usury and and commerce. Crafts
prosper there, a production clearly distinct from agriculture. Cities
support peasant communities and the enfranchisement of the peasants, not without benefit for themselves. In short, they are centres of
social and political life where nOt only wealth is accumu lated, but
knowledge (conna issallces), techniques, and oeuvres (works of art,
monuments). This city is itself 'oeuvre', a feature which contrasts with
the irreversible tendency towards money and commerce, towards
exchange and products. Indeed the oeuvre is use value and the
prod~t !uxchange value. The eminent use of the city, that is, 0 its
streets and squares, edifices and monuments, is la Fete (a celebration
which consumes unproductively, without other advantage but pleasure and prestige and enormous riches in money and objects).
A complex, but contradictory, reality. Medieval cities at the height
of their development centra ljze wealth: powerful groups invest unproductivelya large part of their wealth in the cities they dominate. At the
same time, banking and commercial capital have already made wea lth
mobile and has established exchange networks enabling the transfer
of money. When industria lization begins with the pre-eminence of a
specific bourgeoisie (the entrepreneurs), wea lth has ceased to be
mainly in real estate. Agricultural production is no longer dominant
and nor is landed property. Estates are lost ro the feudal lords and pass
into the hands of urban capitalists enriched by commerce, banking,
usury. The outcome is that 'society' as a whole, made up of the city,
the country and the institutions which regulate their relations, tend to
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constitute themselves as a network of . . .
.
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system was not able to establish itself Wh.
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the State, or centralized ow
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a t IS erected o~ thIS base is
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refuges of use value, the origins of a virtual predominance and revalo rization of usc.
In the urban system we are attempting to analyse, action is excrcized
over specific conflicts: between use value, and exchange va lue, betw~en
mobilization of wealth (in silver and In money) and unproductive
investment in the cicy, between accumulation of capita~ and its sq.uandering on festivities, between the extension of the dominated territory
and the demands of a strict organization of this territory around the
dominating city. The latter protects itself ag~i~s.t a,lI evemualit~es by a
corporate organization which paral~ses the initiatives of bankmg and
commercial capitalism. The coporanon docs nor only regulate a craft.
Each enters into an organic whole: the corporate system regula res the
distribution of actions and activities over urban space (streets and
neighbourhoods) and urban time (ti'!'etables and festivities). This
whole tends to congeal itself into an Immu table structure. The o.utcome of which is that industrialization supposes the destructuratLon
of existing srrucru res. Historians (since M.arx) have s.howe~ the
fixed nature of guilds. What perhaps remams to be shown IS the
tendency of the whole urban system tow.ards a ~ort of cry.sta~lization
and fixation. Where this system consoiLdated Itself, capitalism and
industrialization came lare: in Germany, in Italy, a delay full of
consequences.
.
There is therefore a certain discontinuity between an emergmg
industry and its historical conditions. They are neither the same thing
nor the same people. The prodigious growth of exchanges, of a
monetary economy, of merchant production, of the 'world of c~m
modities' which will result from industrialization, implies a radical
change. The passage of commercial and banking capit~ l.ism as ~el~ as
craft production to industrial production an~ compe.tltlv~ capltahs m
is accompanied by a gigantic crisis, well studied by histOrians, except
for what relates to the city and the 'urban system'.
Emerging i"dustry tends to establish itself outside cities. Not that it
is an absolute law. No law can be totally general and absolute. Th is
setting up of industrial enterprises, at first .sporad.ic and dispersed,
depended on mu ltiple local regio nal and na.tlonal Circumstances. For
example, printing seems to have been able 10 an urban con.text to go
from a craft to the private enterprise stage. It was_otherwise for the
textile industry, for mining, for metallurgy. The new ind ustry establishes itself nea r energy sources (rivers, woods then cha rcoal), means
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of transport (rivers and canals, then railways), raw materials (mine-

ral~), pools of labour power (peasant crahmen, weavers and blacksmiths already providing skilled labour),
There .still exist today in France nume rous small textile centres
(v.a lley~ 1.n Normandy and the Vosges, etc.) which survive sometimes
~lth ~lfflculty. Is it not remarkable tha t a parr of the heavy meta ll urgical mdustry was established in the valley of the Moselle between
~o ol~ citie~, Nancy and Metz, the only real urban cenrr'es of this
md~stnal reg.lon? At the same time o ld ci ties are markets, sources of
aval la ~le capital, the plac~ where t~e~e capitals a re managed (banks),
the re.sldences of economlC and polmcalleaders, reservoirs of labour
(that IS, the places where can subsist 'the reserve army of labour' as
Marx calls it, which weighs on wages and enablcs the growth of
s~rplus value): ~oreover, the city, as workshop, allows the concentratIOn ~ver a limited space of the means o f production: tOols, raw
matenals, labour.
Since settlement o utside of cities is not satisfactory for 'entrepreneurs', as soon as it is possible industry comes closer to urban centres.
Inve~sely, t~e city prior to ind ustrialization accelerates thc process (in
pam cula r, It enables .the rapid growth of productivity). T he city has
therefore pl.ayed an lmportant role in the take-of{ of industry. As
Ma~x explame.d, urban conccntrations have accompanied the conccntratLo~ of capual. Industry was to produce its own urban centres
s.ometlmes. sma l~ cities a.nd lO?ustrial agglomeratio ns (Le ereusor), a~
times medIUm -sIzed (Sam t-Etlenne) or gigantic (the Ruhr considered
as a 'c?nurbation'). We shall come back to the deterior~tion o f the
centrailry and urban character in these citics.
This process appears, in analysis, in all its complexity which the
word 'industria lization' represents bad ly. This complexi~ becomes
apparent as Soon as one ceases to think in terms of private enterprise
on the one hand and global production statistics (so many tons of coa l
steel) on [h~ othcr - as soon as one reflects upon the distinctio~
between the mdu~tor and the induced, by observing the imporrance of
thc phenomena I~duced and their interaction with the inductors.
Ind ustry ca n do ~Ith.out the old city (pre-industria l, precapitalist) but
does .so br const1t.utmg agglomerations in which urban features are
detenoratmg. Is thiS not the case in North America where 'cities' in the
way they are underst~od in France and in Europe, are few: New York,
Montreal, Sa n FranCISco? Nevertheless, where there is a pre-existent
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network of old cities, industry assails it. It appropriates this ,network
and refashions it according to its needs. It also attacks the city (each
city), assaults it, takes it, ravages it. It tends to break up ,the old cores
by taking them over. This does not prevent the extension of urban
phenomena, cities and agglomerations, ind~strial ~o~ns. and. suburbs
(with the addition of shanty [Owns where mdusrnaiLzanon IS unable
to employ and fix availa ble labour).
We have befo re us a double process or more precisely, a process with
twO aspects: industrialization and urbanization, growth and development economic production and social life. The twO 'aspects' of this
insep~rable process have a uniry, and yet it is a conflj~(ual pr.ocess.
Historically there is a violent clash between urban reality and mdustrial rea lity. As for the complexity of the process. it reveals itself more
and more difficult to grasp. given that industrialization does not only
produce firms (workers and leader.s of private ~~terprises), but various
offices - banking. financial, techmcal and political.
This dialectical process, far from being dear, is also far from over.
Today it still provokes ' problematic' situations. A few examples
wou ld be sufficient here. In Venice, the active population leaves the
city fo r the industrial agglomeration which parallels it on the mainland: Mestre. This city among the most beautiful cities bequeathed to
us from pre-industrial times is threatened not so much by physical
deterioration due to the sea or to its subsidence, as by the exod us of
its inhabitants. In Athens a quite considerable industria li zation has
attracted to the capita l people from small towns and peasants. Modern
Athens has nothing more in common with the antique city covered
over, absorbed, extended beyond measure. The monuments and sites
(agora, Acropolis) which enable to locate ancient Greece are only
places of tourist consumption and aesthetic pilgrimage. Ye~ the organizationa l core of the city remains very strong. Its surroundmgs of new
neighbourhoods and semi-shanty towns inhabited b~ uprooted and
disorganized people confer it an exorbitant power. This ~l~ost sha~e
less gigantic agglomeration enables tbe ho lders of declslon-makmg
centres to carry out the worst political ventures. All the more so that
the economy of the country closely depends on th is network: property
speculation, the 'creation' of capital s by this means, in~est~ents .of
these capitals into construction and so on and so foTth. It IS this fragile
network, always in danger of breaking, which defines a typ.e of
urbanization, without or with a weak industrialization, but With a
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rapid extension of the agglomeration, of property and speculation' a
'
prosperity falsely maintained by the network.
We could in .France. c!te .many cities which have been recently
submerged by mdustnahzanon: Grenoble, Dunkirk, etc. In other
cases, such. as !oulouse, thue has been a massive extension of the ciry
~nd ~rbaOiz~tl.on ~ understood in the widest sense of the term) with
little mdustnahzatton. Such is also the general case of Latin American
and A~rican cities .encircled by shanty towns. In these regions and
Countries o ld agranan structures are dissolving: dispossessed or ruined
peasants crowd into these cities to find work and subsistence. Now
these peasants come from farms destined to disappear because of
world commodity prices, these being closely linked to industrialized
~ountri~s ~nd. 'growth poles'. These phenomena are still dependent on
IOdustnaltzatlon.
An in~uc:d process which one could cat! the ' implosion-explosion'
?f the City IS at present deepening. The urban phenomenon extends
Itself over a very large pan of the territory of great industrial countries. It happily crosses nationa l boundaries! the Megalopolis of
~~rthern Europe extend.s fro",l the Ruhr to the sea a nd even to English
Cities. and from the Pans regIOn to the Scandinavian countries. The
u~ban fa~ric of thi~ rerrito.ry .becomes increasingly tight, although not
Wlt~out .It~ !ocal differentiations and extension of the (technical and
social) diVISion of la bour to the regions, agglomerations a nd cities. At
the same time, there and even elsewhere, urban concentrations
beco~e gi~antic: populations. are h~aped together reaching worrying
denSities (10 surface and houslOg unlts). Again at the same time man
old. urba.n cores are deteriorating or exploding. People move to distan~
residential or ~roduc.tive peripheries. Offices replace housing in urban
centres. SomeclDles (10 the United States) these centres are aba ndoned
to the 'poor' and become ghettos for the underprivileged. Sometimes
on the contrary, th: most affluent people retain their strong positions
~t the .h eart of the city (around Central Park in New York, the Marais
10 Pans).
Let us now exa~ ine the urban fabric. This metaphor is not clear.
~ore tha~ a fa.bflc thr~wn over a territory, these words designate a
kmd of bIOlogical proliferation of a net of uneven mesh, a llowing
mo~e or less extended sectors to escape: hamlets or villages, entire
regions ..If these phenomena are placed into the perspective of the
countryside and old agrarian structures, one can analyse a general
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movement of concentration: from populations in boroughs and small
and large towns - of property and exploitation - of the organization
of transports and commercial exchanges, etc. This leads at the same
time to the depopulation and the 'loss of the peasantry' from the
viJIages which remain rural while losing what was peasant life: crafts,
small local shops. Old 'ways of life' become folklore. If the same
phenomena are analysed from the perspective of cities, onc can observe not only the extension of highly populated peripheries but also
of banking, commercial and industrial networks and of housing (second homes, places and spaces of leisure, etc.),
The urban fabric can be described by using the concept of ecosystem, a coherent unity constituted around one or seve ral cities, old and
recent. Such a description may lose what is essential. Indeed, the
significance of the urban fabric is not limited to its_morphology. It is
the support of a more or less intense, more or less degraded, 'way of
life': urban society. On the economic base of the urban fabric appear
phenomena of another order, that of social and 'cultural' life. Car~ied
by the urban fabric, urban society and life penetrate the countrysIde.
Such a way of living entails systems of objects and of values. The best
known elements of the urban system of objects include water, electricity, gas (butane in the countryside), not to mention the car, the
television, plastic utensils, 'modern' furniture. which entail new demands with regard to 'services', Among the elements of the system of
va lues we can note ur ban leisure (dance and song), suits, the rapid
adoption of fashions from the city. And also, preoccupations with
security, the need to predict the future, in brief, a rationality com municated by the city. Generally youth, as an age group, actively contributes to this rapid assimilation of things and representations
coming from the city. These are sociological trivialities which are
useful to remember to show their implications. Within the mesh of the
urban fabric survive islets and islands of ' pure' rurality, often (but not
always) poor areas peopled with ageing peasant~, badly 'integrated',
stripped of what had been the nobility of peasant life in times of
greatest misery and of oppression. The 'urban-rural' relation does not
disappear. On the contrary, it intensifies itself down to the most
industrialized countries. It interferes with other representations and
other real relations: town and country. nature and artifice, etc. Here
and there tensions become conflicts, latent conflicts are accentuated,
and then what was hidden under the urban fabric appears in the open.
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Moreover, urban cores do not disappear. The fabric erodes them or
integrates them to its web. These cores survive by transforming themselves. There are still centres of intense urban life such as the Latin
~uarter in Paris. The aesthetic qualities of these urban cores play an
Important role in their maintenance. They do not only comain monuments and institutional headquarters, but also spaces appropriated
for entertainments, parades, promenades, festivities. In this way
the urban core becomes a high quality consumption product for foreigners, tourists, people from the outskirts and su burbanites. Ie survives because of this double role: as place of consumption and
cons umption of place. Thus centres enter more completely into ex.
change and exchange value. not without retaining their use value due
to spaces provided for specific activities. They become centres of
consumption. The architectural and urbanistic resurgence of the commercia/ centre only gives a dull and mutilated version of what was the
~ore of the old city, at one and the same time commercial, religious,
mtellectual, political and economic (productive). The notion and
image of the commercial centre in fact date from the Middle Ages.
It corresponds to the small and medium-sized medieval city. But today
exchange value is so dominant over use and use value that it more
or less suppresses it. There is nothing original in this notion. The
creation which corresponds to our rimes, to their tendencies and
(tlueatening) horizonss is it not the centre of decision-making? This
centre, gathering together training and informaCion, capacities of
organization and institutional decision-making, appears as a project in
the making of a new centra lity, that of power. The greatest attention
must be paid to this concept, the practice which it denotes and
justifies.
W~ have. in fact a number of terms (at least three) in complex
relations with each other, definable by oppositions each on their own
terms, although not exhausted by these oppositions. There is the rural
and the urban (urban society). There is the urban fabric which carries
~his 'urbanness' and centrality, old, renovated, new. Hence a disquiet109 problematic, particularly jf one wishes to go from analysis to
synthesis, from observations to a project (the 'normative'). Must one
allow the urban fabric (what does this word mean?) to proliferate
spontaneously? Is it appropriate to capture this force, direct this
strange life, savage and artificial at the same time? How can one
strengthen the centres? Is it useful or necessary? And which centres,
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which centralities? Finally, what is to be done about islands of ruralism?
Thu s the crisis of the city ca n be perceived through distinct problems
and problematical whole. This is a theoretical and practical crisis. 10
theory, the emlcept of the city (of urban reality) is made up of facts,
representations and images borrowed from the ancient pre-industrial
and precapitalisr city, but in a process of transformation and new
elaboration. In practice the urban core (a n essential parr of the image
and the concept of the city) splits open and yet maintains itself;

overrun, often deteriorated, sometimes rotting, the urban core does
not disappear. If someone proclaims its end and its reabsorption into
the fabr ic, this is a postulate, a statement without proof. In the same
way, if someone proclaims the urgency of a restitution or reconstitution of urba n cores, it is again a postu late, a statement without proof.
The urban core has not given way to a new and well-defiited ' reality',
as the vi llage allowed the city to be born. And yet its reign seems to be
ending. Unless it asserts itself again even more strongly as centre of
power ...
Until now we have shown how the city has been attacked by
industrialization, giving a dramatic and globally considered picture of
this process. This analytical attempt could lead us to believe that it is
a natura l process, without intentions or volitions. There is something
like this, but that vision would be truncated. The ruling classes or
fraction s of the ruling cl asses intervene actively and volunta.rily in this
process, possessing capita l (the means of production) and managing
not only the econom ic use of ca pital and productive investments, but
also the whole society, using part of the wealth produced in 'cu lture',
art, knowledge, ideology. Beside, or ra ther, in opposition to, dominant social groups (classes and class fractions), there is the working
class: the proleta riat, itself divided into strata, partial groups, various
tendencies, according to industrial secrors and local and national
traditions.
In the middle of the nineteenth centu ry in Paris the situation was
somewhat like this. The ruling bourgeoisie, a non-homogenous class,
after a hard-fought struggle, has conquered the capital. Today the
Marais is still a visible witness to this: before the Revolution it is an
aristocratic quarter (despite the tendency of the capita l and the
wea lthy to drift towards the west), an area of gardens and private
mansions. It took but a few yea rs, during the 18305, for the Third
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Estate to appropriate it. A number of magnificent houses disappear,
workshops and shops occupy others, tenements, stores, depots and
warehouses, firms replace parks and gardens. Bourgeois ugliness, the
greed for ga in visible an d legible in th e streets takes the place of a
somewhat cold bea uty and aristocratic luxury. On the walls of the
Marais
. . can be read class struggle and the hatred between classes , a
vlctono us mea nness. It is impossible to make more perceptible this
paradox of history which parrially escaped Marx. The 'progressive'
bourgeoisie, taking charge of economic growth, endowed with ideological instruments swted to rational growth, moves towards democracy and replaces oppression by exploitation, this class as such no
longer creates - it replaces the ceuvre, by the product. Those who
retain this senset5'tthe a~i ritrffilJng wn ers and painters, think
and see themselves as 'non bourgeois'. As for oppressors the masters
of societies previous to the democratic bourgeoisie - pr'inces, kings,
~ords, e~pcrors - they had a sense and a taste of the (£llVre, especially
111 architecture and mban design. In fact the a!tlVre is more closely
related to use value than to exchange value.
After 1848, the French bourgeoisie solidly entrenched in the city
(Pa ris) p~ssesses considerable influence, but it sees itself hemmed in by
the workll1g class. Peasa nts flock in, settling around the 'barriers' and
entrances of the fortifica tions, the immediate periphery. Former craftsmen a~d ~ew proletarians penetrate right up to the hea rt of the ciry.
They live 111 slums but also in tenements, where the better-off live on
the ground floors and the workers on the upper ones. In this 'disorder'
the workers threaten the 'parvemls', a danger which became obvious
during the days of June 1848 and which the Commune was to
c?nfir~. A class strategy is elaborated, aimed at the replanning of the
City, Without any regard fo r realiry, for its own life.
The life of Paris reaches its greatest intensiry between 1848 and the
Haussman~ period - nOt what is understood by 'la vie parisienne', bue
th.e urban Ii~e of the capital. It engages itself into literature and poetry
With .great vigour and power. Then it will be over. Urban life suggests
meetll1gs, the confrontarion of differences, reciproca l knowledge and
acknowledgement (including ideologica l and pol itical confrontation)
ways of living, 'patterns' which coexist in the ciry. During the nine:
teenth century, a democracy of peasant origins which drove the
revolutionaries could have transformed itself into an urban democracy. It was and it is still for history one of the beliefs of the
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Commune. As urban democracy threatened the privileges of the new
ruling class, that class prevented it from being born. H ow? Byexpellsing from the urban centre and the city itself the proletariat, by
destroying 'urban ity'.
Act One. Baron Haussmann, man of this Bonapartist State which
erects itself over society to treat it cynically as the booty (and not only
the stake) of the struggles for power. Haussmann replaces winding but
lively streets by long avenues, sordid but animated 'quarriers' by
bourgeois ones. If he forces through boulevards and plans open
spaces, it is not for the beauty of views. It is to 'comb Paris with
machine guns'. The famous Baron makes no secret of it. Later we will
be greateful to him for having opened up Paris to traffic. This was not
the aim, the finality of Haussmann 'planning'. The voids have a
meaning: they cry our loud and clear the glory and powe r of the State
which plans them, the violence which could occur. Later transfers
towards other finalities take place which justify in another way these
gashes into urban life. It should be noted that Haussmann did not
achieve his goal. One Strong aspect of the Paris Commune (1871) is
the strength of the return towards the urban centre orWOrkers pushed
out towards the outskirts and perip~eries, t~eir reconq.uest of the ~'
this belonging among other belongmgs, thiS va lue, thiS reuvre w Ich
had been torn from them.
Act Two. The goal was to be attained by a much vaster manoeuvre
and with more important results. In the second half of the century,
influential people, that is rich o r powerfu l, or both, sometimes ideologues (Le Play) with ideas strongly marked by religions (Catho lic and
Protestant), sometimes informed politicians (belonging to the cemre
right) and who moreover do nOt constitute a coherent and unique
group, in brief, a few notables, discover a new notion. The I.lYrd
R~public willinsure its fortune, that is, its realization on the ground.
It will conceive the notion of habitat. Until then, 'to inhabit' meant to
take part in a social life, a community, village or city. Urban life had,
among other qualities, this attribute. It gave the right to inhabit, it
allowed townsmen-citizens to inhabit. It is thus that ' mo rtals inhabit
while they save the earth, while they wait for the gods ... while they
conduct their lives in preservation and use'. Thus speaks the poet and
philosopher Heidegger of the concept to inhabit. Outside philosophy
and poetry the same things have been said sociologically in prose. At
the end of the nineteenth century the notables isolate a function,
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detach. it fr.om a very complex whole which was and remains the city,
to. project It over the. ground, not without showing and signifying in
thiS ~anner t~e SOCiety for which they provide an ideology and a
practice. Certamly suburbs were created under the pressure of circumstances to respond to the blind (although motivated and directed)
growth of industrialization, the massive arrival of peasants led to the
urban centres by 'rural exodus'. The process has none the less been
oriented by a strategy.
A typica l class strategy, does that mean a series of concerted actions
planned with a single aim? No. Class character seems that much deepe:
than several concerted actions, centered around several objectives, has
nevertheless converged towards a final result. It goes without saying
that all .these notables were not proposing to open up a means to
speculation: some of them, men of good will, philanthropists, humanists, seem even to wish the opposite. They have none the less mobilized
property wealth around the city, the entrance without restriction into
exchang~ a~d e~ch~nge value of the ground and housing. This had
speculative Imphcatlons. They were not proposing to demoralize the
workin~ class~s, but on the contrary, to moralize it. They considered it
b~ncfjclat to mvolve the workers (individuals and families) into a
hierarchy clearly distinct from that which rules in the firm, that of
p~operty and landlords, houses and neighbourhoods. They wanted to
give [hem another function, another status, other roles than those
attached .to the condition of the salaried producers. They meant in this
way to glv~ them a bener everyday life than that of work. In this way
they conceived the role of owner-occupied housing. A remarkably
successful operation (although its political consequences were not
always those anticipated by its promoters). Nevertheless a result was
ac~ieve?, pr~dicted .or otherwise, conscious or uncon~ious. Society
onents Itself Ideologically and practically towards other problems than
that of production. Little by little social consciousness ceased to refer
to production and to focus on everyday life and consumption. With
'subucbanization' a process is set into marion which decentres the city.
Isola ted from the ciry, the proletariat will end its sense of the oeuvre.
Isolated from places of production, available from a sector of habitarion . fO.r ~ar:e~ed firms! the proletariat will allow its creative capacity
to dllrumsh m ItS conSCience. Urban consciousness will vanish.
I~ France the. beginnings of the suburb are also the begi nnings of
a Violently al)n-urb~ILpJanniDg_aRprj)~C;:p...;. a singular paradox. For
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decades during the Third Republic appeared documcms authorizing
and regulating owner-occupied suburbs and plots. What could he
more accurately referred to here is the banlieue palJilIonaire, a type of
suburbanization begun in this period in France characterized by small
owner-occupied houing whose nearest Anglo-Saxon equivalent in
terms of typology and social relations is the 'bungalow'.
A de-urbanized, yet dependent periphery is established around the
city. Effectively, these new suburban dwellers arc still urban even
though they are unaware of it and believe themselves to be close to
nature, to the sun and (Q greenery. One cou ld call it a de-urbanizing
and de-urbanized urbanization to emphasize the paradox.
Its excesses will slow this extension down. The movement it engenders
will carry along the bourgeoisie and the well-off who will establish
residential suburbs. City centres empty themselves for offices. The whole
then begins to struggle with the inextricable. But it is not finished.
Act Three. After the Second World War it becomes evident that the
picture changes according to various emergencies ~nd constraints
related to demographic and industrial growth and the mflux of people
from the provinces to Paris. The housing crisis, acknowledged. ~nd
proven, turns into a catastrophe and threatens to worsen the ~I~tl,cal
situation which is still unstable. 'Emergencies' overwhelm the InItIatives of capitalism and 'private' enterprise, especially as the latter is not
interested in construction, considered to be insufficiently profitable,
The State can no longer be content with simply regulating land plots
and the construction of informa l suburban housing o r fighting (badly)
property speculation. By means of intermedia ry organisms it takes
charge of housing construction and an era of "nouveaux ensembles'
(large-scale housing estates) and 'new towns' begins.
.
It could be said that public powers take charge of w hat hitherto was
part of a market economy. Undoubtedly. But housing does not necessarily become a public service. It surfaces into social consciousness as
a right, Ir is acknowledged in fact by the indignatio~ ,ra ised, b,y
dramatic cases and by the discontent engendeted by the cn sls. Yet It IS
not formally or practically acknowledged except as an appendix to the
'rights of man', Construction taken in charge by the State does not
change the orientations and conceptions adopted by the market economy. As Engels had predicted, rhe housing question, even ~ggra
vated has politica ll y played only a minor role. Croups and partles on
the L;ft will be ~tisfied with d~an.iling 'more housin~ Moreover,

w hat guides public and semi-public initiatives is not a conception of
urban planning, it is simply the goal of providing as quickly as possible
at the least cost, the greatest possible number of housing units, The
new hou s in ~tates will be _characterized by an abstract and fune.,tiona I character: the conccpt of habitat brought to its purest fo rm by
a State bureaucracy.
This notion of habitat is still somewhat 'uncertain'. Individual
owner-occupation will enable variations, particular o r individual interpretations of habitat. There is a sort of plasticity w hich aUows for
modifications and appropriations. The space of the house - fence,
garden, various and available coroers - leaves a margin of initiative
and freedom to inhabit, limited but real. State rationality is pushed to
the limit. In the new housing estate habitat is established in its purest
form, as a burden of constraints. Certain philosophers will say that
large housing estates achieve the concept of habitat. by excluding the
notion of inhabit, that is, the plasticity of space, its modelling and the
appropnatlon by groups and individuals of the conditions of their
existence. It is a lso a complete way of living (functions, prescriptions,
daily routine) which is inscribed and signifies itself in this habitat.
The villa habitat has proliferated in the suburban communes around
Paris, by extending the built environment in a disorderly fashion. This
urban, and at the same time non-urban, growth has only one law:
speculation on plots and property. The interstices left by this growth
have been filled by large socia l housing estates. To the speculation on
plots, badly opposed, was added speculation in apartments when
these were in co-ownership. Thus housing entered into property
weal.th and urban land into exchange value. Restrictions were disappeanng.
1£ o ne defines urban reality by dependency vis-a-vis the centre,
suburbs are urban. If one defines urban order by a perceptible (legible)
relationship between centrality and periphery, suburbs are de-urbanized,
And one can say that the 'planning thought' of large social housing
estates has literally set itself against the city and the urban to eradicate
them. All perceptible, legible urban reality has disappeared: streets,
squares, monuments, meeting places. Even the cafe (the bistro) has
encountered the resentment of the builders of those large housing
estates, their taste for asceticism, the reduction of 'to inhabit' to
habitat. They had to go to the end of their destruction of palpable
urban reality before there could appear the demand for a restitution.
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Then onc saw the timid, slow reappearance of the cafe, the commercial, centre, [he street, 'cultural' amenities, in brief, a few elements of
urban reality.
Urban order thus decomposes into twO stages: ind ividual and
owner-occupied houses and housing estates. BU[ there is no society
without order, signified, perceptible, legible on the ground. Suburban

disorder harbours an order: a gla ring opposition of individually
owner-occupied detached houses and housing estates. This opposition

tends to constitute a system of significations still urban even into
de-urbanization. Each sector defi nes itself (by and in the consciousness

of the inhabitants) in relation to the other, against the other. The
inhabitants themselves have little consciousness of the interna l order of
their sector, but the people from the housing estates see and perceive
themselves as not being villa dwellers. This is reciprocal. At the heart of
this opposition the people of the housing estates entrench themselves
into the logic of the habitat and the people of owner-occupied houses
entrench themselves into the make-believe of habitat . For some it is the
rational organization (in appearance) of space. For others it is the
presence of the dream, of nature, health, apart f.rom the bad and
unhealthy city. But the logic of the habitat is only perceived in relation
to make-believe, and make-believe in relation to logic. People represent
themselves to themselves by what they are lacking or believe to be
lacking. In this relationship, the imaginary has more power. It overdetermines logic: the fact of inhabiting is perceived by reference to the
owner-occupation of detached dwellings. These dwellers regret the
absence of a spatial logic while the people of the housing estates regret
not knowing the joys of living in a detached hOllse. Hence the surprising results of surveys. More than 80 per cent of French people aspire to
be owner-occupiers of a house, while a strong majority also declare
themselves to be 'satisfied' with social housing estates. The outcome is
not important here. What should be noted is that consciousness of the
city and of urban reality is dulled for one or the other, so as to
disappea r. The practical and theoretical (ideological) destruction of the
city cannot but leave an enormous emptiness, not including administrative and other problems increasingly difficult to resolve. This emptiness
is less imponam for a critical analysis than the source of conflict
expressed by the end of the city and by the extension of a mutilated
and deteriorated, but real, urban society. The su burbs a..(~ban,
within a dissociated mor~hol~, the empire of sepa ration and
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scission between the elements of what had betn created as unity and
simultaneity.
Within trus perspective critical analysis can distinguish three periods
(which do not exactly correspond to the distinctions previously made
in three acts of the drama of the city).
First period. Industry and the process of industrialization assault
and ravage pre-existing urban reality, destroying it through practice
and ideology, to the point of rxtirpating it hom reality and consciousness. Led by a class strategy, lIldustrialization acts as a negative force
over urban rea lity: the urban social is denied by the industrial economic.
Second period (in part juxtaposed to the first). Urban ization spreads
and urban society becomes general. Urban rea lity, in and by its own
destruction makes itself acknowledged as socio-economic reality. One
discovers that the whole society is liable to fall apart if it lacks the city
and centrality: an essential means for the planned organization of
production and consumption has disappeared.
Third period. One finds or reinvents urban reality, but not without
suffering from its destruction in practice or in thinking. One attempts
to restitute centrality. Would this suggest that class strategy has
disappeared? Thjs is not certain. It has changed. To the old cen.tralitjes..- tQ.!he decompOsition of centres, it substitutes the centre 0
.Jecision-making.
Thus is born or reborn urban thought. It follows an urbanism
without thought. The masters of old had no need for an urban theory
to embellish their cities. What sufficed was the pressure exercised by
the people on their masters and the presence of a civilization and style
which enabled the wealth derived from [he labour of the people to be
invested into 'Cl!uvres'. The bourgeois period putS an end to this
age-old tradition. At the same time trus period brings a new rationality, different from the rationality elaborated by philosophers since
ancient Greece.
Philosoph ical Reason proposed definitions of man, the world, history and society which were questionable but also underpinned by
reasonings which had been given shape . Its democratic generalizations
later gave way to a rationalism of opinions and attitudes . Each citizen
was expected to have a reasoned opinion on every fact and problem
concerning him, this wisdom spurning the irrational. From the confrontation of ideas and opinions, a superior reason was to emerge, a
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general wisdom inciting the general will. It is fruitless [0 insist upon
the difficulties of this classical rationalism, linked to the political difficulties of democracy, and to the practical difficulties of humanism.1n
the nineteenth and especia lly in the twentieth ccmury, organizing
rationality, operation a t various levels of social reality, takes shape. Is
it coming from the capita li st firm and the management of units of
production? Is it born at the level of the State and planni~g? What is
important is rhar it is an analytical reason pushed to Its extreme
consequences. It begins from a most deta iled methodical analysis of
elements - productive operation, social and economic organization,
structure and function. It then subordinates these elements to a finality.
Where does this finality come from? Who formulates it and stipulates
it? How and why? This is the gap and the failure of this operational
rationalism. Its tenets purport to extract finality from the sequence of
operations. Now, this is not so. Finality, that is, the whole and the
orientation of the whole, decides itself. To say that it comes from the
operations themselves, is to be locked into a vicious circle: the analysis
giving itself as its own aim, for its own meaning. Finality is an object
of decision. It is a strategy. more or less justified by an ideology.
Rationalism which purports to extract from its own analyses the aim
pursued by these ana lyses is itself an ideology. The notion of system
overlays that of strategy. To critical analysis the system reveals itself
as strategy, is unveiled as decision, that is, as decided finality. It has
been shown above how a class strategy has oriented the analysis and
division of urban reality, its destruction and restitution; and projections on the society where such strategic decisions have been taken.
However, from the point of view of a technicist rationalism, the
resules on the ground of the processes examined above represent only
chaos. In the ' rea lity', which they critically observe - suburbs, urban
fabric and surviving cores - these rationalists do not recognize the
conditions of their own existence, What is before them is only contradiction and disorder. Only, in fact, dialectical reason can master (by
reflective thought, by practice) multiple and paradoxically contradictory processes,
How to impose order in this chaotic confusion? It is in th is way that
organ izational rationalism poses its problem, This is not a normal
disorder. How can it be established as norm and normality? This is
unconceivable. This disorder is unhealthy. The physician of modern
society see himself as the phys ician of a sick social space. Finality? The
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cure ? It is coherence, The rationalist will establish or re-establish
coherence into a chaotic reality which he observes and which offers
itself up to his action. This rationalist may not realize that coherence
is a form, therefore a means rather than an end, and that he will
systematize the logic of the habitat underlying the disorder and apparent incoherence, that he will take as point of departure towards the
coherence of the real, his coherent approaches. There is in fact no
single or unitary approach in planning thought, but several tendencies
identifiable according to this operational rationalism. Among these
tendencies, some assert themselves against, others for rationalism by
leading it to extreme formulations. What interferes wim the general
tendencies of those involved with planning is understanding only what
they can translate in terms of graphic operations: seeing, feeling at me
end of a pencil, drawing.
One can therefore identify the following:
(1) The planning of men of good will (architocts and writers), Their
thinking and projects imply a certain philosophy. Generally [hey associate themselves [0 an old classical and liberal humanism, This not without
a good dose of nostalgia. One wishes to build to the ' human scale', for
'people'. These humanists present themselves at one and me same time as
doctors of society and creators of new social relations. Their ideology, or
rather, their idealism often come from agrarian models, adopted without
refloction: the village, the community, the neighbourhood, the townsman-citizen who will be endowed with civic buildings, etc. They want to
build buildings and cities to the 'human scale', 'to its measure', without
conceiving that in the modem world 'man' has changed scale and the
measure of yesteryear (village and city) has been transfonned beyond
measure. At best, this tradition leads to a formalism (the adoption of
models which had neither content or meaning), or to an aestheticism,
that is, the adoption for their beauty of ancient models which are then
thrown as fodder to feed the appetites of consumers.
(2) The planning of these administratOrs linked to the public (State)
sector. It sees itself as scientific. It relies sometimes on a science,
sometimes on studies which ca ll themselves synthetic (pi uri or multidisciplinary). This scientism, which accompanies the deliberate forms
of operational rationalism, tends to neglect the so-called ' human
factor'. It divides itself into tendencies, Sometimes through a particu-
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lac science, a technique takes over and becomes the point of departure;
it is generally a technique of communication and circulation. One
extrapolates from a science, from a fragmemary analysis of the reality

considered. One optimizes information and communication into a
model. This technocratic and systematized planning, with its myths
and its ideology (namely, the primacy of technique), would not hesitate to raze (0 the ground what is left of the city to leave way for cars,
ascendant and descendant networks of communication and information. The models elaborated can only be put into practice by eradicating from social existence the very ruins of what was the city.
Sometimes, on the COntrary, information and analytical knowledge
coming from different sciences are oriented towards a synthetic finality.
For all that. one should not conceive an urban life having at its
disposal information provided by the sciences of society. These twO
aspects are confounded in the conception of centres of decisi01I-making, a global vision, planning already unitary in its own way, linked to
a philosophy, to a conception of society, a political strategy, that is, a
global and total system.
(3) The planning of developers. They conceive aDd realize without
hiding it, for the market, with profit in mind. What is new and recent
is that they are no longer selling housing or buildings, but planning.
With or without ideology, planning becomes an exchange value. The
project of developers presents itself as opportunity and place of privilege: the place of happiness in a daily life miraculously and marvellously transformed. The make-believe world of habitat is inscribed in
the logic of habitat and their unity provides a socia l practice which
does not need a system. Hence these advertisements, which are already
famous and which deserve posterity because publicity itself becomes
ideology. Parly n (a new development) 'gives birth to a new art of
living', a 'new lifestyle'. Daily life resembles a fairy tale. 'Leave your
coat in the cloakroom and feeling lighter, do your shopping after
having left the children in the nurseries of the shopping mall, meet
your friends, have a drink together at the drugstore .. .' Here is the
fuJfiUed make-believe of the joy of living. Consumer society is expressed by orders: the order of these elements on the ground, the order
to be happy. Here is the context, the setting, the means of your
happiness. If you do not know how to grasp the happiness offered so
as to make it your own - don't insist!
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A global strategy, that is, what is already an unitary system and [Otal
planning, .is outlined through these various tendencies. Some will put
mt~ practIce and will conc.retize_aAltt%ted.consumer societ):. They will
build not. only commefCIal ~entres. but also centres of priv~~
~onsum [Ion: [h,e renewed CIty. They will by making 'legible' an
Ide,ology of ~a~plOess ~ roug ,consumption, joy by planning adapted
to ~ts ne:-v mIssIon. T?IS plannmg programmes a daily life generating
satisfactions - (especIally for receptive and participating women). A
programmed and computerized consumption will become the rule and
norm for t~e whole society. Others will erect decision-making centres,
c,oncentratl~g the means of power: information, training, organizatIOn, operat~on. ~nd still: repression (constraints, including violence)
and persuasIon (Ideology and advertising), Around these centres will
be apportioned on the ground, in a dispersed order, according to the
norms of foreseen constraints, rhe peripheries, de-urbanized urbanization. All the conditions come together thus for a perfect domination
for a refined explOitation of people as producers, consumers of pro:
ducts, consumers of space.
The convergence of these projecrs therefore entails the greatest
?anger~, for it raises politically the problem of urban society, It
~s pos~lble that new contradictions will arise from these projects,
Impe~lOg co.nve~gence. If ~ unitary strategy was [0 be successfully
constituted, It mIght prove Irretrieva ble.

PHILOSOPHY AND THE CITY

4
Philosophy and the City

Having contextua lized the 'cavalier' attitude mentioned at the begin.fling, particular aspects and problems concerning the urban can now
be emphasized. In order to take up a radically critica l analysis and to
deepen the urban problematic, philosophy will be the starting point.
This will come as a surprise. And yet, has not frequent reference [0
philosophy been made in the preceding pages? The purpose is not to
present a philosophy of the city, but on the COntrary, to refute such an
approach by giving back to the whole of philosophy its place in
history: that of a project of synthesis and {Orality which philosophy as
such cannot accomplish. After which the analytical will be examined,
that is, the ways fragmentary sciences have highlighted or partitioned
urban reality. The rejection of the synthetic propositions of these
specialized, fragmentary , and particular sciences will enable us - to
pose better - . in political terms..= the problem of synthesis. During the
course of this progress one wi ll find again features and problems
which will reappea r more clearl y. In parricu lar, !h~ opposition between lise value (the city and urban li fe) ~d exchange value (spaces
bought ana sold, the consumption of products, goods, places and
signs) will be high lighted.
For philosophical meditation aiming at a totality through speculative
systematization, that is, classical philosophy from Plato to Hegel, theciry
was much more than a secondary themc, an object among others. The
links between philosophical thought and urban life appea r clearly upon
reflection, although they need to be made explicit. The city and the town
were nOt for philosophers and philosophy a simple objective conditio n, a
sociological context, an exterior element. Philosophers have thought the
city: thcy have brought to language and concept urban life.
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Let us leave asi~e questions posed by the oriental city, the Asiatic
mode of production, 'town and country' relations in this mode of
pr~duction, and lastly the formation of ideologies (philosophies) on
thiS base. Only the Grcek and Roman antique city from which are
derived societies and civilizations known as 'Western' will be con.
sidered. This city is ~enerally the Outcome of a synoecism, the coming
to~ether of several Villages and tribes established o n this territory. This
unl[ allows. the developmenr of d ivision of labour and landed properry
(money) Without however destroying the collective, or rather 'comm unal' property of the land. In this way a community is constituted ar the
hean of which is a min~rity of free citizens who exercise power over
o.ther . me~bers of the City: women, children, slaves, foreign ers. The
cIty Imks Its elements associated with the form o f the communa l
property ,(·c0r.n~on private property', o r ' privatized appropriation')
of the active citizens, who are in opposition to the slaves. This form of
a~sociati,on constitutes ,a democracy, the elements, of wh ich a re srrictiy
~Iera rch~cal and submitted to rhe demands of the oneness of the city
Itsel f. It. IS the democracy of non-freedom (Marx). Duri ng the course
of the hIstory of the anrique city, pri vate property pure and simple (of
~oney.land a nd slaves) hardens, concentra tes, without abolishing the
fi gh ts of the city Ovcr its territory.
. The separatio n betwee~ .t~wn and coumry takes place among the
first and fundamental diVISio ns of la bo ur, with the d istribution of
tasks acco~di~g to age and sex (the biological division of labour), with
~e. ~rga mzatlon of labour according to tools and skills (rechnical
diVISIon). The socia l divisi~n of labour between town a nd country
corresponds to thc separanon between materia l and intellectual labour, and con~eq.uently, between the natural and the spiritual. Intellectua.' lab.o ur IS '?,:umbent upon the city: func tions of organiza tion
and ducctlo n, politIcal and military activities, elaboration of theoretica l knowledge (phi losophy and sciences). The whole divides itself
sepa rations are established, including the separation between th~
Physics an~ the Logos, between theory and practice, and in practice,
rhe. s~para(JO?S between between praxis (action on human groups),
potesls (creatIOn of 'oeuvres'), techne (activities endowed w ith techniq~es and directed rowards product). The countryside, both practica l
~eallry and re~rese~tation, :-rill carry images of nature, of being, of the
mnate. Thc. City w~U carry Images of effort, of wiU, of subjectiviry, of
contemplation, WIthout these representations becoming disjoinrcd
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from real activities. From these images confronted against each other
great symbolisms wi ll emerge. Around the Greek city, above it, there
is the cosmos, lumi nous and ordered spaces, the apogee of place. The
city has as centre a hole which is sacred and damned, inhabited by the
forces of death and life, times dark with cffon and ordeals, the world.
The Apollonian spirit triumphs in the Greek city, although not without snuggle, as the luminous symbol of reason which regulates, while
in the Etruscan-Roman city what governs is the demonic side of the
urban. But the philosopher and philosophy attempt to reclaim or
create totality. The philosopher does not acknowledge separation, he
does not conceive that the world, life, society, the cosmos (and later,
history) can no longer make a Whole.
Philosophy is thus born from the city, with its division of labour and
multiple modalities. It becomes itself a specialized activity in its own
right. But it does not become fragmentary, for otherwise it would
blend w ith science and the sciences, themselves in a process of emerging. Just as philosophy refuses to engage in the opinions of craftsmen,
soldiers and politicians, it refutes the reasons and arguments of specialists. It has totality as fundamental interest for its own sake, which
is recovered or created by the system, that is, the oneness of thought
and being, of discourse and act, of nature and contemplation, of the
world (or the cosmos) and human reality. This does not exclude but
includes meditation on differences (between Being and thought, between what comes from nature and what comes from the city, etc.). As
Heidegger expressed it, the logos (element, context, mediation and
end for philosophers and urban life) was simultaneously the following: to put forward, gather together and collect, then to recollect and
collect oneself, speak and say, disclose. This gathering is the harvest
and even its conclusion. 'One goes to coUect things and brings them
back. Here sheltering dominates and with it in turn dominates the
w ish to preserve .. . The harvest is in itself a cho ice of what needs a
shelter.' Thus, the harvest is already thought out. That which is
gathered is put in reserve. To say is the act of collection which gathers
together. This assumes the presence of 'somebody' before w hich, for
whom and by whom is expressed the being of what is thus successful.
This presence is produced with clarity (or as Heidegger says, with
'non-mystery'). The city linked to philosophy thus gathers by and in
its logos the wealth of the territory, dispersed activities and people, the
spoken and the written (of which each assumes already its collection
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and re~ollection). It makes simultaneous what in the countryside and
accordmg to nature takes place and passes, and is distributed accordin~ to cycles and rhythms. It grasps and defends 'everything'. If
phi losophy and the city are thus associated in the dawning logos
(reason), it is not within a subjectivity akin to the Cartesian 'cogito'.
If they constitute a system, it is not in the usual way and in the current
meaning of the term.
To the organization of the city itself can be linked the primordial
whole of urban form and its content, of philosophical form and its
meaning: a privileged centre, the core of a political space, the seat of
the logos governed by the logos before which citizens are 'equal' the
regions and distributions of space having a rationality justified b:fore
the logos (for it a nd by it).
. The logos of the Greek city cannot be separated from the philosophIcallogos. The (£uvre of the city continues and is focused in the work
of phil?sophers, ~ho gather opinions and viewpoints, various (£uvres,
and thmk tbem simultaneously and collect differences into a totality:
urban places in the cosmos, times and rhythms of the city and that of
the wo~ld (and inv~rsely).1t is therefore only fo r a superficia l historicity
t~at ph ilosophy brings to language and concept urban life, that of the
City. In truth, the city as emergence, language meditation comes to
theoretical light by means of the philosopher a~d philosophy.
~fter this first interpretacion of the internal link between the city and
phdosophy, let us go to the European Middle Ages. It begins from the
country~ide .. The RO.man city and the Empire have been destroyed by
Germ~mc. tribes which are both primitive communities and military
orgamzatlOns. The feuda l property of land is the outcome of the
~issolution of this sovereignty (city, property, relations of product[on). Serfs replace slaves. With the rebirth of cities there is on the one
hand the feudal organization of property and possession of land
(peasant communities having a customary possession and lords having
an 'eminent' domain as it williarer be called), and on the other hand
a corpo.rat~ orga~izati~n of crafts and urban property. Although a;
t~e begmnmg selgneunal tenure of land dominates it, this double
hierarchy contai~s the demise of this form of property and the supremacy of wealth m urban property from which arises a deep conflict
basic to medieval society. 'The necessity to ally themselves against th;
plunderer lords associated themselves together; the need fo r common
market halls at a time when industry was craft, when serfs in breach
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towards an identity thus acknowledged. The rational is basically
phi losophy, the philosophica l system. The real is society and law and
me State which cements the edifice by crowning it. Consequently, in
the modern State, the philosophical system, becomes real: in Hegel's
philosophy, the real acknowledge the rationa l. The system has a
double side, philosophica l and political. Hegel discovers the historical
moment of this sh ift from the rational into the real and vice versa. He
brings to light identity at the moment when history produces it.
Philosophy achieves itself. There is for Hegel, as Marx will articulate
it, at one and the same time a becoming of a philosophy of the world
and a becoming of the world of philosophy. An initial repercussion:
there can no longer be a divide between philosophy and reality
(historical, socia l, political). A second repercussion: the philosopher
no longer has independence: he accomplishes a public function, as do
other offic ials. Philosophy and the phi losopher integrate themselves
(by mediation of the body of civil servants and the midd le class) in this
ratidnal real ity of the State - no longer in the city, which was only a
thing {perfect, it is true, but only thing}, denied by a higher and more
inclusive rationality.
One knows that Marx neither refuted nor refused the essential
Hegelian affirmation: Philosophy achieves itself. The philosopher no
longer has a right to independence vis-d- vis social practice. Philosophy inserts itself into it. There is indeed a simultaneous becomingphilosophy of the world and a becoming"world of philosophy, and
therefore a tendency towards wholeness {knowledge and acknowledgement of non-separation}. And yet Marx thrusts Hegelianism
aside. HistOry does not achieve itself. Wholeness is not reached, nor
are contradictions resolved. It is nOt by and in the State, with bureaucracy as social support, that philosophy can be realized. The proletaria t has this historic mission: only it can put an end to separations
(alienations ). Its mission has a double facer: to destroy bourgeois
society by bui lding another society - abolish philosophical speculation
and abstraction, the alienati ng contemplation and systematization, to
accomplish the philosophical project of the human being. It is from
industry, from industrial production, from its relation with productive
forces and labour, not fr om a moral or philosophical judgement, that
the working class gets its possibi lities. O ne must turn this world
upside down: me meeting of the rational and the real will happen in
another society.
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PHlLOSOPHY AND THE CITY

The history of philosophy in relation to the city is far from being
accomplished within this perspective. Indeed , this history would also
suggest the analysis of themes whose emergence are linked to the
representation of nature and the earth, to agriculture, to the sacralization of the land (and to its desacralization ). Such themes, once born,
are displaced and represented sometimes far from their starting points
in time and space. The points of imputation and impact, conditions,
implications, consequences do not coincide . The themes are enunciated a nd inserted into socia l contexts and categories different from
those which distinguish their emergence, inasmuch as one can speak
of 'categories'. The urban problematic, for example that which refers
to the destiny of the Greek city, used co disengage itself or hide itself,
cosmic themes anterior or exterior to this city; the visions of a cyclical
becoming o r of the hidden immobility of the human being. The
purpose of these remarks is to show that the relation considered has
yet to receive an explicit formu lation.
What relation is there today between philosophy and the city ? An
ambiguous one. The most emminent contemporary philosophers do
not borrow their themes from the ciry. Bachelard has leh wonderful
pages on the house. Heidegger has meditated on the Greek city and the
logos, and on the Greek temple. Nevertheless the metaphors which
resume Heideggerian thought do not come from the city but from a
pcimary and earlier life: the 'shepherds of being'. the 'forest paths'. It
seems that it is from the Dwelling and the opposition between Dwelling and Wafldering that Heidegger borrows his themes. As for socalled 'existential ' thought, it is based on individual consciousness, on
the subject and the ordeals of subjectivity, rathe r than on a practical,
historica l and social reality.
However, it is not proven th at philosophy has said its last word on
the city. For example, one can perfectly conceive of a phenomenological description of urban life. Or conStruct a semiology of urban
reality which would correspond for the prescnt city to what was the
logos in the Greek city. Only philosophy and the philosopher propose
a totality, the search for a global conception or vision. To consider 'the
city' is it not already to extend philosophy, to reintroduce philosophy
into the city or the city imo philosophy? It is true that the concept of
totality is in danger of remaining empty if it is only philosophical.
Thus is formulated a problematic which does not reduce itself to the
city but which concerns the world, history, 'man'.
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fr.a~~entary analyses, because it is fragmentary? These a nalytical

5
Fragmentary Sciences and Urban
Reality

During the course of the nincrcc.oth century,. the s~i ences of social
rea lity arc constituted against philosophy which strives to g~as~ the
global {by enclosing a rea l tota lity into a ra[ion~l systemat~zatlon!.

These sciences fragment reality in order to analyse It, each havl.n~ the.lf

method or methods, their sector or domain. After a century, It IS stili
under discussion whether these sciences bring distinct c~lightenmenc
to a unitary reality, or whether the analytical fr~gme~tatlon that they
use corresponds to objective differences, arucu!atiOnS, levels and
dimensions.
.
One cannOt claim that the city has escaped the researches of historians, economists, dcmograp~ers and soci? !ogisrs. Each of these

specialities contributes to a sCience of the City. It has already bee~
ascertained and corroborated that histOry elucidates bener t~e genesis
of the city, and especially identifies better [ha~ any other SCience, the
problematic of urban society. Inversely, there IS al.so no doubt .th.a.t ~he
knowledge of urban reality can relate to the pOSSible (or .poSSlbIILtl~s)
and not only to what is finished or from the past. H one wlsh~s to bUild
a commercial or cultural centre, taking into account functional an.d
functioning needs, the economist has his word t~ say. In the a.nalysls
of urban reality, the geographer, the climatOlogist, the botaOlst also
intervene. The environment, global and confused concept, fragments
itself according to these specia lities. In relation to the fu~ure and t~e
conditions of the future, mathematical calculations . p~ovlde e.ssentlai
evidence. Yet, what gathers these facts together? A pro!ect, or I~ other
words a strategy. On the other hand, a doubt rema1l1s a~d IS even
confir:ned. Is the city the sum of indices and facts, of van.ab.les and
parameters, of correlations, this coHection of facts, of descnptlons, of

dl~lslons do not lack rigour, but as has already been sa id, rigour is
umnhab~ta?le. ~he problem coincides with the general questioning of

the specialist sciences. On the one hand, the o nly approach which
seeks to find the global reminds us strangely of philosophy when it is
not openly philosophical On the other hand, the panial offers more
p~sitive but scattered facts. Is it possible to extract from fragmentary
sciences a science of the city? No more than a holistic science of
society, or of 'man', or of human and social rea lity. On the one hand
a concept withour content, on the other, content or contents withou;
concept. Either one declares that the 'city', the urban reality as such,
does not exist but is only a series of correlations. The 'su bject' is
suppressed. Or the continues to assert the existence of the global: one
approaches and locates it, either by extrapolations in the name of a
discipline, or by wagering on an ' interdisciplinary' tactic. One does
nor grasp it except by an approach which transcends divisions.
Upon closer examination, one realizes that specia lists who have
studied urban reality have a lmost always (except in the case of a
logica lly extremist positivism) introduced a global representation.
They can hardly go without a synthesis, settling for a quantity of
knowle~ge, of dividing and splitting urban reality. As specialists, they
then c1aun to be able to go legitimately from their analyses to a final
synthesis whose principle is borrowed from their specia lity. By means
of a discipline or interdisciplinary endeavour, they see themselves as
'~en of synthesis'. More often, thcy conceptualize the city (and society) as an organism. Historians have frequently linked these entities
to an 'evolution' or to an 'hi)torical development': cities. Sociologists
have c~~ceptualized them as a 'collective being', as a 'socia l organism'.
Orgamc!sm, evolutio.nism, continuism, have therefore dominated representations of the city elaborated by specialists who believed them~elves to be scholars and only scho lars. Ph ilosophers without knowing
It, they leapt, without legitimizing their approach, from the partial to
the global as well as from fa ct to right.
Is there a dilemma? An impasse? Yes and no. Yes, there is an
obstacle, or if one wants another metaphor, a hole is dug. No. One
should be able to cross the obstacle because there is a quite recent
prac.tice which already spills over the speculative problem, or the
partial. facts of the real problem, and which tends to become global by
gathermg all the facts of experience and knowledge, namely, planning.
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What is involved here is nor a philosophical view on praxis, but the
fact that so-called planning thought becomes practice at a global level.
For a few years no w planning has gone beyond partial techniques and

applications (regulation and administration of built space) to become
a social practice concerning and of interest to the whole of society. The
critical examination of this social practice (the focus being on critique)
cannot not allow theory to resolve a theoretical difficulty arising from
a theory which has separated itself from practice.
As social practice, planning (which it becomes without having
reached a level of elaboration and action, which indeed it can only
reach through confrontation with political strategies) has already
crossed the initial stage, namely, the confrontation and communica·
tion of experts, and the gathering of fragmentary analyses, in brief,
what is called the imerdisciplinary. Either the planner is inspired by
the practice of partial knowledge which he applies, or he putS into
action hypotheses or projects at the level of a global reality. In the first
case, the application of partia l knowledge gives results which can
determine the relative importance of this knowledge: these results,
experimentally revealing absences and lacunae, enable us to specify on
the ground what is lacking. In the second case, the fai lure (or success)
allows the discernment of what is ideological in the presuppositions,
and to identify what they define at the global level. Thus, what is
effectively involved is a critical examination of the activity ca lled
'planning', and not a belief in the word of planners or the unchal·
lenged acceptance of their propositions and decisions. tn particular,
the displacements and distortions between practice and theory (ideology), between partial knowledge and results, come to the fore instead
of being hidden. As does the questioning over use and users.

6
Philosophy of the City and Planning
Ideology
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possessed fr eedom and not individuals and groups), Thus they think
of the modern city according {Q a model of the antique city, which is
at the same time identified with the ideal and rationa l city. The agora,
place and symbol of a democracy lim ited to its citizens, and excluding
women, slaves and foreigners, remains for a particular philosophy of
the city the symbol of urban society in general. This is a typically
ideological extrapolation. To this ideology these philosophers add
partial knowledge, this purely ideological operation consisting in a
passage (a leap), from the partial to the whole. from the elementary to
the tota l, from the relative (0 the absolute. As for Le Corbusier, as
philosopher of the city he describes the relationship between the urban
dweller and dwelling with nature, air, sun, and trees, with cyclical time
and the rhythms of the cosmos. To this metaphysical vision, he adds
an unquestionable knowledge of the real problems of the modern city,
a knowledge which gives rise to a planning practice and an ideology,
a functionalism which reduces urban society to the achievement of a
few predictable and prescribed functions laid OUf on the ground by the
architecrure. Such an architect sees himself as a 'man of synthesis',
thinker and practitioner. He believes in and wants to create human
rclations by defining them, by creating their environment and decor.
Within this well- worn pcrspective, lhe architect perceives and imagines
himself as architect of the world, human image of God the Creator.
Phi losophy o f the city (or if one wants, urban ideology), was born as
a superstructure of society into which structures entered a certain type
of city. Th is philosophy, precious heritage of the past, extends itself
intO speculations which often are travesties of science JUSt because they
integrate a few bits of real knowledge.
Planning as ideology has acqu ired more and more precise definitions.
To study the problems of circulation, of the conveying of o rders and
information in the great modern city, leads to real knowledge and to
technical applications. To claim tha t the city is defined as a network of
circulation and communication, as a centre of information and decision-making, is an absolute ideology; this ideology proceeding from a
particularly arbitrary and dangerous reduction-extrapolation and
using terrorist means, see itself as total truth and dogma, 1£ leads to a
planning of pipes, of roadworks and accounting, which one claims to
impose in the name of science and scientific rigoue. Or even worse!
This ideology has 1\.\10 interdependent aspects, mental and social.
Mentally, it implies a theory of rationality and organization whose
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cx~ressi on date fr~m around 1910, a transformation in contemporary
society ~charactefl~ed ~y the beginning of a deep crisis and artempts to
resolve H by orgamzatJonal methods, firstly the scale of the firm and
then o n a global scale). I: is .then that socially the norion of ;pace
c?mcs t? the fo re, relegatlOg mto shadow time and becoming, Planmng as Ideology formu lates all the problems of society into questions
?f space ~nd transposes all that comes from history and consciousness
l~to spat~al rerms. It is an .i de~logy which immediately divides up.
SlIlce society does not fUnctIOn m a satisfactory manner, could there
no~ ?e a path?~ogy of spac~? .Within this petspective, the virtually
offiCial recognltJon of the pfl onty of space over rime is not conceived
of a.s jnd ic~tion of social pathology, as symptom among others of a
reality which engenders social disease. On the contrary what are
represent~d. are .healthy and diseased spaces. The planner' should be
able to .dlstlllgUlsh between sick spaces and spaces linked to mental
and SOCia l health which are ge~erators of this health. As physician of
space, he should have the capacity to conceive of an harmonious social
sp~ce, normal and nor~ali~ing, Its function would then be to grant to
thiS spa~e (perchance Identical to geometrical space, that of abstract
topologies) preexisting social realities.
. T~e radical critique of phjlos~phies of the city as well as of ideology
IS vlta~, as much on the theoretica l as on the practical level. It can be
m~de III the name of public health. However, it cannot be carried out
Without ektensive research, rigorous ana lyses and the patient study of
texts and Contexts.

TIlE SPECIFICITY OF THE CITY

7
The Specificity of the City

A philosophy of the city answered questions raised by social practice
in precapitalist societies (or if one prefers this terminology, in pre-industrial societies). Planning as technique and ideology responds to
demands arising fro m this vast crisis of the city already referred to,
which starts with the rise of competitive and industrial capitalism and
which has never stopped getting deeper. This world crisis gives rise to
new aspects of urban reality. It sheds light on what was little or poorly
understood; it unveils what had been badly perceived. It forces the
reconsideration of not only the history of the cicy and knowledge of the
city, but also of the history of philosophy and mat of an. Until rocenciy,
theoretical thinking conceived the city as an entity, as an organism and a
whole among others, and this in the best of cases when it was not being
reduced to a partial phenomenon, to a secondary, elementary or accidental aspect, of evolution and history. One would thus see in it a simple
result, a local effect reflecting purely and simply general history. These
representations, which are classified and are given w~lI-know~ . t~rm.s
(organicism, evolutionism, conrinuism), have been prevIously cnoclZed.
They did not contain theoretical knowledge of the city and did nOt lead
to this knowledge; moreover, they blocked at a quite basic level the
enquiry; they were ideologies rather than concepts and theories.
Only now are we beginning to grasp the specificity of the city (of
urban phenomena). The city always had relations with society as a
whole, with its constituting elements (countryside and agricu l tu~e,
offensive and defensive force, political power, States, etc.), and With
its history. It changes when society as a whole changes. Yet, the city'S
transformations are not the passive outcomes of changes in the social
whole. The city a lso depends as essentia lly on relations of immediacy,
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of di~~ct relatio~s betwe~m persons and groups which make up society
(families, orgamzed boches, crafts and guilds, etc.). Furthermore, it is
not reduced to the organization of these immediate and direct rela~jons, nor its metamorphoses to their changes. It is situated at an
~nt~r~ac~._ha¥-way between what is called the near order (relations of
Indlvldua ls In groups of variable size, more or less "Oi-ganized and
strucrured and the reiati?ns of these groups among themselves), and
t~e {aLJ1J:der, that of SOCiety, regulated by large and powerful institu~Ions (~hurch . an~ . State), by a legal code formalized or not, by a
culture and slgn~fJcan.t ensembles endowed with powers, by which
the far order projects Itself . at this 'higher' level and imposes itself.
Abstracr, form~I, supra-sens~ble and transcending in appearances, it is
not conceptuahzed beyond Ideologies (religious and political). It inc1ude~ moral a~d lega~ principles, This far order projects itself into the
pr~ctJco~mateflal reabty and becomes visible by wriring itself within
t~IS r~ahty. It p~rsuades through and by the near order, which confirms .1tS ~ompelh~g.power.1t becomes apparent by and in immediacy.
!he.Clty lS a. m~dlatl.on among mediations. Conraining the near order,
I[ suPPOrts It; I~ maintains ~elations of production and property; it is
~h~ p!ace of thel~ r~productlon. Contained in the far order, it suPPOrts
It; It m~arnate~ It; I: pr?j~cts i.t ov~r a terrain (the site) and on a plan,
that of lmmedlate Ide; It Inscnbes It, prescribes it, writes it. A text in a
context so vast and ungraspable as such except by reflection.
And thus the city is an oeuvre, closer to a work of art than to a
simp.le m~terial p~od~ct: If there is production of the city, and social
rel.atlons In che City, lt IS a production and reproduction of human
beings ~y hum~n .beings, rather than a production of objects. The city
has a history; It IS the work of a history, that is, of clearly defined
~eople and .g~oups who accomplish this oeuvre, in historical conditions. Condltl?~S which simultaneously enable and limir possibilities,
are never suf~lCle~t to explain what was born of them, in them, by
them. It was lO thiS way that the city created by the Western Middle
~ges was a~imated and dominated by merchants and bankers, this
City was thelf oe~vre. Can the historian consider it as a simple object
of commerce, a Simple Opportunity for lucre? Absolutely not precisely
nOt. T~ese. merchants and bankers acted to promote exchange and
gene~ahze lt, to extend the domain of excha nge value; and yet for them
the City was much more use value than exchange value. These mer~
chants of Ita lian, Flemish, English and French cities loved their cities
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like a work o f art and adorned !hem with every kind of wo~ks of art. So
that, paradoxlcally, the city of merchants and bankers remams for us the
type and model of an urban real,icy ,,:,hereby use (pleasure, beauty, 0(namentation of meeting places) still wms over lucre and profit, exch~nge
value the requirements and constraints of marketS. At the same [tIDe,

wealth arising from commerce in goods and money. the p?w:er of gol,d, the
cynicism of this power, are also inscribed in this city and In It prescnbe an
order. So thar, as such it still remains for some model and ~rototype.
By taking ' production' in its widest sen~e (t~e production of o~uvres
and of socia l relations), there has been In hLstory the production of
cities as there has been production of knowledge, culture, works, of art

and civiliza ti on, and there also has been, of course, produc~l?n of
material goods and practico-material objects. These. modaitnes of
production cannot be disjointed u~less one has th~ right. [Q confuse
them by reducing differences. The city was and remams ?b,ect, but not
in the way of particular, pliable and instrumental object: such as a
pencil or a sheet of paper. Its objectivity, or 'objectality', might rat~er
be closer to that of the language which individuals and groups receive
before modifying it, or of language (a particular language, the work of
a particular society, spoken by pa rticular groups). ?ne cou ld also
compare this 'ob~ta lit:y' to that of a cultural reaht:y,. such as the
written book, insteaaoTme old abstract object of the philosophers or
the immediate and everyday object. Moreover, one must tak~ prec.autions. If I compare the cit:y to a book, to a writing (a s.e~lo1og1cal
system), I do not have the fi gh.t [Q for~et the aspect of medlatl?n. ~ can
sepa rate it neither from what It con tams nor from what contal~s It, by
isolating it as a complete system. Moreover, at ?est, .the ~I~y constitutes a sub-system, a sub-whole. On this book , With thiS wrltln.g, are
projected mental and social forms and structures. Now, analYSIS can
achieve this context from the text, but it is not given. I.nte\l~ctual
operations and reflective approaches are nece~sa ry to ach ieve I.t (deduction, induction, translatIon and transduction). The whole IS not
immed iately present in this written text, the city. Ther.e ~~e ot~er lev~ls
of reality which do not become tramparellt by deflOt(ton. rhe city
writes and assigm, that is, it signifies, orders, stipulates. What? !hat
is to be di scovered by reflection. This text has passed through Ideologies, as it also 'reflects' them. The far order projects itself inion the
near order. Howeve r, the near order does not reflect transpare~tl~ the
far order. The lMer subordinates the immediate through mediations.
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~t does not yield itself up. Moreover, it hides itself without discovering
Itself. This is how it acts without one having the right to speak of a
transcendence of order, the Global or the Total.
If one considers the city as oeuvre of certain historical and social
'agents', the action and the result, the group (or groups) and their
'product' can be clearly identified without separating them. There is no
oeuvre without a regulated succession of acts and actions, of decisions
and conducts, messages and codes. Nor can an oeuvre exist without
th.ings, with~ut so~ething 10 shape, without practico-material reality,
Without a Site, Without a 'nature', a countryside, an environment.
Social relations are achieved from the sensible. They cannot be reduced
t~ this sensible world, and yet they do nor Aoat in air, they do not
disappear into transcendence. If social reality suggests forms and relation~, if it cannot be conceived in a way homologous to the isolated,
senSible or technical object, it does not survive without ties, without
attachment to objects and things. We must insist on this methodologica lly and theoretically important point. There is cause and reason to
distinguish between material and socia l morphologies. We should
~rhap~ here introduce a distincjion between the city, a present and
Immedl3te reality, a practico-material and architectural fact, and the
urban, a socia l rea lity made up of rel ations which are to be conceived
of, constructed or reconstructed by thought. This distinction none the
less reveals itself to be dangerous and the designation proposed cannot
be handled without risk. Thus designated, the urban seems not to need
l:md and material morphology and is outlined according to a speculanve mode of existence of entities, spirits and souls, freed from attachments and inscriptions; a kind of imaginary transcendence. If one
adopts this terminology, the relations between the city and the urban
w~1I have to be determined with the greatest care, by avoiding sepa ration as well as confusion, and metaphysics as well as reduction to the
immediate and tangible. Urban life, urban society, in a word, the
urban, cannot go wi thout a practico-material base, a morphology.
They have it and do not have it. If they do not have it, if the urban and
urba~ society are conceived without this basis, it is that they are
perc~lved as possibilities, it is th at the virtualities of actual society are
seckmg, so to speak, the ir incorporation and incarnation through
kn0v.:ledge and planning thought: through aUf 'reflections'. If they do
not {md them, these possibilities go into decline and are bound to
disappear. The urban is not a sou l, a spirit, a phi losophical entit:y.

CONTINUITIES AND DISCONTINUITIES

8
Continuities and Discontinuities

Organicism and its implications, namely the simplifying evolutionism
of many historians and the na"ive continu ism of many sociologists, has
disguised the specific features of urban reality, The acts or events
'prod ucers' of this reality as formation and social oeuvre escaped
knowledge. In (his sense, to produce is to create: to bring into being
'something' which did nor exist before the productive activity. For a
long time knowledge has hesitated in the face of creation. Either
creation appears to be irrational, spontaneity swelling up from the
unknown and the unknowable. Or else it is denied and what comes to
be is reduced to what was a lready existing. Science wants itself to be
a science of determinisms, a knowledge of constraints. It abandons to
philosophers the exploration of births, of decline, transitions, disappearances. In this, those who challenge philosophy abandon the idea
of creation. The study of urban phenomena is linked to overcoming
these obstacles and dilemmas, to the solution of these internal conflicts
by reason which knows.
As much in the past as now, histOry and sociology conceived as an
organicist model have not known better how to apprehend differences. Abusive reductions take place to the detriment of these differences
and to the detriment of creation. It is quite easy to grasp the link
between these reductive operations. The specific flees before simpli fying schematas. In the tathe r troubled light shed by many confused
crises (such as the city and the urban), among the crevices of a 'reality'
which too often one believes to be as full as an egg or as a emirely
written page, analysis can now perceive why and how global processes
(economic, social, political, cu ltural ) have formed urban space and
shaped the city, without creative action arising instantaneously and
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deductively from these processes. Indeed, if they have influenced
urban rhythms a nd spaces, it is by enabling groups to insert them~elves,. to take charge of them, to appropriate them; and this by
mventmg, by sculpting space (to use a metaphor), by giving themselves
rhythms. Such groups have also been innovative in how to live, to have
a fami ly, to raise and educate children, to leave a greater or lesser place
to women, to use and uansmit wealth. These transformations of
everyday life modified urban reality, not without having from it their
m?~ivations. The city was at one a nd the same time the place and the
mllJeu, the theatre and the stake of these complex interactions.
The introduction of temporal and spa tial discontinuities in the
t~eory of the ~ity (and the urban ), in history and sociology, does not
gtve one the fight to abuse it. Separations must not be substituted for
organicism and cominuism by consecrating them by theory. If the city
appears as a specific level of social reality, general processes (of which
the most important and accessible were the generalization of commercia l exchanges, industrialization in such a global context the formatio n of competitive capitalism), did nor take place above 'this specific
?lediation. Moreover, the level of immediate relations, personal and
I~t~r~ersonal (the fami ly, the neighbourhood, crafts and guilds, the
dIVISIon of labour between crafts, etc.) is only separated from urban
rea lity through an a bstraction: the correct approach of knowledge
cannot change this a bstraction into separation. Reflection emphasizes
articulations so that delineations do not disarticulate the rea l but
follow articu lations. The methodological rule is to avoid confusion in
an illusory continuity as well as separations or absolute discontinuities.
Consequently, the study of articulations between the levels of rea lity
enables us to demonsuate the distortions and discrepancies between
levels rather than to bl urr them.
The city is transfo rmed not only because of re latively continuous
'globa l processes' (s uch as the growth of material production over a
long period of time with its consequences for exchanges, or the
development of rationality) but also in relation to profound transformations in the mode of production, in the relations between ' town and
country', in the rclations of class and property. The correct approach
consists in going from the most general knowledge to that which
concerns historical processes and discontinuities, their projection or
refraction Onto the city and conversely, particular and specific knowledge of urban reality to irs global context.
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The city and the urban cannOt be understood without institutions
springing from relations of class and property. The city itself, perpe~al
oeuvre and act, gives rise to specific insti tutions: that is, municipal
institutions. The mOSt general institutions, those which belong to the
State, to the dominant religion and ideology have their seat in the
political, milita ry and religiOUS city. They coexist with properly urban,
administrative, and cultural institutions. Hence a number of remark·
able continuities through changes in society.
One knows that there was and there still is the oriental city, expression and projection on the ground, effect and cause, of the Asiatic
mode of production; in this mode of production State power, resting
on the city, organizes economically a more or less extensive agrarian
zone, regulates and controls water, irrigation and drainage, the use of
land, in brief, agricultural production. There was in the era of slave ry,
a city which organized its agricultural zone through violence and.by
ju ridical rationa lity, but which undermined its own base by replacmg
free peasanrs (landowners) with latifundial type properties. In the
West there was also the medieval city, rooted in a feudal mode of
production where agriculture was predominant, bur which was also
place of commerce, theatre of class struggle between an emerging
bourgeoisie and territoria l feudalism, the point of impact and lever of
roya l State actiol). Finally, in rhe West, and in Nonh America, there
has been the capita list, commercia l and industrial city, more or less
delim ited by the political State whose formation accompanied the rise
of capitalism and whose bourgeoisie knew how to appropriate the
managemenr of rhe whole of society.
Discontinuities are not only situated between u.rban formations, but
also between the most general of social relations, and the immediate
relations of individuals and groups (between codes and sub-codes).
The medieval city has however lasted for almost eight centuries. The
rupture of the big city tends to disintegrate urban cores of medieva l
origins, although these persist in many small or medium-sized towns.
Many urban centres, which today perpetuate or protect tM image of
centra Ii!>!. (which might have disappeared without them) are of very
ancient o;igins. This can explain without inasmuch legitimizing the
illusion of continuism and evol utionary ideology. This illusion and
this ideology have disguised the dialectical movement in the metamorphoses of cities and the urban, and particularly in the relations of
'continuity-discontinuity'. In the cou rse of development some fonns
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change themselves into functions and enter structures which take them
back and transform them. Thus the extension of commercial exchanges from the European Middle Ages onwards contributes to this
extraordinary formation, the merchant city (inte'grating completely
the merchants established around the market square and marker hall ).
Since.ind~stria1izat.ion .these local.and localized markets have only one
functIOn .m urban hfe, 10 the relatIOns of the city with the surrounding
countrySIde. A form which has become function enters into new
struc~ltres. And yet, planne~s have recently come to believe that they
have mvemed the commerCial centre. Their thinking progressed from
that of a denuded space, reduced to a residential funcrion ro that of a
commercial centrality which brought a difference, an enri~hment. But
planners were only rediscovering the medieval city laid bare of its
historica.l.relation to the countryside, of the struggle between the
bourge.olsle and feudalism, of the political relation with a royal and
despotIc Srate, and as a consequence reduced to the unifunctionality
of local exchanges.
Forms, strucrures, urban functions (in the city, in the relations of the
city' to the territory influenced or managed by it, in the relations with
socIety and State) acted upon each other modifying themselves a
movement which thought can now reconstruct and master. ~ch
urban fo~mation knew an ascent, an apogee, a decline. Its fragments
and debrIS were later used fo rlin other formations. Considered in irs
hisrorical m.ovemenr, at its specific level (above and beyond global
transformatIOns, but above immediate and locally rooted relations
often linked to the consecration of the ground and therefore durab/;
an~ quasi-permanent ~n appearance), the city h~s gone through critical
penods. Destructuranons and restrucrurations are fo llowed in time
and s~ace, a~way~ translated on the ground, inscribed in the practicomatenal, W(Jtten m the urban text, but com ing from elsewhere: from
history and becoming. Not from the supersensible, but from another
level. Loca~ acts and agents left their ma rk on cities, but also impersonal relations of production and property, and consequently, of
~Iasses an~ class ~truggles, that is, ideologies (religious and philosophIca l, that IS, ethIcal, a esthetica l, legal, etc. ). The projection of the
global o.n the ground and on the specific plane of the city were
accompltshed only through mediations. In itself mediation, the city
was the place, the product of mediations, the terrain of rheir activities
the object and objective of their propositions. Globa l processes:
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general relations inscribed themselves in the urban text only as transcribed by ideologies, interpreted by tendencies and political
strategies. It is this difficulty upon which onc must now insist, that of
conceiving the city as a semantic system, semiotic or semiological
system arising from linguistiCS, urban language or urban reality considered as grou ping of signs. In the course of its projection on a
specific level, the general code of society is modi fied: the specific code
of the urban is an incomprehensible modulatio n, a versio n, a translation without the original or origins. Yes, the city can be read because
it w rites, because it was writing. H owever, it is not enough to examine
this without recourse to context. To write on this writing o r language,
to elaborate the metalanguage of the city is not to know the city and
the urban. The context, what is below the text to decipher (daily life,
immediate relations, the unconscious of the urban, what is little said
and of which even less is written), hides itself in tbe inhabited spaces
_ sexual and famil y life - and ra rely confronts itself, and what is above
this urban text (institutions, ideologies), ca nnot be neglected in the
dec iphering. A book is not enough. That one reads and re-reads it,
wel l enough. That one goes as fa r as to undertake a critical reading of
it, even better. It asks from knowledge questions such as 'who a nd
what? how? why? for whom?' These questions announce and demand
the restitution of the context. The city cannot therefore be conceived
as a signifying system, determined and closed as a system. The taking
into consideration the levels of reality forbids, here as elsewhere, this
sytematization. None the less, the city has this singular capacity o f
appropriating all signi fi cations for saying them, for writing them (to
stipulate and to 'signify' them), including those from the countryside,
immediate life, religion and po litica l ideology. In the cities, monuments and festivities had this meani"g.
During each critical period, when the spontaneous growth of the city
stagnates and when urban development oriented and characterized by
hitherto domin ant socia l relations ends, then a ppears a planning
thought. This is more a symptom of change than of a continuously
mounting rationality o r of an internal barmony (a lthough illusions on
these points regula rl y reproduce themselves), as this thinking merges
the philosophy of the city in search of a with the divisive schemes for
urban space. To confuse this anxiety with rationality a nd organization
it is the ideology previously denounced. Concepts and theories make
a difficuJr path through this ideology.

At this point the city should be defined. If it is true that the concept
emerges little by little from Ihese ideologies which convey it, it must be
conceived during this progress. We therefore here propose a first
definition of the city as a proiection of society on the ground, that is,
not only on the actua l sire, but at a specific level, perceived and
conceived by tho ught, which determines the city and the urban.
Lo ng-term controversies over this definition have shown its lacunae.
Firstly, it requires more accuracy. What is inscribed and projected is
not o nly a far order, a social whole, a mode of production, a general
code, it is also a time, or rather, times, rhythms. The city is heard as
much as music as it is read as a discursive writing. Secondly, the
definition ca lls for supplements. It brings ro light certain historical
and generic or genetic differences, but leaves aside ocher real differences: between the types of cities resulting from history, between the
effects of the division of labour in the cities, between the persistent
'city-territory' relations. Hence another definition which perhaps does
nOt destroy the fi rst: the city as the ensemble of differe"ces between
cities. In turn, this definition reveals itself to be insufficient, as it places
emphasis on particularities rather than on generalities, neglecting the
singularities of urban life, the ways o f living of the city, more properly
understood as to inhabit. Hence another definition, of plurality, coexistence and simulta neity in the urban of pattems, ways of living urban
life (the small house, the large social housing estates, co-ownership,
location, daily life a nd its changes for intellectua ls, craftsmen, shopkeepers, workers, etc.).
These definitions (relative to the levels of social reality), are not in
themselves exha ustive and do nOt exclude other definitio ns.lf a theoretician sees in the city the place of confrontations and of (conflictual)
relations between desire and need, between satisfactions and dissatisfactions, if he goes as far as to describe the city as 'site of desire', these
determinations will be examined and taken into consideration. It is not
ce({a m that they have a meaning limited to the fragmentary science of
psychology. Moreover, there would be the need to emphasize the
historical role of the city: the quickening of processes (exchange and the
market, the accumulation of knowledge and capitals, the concentration
of these capitals) and site of revolutions.
Today, by becoming a centre of decision-making, or rather, by
grouping centres of decision'making, the modern city intensifies by
organizing the exploitation of the whole society (not o nly the working
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classes but also other non-dominaO{ social classes). This is not the
passiv: place of production or the c?ocentratio.n of ~apitals. but that
of the urban intervening as such In production (10 the means of
production) .

9
Levels of Reality and Analysis

The preceding considerations are sufficient to show that the analysis
of urban phenomena (the physical and social morphology of the city,
or if one prefers, the city. the urban and their cannexion) requires the
use of all the methodological tools: form, function, structure, levels,
dimensions, text, context, field and whole, writing and rcading, system, signified and signifier, language and metalanguage, institutions,
etc. One also knows that none of these terms ca n attain a rigorous
purity. be defined without ambiguity, or escape multiple meaning.
Thus the word {ann takes on various meanings for the logician. for
the literary critic, for the aesthetician, and for the linguist.
The theoretician of the city and the urban will say that these terms
are defined as {ann o{ simultaneity, as field of encounters and exchanges. This acceptance of the word {arm must be clarified. Let us
again consider the term {unction. The analysis distinguishes the func tions interna l to the city, the functions of the city in relation to
territory (countryside, agriculture, villages and hamlets, smaller towns
subordinated within a network), and lastiy, the functions of the city each city - in the social whole (the technical and social division of
labour between cities, various networks of relations, adminisuative
and political hierarchies) . It is the same for structures. There is the
structure of the city (of each city, morphologically, socially, topologically and topically), then the urban strUCture of society, and finally the
social structure of town-country relations. Hence a muddle of analytical
and partial determinations and the difficulties of a global conception.
Here as elsewhere three terms most often meet, whose conflictual and
(dialectica l) rclations are hidden under term by term oppositions.
There is the countryside, and the city and society with the State which
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manages and dominates it (in its relations with the class structure of
that society), There is also as we have attempted to sho~, general (and
global) processes, the city as specificity and . inter~ed,ar~ ,level, then
relations of immediacy (linked to a way of hfe, to mha?,ung,. a~? to
regulating daily life). This requires therefore more preCiSe definitions
of each level, which we will not be able to separate,or c~:mfus~. but of
which we sha ll have to show the articulations and dlsarncuiatlons, the
projections of onc upon the other, and the ~iffcrent connc,:tions . .
The highest level is found at the same tmle above and I~ th~ City.
This does not simplify the analysis. The social structure eXists. In .the
city, makes itself apparent, signifies an order. In.versely,.the City IS a
part of the social whole; it rev~als~ ~ause con~alns a~d Lncorpor~tes
them within sentient matter, institutions and Ideologies. Royal, Imperial and presidential bui.ldings are a pa~ o,f the ~ity:, the, po~itical p~rt
(the capital). These bui ldings do not cOIncide ,with institutions, with
dominant social relations. And yet, these relations act upon them, ?y
representing social efficacy and 'presence'., At its specifi~ level, t~e city
a lso contains the projection o f these relations. To eluCidate thiS analysis by a particular case, social order in ,Pa ris is represente~,at the
highest level in/by the Ministry of the Intenor, and at the s~Clf\C .Ievel
by the prefecture of police and ~Iso by ne~ghbou,rh~ pohce stations,
without forgetting various pohce agenCies acting elthe~ a~ a ,g,lobal
level or in the subterranean shadow. Religious ideology IS slglllfle~ at
the highest level by the cathedral, by seats of large religious organizations of the Church, and also by neighbourhood chur~hes and, ~res
byteries, various local investments of institutionahzed rehglous

At the ecologica l level, habitation becomes essential. The city envelops it; it is form, enveloping this space of 'private' life, arrival and
departure of networks of information and the communication of
orders (imposing the far order to the near order).
Two approaches are possible. Tht first goes from the most general
to the most specific (from institutions to daily life) and then uncovers
the city as specific and (relatively) privileged mediation. The second
startS from this plan and constructs the general by identifying the
elements and significations of what is observable in the urban. It
proceeds in this manner to reach, from the observable, 'private', the
concealed daily life: its rhythms, its occupations, its spatia-temporal
organization, its clandestine 'culture', its underground life.
Isotopies are defined at each level: political, religious, comercial, erc.
space. In relation to these isotopie. , other levels are uncovered as
j1eterotopies. M eanwhile, at each level spatial oppositions are uncovered which enter in this relationship of isoropy-heteroropy, For
example, the opposition between social and owner-occupied housing.
Spaces at the specific level can also be classified according to the
criterion of isotopy-heterotopy, the city as a whole being the most
expanded isotopy, embracing others, o r rather, superimposing itself
over others (over the spatial sub-wholes which are at one and the same
time subordinated a nd constitutive). Such a classification by opposition
should not exclude the analysis of levels, nOf that of the movement of
the whole with its conflictua l aspects (class relations among others), At
the ecological level, that of inhabiting, are constituted significa nt ensembles, partial systems of signs, of which the 'world of the detached
house' offers a particularly interesting case. The d istinction belWeen
levels (each level implying in turn secondary levels) has the greatest use
in the analysis of essential relations, for example in understanding how
the 'values of detached housing' in France become the reference point
of socia l consciousness and the 'values' of other types of housing. Only
the analysis of relations of inclusion-exdusion, of belonging or non-belonging to a particular space of the city enables us to approach these
phenomena of great importance for a thcory of the city.
On its specific plane the city can appropriate existing political,
religious and philosophical meaning•. It seizes them to say them, to
expose them by means - o r through the voice - of buildi ngs, monuments, and also by streets and squares, by voids, by the spontaneous
theatricalization of encounters whicb take place in it, not forgetting
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practice.
, ,
At this level the city manifests itself as a group of groups, with Its
double morphology (practico-sensible o r material, on the one hand,
social on the other), It has a code of functioning focused around
particular institutions, such as ~hc muni~ipa~ity with its se~vices and its
problems, with its channels of information, It~ networks, ~ts powers of
decision-making. The social structure is proJected ,on thiS plan~, but
this does not exclude phenomena unique to the City, to a particular
city, and the most diverse manifestations of urba~ life, ~aradoxically,
taken at this level, the city is made up of unmhablted and even
uninhabitable spaces: publ ic buildings, monuments, squares, streets,
large o r small voids. It is so ~rue that '~a,bitat' does n~t make up the
city a nd that it cannot be defined by thiS Isolated function.
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festivities and ceremonies (with their appropriate and designated
places). Beside the writing, there is also the even more important
unerancc of the urban, these utterances speaking of life and death , joy
or sorrow. T he city has thi s capacity which makes of it a significant
whole. None the less, to stress a previous remark, the ciry does not
accomplish this task gracefully o r freely. One does not ask it. Aesthet~
icism, phenomenon of decline, comes later. Such as planning! ~ the
form of meaning, in the form of simulta neity and encounters, In the
form, finally o f a n 'urba n' language and writing, the city dispatches
orders. The far order is projected into the near order. This far order is
never o r almost never un ita ry. There is rel igious order, political order,
mora l o rder, each referring to an ideology with its practical implications. Among these o rders the city realizes on its plane a unity, or
rather, a syncretism. It diss imul ates and veils their rivalries and conflicts by making them imperative. It translates them as instructions for
action, as time management. It stipulates (signifies) with the management of time a meticulous hierarchy of place, moments, occupations,
people. Moreover, it refracts these imperatives in a style, inasmuch as
there is a genuine urban life. This style characterizes itself as architectural and is associated to art and the study of art objects.
Therefore the semio logy of the city is of greatest theoretical and
practical interest. The city receives and emits messages. These messages are or are not understood (that is, arc or are not coded or
decoded). Therefore, it can be apprehended fr om concepts derived
from linguistics: signifie r and signjfied, signification and meaning.
Nevertheless, it is not without the greatest reservation or w ithout
precautions that one can consider the city as a system; as a unique
system of significations and meanings and therefore of va lues. H ere
as elsewhere, there are several systems (or if one prefers, several
sub-systems) . Moreover, semiology does not exhaust the practica l and
ideologica l reality of the city . The theory of the city as system of
significations tends towards an ideology; it separates the urban from
its morphological basis and from socia l practice, by red ucing it co a
'sign ifie r-signi fi ed' relation and by extrapolating from actually perceived significa tions. This is not without a great na·ivety. If it is true
that a Bororo village signifies, and that the Greek city is full of
meaning, are we to bui ld vast Bororo vill ages full of signs of Modernity ? Or restore the agora with its meaning a t the centre of the new
town?
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!he ferishization of the fo rmal 'signifier-signified' relationship enrads ~ore serious in~onvenien ces. It passively accepts the ideology of
orgamsed consumption. Or rather, it contributes to it. In the ideology
of consumption and in 'real' consumption (in quotations), the consumption of signs plays an increasing role. It does not repress the
c~ns umption of 'pure' spectacles, witho ut activity and participatio n,
:'Ithout reuvre or product. It adds to it and superimposes itself upon
It as a determi~at~on. It is thus that advertising of consumer goods
beco~es the prinCipal means of consumption; it tends to incorporate
art, literature, poetry and to supplant them by using them as rhetoric.
It t~u~ beco.mes itself the ideology of society; each 'object'. each 'good'
splits Itself mto a reality and an image, this being an essentjal part of
consumptio.n. O~e consumes signs as well as objects: signs of happiness, of satisfaction, of power, of wealth, of science, of technology,
etc. The production of these signs is integrated to global production
and plays a major integrative role in relation to other p roductive and
organizing socia l activities. The sign is bought and sold; language
~0':les excha nge value. Under the appearance of signs and signifi cations 10 general, it is the significations of this society wh ich are handed
over to co?sumption. Consequently, he who conceives the city and
urban reality as system of signs implicitly hands them over to consumption as integrally consumable: as exchange value in its pure state.
Changing sites into signs and values, the practico- material into formal
signi£icati~ns, this theory also changes into pure consumer of signs he
who receIVes them. Would not the Pa ris bis or ter conceived by
develo pers be the centres of consumptio n promoted to a su perior level
by the intensity of the consumption of signs? Urban semiology is in
da nger of placing itself at their service if it loses its nai"vety.
In truth, semiological analysis must distinguish between mu ltiple
levels and dimensions. There is the uneranceof the city: what happens
a nd takes place in the Street, in the sq uares, in the voids, what is said
t~ere. ~here is the language of the city: particularities specifi c to each
City which are expressed in discourses, gestures, cl othing, in the words
and use of w.ords by the inhabitants. There is urban lallguage, wh ich
on~ can c~ns~de r as langnage of connotations, a secondary system and
denved WlthlO the denotative system (to use here Hjemslev and Grei~a s'~ terminology). Finally, there is the writing of the city: what is
I?scnbed and prescribed 00 its walls, in the layout of places a nd their
Imkages, in brief, the use 0; time in the city by its inhabitants.
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Semio logica l analysis must also distinguish between levels, that of
semantemes or signifying elements (straight or cured lines, writing,
elementa ry forms of entry, doors and windows, corners, angles, etc.),
morphemes or signifying objects (buildings, streets, etc.) and lastly,
significant ensembles or super-objects, of which the city itself.
One must stud y how the globa l is signified (the semiology of power),
how the city is sign ified (that is the properly urban semiology) and
how are signified ways of living a nd inhabiting (that is the semiology
of daily life, of to inhabit and habitat). One ca nnot confuse the city as
it apprehends and exposes significations coming (rom nature, the
country and the la ndscape (the tree for example) and the city as place
of consumption of signs. That would be co confuse festi vities with
ordinary consumption.
Let us not forget dimensions. The city has a symbolic dimension;
monuments but also voids, squares and avenues, symboliz.ing the
cosmos, the world, society, or simply the State. Ie has a paradigmaticai
d imension; it implies and shows oppositions, the inside and the outside,
the centre and the periphery, the integrated and non-integrated to
urban society. Finally, it also possesses the syntagmatic dimension: the
connection of elements, the articulation of isotopies and heterotopies.
At its specific level, the city presents itself as a privileged sub-system
because it is able to refl ect and expose the other sub-systems and to
present itself as a 'world', a unique whole, within the illusion of the
immediate and the lived. In this capacity resides precisely the charm,
the tOnicity, and the tona lity specific to urban life. But analysis dissipates this impression and unveils a number of systems hidden in the
illusion of oneness. The analyst has no cight to sha re this illusion and
to consolidate it by maintaining himself at an urban level. He must
uncover instead the features of a grea ter knowledge.
We have nOt finished making an inventory of sub-systems of significations, and therefore of what semio logical analysis can bring to an
understanding of the city and the urban. If we consider the sectOr of
owner-occupation and that of new social housing estates, we already
know that each of them constitutes a (pa rtia l) system of signifi cations,
and that another system which overdetermines each of them is established from their oppositio n. This is how the owner-occupiers of sma ll
houses perceive and conceive themselves in the make-believe of habitat, and in turn, the estates establish the logic of habitat and perceive
themselves according to this coercive rati onality. At the same time and
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at the same stroke, the sector of owner-occupacion becomes the
~eference b.y which habitat and daily life are appreciated; that practice
IS cloaked m make-believe and signs.
Among systems of Significa tions, those of architects deserve the
grea test critical attention. It often happens that talented men believe
themselves to be at the centre of knowledge and experience whereas
t~ey r~ma.in at the centre of systems of writing, projections on paper,
visualizations. Architects tending on their part towards a system of
significations which they often call 'planning', it is not impossi ble for
analysts of urban reality, grouping together their piecemeal facts to
constitute a somewhat different system of significations that they ~an
also baptize planning while they leave its programming to machines.
Critical analysis dissipates the privilege of the lived in urban society.
It is o nly a ' plane', or a level. Yet analysis does no t make this plane
disappear. It exists - as a book. Who reads this open book? Who
crosses over its writing? It is not a well -defined subject and yet a
succession of acts and encounrers constitute on this plane itself urban
life, the urban. This urban life tends to turn against themselves the
messages, orders and constraints coming [rom above. It attempts to
appropriate time and space by fa iling dominations, by diverting them
from their goa l. by deceit. It a lso intervenes more o r less a t the level of
the city and the way of inhabiting. In this way the urbml is more or
less the oeUlJre of its citizens instead of imposing itself upon them as a
system, as an already closed book.

TOWN AND COUNTRY
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Town and Country

A theme which has been used and over-used, hyperinflated and extrapolated, namely, 'naruce and culture', originates from the relation between town and country and deflects it. There are three terms in this
relation. In the same way, there are three terminologies in existing reality
(rurality, urban fabric, centrality) whose dialectical relations arc hidden
beneath term to term oppositions, but also come to reveal themselves in
them. Nature as such escapes the hold of rationally pursued action, as
well as from domination and appropriation. More preciseJy, it remains
outSide of these influences: it 'is' what flees: it is reached by the imaginary;
onc pursues it and it flees intO the cosmos, or in the underground depths
of the world. The countryside is the place of production and oeuvres.
Agriculrural production gives birth to products: the landscape is an
oeuvre. This oeuvre emerges from the earth slowly moulded, linked
originally to the groups which occupy it by a reciprocal consecration,
later to be desecrated by the ciry and urban life (which capture this
consecration, condense it, then dissolve it over through the ages by
absorbing it into rationality). Where does this ancient consecration of the
ground to the tribes, peoples and nations come from? From me obscure
and menacing presence/absence of narure? From the occupation of the
ground which excludes strangers from this possessed ground? From the
social pyramid, which has irs basis on this ground and which exacts many
sacrifices for the maintenance of a threatened edifice? One does nor
prevent the other. Whar is important is the complex movement by which
the political city uses this sacred-damned character of the ground, so that
the economic (commercial) city can desecrate it.
Urban life includes original mediations between town, country and
narure. As rhe village, wbose relationship with the city, in hisrory and
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in actuality, is far from being well known. As are parks, gardens,
c?annelled war.ers. These me?iations cannor be understood as such by
~'ty ~wellers without symbolisms and represe"lations (ideological and
Imagmary) of nature and the countryside.
T~e town and c~untry r~~tion has changed deeply during the course
of history, accordl~g to ddterent periods and to modes of production.
It has been sometimes profoundly confljcrual, and at other times
ap~eased and, close to an association. Moreover, during the same
penod, very ddferenr kinds of rclations are manifested. Thus in Western feudalism, t~e territ.oriallord threatens the re-emerging city, where
the, merchants fmd ~hcl r meeting place, their homebase, the place of
their strategy. The City responds to this acrion of landed power, and a
c,lass stru~leens ues, sometimes quiescent, sometimes violent. The city
liberates Itself, not by integrating itself by becoming an aristocracy of
co~m~ners, ~ut by integrating itself with the mona rchic State (for
which It pro~ldc? an essential condition ). On the other hand, during
the same petlod, In so far as aile can speak of an Islamic feuda lism the
'lord' ru les over ~he city of craftsmen and shopkeepers and fro~ it,
over a sllrr~u?dl?~ countryside, often reduced to gardens and to
sp~rse and mSlgl1iflcant cultivations. In such a relationship, there is
neither t~e kernel nor the possibility of a class struggle. From the
outset thiS takes away any historical dynamism and future from this
socia l structure, although not without conferring upon it other
cha rms" those of an exquisite urbanism. The class struggle, creative,
produc,tIVe of .oellvres and new relations, takes place with a cerrain
barbatlsm wh ich characterizes the West (including rhe most 'beautiful' of its cities) .
Today, the town and country relation is changing, an important
aspect of a general transformation. In industrial countries the old
exploitation by the city, CCntre of capital accumulation ot'the surdomination
rounding countryside, gives way to more subtle forms
and exploitation, the city becoming centre of decision-making and
apparently a lso of associ~tion. H owever that may be, the expanding
CI~ attacks the cou~tryslde, corrodes and dissolves it. This is not
without the pa~adox.lcal effects a lready mentioned. Urban life penetrates peasan[ hfe, d ispossessing it of its traditional features: crafts
s~nall,centre~ whi~h ~ecli?e to the benefit of urban centres (commer:
clal, m~ustflal, distribution networks, cen[res of decision-making,
etc.). Vil lages become rura lized by losing their peasant specificity.
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They align themselves with the city but by resisting and sometimes by
fiercely keeping themselves to themselves.
Will the urba n fabric, with its greater or lesser meshes, catch in irs
nets all the territory of industria li zed co untries? Is this how the old
opposition between town a nd country is overcome? One ca n aSSllme
it, but not without some critical reservations. If a generalized confusion is thus perceived, the countryside losing itself into the heaC[ of the
city, and the city absorbing the countryside and losing itself in it, this
con fusion can be theoretically challenged. Theory can refute all
strategies resting on this conception of the urban fabric. Geographers
have coined to name this confusion an ugly but meaningful neologism:
the rurba n. Within th is hypothesis, the expansion of the city and
urbaniza tion would cause the urban (the urban life) to di sappear. This
seems inadmissible. In other words, the overcoming of opposition
cannot be conceived as a reciprocal neutralization. There is no t heore~
tical reason to accept the disappearance of centrality in the course of
the fus ion of urban society with the countryside. The 'urbanityrurality' opposition is accentuated rather th an dissipated, while the
town and country opposition is lessened. There is a shifting of opposition and conflict. What is more, we all know that worldwide, the
town and country conflict is far fro m being resolved. If it is true that
the town and country separation and contradiction (which envelops
without reducing to itself the opposition of the two terms) is part of
[he social di vision of labour, it muSt be acknowledged that this
division is neither overcome nor mastered. Far from it. No more than
the separation of nature and society, and that of the material and the
inrellectua l (spi ritual). Overcoming th is today cannot nOt take place
from the opposition between urban fabric and centrality. It pres up~
poses the invention of new urban forms.
As far as industrial countries are concerned, one can conceive
polycentric cities, differentiated and renovated centralities, even
mobile centralities (cultural ones fo r example). The critique of plan ~
ning as ideology can be a bout such and such a conception of centrality
(for example, the distinction between the urban and the centres of
information and d ec i sio n ~makin g). Neither traditional ciry (separated
from the countryside to better dominate it), nor the Megalopolis
without form or fabric, without woof or warp, would be the guiding
idea. The disappea rance of centrality is neither called for theoretically
nor practica lly. The only question that ca n be asked is this one: 'What
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soci~1 ~nd political fo rms, wha t theory will one entrust with the
rea hzatl~n on the g.round of a renovated centrality and fabric freed

from their degradations?'

,
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11
Around the Critical Point

period when the city expands inordinately, the form (the practico~
material morphology, the form of urban life) of the traditional city
explodes. This double process (industrialization-urbanization) pro~
duc~s the double movement: explosion-implosion, condensation-dis.
pers lon (the explosion already mentioned) . It is therefore around this
critical poim that can be found the present problematic of the city and
urban reality.
Political Town Commercial Town

................
Let us trace hypotheticaJly from left to right an axis going from zero
point in urbanization (the non-existence of the city, ~hc complete
predominance of agrarian life, agricultural producnon an? the
countryside) to full urbanization (the absorption of the co~ntrY~ldc by
the city and the total predomin~nce of industria~ productIOn, ,~c1ud
ing agriculture) . This abstract picture momentarily places the discontinuities in parentheses. To a certain extent ~t wi11.cn~~le uS to locate
the critical PQinrs, that is, the breaks and d,sc~nt'.nultles themselves.
Quite quickly on the axis, quite near to, the.beg'~nmg, le~ u~ mark the
political city (in effect ac~ieved and m~mtam:d 10 the ASiatic ~od~ of
production) which organizes an agranan enVlConrnent by dom.lOat~ng
it. A little further, let us mark the appearance of the commcCClal City,
which begins by relegating commerce to its per.iphery (a hete.rotopy of
outlying areas, fairs and markets, places aS~lgned [Q .forelgners. to
strangers specialized in exchanges). and which later mtegrates the
market by integrating itself to a social structure based on exchanges.
expanded communications, .money and m~vable wealth. Th~re then
comes a decisive critical POlOt. where the Impo rtance of agnculture
retreats before the importance of craft and industrial production, of
the market, exchange value and a rising capitalism. This critical p~j~t
is located in Western Europe around the sixteent~ century: Soo.n It IS
the arrival of the industrial city, with its implications (emlgrat~on of
dispossed and disaggregated peasant populations towards the city - a
period of great urban concentration). Urban society is heralded. long
after society as a whole has tilted towards the urban. Then there IS the
period when the expanding city proliferate~, produces ~ar~f1u~g p~~
ripheries (suburbs), and invades the countryside. Paradoxically, In thiS
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Industrial Town Critical Point

. ........ .
Double process
(industrialization and
urbanization)

The phenomena which unfold a round the situation of crisis are not
less c?mplex than the physical phenomena which accompany the
breakmg of the sound barrier (to use a simple metaphor). It is to this
end - the analysis in the proximiry of the critica l point - that we have
previously attempted to assemble the essential conceptual tools.
Knowledge which would dissociate itself from this situation would fall
back into blind speculation or myopic specialization.
Too badJy placed, the critical points, breaks and lacunae can
have as serious consequences as organicist, evolutionist or continu ist
negligence. T~ay, sociological thi.nking and politica l straregy, and
so-called plannmg thought, tcnd (Q Jump from the level of habitat and
to inhabit (ecologica l level, housing, buildings, neighbourhood and
mus the domain of the architect), to the genera l level (scale of land use
planning, planned industrial production, global urbanization), pass109 over the city and me urban. Mediation is placed into parentheses
and the specific level is omitted . Why? For significant reasons related
firstly to the disregard of the critical point.
. The rational planning of production, land use planning, global
mdustrialization and urbanization are essentia l aspects of the "socia l·
ization of society". Let us pause for a moment on these words. A
Marxist tradition with reformist inflections uses them {Q designate the
complexification of society and social relations, the rupture of com·
panimentalization, the growing multipliciry of connexions commun·
. .
'
Icatlons and information, the fact that an accentuated technical and
social division of labour implies a stronger unity in branches of
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industry market functions and production itSelf. This a pproach insists
on ex'h~nges and places of exchange: it e,mphasizes th~ qu~ntiry of
economic exchanges and leaves aside quality, ~he esscntJa,l difference
between use value and exchange value. In thiS perspecttv~. the, exchanges of merchandise and of consumer g~od~ level a~d align duect
exchanges fO themselves, that is, COmmU?iCa.tlO~S which do not go
through existing network,s, and t~rough msntutl~ns (n~m,eIY at the
'inferior' level, the immediate relations, and at the supenor le~el, the
political relations resulting fro,m kn?wled~e) . The answ~r given to
reformist continuism is the thesIs of discontmU1Sffi a~d radICal revol.utionary voluntarism: a rupture, a break,. are ess~nt,al for the sCX:: lal
character of productive labour to aboltsh relations ?f production
linked to private ownership of these means of prod~ct'?n. Ho~ev~r,
the thesis of the 'socialization of society', an evolutloOlst, contlnUist
and reformist interpretation, takes on another meaning if one.ob~erves
that these words refer [0, badly and incompletely, the urbantzat~on of
society. The multiplication and complexificati?n of exchan~es 10 the
widest sense of the term ca nnot take place wIthout tbe eXIstence of
privil~ged places and moments, without thes~ places and moment~ of
meeting freeing themselves from the constramts of the ma~ket, without the law of exchange value being mastered~ and Without t~e
relations which condition profits be altered. Until the~ culture dl.ssolves becoming an object of consumption, an opportumry for profit,
produ~tion for the market: the 'cu~tural' diss~mulates more than .one
trap Until now a revolutionary IOterpretation has not taken IOto
acc~unt these new elements. Would it not be possible that the more
rigorous definition of the relations between industriali.z?tion ~nd
urbanization, in the situation of crisis, and around the cn.tlc~ 1 POlOt,
will help to overcome the contradiction of absolute contl~ulsm and
discontinuism, of reformist evolutionism and total revolunon? If one
wants to go beyond the market, the law of exchan~e valu~, ~oney and
profit, is it not necessary to define the place of thiS POSSlblhty: urban
society, rhe city as use value?
.
The paradox of this critical situ.arion, a c:uclal element. of the
problem, is that the crisis of the city IS world-wide. It presents Itself as
a dominant aspect of universality in progress as d? technology an~ the
rational organization of industry. Yet, the pract1ca~ ~auses ~nd Ideological reasons of this crisis vary according to ??ht,cal re~lmes, the
societies, and even the countries concerned. A ctltlcal analYSIS of these
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phenomena .could only be legitimated by comparison, but many elements of thiS comparison are missing. In underdeveloped countries
highly industrialized capitalist countries, socialist countries unevenl;
developed, everywhere the city explodes. The traditional form of
agrarian society is transforming itself. but differently. In a number of
poor countries, shanty towns are a characteristic phenomenon while
in highly industrialized countries, the proliferation of the ci~ into
'urban fabric', suburbs, residential areas, and its relation with urban
life is what causes the problem.
~ow gather together the elements of such a comparison? In the
Umted States, the difficulties of Federal administration its conflicts
~it.h local authorities, the terms of reference of 'urban ~overnrnent',
dIVI~e? a~ong the manager, the political boss and the mayor and his
mumclpahty, cannot be explained in the same way as the power
conflicts (administrative and juridical) in Europe and in France, where
the consequences of industrialization besiege and explode urban cores
dating from precapitalisf or pre-industrial times. In the United States,
the ur~a.n core hardly exists except in some privileged cities, yet local
auth~rlt1es have greater legal guarantees and more extensive powers
than m France where monarchical centralization attacked these urban
'freedoms' very early on. In Europe, as elsewhere, one cannot attribute
only to the growth of cities, or only to problems of traffic difficulties
which are both different and comparable. Here and ther~. from one
part Or another, the whole society is questioned one way or another.
As it ~s preoccupied (through ideologues and statesmen) to principally
plan IOdustry and organize enterprise, modern society appears little
able to give solutions to the urban problematic and to act otherwise
than by small technicaJ measures which only protract the current state
of affairs. Everywhere the relation between the three levels analysed
above becomes confused and conflicfual, the dynamic element of the
concradicrion changing according to the social and political context.
In so-call~d developing countries, the breakdown of agrarian structure
push~~ dIspossessed peasants, ruined and eager for change, towards
the cities: The shanty town welcomes them and becomes the (inadequate) medIator between town and country. agricultural and industrial
production. It often consolidates itself and offers a substitute of urban
life, miserable and yet intense, to those which it shelters. In other
countries, particularly in socialist countries, planned urban growth
attracts labour to the cities recruited from the countryside resulting in
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overcrowding, the construction of neighbourhoods or residential sec·
tors whose relation to urban life is not always discernible. To sum up,
a world-wide crisis in agriculture and traditional peasant life accompanies, underlies and aggravates a world-wide crisis of the tr~ditional
city. This is a change on a planetary scale. The old rural ammal and
urban animal (Marx), disappear together. Do they leave room, to
'man'? That is the basic problem. The major theoretical and practl~al
difficulry comes from the fact that the urbanization of. indus~nal
society does not happen without the breakup of what we stlll,ca ll the
city'. Given that urban society is built on the ruins of the cay, how
can we grasp the breadth and manifold contradictions of these phenomena? That is the critical point. The distinction between the three
levels (global process of industria lization and urbanization :-. urban
society the specific scale of the city - ways of living and conditions of
daily life in the urban) tends to become blurred as does the distinction
between town and country. And yet, this difference between the three
levels is more than ever crucial to avoid confusion and misunderstandings, to combat strategies which f~nd i~ this c.onjuncture an .opp~r
tunity to disintegrate the urban mto mdustnal and or residential
planning.
.
Yes, this city which has gone through so much adversity a~d so
many metamorphoses, since its archaic cores so close ~o the ~11.I~ge,
this admirable social form, this exquisite oeuvre of praxIs and cIvIlization, unmakes and remakes itself under our very eyes. The urgency of
the housing question in conditions of industrial growth has concea led
and still conceals the problems of the city. Political strategists, more
attentive {Q the immediate, perceived and still perceive only these
issues. When these overall problems emerged, under the name of
planning they have been subordinated to the general organization of
industry.' Attacked both from above and below, the city is associated
ro industrial enterprise: it figures in planning as a cog: it becomes the
material device apt to o rganize production, control the daily life of the
producers and the consumption of products. Having been reduced to
the status of device, it extends this management to the consumers and
consumption; it serves to regulate, to lay one over the other, the
production of goods and the destruction of pc.oducts with th~t devouring activity, 'consumption'. It did not hav~.1t has no meam~g but as
an oeuvre, as an end, as place of free enJoyment, as domam of use
va lue. Or, it is subjugated to constraints, ro the imperatives of an
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'equ.ilibrium ' within narrowly restrictive conditions; it is no more than
the msrrument of an organization which moreover is unable to conso!idate itself by determining its conditions of stability and equili?n~~, an organization according to whose catalogue and teleguide
mdlvld~~l needs are satisfied by annihilating catalogued objects whose
probability of durability (obsolescence) is itself a scientific field. In the
past, reason had. its place of birth, its seat, its home in the city. In
the fa~e of rurality, and of peasant life gripped by nature and the
sacra bzed earth full of obscure powers, urbanity asserted itself as
reasonable. Today, rationa lity seems to be (or appears to be, or
pretends to be) far from the city, above it, on a national or continental
scale. It refuses the city as a moment, as an clement, as a condition· it
acknowledges it only as an instrument and a means. In France a~d
~lse:-",here, State bureaucratic rationalism and that of industrial organIza.tlOn supported by the demands of large private enterprises, are
golO~ the ~ame way. S.imultaneously there is enforced a simplifying
functionalism and socia l groups which go beyond the urban. The
o.rganism .disappears undc.r the guise of organization, so that organicism commg from the phllosophers appears as an ideal model. The
statutes of urban 'zones' and 'areas' are reduced to a juxtaposirion of
spaces, of functions, of elements on the ground. Sectors and functions
are tightly subordi.nated to cen~r~s o~ decision-making. Homogeneity
overwhelms the differences ongmatlOg from nature (the site), from
peasant su.rro.undin~s .(terr!tory ~nd the soil), from history. The city,
or what remams of It, IS bUilt or IS rearranged, in the likeness of a sum
or combination of elements. Now, as soon as the combination is
co~ceived, perceived and anticipated as such, combinations are not
easily recognizable; the differences fall into the perception of their
whole. So that while one m~y r~ti.onally look for diversity, a feeling of
m~n~tony covers these diversities and prevails, whether housing,
bUlldmgs, alleged urban centres, organized areas are concerned. The
urban, not conceived as such but attacked face on and from the side
corroded and gnawed, has lost the features and characteristics of th~
~uvre, of appropriation. Only constraints are projected on the ground
In a state ~f permanent dis location. From the point of view of housing:
the ~rdenng and arrangement of daily life, the massive use of the car
('pnvate' means of transport), mobility (besides contai ned and insufficient), and the influence of the mass media, have detached from site
and territory individuals and groups (families, organized bodies).
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Neighbou rhood and district fade and crumble away: the people (t~e
'inhabitants') move about in a space which tends towards a geometric
iso[Opy. full of instructions and signals, where qualitative d.iffer~nces
of places and moments no longe~ matter. Certainly t~ese are mevltable
processes of dissolution of ancient forms, but which .pro~uce contempt mental and social misery. There is a poverty of dally hfe as soon
as nothing has replaced the symbols, the appropriations, th~ ~tyles. the
monuments, the times and rhythms, the different and quahf~ed spac~s
of the traditional city. Urban society, because of the dissolution of thiS
city submitted to pressures which it cannot withstand, tcn~s on . the

one hand fO blend with the pl anned land use of the terntory mto
the 'urban fabric' determined by the constraints of traffic, and on the
other hand into dwelling units such as those of the detached house
and the ho~sing estates. The extension of the city produced suburbs,
then the suburb engulfed the urban core . The problems have been
inversed, when they are not misunderstood. ~ould it not be m~re
coherent more rational and agreeable to work tn the suburbs and hve
in the city rather than work in the city while livi~g . in ~ hardly
habitable suburb? The centralized management of thmgs and of
'culture' tries to avo id this intermediary cier, the city. And. more: the
State, centres of decision-mak ing, the ideological, eco.n? mlc ~nd p~l
itical powers, can only consider with a growing SUspl~lon thl~ SOCial
fo rm which tends towa rds autonomy, which can only hve specifically,
which comes berween them and the 'inhabitant', worker or n~t,
productive or unproductive worker, but man and citizen as well.as City
dweller. Since the last century, what is the essence of the ctty fo r
power? It ferments, full of suspect activities, of delinquence, a hot~d
of agitation. State powers and powerful economic interests ca~ thmk
only of one strategy: to devalorize, degrade, destroy, urban sOCiety. In
the course of these processes, there are determinisms, there .are
strategies, spontaneities and concerted acts. Subjective and ideologica l
contradictions, 'humanist' worries impede but do not halt t.hese
strategic actions. The city prevents t~e ~o~ers that be from ~ampul
aring at will the citizen-city dweller, mdlvlduals, gr~ups, ~odles. As a
resu lt the crisis of the city is linked not to ranonahty as such,
dcfin~ble from a philosophical tradition, it relates to explicit for~s. ~f
rationa lity: state, bureaucratic, economic, or rather, 'econo~llI st~c.,
economism being an ideology endowed with an apparatus. ThiS criSIS
of the city is accompanied here and there with a crisis of urban
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~nstitut!ons (municipa l) due to the double pressure from the State and
lO~ustnal enterprise. Sometimes the State, sometimes pri vate enterpn se, sometimes both (riva ls in competition, but often associates) rend
[~ commandeer the functions, duties, and prerogatives of urban society. In cen:ain.ca~italist countries, does 'private' enterprise leave to
~e State, to IOSttrutlons, and 'public' bodies any other thing than what
It refuses to assume because it is too costly?
And yet, .it is on this shaky foundation that urban society and the
urban perSist and even intensify. Social relations continue to become
more c~m.plex, to multiply and intensify through the most painful
c?ntradlc~lOns. The form of the urban, its supreme reason, namely
simultaneity ~nd ~ncou n.ter, ca nnot disappear. Urban reality, at the
very heart of ItS dislocation, persists and becomes more dense in the
centres of decision-making and information. The inha bitants (which
.,
L
ones. - !t S up to researCn and researchers to find them! ) reconstitute
centres, using places to restitute even derisory encounters. The use (use
value) of places, monuments, differences, escape the demands of
exc?ange, .of exchange value. A big game is played before us, with
~anous episodes whose meaning is not always evident. The satisfactlO~ of basic needs is unable to kill the disaffectation of funda mental
deSires (or of the fundamental desire). As a place of encounters focus
of communicatio.n and information, the urban becomes what ir ~lways
was: place of deSire, permanent disequilibrium, seat of the dissolution
o~ normaliti~s and const~aints, the moment of play and of the unpred~ctable. This moment IOcludes the implosion-explosion of latent
~lQlenc~ under the terrible constraints of a rationality which identifies
I~self with the absurd. From this situation is born a critical contradictIOn: a rendency towards destruction of the city, as well as a tendency
towa.rds ~he intensifica tion of the urban and the urban problematic.
!?IS cm ical analysis calls for a decisive addition. To attribute the
~rlSls of the city to a confining rationality, productivism and economIS-:n. and to a planning centraliza tion first and fo remost concerned
With growth. to the bureaucracy of State and enterprise is not incorrect. Yet, this viewpoint does not go much beyond the horizon of the
most c1.assical philosophical rationalism, that of libera l humanism. H e
:-vho ~Ishes to propose the for m of a new mban society by strcngthen109 thiS kernel, the urban, which survives in the fissures of planned and
programmed order, must go further. If one wants to conceive an
'urban man' no longer in the image of classical humanism, theoretical
~
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elaboration owes it to itself to refine concepts. Until now, in theory as
in practice, the double process of industrializatio n and of urbanization
has not been mastered. The incomplete teachings of Marx and Marxist thought have been misunderstood. For Marx himself, industrialization contained its fin a lity and meaning, later giving rise to the
dissociation of Marxist thought into economism and philosophism.
Marx did not show (a nd in his time he could not) that urbanization
and the urban contain the meaning of industrialization, He did not see
tha t industrial production implied the urbanization of society, and
that the mastery of industrial potentials req uired specific knowledge
concerning urbanization. Industrial production, aher a certain
growth, produces urbanization, providing it with conditions, and
possibilities , The problematic is displaced and becomes that of urban
development, The works of Marx (notably Capital) c~ntai?ed
precious indicati ons on the city and particularly on the hlstoncal
relations between town and country. They do not pose the urban
problem, In Ma rx's time, on ly the housing ~ro~le,m was raised and
studied by Engels. Now, the problem of the City IS Immensely greater
than that of housing, The limits of Marxist thought have not been
really understood. Supporters as well as adver~aries have sow?ed
trouble, by poorl y assimi lating the methodological ~nd theoret,l ~al
principles of this thought. Neither criticism from the nght, ~or cntlcism from the left have assessed the contributions and the limits, These
limits have not yet been overtaken by an approach which does no t
reject, but deepens acqu ired knowledge., ,!he implicit s~nse of ind,ustriali zation has therefore been badly clanfJed. In theoretical reflectio n
this process has not acqui red its meaning. M oreover, one, has looked
for meaning elsewhere, or one has abandoned the mea nmg and the
research of meaning.
The 'socialization of society', misunderstood by reformists has
prevented urban transformation (in, by, for, rh,e ci~). It h~s not been
understood that th is socialization has urbaOlzatiOn as Its essence.
What has been 'socialized'? By turning them over to consumption,
signs. Signs of the city, of urban life, as the si,gns of nature and ~he
countrysi<le, as those of joy and happiness, delivered to con su mptl ~ n
without an effective social practice enabling the urban to enter da lly
life. Urban life faces needs only reluctantly, through the poverty of
social needs of 'socia li zed society', through daily consumption and irs
own signs in advertising, fa shion, aestheticism. At this new moment of
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analysis, is thus conceived the dialectica l movement w hich carries the
forms, the contours, the determinisms and the constraints the servitudes and ,the appropriations towards a troubled horizon, J
V,rban lif~, urban society and the urban, derached by a particular
SOCial prac~lce (whose analysis will continue) from their half ruined
morphological base, a nd searching for a new base these are the
contexts of the critica l point. The urban cannot be'defined either
as att~ched to a mat~rial morphology (on the ground, in the practico~atefla l ), or as bemg able to detach itself from it. It is not an
mtemporal ~sence, no r a system among other systems or above other
syste~s, It IS a mental and social form, that of simultaneity, of
gath~flng, of convergence.. ~f encounter (or rather, encounters). It is a
quality born from quantities (spaces, objects, prod ucts). It is a dif.
feren~e, or r.ather, ~n ensemble of differences. The urban contains the
meanmg. of mdustnal production, as appropriation contains the sense
of techntcal domin,ation, oller natur~, the latter becoming absurd without,the form er: It IS a fl~1d of relations including notably the rela tion
of time (or ~f tlm~s; cyclica l rhythms and linea r durations) with space
(?r spaces: Isotoples and heterotopies). As place of desire and bond of
urnes, the urban could present itself as signifiers whose signified we
are presendy looking for (that is, practico-material 'realities' which
wo~ld ~n,able, with an adeq uate morphological and material base, (Q
realize It m space) .

.La~ki~g adequac,e th~oretical elaboration, the double process (industrIahzatlon-urbamzatlon) has been severed and its aspects separated
t~ be ~hercfo~e cO,nsigned to the absurd. Grasped by a higher a nd
dialectical ratlona ll ry, conceived in its duality a nd contradictions this
process. couJd not leave the urban aside. On the contrary: it u~der
stan~s II . The~efor~, what sho uld be incriminated is no t reason, but a
particular rationalism, a constricted rationa lity, a nd its limits. The
world of mer~handi~e has its immanent logic of money a nd exchange
val~e genera~'z~d ~Ithout limi ts. Such a form, that of exchange and
eq uivalence, IS IOdl fferent towards urban for m; it reduces simultaneiry
and encounters to those of ,the exchangers and the meeting place to
where the contract o r quaSI-contract of equivalent excha nge is conc.luded: t,h~ m~rker. Urban s~iety, a collection of acts taking place in
t~me,' , prlVllegl~g ~,space (site, place) and privileged by it, in turn
slg,mfiers and slgmfled, has a logic di fferent from that of merchandise.
Ie IS another world. The urban is based on use value. This conflict
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material and practico-material base).

The ambiguity, or more exactly, the polysemy or plurality of
meanings, of th is term, 'form', has already been remarked upon. It was
nOt really necessa ry, being obvious. The same goes for the polysemy
of the terms 'function ', 'structure' etc. None the less we cannOt rest
there and accept the situation. How many people believe they have
said and resolved everything when they use one of these fetish words!
The plurality and confu sion of the meanings serve an absence of
thought and poverty which cakes itself for wealth.
The only way to clari fy the meaning of the term is to begin fcom
its most abstract acceptance. Only scientific abstraction without cantems, distinguished from verbal abstraction and opposed to speculative abstraction, enables transparent definitions. Therefo re, to define
form, one must begin from forma l logic and logko-mathematical
structures. Not so as to isolate or fetishize them, but, on the contrary,
to catch their relation to the 'real'. This is nor without some difficulties
and disadvantages. The transparency and clarity of 'pure' abstraction
are nOt accessible to all Most people are either myopic or blind
to it. A 'culture' is necessary not only to understa nd the abstract,
but far more to attain the disturbing frontiers which at one and
the same time distinguish and unite the concrete and the abstract,
knowledge and aer, mathematics and poetry. To elucidate the meaning
of the word '{arm', one wi ll have to refer to a very general, very
abstract theory, the theory of forms. It is close to a philosophical
theory of knowledge, extending it and yet very different, since
on the one hand it designates its own historical and 'cultrnal' conditions and on the other it rests upon difficult logico-mathematical
considerations.
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Proceeding by stages a socially recognized 'form' will be examined;
for example. the contract. There arc many kinds of contracts: the
marriage contract, the work contract, the sa les contract, etc .. The
contents of social acts defined as contractual acc therefore very ddfercot. Sometimes they relate to the regulation of relations becween twO
individuals of different sexes (the sexual relationship taking second
place in the social regulation of assets and .their transmission as
they relate to children and inhe ritance). Sometimes they relate to the
regulation of relations between [wo individuals of different social
and even class status: employer and employee. boss and worker.
Sometimes what is involved is the submission to a social regularity
of the relationsh ip between seller and buyer, etc. These particular
si tuations have none the less a common feature: reciprocity in a
socially constituted and instituted engagement. Each en~ages hi~~elf
vis-a-vis the other to accomplish a certain sort of actIon expliCitly
or implicitly stipul ated. Moreover, one knows that this r~iprocity
entails some fiction, or rather, that as soon as it is conduded, It reveals
itself to be fictional, inasmuch as it does not fa ll into contractual
stipulation and under the rule of law. Sexual reciprocity between
spouses becomes social and moral fiction (the 'conjugal duty')., The
reciprocity of engagement between boss and worker estabhshes
them on the same level only fictionally. And so on and so forth.
Nevertheless these fictions have a social existence and influence. They
are the vario~s contents of a general juridical form with which jurists
operate and which become the codification of social relations: the civil
code.
It is the same for reflective thought which has extremely diverse
contents: objects, situations, activities. From this diversity emerge
more or less fictional or real domains: science, philosophy, art, etc.
These many objects, these domains somewhat sma ll in number, relate
co a logical form ulation. Reflection is codified by a fo rm common co
all contents, which is born out of their differences.
Form detaches itself from content, or rather, contents. Thus freed,
it emerges pure and transparent: intelligible. That much more intelligible as decanted from content, .' purer'. BU,t here is the pa,radox. As
such, in its purity, it has no eXIstence. It IS not real, It IS not. By
detaching itself from its content, for m detaches itself from the cO.n·
crete. The summit, the crest of the real, the key to the real (of ItS
penetration by knowledge and the action which changes it) , it places
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itself outside the real. Philosophers have tried to understand for two
thousand years.
None the less, philosophy brings the theoretical elements to this
kn?wl,edge. Th~ approach is in several stages and has a strategic
obJective. That IS to grasp through the movement of reflection which
purifies forms and its own form, and which codifies and formalizes the
inherent and hidden movement of the relation between form and
content. There is no form without content. No content without form.
What offers itself to analysis is always a unity of form and content.
Analysis breaks this unity. It allows the purity of fo rm to appear, and
form refers back to con tent. Yet, this indissoluble unity broken by
analysis, is conflicrual (dialectical). By turns thought goes'from transparent form to the opaci ty of contents, of the sllbstantiality of these
Contents to the inexistence of 'pure' form , in a ceaseless if not momentary movement. Nevertheless, on the one hand, reflection tends to
dissociate forms (and its own logical form) from contents, by constituting
absolute 'essences', by establ ishing the reign of essences. And on the
other hand, practice and empiricism tend to ascertain contents to be
satisfied wi th sllch certitude, to sojourn in the opacity of v~rious
contents, accepted in their differences. For dialectical reason, contents
overflow form and form gives access to contents. Thus form has a
double 'existence'. It is and is not. It has reality only in contents and
yet detaches itself from them. It has a menta l and a social exist~nce.
Me,ntall~ the c.onttact, is defi ned by a form qllite close to logic:
reCiprocity, SOCially, thiS form regulates countless situations and activities; it confers upon them a srructure, it maintains them and even
va lorizes them, including as form an evaluation and involving a
'consensus'. As for the logico-mathematical form its mental existence
is obvi.ous. :What is ~ess obvious is that it involve; a fic tion: the purely
reflectIve dJsembodlcd theoretical man. As for its social existence, it
should be shown at length. Indeed, to this form are attached mulritudin,o~~ social ~ctivities: to count, define, classify (objects, situations,
actIVIties), ranonally orga nized, predicted, pla nned and even programmed.
Reflection which (in new terms) extends the long meditation and the
problematic of phi losophers, can elaborate a scheme of forms. It is a
sort of analytica l grid to decipher the relations between the real and
thought. This (provisional and modifiable) grid moves from the most
abstract to the most concrete, and therefore from the least to the
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most immediate . Each form presenrs itself in its double existence as
mental and social.
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Socially: the cohesion of relations, their subordination to the demands
and constraints of cohesion, the ritualization of relations, their formalization and codification.

I. Logical form
IV. Form of exchange
Mentally: it is the principle of identity: A=A. It is void essence without
content. In its absolute purity it is supreme transparency (difficult to
grasp, for reflection can neither hold it or keep itself within it and yet
it has tautology as its point of departure and return). Indeed, this
tautology is what all propositions have in common which otherwise
have nothing in common with each other by content, or the designated
(designatum, denoted). As Wittgenstein has shown, this tautology
A=A is the centre, emptied of substance of all enunciated, of a U
propositions.
Socially: understanding and the conventions of understanding
over and above misunderstandings. The impossible possibility to
make effective stopping, to define everything, to say everything and
to agree on the rules of understanding. But also, verba lism, verbiage, repetitions, pure talk. But again pleonasms, vic ious circles (including the great social pleonasms, for burea ucracy which
engenders bureacracy to maintain the bureaucratic form - socia l logics which tend towards their pure maintenance to the exrenc of
destroying their content and thus themselves, showing their emptiness).

Mentally: internal equilibrium perceived and conceived as 'objective'
(or 'objectal') property. Symmetry.
Socially: the anticipation of this equilibriwn and this symmetry, demanded
by obj.ects o.r denied (including among living and thinking 'beings'), as well
as sOClal objects such as houses, buildings, urensils and instruments, etc.

II . Mathematical form

VlI. Written foml

Melltally: identity and difference, equality in difference. Enumeration
(of the clements of a whole, etc). Order and measure.
Socially: distributions and classifications (in space, generally privileged as such, but also in time). Scheduling. Quantification and
quantitative rationality. Order and measure subordinating to themselves desires and desire, quality and qualities.

Mentally: recu rrence, synchronic fix ation of what has occurred over
tim:, going backwards and returning along a fixed becoming.
SOClal/y: the accumulation in time on the basis of fixation and the
conversation of what is acquired, the constraint of writing and writings, terror before the written and the struggle of the spirit against the
letter, the power of speech against the inscribed and the prescribed the
becoming against the immutable and the reified.
'

Ment~/~y: confrontation and discussion, comparison and adjustments
of aCt!vltles, needs, products of labour, etc., that is, equivalence.
Socially: exchange va lue, the commodity form (as identified, formulated and formalized by Marx in chapter r of Capital, with an implicit
reference to formal logic and to logico-mathematical forma lism).
V. Contractual fonn
Mentally: reciprocity.
Socially: the codification of social relations based on murual engagement.
I V. Form of the practico-material object

Ill. Form of language
VI II. Urban form
Mentally: coherence, the capacity to articulate distinct elements, to
confer to them significations and meanings, to emit and decipher
messages according to their coded conventions.

Met/tally: simultaneity (of events, perceptions, and elements of a
whole in the 'real').
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Socially: the encounter and the concentration of wha t exists around,
in the environment (assets and products, acts and activities, wealth)
and consequently, urban society as privileged socia l site, as meaning
of productive and consuming activities, as meeting between the oeuvre
and the product.

13
Spectral Analysis

We will leave as ide repetition which some (among them Nietzsche), have
considered to be the supreme form, existential form, or form of existence.
It is almost evident that in so-called modern society, simulta neity is

intensified and becomes more dense, that the capacities for encounter
and assembly become strengthened. Communications speed up to
qU3si·instantaneity. Ascendent or descendent circuits of information
flow and are diffused from this centrality. This aspect of the 'socialization of society' has already been emphasized (reservations having
been made about the ' reformist' nature of this well-known fo rmulation).
It is just as evident that under the same conditions dispersion
increases: the division of labour is pushed to the extreme segregation
of social groups and material and spiritual separations. These dispersions can only be conceived o r appreciated by reference to the form of
simultaneity. Without this fo rm, dispersion and separation are purely
and simply glimpsed, accepted, confirmed as facts. Thus fo rm enables
us to designate the content, or rather, contents. Movement in its
emergence reveals a hidden movement, the dialectical (conflictual)
movement of content and urban form: the problematic. T he form in
which is inscribed this p roblematic asks q uestions which are a parr of
it. Before whom and fo r whom is simultaneity established, the contents of urban life assembled?

In fact, the rationality we see used in practice (including applied
planning), this limited rationality is exercised especially according to
the modalities of a very advanced and prepa red ana lytical intelligence,
endowed with great means of pressure. This analytica l intel lect endows itself with the privileges and prestige of synthesis. In this way it
hides what it conceals: strategies. One could impute it with the peremptOry concern of the func tional, or rather, the unifunctional, as
well as the subordination o f details minutely inventoried for the
representation of a social globality. T hus disappear mediatiorls between an ideological ensemble assumed to be rational (technologically
or economica ll y) and detailed measures, objects o f tactics and prediction. This placing in parenthesis of theoretical, practical, social and
mental mediations does not lack black humour in a society where
intermediaries (shopkeepers, financiers, p ublicists, etc.) have immense
privileges. One covers the other! T hus a gulf is dug between the globa l
(which hovers over the void) and the manipulated and repressed
partial, upon which institutions weigh.
What is q uestioned here is not a n uncertain 'globa lity', it is an
ideology a nd the class strategy which uses and supports this ideo logy.
After a sort of 'spectral' ana lysis of socia l elements, the already
mentioned use o f analytical intelligence is related as much to extreme
fragmentation of work and specialization pushed to the limits (including specialized planning studies), as projection on the ground. Segregation must be highlighted, w ith its three aspects, sometimes
simultaneous, sometimes successive: spontaneous (coming from
revenues and ideologies) - lIoluntary (establishing separate spaces) programmed: under the guise of planning and the plan).
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There are unquestionably strong tendencies in all countries appas·
ing segregationist tendencies. One cannot state that the segregation of
groups, ethnic groups, social strata and classes comes from a constant
and uniform strategy of the powers, nor that one should see in it the
efficient projection of institutions or the will of political leaders.
Moreover, there exist the will and organized actions to combat it. And

yet, even where separation of social groups does not seem to be
patently evident on the ground, such a pressure and uaces of segregation appear under examination. The extreme case, the last instance,
the ghena. We can observe that there are several types of ghetto: those
of Jews and the blacks, and also those of intellectuals or workers. In
their own way residential areas are also ghettos; high S(atus people
because of wealth or power isolate themselves in ghettos of wealth.
Leisure has its ghettos. Wherever an organized action has attempted
to mix social strata and classes, a spontaneous decantation soon
follows. The phenomenon of segregation mUSt be analysed according
to various indices and criteria: ecological (shanty {Owns, slums, the rot
in the heart of the city), formal (the deterioration of signs and
meanings of the city, the degradation of the urban by thc dislocation
of its architectural elements), and sociological (standards of living and
life styles, cthnic groups, cultures and sub-cultures, etc.)
Anti-segregationist tendencies would be rather more ideological.
They sometimes relate to liberal humanism , sometimes to a philosophy of the city considered as 'subject' (as a community or social
organism). Despite good humanist intentions and philosophical goodwill, practice tends towards segregation. Why? For theoretica l reasons
and by virtue of social and political causes. At the theoretical level,
analytica l thought separates and delineates. It fails when it wants to
reach a synthesis. Socially and politically (conscious or unconscious)
class strategies aim for segregation.
In democratic countries public powers cannot overtly decree segregation as such. Therefore they often adopt a humanist ideology which
in the most old-fashioned sense becomes a utopia, when it does not
become a demagogy. Segregation always wins over, even in those
parts of social life more or less easily and more or less thoroughly
controlled by public powers. Let us say that the State and private
enterprise sUlve to absorb and suppress the city as such. The State
proceeds rather from above and private enterprise from below (by
ensuring housing and the function of inhabiting in workers' towns and
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housing estates, which depending on a 'society' and also assuring
leisure, even culture and social promotion). Despite their differences
and sometimes their conRicts, the State and private enterprise both
converge towards segregation.
Let us leave open the issue of knowing whether the political forms
of the State (capitalist, socia list or in transition, etc.), engender different strategies tOwards the city. Let us not attempt for the time being to
know where or how, at whom and with whom these strategies are
developed. We substantiate strategies by observing them as significant
orientations. Segregations which morphologically destroyed the city
and threaten urban life cannot be passed off as the effect of hazards or
local conjunctures. Let us be contented with the notion that the
4.emocratic character of a regime is identifiable by its ani.!UdUQ.V!ards
t.h~ ~iO'.,_urban 'liberties' and urban reil'i'ty, and therefore towards .J
.segr!!gation. Among the criteria to retain would not this one be one of
the most important? It is fundamental in what concerns the city and
its problematic. Nevertheless one must diStinguish between political
power and socia l pressures which can annihilate the effects of (good
o r bad) will of politicians. With regards to private enterprise, let us
also leave this an open question. What are the relations between
(ideological and practical) rationa lity in genera l, berween (general and
urban) planning on the one hand, and on the other the rational
management of large firms? We can nevertheless put forward a hypothesis and research direction. Rationality in the firm a lways implies an
analysis pushed to the extreme of tasks, operations and sequences. [n
addition, the reasons and causes of class strategy are fully played out
in the capitalist firm. It is therefore highly probable that the firm as
such favours the extreme segregation, acts accordingly and applies
social pressure when this is nOt a decision .
The State and the firm seek co appropriate urban functions and to
assume and ensure them by destroying the fo rm of the urban. Can
they? Do not these strategic objectives exceed their strengths, combined or not? It would be most interesting to investigate this point.
The conditions and modalities of the crisis of the city are gradua lly
uncovered and accompanied by a city-wide institutional crisis of
urban jurisdiction and administration. What was specific to the city
(the municipality, local expenditures and invesunents, schools and
educational programmes, universities, etc.) fall increasingly under the
control of the State, and by institutionalizing itself in a global context,
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the city tends to disappear as a specific institution. This abolishes it as
an oeuvre of original groups which wefe themselves specific. How-

ever, can the powers and institutions at the top dispense with this
relay, this mediation, the city? This, of course, would need to be
shown by researches into juridical, economic, cultural and administrative sociology. Can they abolish the urban? It is at this level that daily
life, governed by institutions which regulate it from above, consolidated and set up according to multiple constraints, constitutes itself.
Productivist rationality which tends to suppress the city at the level of
genera l planning rediscovers it in the controlled and organized consumption of a supervised market. After having been kept away from
the globa l level of decision-making, the city is reconstituted at the level
of executions and application, by institutions of power. The outcome
- inasmuch as such a situation in France and elsewhere can make sense
- is an incredible entanglement of measures (a ll reasonable), regulations (all very complicated), and constraints (a ll motivated). The
functioning of bureacratic rationality becomes confused with its own
presuppositions and consequences which overcome and elude it. Conflicts and contradictions resurface, giving rise to 'structuring' activities
and 'concerted' actions aimed at their revocation. It is here on the
ground that the absurdity of a limited rationality of bureaucracy and
technocracy becomes evident. Here is grasped the falsehood of an
illusory identification between the rational and the real in the Scare,
and the true identity berween the absurd and a certain authoritarian
rationalism.
On our horizon, the city and the urban are outlined as virrual
objects, as projects of a synthetic reconstitution. Critical analysis
confirms the failure of an analytical but uncritical thought. What does
this analytical practice retain of the city and the urban whose results
one can detect on the ground? Aspects, elements and fragments. It
places before our eyes the spectre, the spectral analysis of the city.
When we speak of spectral analysis, its meaning is a lmost literal and
not metaphorical. Before our eyes, under our gaze, we have the
'spectre' of the city, that of urban society and perhaps simply of
society. If the spectre of Communism no longer haunts Europe, the
shadow of the ciry, the regret of what has died because it was killed,
perhaps guilt, have replaced the old dread. The image of urban hell in
the making is not less fascinating, and people rush towards the ruins
of ancient cities to consume them touristically, in the belief that they
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will heal their nostalgia. Before us, as a spectacle (for spectators
'unconscious' of what is before their 'conscience') are the dissociated
and inert elements of social life and the urban. Here are 'social housing
estates' without teenagers or old people. Here are women dozing
while the men work far away and come home exhausted. Here are
private housing developments which form a microcosm and yet remain urban because they depend on centres of deciSion-making and
each house has a television. Here is a daily life well divided into
fragments: work, transport, private life, leisure. Analytical separation
has isolated them as ingredients and chemical elements, as raw materials (whereas they are the outcome of a long history and imply an
appropriation of materiality). It is not finished. Here is the dismembered and dissociated human being. Here are the senses of smell, taste,
sight, touch, hearing - some atrophied, some hypertrophied. Here is
functioning separately perception, intelligence and reaSOD. Here
is speech, discourse and writing. Here is daily life and celebration, the
laner moribund. It is obvious, urgently. Symhesis then becomes an
item on the order of the day, the order of the century. But this
synthesis, with its analytical intellect, appears only as a combination
of separate elements. But combination is not and can never be synthesis. The city and the urban cannot be recomposed from the signs of
the city, the semanthemes of the urban, although the city is a signifying
whole. The city is not only a language. but also a pr:u::tice. Nobqdy
therefore, and we have no fear to repeat it, is entitled to pronQuce or
a_n;munc~_ this synthesis. No more is the sociologist or community
worker than the architect, the economist, the demographer, the linguist or semio logist. .~obody has the power or the right. Only the
philosopher might perhaps have the right, if philosophy in the course
of the centuries had nOt demonstrated its incapacity to attain concentrate tOtalities (although it has always aimed at totality and has posed
global and general questions). Only a praxis, under conditions to be
determined, can take charge of the possibility and demand of a
synthesis this objective: the gathering together of what gives itself as
dispersed, dissociated, separated, and this in the form of simultaneity
and encounters.
We have here therefore before us, projected separately on the
ground, groups, ethnic groups, ages and sexes, activities, tasks and
functions, knowledge. Here is all that is necessary to create a world,
an urban society, or the deve loped urban. But this world is absent, this
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society is before us only in a state of virtuality_ It may perish in the
bud. Under existing conditions, it dies before being born. The conditions which give rise to possibilities can also sustain them in a virtual
state, in presence-absence. Would this not be the roor of this drama,
the point of emergence of nostalgia? The urban obsesses those who
live in need, in poverty, in the frustration of possibilities which remain

only possibilities. Thus the integration and participation obsess the
non-participants, the non-integrated, those who survive among the
fragments of a possible society and the ruins of the past: excluded

from the city, at the gates of the I"ban. The road travelled is staked

Il

out with contradictions between the...!.Q.!!-Ug19bal ) and th~ partial,
between .analysis and synthesis. Here is a new onewhich revea ls itself,
high and deep. It doesoot mterest theory but practice. The same social
practice, that of society tOday (in France, in the second half of the
twentieth century) offers to critical ana lysis a double character which
cannot be reduced to a significant opposition, although it signifies.
On the one hand, this social practice is integrative. It attempts to
integrate its elements and aspects into a coherent whole. Integration is
accomplished at different levels and according to various modalities. The
market, the 'world of commodities', that is, by consumption and ideology of consumption, by 'culture', put forward as unitary and global; by
'values', including art; by the actions of the State, including national
consciousness and the political options and strategies at national level.
This integration is firstly aimed at the working class, but also the
intelligentsia and intellecruals, and critical thought (not excluding Marxism). Planning could well become essential to this integrative practice.
At the same time this society practices segregation. This same rationality which sees itself as globa l (organizing, planning, unitary and
unifying) concretizes itself at the analytical level. On the ground it
projects separation. It tends (as in the United States), to form ghettos
or parking lots, those of workers, intellectuals, students (the campus),
foreigners, and so forth, not forgetting the ghetto of leisure or 'creativity', reduced [0 mini aturization or hobbies. Ghetto in space and
ghetto in time. In p lanning, the term 'zoning' already implies separation, segregation, isolation in planned ghettos. The fact becomes
rational ity in (he project.
This society wants itself and sees itself as coherent. It seeks coherence, linked to rationality both as featu re of efficient organizational action, and as value and criterion. Under examination the
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ideology of coherence revea ls a hidden but none the less blatant
incoherence. Would coherence not be the obsession of an incoherent
society, which searches the way towards coherence by w ishing to stop
in a conflictual situation denied as such?
This is not the only obsession. Integr'!!.jo~ .!lsQ.. becomes an obs..essional themt.jJJU. imless aspira.tio.n. The term ' integration' used in all
its meanings, appears in texts (newspapers, books, and speeches) with
such frequency that it must reveal something. On the one hand , this
term designates a concept concerning and enclos ing socia l practice
divulging a strategy. On the other, it is a soc.ial connotator, without
concept, objective or objectivity, revea ling an obsession with integrating (to this or that, to a group, an ensemble or a whole). How could it
be otherwise in a society which superimposes the whole to the parts,
synthesis to analysis, coherence to incoherence, organization to disloca tion? It is from the city that the urban problematic reveals this
constitutive duality w ith its conflictual content. What results from
this? Without a doubt paradoxical phenomena of disintegrating integration which refer particularly to urban reality.
This does not mean that this society is disintegrating and falling
apart. No. It is functionning. H ow? Why? That creates a problem. It
must also mean that this functionning is not w ithout a n enormous
malaise - its obsession.
Another obsessional theme is participation, linked to integratiO~.
This is not a simple obsession. In practice. the ideology of participation enables us to have the acquiescence of interested and concerned
people at a small price. After a more or less elaborate pretence at 1
information and socia l activity, they return to their tranquil passivity !
and retirement. Is it not clear that real and active participation already
has a name ? It is ca lled self-management. Which poses other pro~
lems.
Very powerful forces tend to destroy the city. A particular kind o f
planning projects on the ideological terrain a practice whose aim is the
death of the city. These social and political forces ravage the urban in
the making. This kernel, so powerful, in its own way, can it grow in
the cracks which still subsist between these masses? Does science, or
rather, scientificity, which puts itself at the service of existing rationality, legitimize these masses of the State, private enterprise, culture
which allow the city to perish while o ffering its images and "oeuvres"
for consumption sentence. 'Does science ... legitimize these masses ...
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for consumption?' Construction is? Could urban life recover and
strengthen its capacities of integration and participation o f the city,
which are almost entirely lost, and which cannot be stimulated either
by authoritarian means or by administrative prescription, or by the
intervention of specialists? The foremost theoretical problem can be
formulated thus. The political meaning of class segregation is clear,
whether it is a 'subject' for analysis, whether it is the end result of a
series of unplanned actions, or whether it is the effect of a will. For the
working class, victim of segregation and expelled from the traditional
ciry, deprived of a present or possible urban life, there is a practical
and therefore political problem even if it is not posed politically and
even if until now the housing question has for it and its representatives
concea led the problematic of the city and the urban.

14
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Theoretica l thought sees itself compelled to redefine the forms, functions and structures of the city {econo mic, political, cultural, etc.} as
well as the social needs inherent to urban society. Until no w, only
those individual needs, motivated by the so-called society of consumption {a burea ucratic society of managed consumption} have been
prospected, and moreover manipulated rather than effectively known
and recognized. Social needs have an anthropologica l foundation.
Opposed and compli mentary, they inclUde tIie need for security and
opening, the need for certa imy and adventure, that of organization of
work and of play, the needs for the predictable and the unpredictable,
of similarity and difference, of isolation and encounter, exchange and
investments, of independence (even solitude) and communication, of
immediate and long-term prospects. The human being has the need ro
accumulate energies and to spend them, even waste them in play. H e
has a need to see, to hear, to touch, to taste and the need to gather
these perceptions in a 'world'. To these ~nthropologica l needs whifh..!!:e socia lly ela bo rated (that is, sometimes separated, sometimes joined
together, here compressed and there hypertrophied ), can be added
~~s which are not satisfied by those commercia l and cultural
infrastructures which are somewhat parsimoniously taken into accoum by planners. This refers to t~e geed fo..r creative activi£r., for the
..oeu.ure...(not only of products and consu mable material goods), of the
need for information, symbolism, the imagina ry and play. Through
these specified needs li ves and survives a fundamenta l desire of which
play, sexuality, physical activities such as sport, creative activity, art
and knowledge are pan icular expressions and moments, which can
more or less overcome the fragmenta ry division of tasks. Finally, the
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need of the city and urban life can only be freely expressed within a
perspective which here attempts to become clearer and to open up the
horizon. Would nO[ specific urban needs be those of qualified places,
places of simultaneity and encounters, places where exchange would
not go through exchange value, commerce and profit? Would there

not also be the need for a time for these encounters, th~ exchanges?
At present •.3n analytical science oLthecity, which is necessary, is only
at the outline stage.Tt the beginning of their elaboration, concepts and
theories can only move forward with urban reality in the making, with
the praxis (social practice) of urban society. Now, not without effort,
the ideologies and practices which blocked the horizon and which were
only bottlenecks of knowledge and action, are being overcome.
The science of the dty has the city as object. This science borrows its
methods, approaches and concepts from the fragmentary sciences, but
synthesis escapes it in twO ways. Firstly, because this synthesis which
would w ish itself as tota l, starting from the analytic, can only be
strategic systematization and programming. Secondly, because the
obje£t)_the £!!x,2.!...consummate reallir. is fa ll ing _ap~rt. Knowledge
holds in front of itsell the historic city already modified, to cut it up
and put it together aga in from fragments. As social text, this historic
city no longer has a coherent set of prescriptions, of use of time linked
to symbols and to a style.~text is mruingJlFay. 1t takes the form
of a dQCume.ru. or an exhibition, oL3JI1use.ullh.The city_historically
~conStryclc:d is no longer lived and is no longer understood practicalll;.
It is only an object of cultural consumption for touriSts,for a estheticism, avid for spectacles and the picturesque. Even for those who seek
to understand it with warmth, it is gone. Yet, the urban remains in a
state of dispersed and a lienated actuality, as kernel and virtuality.
What the eyes and ana lysis perceive on the ground can at best pass for
the shadow of a future object in the light of a rising sun. It is
imPOlsible_tO-en-visage...th.e...(Cc.ons_riw.IiQn~J2{ the o ld city, only_tb.e
construction of a new one on new foundations, on a nother scale and
in other conditions,i n anotller society. The prescription is: there
cannot be a going back (towards the traditional city), nor a head long
flight, towards a colossa l and shapeless agglomeration. In other
words, for what concerns the city the object of science is not given.
The past, the present, the possible cannot be separated. What is being
studied is a virtual object, which thought studies, which calls for new
approaches.
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The career of the o ld classical humanism ended long ago and badly.
It is dead. Its mummified and embalmed corpse weighs heavily and
does not smell good. It occupies many spaces, public or otherwise,
thus transforms into cultural cemeteries under the guise of the human:
museums, universities, various publications, not to mention new
towns and planning procedures. Trivialities and platirudes are wrapped
up in this 'human scale', as they say, whereas what we should take charge
of are the excesses and create 'something' to the scale of the universe.
This old humanism died during the World Wars, during the demographic growth which accompanied great massacres, and before the
brutal demands of economic growth and competition and the pressure
of poorly controlled techniques. It is nOt even an ideology, barely a
theme for official speeches.
Recently there have been great cries of 'God is dead, man toO' as if
the death of classical humanism was that of man. T hese formulae
spread in best-sellers, and taken in by a publicity not really responsible, are nothing new. Nictzschean meditation a dar k presage for
Europe's cylrure and civilizat10n, gan a hundred years ago during
the 1870-1 Franco-Prussian war. When N ierI'sche announced the
death of God and man, he did not leave a gaping hole, or fill this void
with makeshift material, language or linguistics. He was also announcing the Superhuman which he thought was to come. He was
overcoming the nihilism he was identifying. Authors transacting these
theoretica l a nd poetic treasures, but with a delay of a century, plunge
us back into nihilism. Since Nietzsche, the dangers of the. ~uperhuman
have been cruelly evident. Moreover, this 'new man' emerging-from
industrial production and planning rationa lity has been more than
disappointing. There is still another way, that of urban society and the
human as oeuvre in this society which would be an oeuvre and not a
product. There is also the simultaneous overcoming of the old 'social
animal' and man of the ancient city, the urban animal, towards a
polyvalent, polysensor ial, urban man capable of complex and transparent relations with the world (the environment and himself). Or
there is nihilism. If man is dead, for whom will we build? How will we
build ? It docs not matter that the city has o r has not d isappeared, that
it must be thought anew, reconstructed on new foundations or overcome. It docs not matter whether terror reigns, that the atomic bomb
is dropped or that Planet Earth explodes. What is important? W ho
thinks? Who acts? W ho still speaks and for whom? If meaning and
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finality disappear and we cannOt even declare them in a praxis,
nothing matters. And if the capacities of the 'human being', technology, science, imagination and art, or their absence, are erected as
autonomous powers, and that reflective thought is satisfied with this
assessment, the absence of a 'subject', what to reply? What to do?
Old humanism moves away and disappears. Nostalgia lessens and
we turn back less and less often to see its shape lying across the road.
It was the ideology of the liberal bourgeoisie, with its Greek and Latin
quotes sprinkled with Judea-Christianity, which bent over the people
and human sufferings and which covered and supported the rhetoric
of the dear consciences of noble feelings and of the sensitive souls. A
dreadful cocktail, a mixture to make you sick. Only a few intellectuals
(from the 'Left' - but are there still any intellectuals on the 'Right'? )
who are neither revolutionary nor openly reactionary, nor Dionysiacs
or Apollonians, still have a taste for this sad potion.
We thus must make the effort to reach Out towards a new humanism, a new praxis, another man, that of urban society. We must avoid
those myths which threaten this will, destroy those ideologies which
hinder this project and those strategies which divert this trajectory.
Urban life has yet to begin. What we are doing now is to complete
an inventory of the remains of a millenarian society where the
countryside dominated the city, and whose ideas, va lues, taboos and
prescriptions were largely agrarian, with rural and 'natural' dominant
features. A few sporadic cities hardly emerged from a rustic ocean.
Rural society was (still is), a society of scarcity and penury, of want
accepted or rejected, of prohibitions managing and regulating privations. It was also the society of the Fete, of festivities. But that aspect,
the best, has been lost and instead of myths and limitations, this is
what must be revitalized! A decisive remark: for the crisis of the
traditional city accom anies the world crisis of agrarian civilization,
whlc IS a so traditional. It is up to us to reso ve this double crisis,
espedallyb~y creatmg with the new city, a new life in the city. Revolutionary societies (among which the USSR ten or fifteen years after the
October Revolution), intimated the development of society based on
industry. But they only intimated.
The use of 'we' in the sentences above has only the impact of a
metaphor to mean those concerned. The architect, the planner, the
sociologist, the economist, the philosopher or the politician cannOt
out of nothingness create new forms and relations. More precisely, the
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architect is no more a miracle-worker than the sociologist. Neither can
create social relations, although under certain favourable conditions
they help trends to be formulated (to take shape). Only social life
(praxis) in its global capacity possesses such powers - or does not
possess them. The people mentioned above can indi vidually or in
teams clear the way; they can also propose, rry out and prepare forms.
And also (and especially), through a maieuric nurtured by science,
assess acquired experience, provide a lesson from failure and give
birth to the possible.
At the point we have arrived there is an urgent need to change
intellectual approaches and tools. It would be indispensable to take up
ideas and a pproaches from elsewhere and which are still not very
familiar.
Transduction. This is an intellectual operation which can be methodically ca rried out and which differs from classical ind uction, deduction, the construction of 'models', simulation as well as the simple
statement of hypothesis. Transduction elaborates and constructs a
theoretical object, a possible object from information related to reality
and a problematic posed by this reality. Transduction assumes an
incessant feed back between the conceptua l framework used and
empirical observations. Its theory (methodology), gives shape to certain spontaneous mental operations of the planner, the architect, the
sociologist, the politician and the philosopher. It introduces rigour in
invention and knowledge in utopia.
Experimental utopia. Who is not a utopian today? Only narrowly
specialized practioners working to order without the slightest critica l
examination of stipulated norms and constraints, only these not very
interesting people escape utopianism. All are utopians, including those
futurists and planners who project Paris in the year 2,000 and those
engineers who have made Brasilia! But there are several utopianisms.
Would not the worst be that utopianism which does nOt utter irs
name, covers itself with positivism and on this basis imposes the
harshest constra ints and the most derisory absence of technicity?
Utapia is to be considered experimentally by studying its implications and consequences on the ground. These can surprise. What are
and what would be the most successful places? How can they be
discovered? According to which criteria ? What are the times and
rhythms of daily life which are inscribed and prescribed in these
'successful' spaces favourable to happiness? That is interesti ng.
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There arc other indispensable intellectual approaches to identify
without dissociating them the three fundamental theoretical concepts
of scrUCture, function and form, and to know theif import, the spheres

of their validity, their limits and their reciprocal relations. To know
that they make a whole but that the elements of this whole have a
certain independence and relative autonomy. To not privilege onc
over the other, otherwise this gives an ideology, that is, a dosed and
dogmatic system of significa tions: structuralism, forma lism, functionalisrn. To be used equall y and in turn for the analysis of the real (an

analysis which is never exhaustive or without residue), as well as for
that operation known as 'transduction '. It is important to understand
that a function can be accomplished by means of different structu res,
and that there is no unequivocal link between the terms. That is, that
functions and structures clothe themselves with form s which reveal
and veil them - that the triplicity of these aspects make a whole which
is more than these aspects, elements and parts.
We have among our intellectual tools one which deserves neither
disdain nor privilege of the absolute: that of system (or rather sub-system
of significations.
Policies have their systems of significations - ideologies - which
enable them to subordinate to their strategies socia l acts and events
influenced by them. At the ecologica l level, the humble inhabitant
has his system (or rather, his su b-system) of significations. The fact
of living here or there involves the reception, adoption and transmission of such a system, for example that of owner-occupied housing.
The system of significations of the inhabitant tells of his passivities and activities: he is received but changed by practice. He is
perceived.
Architects seem to ha ve established and dogmatized an ensemble of
significations, as such poorly developed and va riously labelled as
'function', ' form', 'structure', or rather, functionalism, forma lism, and
structuralism. They elaborate them not from the Significations perceived and lived by those who inhabit, but from their interpretation of
inhabiting. It is graphic and visual, tending towards metalanguage. It
is graphism and visualization. Given that these architects form a social
body, they attach themselves to institutions, their system tends to close
itself off, impose itself and elude all criticism. There is ca use to
formu late this system, often put forward without any other procedure
or preca ution, as planning by extrapolation .
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This theory which one could legitimately ca ll planning, dose to the
meanings of that old practice oLto inhabit (that is, the human) which
would add to these partial facts a.general theory of urban time-spaces,
which would reveal a new practice emerging from this elaboration can
be envisaged only as the practica l application of a comprehensive
theory of the city and the urban which could go beyond current
scissions and separations, particularly those existing between philosophy and the sciences of Ihe city, the global and the partial. Current
planning projects could figure in this development - but only within
an unwavering critique of Iheir ideological and strategic implications.
Inasmuch as we can define it, our object- the urban - will never today
be entirely present in our reflections. More than any another object, it
possesses a very complex quality of tota lity in act and potential the
object of research gradually uncovered, and which will be either
slowly or never exhausted. To take this object as a given truth is
operate a mythifying ideology. Knowledge must envisage a considerable number of methods to grasp this object, and cannot fasten itself
onto a particular approach. Analytica l configurations will foUow as
closely as possible the internal articulations of this 'thing' which is not
a thing; they will be accompanied by reconstructions which will never
be realized. Descriptions, analyses and an empts at synthesis can never
be passed off as being exhausti ve or definitive. All these notions, aU
these baneries of concepts will come into play: form, structure, funcrion, level, dimension, dependent and independent variables, correlations, tOtality, ensemble, system, etc. Here as elsewhere, but more than
elsewhere, ~he residue reveals itself to be most precious. Each 'object'
constructed will in turn be submitted to critica l examination. Within
the possible, this will be accomplished and submitted to experimental
verification. Tbe sciel!~e of rj1e cinr req!l.ir:es a historical period to make
It§!!if and to orient s.ocial . p-rac.tic:.e._
--This science is necessary but not sufficient. We can perceive its limits
at the same time as its necessity. Planning thought proposes the
establishment or reconstitution of high ly loca lized, highly particu ~
larized and centralized socia l units whose linkages and tensions would
re-establish an urban unity endowed with a complex interior order,
with its hierarchy and a supple structure. More specifica ll y, sociological thought seeks an understanding and reconstitution of the integrative capacities of the urban as well as the conditions of practical
participation. Why not? But only under one condition: never to
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protect these fragmented and therefore partial attemptS from criti·
cism, practical assessment and global preoccupation.

.

Knowledge can therefore construct and propose models. In thiS
sense each object is but a model of urban reality. Nevertheless, such a
reality will never become manageable as a thing and wiU never become

instrumenta l even for the most operationa l knowledge. Who would
not hope that th~ cifY...be~<'?J!les3gai~.wha~!§ - thc:..acJ:..im!to~e
of a complex thought ? But it cannot rema in at the level of wishes and
aspirations and an urban strategy is n ot defined. An urban strategy
cannOt take into account existing strategies and acquired know ledge:
science of the city, with its disposition towards the planning of growth
and the control of development. Whoever says 'strategies' says the
hierarchy of 'variables' to be considered, some having a strategic
capacity and others remaining at the tactica l level - and says also the
power to realize these strategies on the ground. Only groups, social
classes and class fractions capable of revolutionary initiative can take
over and realize to fru ition solutions to urban problems. It is from these
social and political fo rces that me renewed city will become the oeuvre.
The first thing to do is to defeat currently dominant sttaregies and
ideologies. In the present society that there exist many divergent gro ups
and strategies (for example between the State and the private) docs nOt
alter the situation. From questions of landed property to problems o f
segregation, each project o f urban reform questions the sttuctures, the
immediate (individual) and daily relations of existing society, but also
those that one purports to impose by the coercive and institutional means
of what remains of urban reality. [n itself r.eformist, the strategy of urban
.renewal becomes ' inevitabl 'revolutionary not by force of circumstance,
but against the estab ished or cr. r an sttaregy resting on the science of
the city needs a social support and political forces to be effective. It
cannot act on its owo. It cannot but depend on the presence and action
of the workin class, che....Qnix one able to put an end to a segregation
4i!ected essentia.!IY against it. O nly this class, as a class, can decisively
contribute to the reconstruction of centrality destroyed by a strategy of
segregario,~dfound again in the menacmg form of centres of decision·
making. This does not mean that the working class will make urban
society all on its owo, but that without it nothing is possible. Without it
integration has no meaning and disintegration will continue under the
guise of nostalgia and integration. There is there not only an option bur
an horizon which opens or closes. When the working class is silent, w hen
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it is quiescent and ca nnot accomplish wha t theory has defined as its
' histOrical mission', then both the 'subject' and 'ob ject' are lacking.
Reflection confirms t his absence, which means that it is appropriate to
consider two series of propositions:
1 A political programme of urbml reform not defined by the frame·
work and the possibilities of preva iling society or subjugated to a
'rea lism', although based on the study of realities . In other words,
refo rm thus understood is not limited to reformism. This programme
will therefore have a singular and even paradoxica l character. It will
be established to be proposed to political forces, parties. One could
even add that preferentially it would be presented to ' left' parties,
political fo rmations representing or wishing to represent the working
class. But it would not be established as a function of these forces and
formations. It will have in relation to them a speci fi c character which
comes from knowledge, a scientific part. It will be proposed (free to be
altered) by those who take control of it. Let political forces take their
responsibilities. In this domain which engages the future of modern
society and t hat of producers, ignorance and misunderstanding entai l
responsibilities before history.
2 Mature planning projects w hich consist of models and spatial
forms and urban times w ithout concern for their current feasibility or
their utopian aspect. It does nOt seem possible tha t these models result
either fr om a simple study of existing cities and urban typologies, o r
from a combination of elements. Other than contrary to experience,
the forms of space and time will be invented and proposed to praxis .
That imagination be deployed, not the imaginary of escape and evasion which conveys ideologies, but the imaginAry which invests itself
-in appropriatiotl (o f time, space, physiolocallife and desire). Why not
oppose ephemeral cities to the eternal city, and movable centrality to
stable centres? All audacities can be premissed . Why limit these pro·
positions o nly to the morphology of time and space? They could als.Q
include th e~y' of living in the_city and the development of t he 'urban
on this basis.
In these tWO series there will also be lo ng, medium and short-term
propositions constituting urban strategy understood as such.
The society in which we live appears to tend towards plenirude - or
at least towards fullness (durable goods and objects, quantity, satisfaction and rationality). In fact it a llows a colossa l gu lf to be dug into
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which ideologies agitate themselves and the fog of rhetoric spreads.
Having left speculation and contemplation, incomplete knowledge
and fragmentary divisions, one of the greatest projects active thought
can propose for itself is to fill this lacuna - and not only with language.
In a period during which ideologists pronounce abundantly on
structures, the destrucruration of the ciry manifests the depth of
phenomena, of social and cultural disintegration. Considered as a
whole trus society finds itself incomplete. Between the sub-systems
L
I.
and the structures consolidated by various means (compu 5100, terror,
and ideological persuasion), there are holes and chasms. These voids
are no~.tbe(e..dueJQ.J;h~nce. I~~ ar~aces of tM.p..2.W,bk. They
contain the floating and dispersed elements of the possible, but no t the
power which could assemble them. Moreover, structuring actio ns and
the power of the social void tend to prohibit action and the very
presence of such a power. The conditions of the pos~i ble ~n_only be
realized in the course of a radical metamorphosis.
In this conjuncture, ideology~ daiins to prOvIde an absolute q ua lity
to 'scientificity', science appertaining to the real, dissecting it, reconstituting it, and by this fact isolating it from the possible and closing
the way. Now, in such a conjuncture science w hich is fragmentary
science can only have a programmatic impact. It brings elements to a
programme. If onc concedes that these elemen-ts already constitute a
totality. and one wishes to execute this programme literally, o ne treats
the virtual object as a pre-cxistent technical object. A project is accomplished without criticism and this project fulfills an ideology by projecting it on the ground - that of the technocrats. Although necessary,
policy is not enough. It changes during the course of its implementation. Only social force, capable of investing itself in the urban through
a long politica l experience, can take charge of the realization of a
programme concerning urban society. Conversely, g"e science of the
si.r.x brings to this perspecti.3 a theoretical..2n..d critica.' fo~da.tion . a
positive-base. Uropia controlled by dialectical reason serves as a safeg~a rd against supposedly scientific ficcions and visions gone astray.
Besidcs, this foundation and base prevent reflection from losing itself in
pure policy. Here the dialectical movement presents itself as a relation
between science and political power, as a dialogue which actualizes
relations of 'theory-practice' and 'critical positive-negative'.
As necessary as science, but not sufficient, art brings to the realization of urban society its long meditation on life as drama and
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pleasure. In addition and especially, art restitutes the meaning of the
oeuvre, giving it multiple facets of appropriated time and space;
neither endured nor accepted by a passive resignation, metamorphosed as oeuvre. M usic shows the appropriation of time, painting
and sculpture that of space. If the sciences discover partial determinisms, art and philosophy show how a totality grows Out of partia l
determinisms. It is incumbent on the social force capable of creating
urban society to make efficient and effective the unity of art, technique
and knowledge. As much the science of the city, art and the history of
art are part of a meditation o n the urban which wants to make
efficient the images which procl aim it. By overcoming this opposition,
this meditation striving for action would thus be both utopian and
realistic. One could even assert that the maximum of utopianism could
unite with the optimum of realism.
Among the contradictions characteristic of our time there are those
(particularly difficult ones) between the realities of society and the
facts of civilization. On the one hand, genocide, and on the other,
medica l and other interventions which enable a chi ld to be sa ved o r an
agony prolo nged. One of the latest but not least cOJltr~dictions has
been shown in this essay: b~~ee n the socialization of society and
generaliz.ed seE!eggJiQn. There are many others, for example, the
contradiction between the label of revolutionary and the anachment
to an obsolete productivist rationalism. The individua l, at the centre
of social forces due to the pressure of the masses, asserts himself and
does not die. Rights appear and become customs or prescriptions,
usually followed by enactments. And we know how, through gigantic
destructions, World Wa rs, and the terror of nuclear threats, that these
concrete rights come to complete the abstract rights of man and the
citizen inscribed on the front of bui ldings by democracy during its
revolutionary beginnings: the rights of ages and sexes (the woman, the
child and the elderly), rights of conditions (the proletarian, the peasant), rights to training and ed ucation, to work, to culture, to rest, to
health, to housing. The pressure of the working class has been and
temains necessary (but not sufficient) for the recogn ition of these
rights, for their entry into customs, for their inscription into codes
which are still incomplete.
~
Over the last few years and rather strangely, the right to nature
entered into social practice thanks to leisure, having made its way
through protestations becoming commonplace against noise, fatigu e,
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the conccntrationary universe of cities (as cities are rotting or exploding), A strange journey indeed! Nature enters inco exchange value and
commodities, fO be bought and sold. This ' naturality' which is
counterfeited and traded in, is destroyed by commercialized. industrialized and institutionally organized leisure pursuits. 'Nature'. or
what passes for it, and survives of it, becomes the ghetto of leisure
pursuits, the sepa rate place of pleasure and the retreat of ·creativity'.
Urban dwellers carry the urban with them, even if they do not bring
planning with them! Colonized by them, the countryside has lost the
qua lities, fea tures and charms of peasant life. The urban ravages the
co untryside: this urbanized countryside opposes itself [0 a dispossessed rurality, the extreme case of the deep misery of the inhabitant,
the habitat, of to inha bit. rue the rights to nature and to the countryside not destroying themselves?
the face of thi s pseudo-right, the right to the city is like a cry and
a demand. This right slowly meanders through the surprising detours
of nostalgia and to uris ~, the return to the heart of the tr~ditio n a l city,
and the ca ll of existent or recently developed centralities. The Cla Im- to
nature, and the desire to enjoy it displace the right to the city. This
latest claim expresses itself indirectly as a tendency to fl ee the deteriorated and unrenovared city, aliena ted urban life before at last, 'really'
living. The need and the 'right' to nature contradict the right to the city
without being able to evade it. (This does not mean that it is not
necessary [Q preserve vast 'narural' spaces).
The right to the city" cannot ~ cQnceiv~d 9f as ~ simple visLtJ!!iL.ri@ t
or as a reru m to traditional cities. It can only be formulated as a
transformed and renewed right to urban Ii e. It does not maner
whether the urban fabric enc oses t e countryside and what survives
of peasant life, as lo ng as the 'urban', place of encou nter, priority of
use value, inscription in space of a time promoted [Q the rank of a
supreme resource among all resources, fin ds its morphologica l base
and its practico-material realization. Which presumes all integ ra t~
th~he city and urban society, using the resou rces of science and
art. Only the working class can bec ome the agent, the social ca rrier or
support of this realization. Here again, as a century ago, it den ies and
contests, by its very existence, the class strategy directed against it. As
a hundred years ago, although under new conditions, it gathers Q1e
inrerests (overcoming the immediate and the superficial) of the whole
sOCiety and firstly of a ll those who i~ Who can ignore that the
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Olympians of the new bourgeois aristocracy no longer inhabit. They
go from grand hotel to grand hotel, or from castle to castle, commanding a fl eet or a country fro m a yacht. They are everywhere and
nowhere. That is how they fascina te people immersed into everyday
life . They transcend everyday life, possess nature and leave it up to the
cops [ 0 contri ve culture. Is it essentia l to describe at length, besides the
condition of youth, students and intellectua ls, armies of workers with
or without white coll ars, people from the provinces, the colonized and
semi-colonized of all sorts, all those who endure a well-organized daily
life, is it here necessary to exhibit the derisory and unrragic misery of
the inhabitant, of the su burban dweller and of the people who stay in
residential ghettos, in the mouldering centres of old cities and in the
proliferations lost beyond them? One o nly has to open one's eyes to
understand the daily life of the one who runs from his dwelling to the
station, near or far away, to the packed underground train, the office
or the factory , to return the same way in the evening and come home
to recuperate enough to start aga in the next day. The picture of this
generalized misery would no r go without a picture of 'satisfactions'
which hides it a nd becomes the means to elude it and break free from
it.
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Perspective or Prospective?

Since its beginnings, classical philosophy, which has had as social base
and theoretical foundation the city, thought the city, and endeavours
to determine the image of the ideal city. The Critias of Plato sees in the
city an image of the world, or rather of the cosmos, a microcosm.
Urban time and space reproduce on earth the configuration of the
universe as the philosopher discovers it.
If today one wants a representation of the 'ideal' city and of its
relations to the universe, one will not find this image with the philosophers and even less in an analytical vision which djvides urban
reality into fractions, sectors, relations and correlations. One has to
find it among the writers of science fiction. In science fiction novels,
every possible and impossible variation of future urban society has
been foreseen. Sometimes the old urban cores agon ize, covered with
an urban fabric more o r less thick, more or less sclerosed or cancerous,
which proliferates and spreads over the planet. In these cores destined
to disappearance after a long decline, live or vegetate failures, artists,
intcllectua ls and gangsters. Sometimes colossal cities reconstitute
themselves and carry ooro a nigher level former strugglcs for power.
In Azimov's magistral work, The Foundation, an entire planet is
covered by a giant city, T rentor, which has all the means of knowledge
and power with which it dominates, as a centre of decision-making, a
whole galaxy. Aftcr many gigantic episodes, Trentor saves the
universe and brings it to its end, that is, to the 'reign of endings', joy
and happiness, for excesses are finally overcome and thc time of the
world finally appropriated in a cosmic space. Between these twO
extremes, the visionaries of science fiction have also their intermediary
versions: the city ruled by a powerful computer, the ciry of a highly
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specialized and vita l production which moves among planetary systems and galaxies, etc.
fs it necessary to explore so far ahead the horizon of horizons? The
ideal ciry, the New Athens, is already there to be seen in the image
which Paris and New York and some other cities project. The centre
of decision-making and the centre of consumption meet. Their alliance
on the ground based on a strategic convergence creates an inordinate
centraliry. We already know that this decision-making centre includes
all the channels of information and means of cultural and scientific
development. Coercion and persuasion converge with the power of
decision-making and the capacity to consumc. Strongly occupied and
inhabited by these new Masters, this centre is held by them. Without
necessarily owning it all, they possess this privileged space, axis of a
strict spatial policy. Especially, they have the privilege to possess time.
Around them, distributed in space according to formalized principles,
there are human groups which can no longer bear the name of slaves,
serfs, vassals or even proletarians. Wha t cou ld they be ca lJed? Subjugated, they provide a multipliciry of services for the Masters of this
Sta te solidly established on the ciey. These Masters have around for
them every cultural and OIher pleasure, from nightclubs to the splendours of the opera - not excluding remOte controlled amusements.
Could this not be the true New Athens, with its minoriry of free
citizens, possessing and enjoying social spaces, dominating an enor~
mous mass of subjugated people, in principle free, genuinely and
perhaps voluntari ly servants, treated and manipulated according to
rational methods? Are not the scholars, sociologists leading, in this
very different from ancient philosophers, not themselves the servants
of State and Order, under the pretence of empiricism and rigour, of
scientificiry? The possibilities can even be assessed. Directors, heads,
presidents of this and that, elites, leading w riters and artists, wellknown entertainers and media people, make up one per cent, or JUSt
under half a million of the new notables in France in the twcnry-first
century, each with their family and their fo llowing, and their own
'firm'. The domination of and by centrality in no way denies the
possession of secondary domains - the enjoyment of nature, the sea,
the mountains, ancient cities (available through trips, hotels, etc.).
Next are about four per cent of executivcs, administrators, engineers
and scholars. After selection, the most eminent of these are admitted
into the heart of the city. For this selection, incomes and society rituals
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might be sufficient. State capita lism has carefully organized for other
privileged subordinates domains distributed according to a rationa l
plan. Before reaching this goal Stare capitalism has carefully prepared
it. Without omitting the rea lization of several urba n ghettos, it has
organized for scholars and for science a severely competitive sector: in
the universities and laboratories, scholars and intellectuals have can·
fronted each other on a purely competitive basis, with a zeal worthy
of a better job, fo r the best interest of the Masters, the economic and
political, for the glory and joy of the Olympians. Indeed, tbese secondary elites are assigned to residence in science parks, university campuses - ghenos for in tellectuals. The mass, under pressure from many
constraints, spontaneously houses itself in satellite cities, planned
suburbs, and other more o r less residentia l ghettos. There is fo r it only
carefully measured space. Time eludes it. It leads it daily life bound
(perhaps unwittingly), to the requirement of the concentration o f
powers. But this is not a concentra tionary universe. All this can quite
do without the ideology of freedom under the pretence of rationality,
organization, and programming. These masses who do not deserve the
name of people, or popular classes, or working class live relatively
well. Apart from the fact that their daily life is remote-controlled and
the permanent threat of unemployment weighs heavi ly on them, contributing to a latent and genera lized terror.
H someone smiles at this utopia, he is wrong. But how to prove it?
When his eyes will open, it will be toO late. He demands proof. H ow
do you show light to a blind person, or the horizon to a myopic oneeven if he knows the theory of wholes, o r of 'clusters', the finesses of
variance ana lysis, or the precise charms of linguistics?
Since the Middle Ages, each epoch of European civilization has had its
image of the possible, its dream, its fantasies of hell and paradise. Each
period, and perhaps each generation has had its representation of the best
of all possible worlds, o r of a new life, an important, if not essential part
of aU ideologies. In order to accomplish this function, the eighteenth
century, seemingly SO rich, had only the rather feeble image of the noble
savage and exotic islands. To this exoticism, some men of that century
added a closer but somewhat prettified representation of England. In
relation to them,lIle are richly endowed. By lIle is meant a poorly defined
crowd, generall y intellectuals, living and thinking in France at the beginning of the second half of the twentieth-century. We have many models,
horizons, and avenues which do not converge to imagine the future: the
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USSR and the United States, China, Yugoslavia , Cuba, Israel, even
Sweden or Switzerland - and w ithout forgening the Bororos.
While French society is becoming urbanized and Paris is being
transformed, and certain powers, if not State power, are model li ng
France of the yea r 2,000, nobody is thinking about the ideal city
or what is happening to the real city. Utopia attaches itself to nume rous more or less d istant and unknown or m isunderstood realities
•
but no longer to rea l and daily life. It is no longer begotten in the
absences and lacunae which cruelly puncture surrounding reaJity. The
gaze turns away, leaves the horizon, loses itself in the. clouds, elsewhere. Such is the power of diversion of ideologies, at the exact
moment when we no longer believe in ideology, but in real ism and
rationalism!
Previo usly, by refuting pa rtial disciplines a nd their interdisciplinary
attempts, one was also asserting that synthesis belongs to the political
(that is, that all synthesis of analytical facts about urban reality
conceals under phi losophy or an ideology a strategy). Statesmen,
experts a nd specialists should certainly not be given control of decision-making. The term political is not here used so narrowly. Such a
proposition must be understood in the opposite way to what has been
expressed here. T he capacity of synthesis belongs to pol itical forces
whic h are in fact socia l forces (classes and fractions of classes, groupings or class alliances). They exist or not, they manifest and express
themselves or not. They speak or do not speak. It is up to them to
indicate socia l needs, to influence existing institutions, to open the
horizon and lay cla ims to a future which will be their oeuvre. If the
inhabitants of various categories and stra ta a llow themselves to be
manoeuvred and manipulated, displaced anywhere under the pretext
of social mobility, if they accept the conditions of an exploita tion
more refined and extensive than before, too bad for them. If the
working class is silent, if it does not aCt, either spontaneously or by the
mediation of its institutional representatives and mandatories, segregation will continue resulting aga in in a vicious circle. Segregation is
inclined to prohi bit protest, contest, action, by dispersing those w ho
protest, contest, and act. In this perspective political life will ei ther
challenge or reaffirm the centre of political decision-making. For
parties and men, this option is the criterion of democracy.
The politician needs a theory to help him determine its course but
this presents some great difficu lties. H ow can there be a theory of
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urban society, the city and the urban, of realities and possibilities,
without synthesis?
Two dogmatic disciplines, philosophical systematization and systematization from partial analyses under the pretence of such disciplines
or of so-called interdisciplinary research have already been rejected.
There can be no possibility of an analysis accomplished in [he context
of knowledge. The unity outlined is defined by a convergence which
only practice can actualize between:
1 [he goals, spread over time of political action, from the
possible to the impossible, that is, what is possible here and
now, to what is impossible today, but will become possible
tomorrow in the course of this very action
2 the theoretical elements brought to the analysis of urban rea lity, that is, the ensemble of knowledge brought into play
during the course of politica l action, ordered, used and dominated by this action
3 the theoretical elements contributed by philosophy, which appear in a new light, as its history inscribes itself in another
perspective - philosophical meditation transforming itself according to reality or rather, tbe realization to accomplish.
4 the theoretical elements brought by art, conceived as a capacity
to transform reality, to appropriate at the highest level the facts
of the 'lived'. of time, space, the body and desire.
From this convergence, one can define the preceding conditions. It is
essential to consider no longer industrialization and urbanization separately, but to perceive in urbanization the meaning, the goal and the
finality of industrialization. In other words, it is essential to aim no longer
for economic growth for irs own sake, and economistic ideology which
entails strategic objectives, namely, superprofit and capitalist overexpioitation, the control of the economic (which fails precisely because of
this) to the advantage of the State. Concepts of economic equilibrium,
harmonious growth, structural maintenance (structured-strucnlring relations being existing relations of production and property) must be
subordinated to more powerful concepts potentially of development, and
of concrete rationality emerging from conflicts.
In other words, growth must be guided. Very common formulations
which pass for democratic (growth, well-being for all, the general
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interest) lose their meaning and this applies to liberalism as economistic ideology as much as to centralized State planning. Such an ideology, whether or not prospective, reduces the outlook on such issues
as the increase of wages and the better distribution of national
revenue, or even on the review and ajustment of the capital-labour
relation.
To direct growth towards development, therefore towards urban
society, means firstly to prospect new needs, knowing that such needs
are discovered in the course of their emergence and are revealed in the
course of their prospection. They do not pre-exist as objects. They do
not feature in the ' real' described by market studies and studies of
'individua l' motivation. Consequently, this means substituting social
planning whose theory is hardly elaborated. Social needs lead to the
production of new 'goods' which are not this or that object, buc social
objects in space and time. Man of urban society is already a man rich
in needs: the man of rich needs awaiting their objectification and
realization. Urban society overtakes the old and the new poverty, as
much the destitution of isolated subjectivity as that humdrum old need
for money with irs worn symbols of the ' pure' gaze, the 'pure' sign, the
'pure' spectacle.
Thus, direction is not defined by an effective synthesis, but by a
convergence, a virtuality which is oudined but realized only at the
limit. This limit is not somewhere in the infinite, and yet it be can
reached by successive leaps and bounds. It is impossible to seuie in it
and to establish it as an accomplished rea liry. Hence this is the
essential feature of the method already considered and named 'transduction', the construction of a virtua l o bject approached from experimenta l facts. The horizon opens up and calls for acrualization.
The orientation reacts upon researched facts. In this way research
ceases to be either indeterminate, that is, empiricist, or a simple
confirmation of a thesis, that is, dogmatist. In this light, philosophy
and its history, art and its metamorphoses appear transformed.
As for the analytical aspect of urban research, it modifies itself by
the fact that research has already found 'something' at the outset and
that the direction or orientation influences the hypothesis. There is no
more question of isolating the points of space and time, of considering
separately activities and functions, or of studying apart from each
other behaviours or images, distributions and relations. These various
aspects of social production, that of the city and urban society, are
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situated in relation to a framework of explanation and forecasting.
Since method consists as much in overcoming ecologica l description as
structural and functional analysis, in order to reach out to the concrete
of urban drama, formal evidence cou ld be provided by the general
theory of forms. According to this theory, there is a form of the city:
assembly, simuicaneity, encoumer. Transduction is the intellectual
approach linked to these operations which codifies them or supports
them methodologically.
Scientifically speaking, the distinction between strategic variables
and tactictlillariables seems fundamental. The first ones, as soon as
they are identified, subordinate the second. Increase of wages? Better
distribution of national revenue? Nationalization of this or that? Very
well. But these are tactical variables. In the same way the suppression
of urban related constraints would affect the municipalization, nationalization or socialization of building plots. Fine and wel l. But for what
purpose? The increase of rates and rhythms of growth betwe~n
strategic variables, given that quantitative growth already poses qualItative problems of finality and development. The issue is not only rates
of growth, production and revenues, but distribution. Which part of
increased production and global revenue wi ll be attributed to social
needs, to 'culture', ro urban reality? Is not the transformation of daily
life part of snategic variables? One could chink it so. To take an
example, flexible working hours are of interest. This is only a minuscule tactical action. The creation of new networks concerning [he life
of children and adolescents (creches, playing fields and sports, etc.),
the constitution of a very simple apparatus of social pedagogy, which
wou ld inform as much social life itself as sexual life, the art of living
and art tOftt court. Such an institution wouJd have much more impact:
it would mark the passage from the tactical to the strategic in this

field.
The variables of projects elaborated by economists also depend on
generally poorly defined strategies. Against class strategies which
often use very powerful scientific instruments and which tend ro abuse
science (no: scientificity - a rigid and coercive ideological apparatus)
as mea ns to persuade and impose, what is needed is to turn knowledge
around by putting it back on its feet.
Socialism? Of course, that is what it is about. But what socialism?
According to which concept and theory of socialist society? Is the
definition of this society by the planned organization of production
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enough ? No. Socia lism today can on ly be conceived as production
orienred towards socia l needs, and consequently, towards the needs of
urban society. The goals borrowed from simple industrialization are
being overtaken and transformed . Such is the thesis or hypothesis
formulated here. Conditions and preconditions? We know them: a
high level of production and productivity (by breaking with an exploitation reinforced by a relatively decreasing minority of highly productive manual and intellectual workers), and a high technica l and cultural
level. In addition, the institution of new social relations, especially
between governing and governed, between 'subjects' and 'objects' of
decision-making. These conditions have virtually been realized in
advanced industrial countries. Their formulation does not arise from
the possible, even if this possible seems far from real and is rcally far
away.
Possibilities relate to a double examination: the scientific (project
and projection, variations of projects, predictions) and the imaginary
(at the limit, science fiction). Why shou ld the imaginary enter only
outside the real instead of nurturing rea lity? When there is a loss of
thought in and by the imaginary, it is being manipu lated. The imaginary is also a social fact. Do not specialists claim for themselves the
intervention of imagination and the imaginary when they acclaim the
'man of synthesis', or when they are disposed to welcome the 'nexialist' or the 'generalis['?
For two centuries, industrialization has been promoting commodities - which although they pre-existed, were limited by agrarian
and urban structures. It has enabled the virtually unlimited extension
of exchange value. It has shown how merchandise is not only a way
of puning people in relation to each other, but also a logic, a language,
and a world. Commodities have swept away barriers. And this process
is not over: the car, the current pilot-object in the world of commodities, is overcoming this last barrier - the city. It was therefore the
time of political economy and the two variations of its rule: liberal and
state economis. Today the overtaking of economism is being outlined.
Towards what? Towards an ethic or an aesthetic, a moralism or an
-aestheticism? Towards new 'values'? No. What is at stake is an
overtaking by and in practice of a change in social practice. Use va lue,
subordinated for centuries to exchange value, can now come first
again. How? By and in urban socicty, from this reality which still
resists and preserves for us usc value, the city. A weakened but true
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vision of this truth is an urban reality for 'users' and not for capitalist
speculators, builders and technicians.
Here we can envisage a strategic variable: to limit the importance o f
the car industry in the economy of a country and the place of the
'car-object' in daily life. To 5ubsticutc the car for O[her techniques,
other objects, other means of transpon such as public ones. This is a
rather simple and trivial example but demonstrates the subordination
of the 'real' [ 0 a strategy.
The problem of leisure forces one to think even morc dearly of a
strategy. To define it in its fu ll scope, it is imponanr to firsdy destroy
a few fantasies mixed up with ideology, The socia l imaginary fUfnished by ideology and advertising, as well as the sad rea lity of
'hobb ies' and miniaturized 'creativity' blocks the horizon. Neither
ho lidays, nor industrialized culmral production, nor leisure in o r
o utside dai ly life resolve this problem . Their images prevent it from
being posed. The problem is to put an end to the separations of 'daily
life - leisure' or 'daily life - festivity'. It is to restitute the fete by
cha nging d aily life. The city was a space occupied at one and the same
time by productive labour, by oeuvres, and by festivities. It shou ld find
again this function beyond functions, in a metamorphosed urban
society. One of the strategic aims can be formulated in this way,
although it is only a formulation of what is happening today without
grace or splendour in cities which anempt to recreate the fete w ith
festivities and festivals.
Each type of society and each mode of production has had its type
of city. The relative discontinuity of modes of production defines the
history of urban reality, although this is not exclusive and other
periodization are possible. Another periodization resting on a specific
centrality would show more closely the succession of urban types but
would not coincide completely with the primary periodization.
The oriental city, reason and result of the Asiatic mode of production, offers its triumphal way for gatherings and meetings. Armies
which protect and oppress the agricultural territOries administered by
the city leave and return through this way on which arc deployed
military parades and religious processions. The pal ace of the prince,
the umbilical, the omphalos, is the centre o f the world, the poim of
departure and arrival. The sacred enclosure captures and condenses
sacredness diffused over the whole o f the territory. It manifests th e
eminent right of the sovereign, inseparable possession and sacredness.
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The triumphal way penetrates into the enclosure through a door,
monument among monumems. It is the door of the true urban centre,
the centre of the world not open to gatherings. Around the door are
gathered guards, ca ravaneers, vagrants and robbers. The tribunal sits
here and gathers the inhabitants for spomaneous assemblies. It is the
place of urban order and disorder, of revolts and repressions.
In the Greek and Roman antique city, centra lity is a ttached to an
empty space, the agora and the for um. It is a place for assembly. There
is an important difference between the agora and the forum. Prohibi·
tions characterize the lan er and buildings w ill quickly cover it up,
taking away from it its character of open space. It is nOt disjointed
from the centre of the world: the hole, the sacred-damned mundus,
the place from which souls leave, where the condemned and unwanted
children are thrown. The Greeks did not put emphasis on horror, on
the links between urba n centrality and the underworld of the dead and
the sou ls. Their thought of their city is related to the Cosmos, a
luminous distribution of places in space, rather than to the world,
passage to darkness and of underworld wanderings. This shadow,
more Roman than H ellenic, weighs over the West.
Fo r its part, the medieval ciry soon integrated merchants and com ~
modities and established Ihem in its cenuej the market-place. A commercial centre characterized by the proximity of the church and the exclusion
of the enclosure - a heterotopy of territory. The symbolism and the
functions of this enclosute are differem from that of the oriental or
antique city. The territory belongs to the lords, peasants, vagrants and
plunderers. Urban centrality welcomes produce and people. It forbids its
access to [hose who threaten its essential and economic function, thus
heralding and preparing capitalism. Nevertheless, centrality thus func~
tionalized and strucrured remains the object of all attentions. It is em bel ~
lished. The smallest hamler, the smallest barbican have their arcades, the
possibly sumptuous monumental hall and municipal buildings which are
places of pleasure. The church blesses commerce and gives a good
conscience to the busy citizens. Within the limits of commercial rationality, gatherings which are part of this double feature of the religious and
the rational take place in the square, between the church and the market.
How these twO fearu res associate by coll iding together in combination o r
in conflict, is another Story.
The capitalist city has created the centre of conswnption. Industrial
production did not constitute centra lity as such, except in the special
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cases - if one can say that - of big enterprise around which a workers'
city was erected. We a lready know the double character of the capitalist ciry: place of consumption and consumption of place. Businesses
densify in the centre, and attract expensive shops, luxury foodst uffs
and products. The establishment of this centrality is partial to the old
corcs, the spaces appropri ated during the course of a previous history.
It cannot go without it. In these privi leged sites, the consumer also
comes to consume space; the collection of objects in the windows of
boutiques becomes the reason and the pretext for the gathering of
people. They look, they see, they talk and ta lk with each other. And it
is the place of encounters amongst the collection of things. What is
said and written, comes before everything else: it is the world of
commodities, of the language of commodities, of the glory and the
extension of exchange value. It tends to absorb use value in exchange
and exchange val ue. Yet, use and use va lue resist irreducibly. This
irreducibility of the urban centre plays an essential role in this argument.
It is ne Q~9pitalism which __ superimp_os_es>-witho.uLdenying or_destroying it, tEe centre of consumption upon the centre of decision·
making. It no longer gatners cogedier people ana mIngs, bui: data
and knowledge. It inscribes in a n eminently elaborated form of simultaneity the conception of the whole incorporated into an electronic
brain, using the quasi-instantaneity of communications, thus overcoming obstacles such as the loss of information, the meaningless
accumulati ons of elements, redundancies, etc. With a disinterested
aim? Certainly not. Since the problem is politica l, those who constitute
specific centrality aim for power or a re its instruments. The issue is not
simply to 'master technique' in genera l, but to master clearly defined
techniques with socia-politica l implications. What is at sta ke is to
control the potential masters: those whose power appropriates all
possibi lities.
The controversy has been taken up again and pushed towards new
conclusions to propose and defend another centrality. The possibility
of an urban society here outlined cannOt be satisfied with centralities
of the past, although it does not destroy them and appropri ates them
by altering them. What to project? There is something barren a bout
cultura l centrality. It easily allows itself to be organized, institutionalized, and later, bureaucratized. There is nothing more derisive than
the bureaucrat of culture. The educational is attractive, but neither
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seduces nor enchants. Pedagogy implies localized practices, not so·
cialized centrality. Moreover, there is nothing to prove that there is
'one' or 'a' culture. Subordinated to this entity, 'culture' and its
ideology, 'cultura lism', theatre, the greatest of games, is threatened
with boredom. The elements of a superior unit, the fragments and
aspects of 'culture', the educational, the formative and the informa·
tional, can be collected together. But from where can the contents of
the principle of assembly be derived? From play, Judo, a term which
must be understood here in its broadest and deepest meaning. Spon is
play and so is the tbeatre, in a way more involving than the cinema.
Fairs, collective games of all sons, survive at the interfaces of a n
organized consumer society, in the holes of a serious society which
perceives itself as structured and systematical and which claims to be
technical. As fo r the old places of assembly, they are largely devoid of
meaning: the tete dies or leaves it . That they should find a meaning
again does not preclude the creation of places appropriate to a
renewed rete fundamentally linked to play.
No doubt that so-called consumer society suggests this direction.
Leisure centres, leisure societies, cities of luxury aqd pleasures, holiday
places, show this eloquently with the particular rhetoric of advertis·
ing. Therefore, all that is needed is to give form to this tendency which
is still subo rdinated to the industria l and commercial production of
culture in this society. The proposition of this project is to gather
together by subordinating to play rather than to subord inate play to
the 'seriousness' of culturalism and scientificism, although this does
not exclude 'cultural' elements. On the contrary. It collects them
together by restoring them in their truth. Only relatively recently and
through institutions has the theatre become 'cultural', while play
has lost irs place and value in society. Would culrure not be the accom·
modation of the oeuvre and style to exchange value, thus allowing for
its commercialization , its production and consumption as specific
product?
There are implications to the c.entrality of play which is the restora·
tion of the meaning of the oeuvre that philosophy and art can bring so
as to prioritize time over space, not forge tting that time comes to
inscribe itself a nd to be written in a space - and thus replace domination by appropriation.
The space of play has coexisted and still coexists with spaces of
exchange and circulation, political space and cultural space. Projects
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within quantifi ed and accounted 'social space' which lose their qua l·
itative and differentiated spaces relate (0 a schizophrenia which is
concealed under the veils of precision , scientificity and ra tionality. We
ha ve shown above the inevita ble outCome of an analytical thought
which without sa feguards perceives itself as global. This global ity is
the fo rmalized space of social patho logy. There is a continuous path
fro m the concept of habitat to schizophrenic space projected as socia l
model. The orientation envisaged here does not consist in suppressing
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qualified spaces as existing historica l differences. On the contrary.
These already complex spaces can be further articulated, by emphasizing differences and contrasts, and by stressi ng quality which implies
and overdetermines quantities. To these spaces, one can a pply formalized principles of diffe rences and aniculation, of superimpositio ns
of CO[]trasts. Thus conceived, social spaces are related to socia l times
and rhythms which are prioritized. One understands more clearl y how
and up to w hat po int in urba n rea lity elements distribute themselves
over a period of time. It is the truth of urba n time which lucidly
recla ims this role. To inhabit fi nds again its place over habitat. The
quality which is promoted presents and represents as playful. By
playing with words, o ne can say that there will be play between the
pa rts of the social w ho le (plasticity) - to the extent that play is
procla imed as supreme value, eminently solemn, if not serious, overta king use and excha nge by gathering them together. And if someone
cries out th at this ucopia has nothing in common with socialism, the
answer is that today o nly the work ing class still knows how to really
play, feels like playing, over and above the cla ims and programmes, of
economism, and political philosophy. H ow is this shown ? Spon and
the interest shown in spo n and games, includ ing, in television and
elsewhere, the degraded forms of ludic li fe. Already, to city people the
urban centre is movement, the unpred ictable, the possible and encou nters. For them, it is either 'spontaneous thea tre' or nothing.
To the extent tha t the contours of the futu re city ca n be outlined, it
could be defined by imagining the reversal of the current situation , by
pushing to its limits th is inven ed image of the worl d upside down.
There are currently attempts to esta blish fixed structures, 'equil ibrium
structures', stabilities submitted to systematiza tio n, and therefore to
existing power. At the sa me time there is a tactical wager on the
accelerated obsolescence of consumer goods, ironica lly k nown as
'dura bles'. The ideal city would involve the o bsolescence of space: an
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accelerated change of abode, emplacements and prepared spaces. It
would be the ephemeral city, the perpetua l oeuvre of the inhabitants,
themselves mobile and mobi lized for and by this oeuvre. T ime comes
first . There is no doubt that technology makes possible the ephemeral
city, the apogee of play a nd supreme oeuvre and lux ury. O ne ca n
cite the world exhibition in Montreal amo ng ocher examples! In
Montreal.
To put an at the service of the urban does not mean to prettify urba n
space with works of art. This parody of the possible is a caricature.
Rather, this means that time-spaces become works of art and that
former art reconsiders itself as source and model of appropriation of
space and time. Art brings cases and examples of appropriate 'topics':
of temporal q ua lities inscribed in spaces. Music shows how expression
and lyricism uses numbering, o rder and measure. It shows that time,
tragic o r serious, can absorb and reabsorb calculation . With less force
but more precision tha n music, this is the same fo r sculpture and
painting. Let us nOt fo rget that gardens, pa rks, and landscapes were
part of urban life as much as the fine a rts, or that the landscape around
cities were the works of art of these cities. For exa mple, the T uscan
landscape a round Florence, inseparable fro m its a rchitecture, plays an
immense role in Renaissance arts. Leaving aside representation, ornamentation and decoration, art can become praxis and poiesis on a
social scale: the art of living in the city as work of art. Coming back to
style and ro the oeuvre, thar is, ro the mea ning of the monument and
the space appro priated in the fete, art can create 'structures of enchantment'. Architecture taken separatel y and o n its own, could
neither restrict nor create possibilities. Something more, something
better, something else, is needed. Architecture as art and techniq ue
also needs an o rientatio n. Although necessary, it could no r suffice.
Nor could arch itecture Set and define its own a ims and strategy. In
other words, the future of art is no t artistic, bur urban, because the
future of ' man' is no t d iscovered in the cosmos, or in the people, o r in
production, but in urba n society. In the sa me way art and philosophy
must reconsider itself in relatio n to this perspective. The problema tic
of the urban renews the problematic of philosophy, its categories and
methods. W itho ut a need to break or reject them, these catego ries
accept something else new: a meaning.
The right to the city manifests itself as a superior fo rm of rights: right to
freedom, to individualization in socialization, to habitat and to inhabit.
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The right to the oeuvre, to panicipation and appropriation (clearly
d istinct from the right to property), are implied in the right to the city.
With regards to philosophy, three periods a rc identifiable. T his is a
periodization which is particular among those which mark the continuum of becoming. In the first stage, philosophy meditates on the city
as partial whole at the hea rt of [ota lity, world and cosmos. In the
second, philosophy reflects on a transcending totality of the city:
history, 'man', society. State. It accepts and even confirms severa l
separations in the name of totality. It sanctions the analytical hold by
believing it is refuting or overcoming it. In the third period philosophy
competes for the promotion of a rationality and a practice which
transform themselves into urban rationality and planning practice.

16
The Realization of Philosophy

Let us take up again the thread of the argument and show its continuity
to its conclusions. Knowledge is in an untenable situation. Philosophy
wanted to reach the total but passed by it, unable to grasp it and even
less to realize it. By giving it a representation which was systematized,
speculative and contemplative, in its own way it muti lated totality.
And yet, only philosophy had and sti ll has the sense of the total.
Partial and fragmentary knowledge claimed to have achieved certainties and realities, but have only delivered fragments. They cannot go
without synthesis, yet cannot legitimize their right to it.
From its beginnings Greek philosophy linked itself to greatness, and
also the miseries and limitations of the Greek city - slavery and the
subordination of the individual to the Polis. Two thousa nd years later,
Hegel declared the realization of philosophical rationa lity released by
centuries of reflection and meditation, but in and by the State. How to
get out of these quandaries? How to resolve contradictions?
Industrial produ ction has upset notions concerning the social capacity to act, to cteate anew, and to master material nature. Philosophy
could no longer sustain its traditional mission, nor the philosopher his
vocation, to define man, the human, society and the world while
taking charge of the creation of man by his effort, his will, h is struggle
against determinisms and hazards. Science and the sciences, technology, the organization and rationa lization of industry were coming
onto the scene. Were 2,000 years of phi losophy to go to the grave?
No. Industry contributes new means bur has no purpose or meaning
in itself. It throws products into the world. Philosophy (with art and
works of art), a supreme oeuvre, says what is appropriation, not the
technical mastery of material nature which produces products and
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exchange values. Therefore, the philosopher must speak, say the
meaning of industrial production, as long as he docs not speculate on
it and use it as a theme to prolong the old manner of philosophizing.
Instead he must take it as means of realizi"g philosophy, that is,
the philosophical project of man in the world: desire and reason,
spontaneity and reflection, vita lity and containment, domination and
appropriation, determinisms and liberties. Philosophy cannot realize
itself without art (as model of appropriation of time and space),
accomplishing itself fully in social practice and without science and
technology, as means, not being fully used, without the proletarian
condition being overcome.
This theoretical revolution begun by Marx was later obscured,
industrial production, economic growth, organizational rationality,
the consumption of products, becoming ends rather than means,
subordinated to a superior end. Today, the realization of philosophy
can take up again its meaning, that is, give a meaning as much to
history as to actuality. The thread interrupted for a century is
renewed. The theoretical situation is released and the gulf is filled
between the total and the partial or fragmentary, berween the uncertain whole and the all too certain fragments. From the moment that
urban society reveals the meaning of industrialization, these concepts
playa new role. Theoretical revolution continues and urban revolution (the revolutionary side of urban reform and urban strategy),
comes to the fo re. Theoretical revolution and political change go
together.
Theoretical thought aims at the realization of humanity other than
that of a society of low productivity (that of the epochs of non-abundance, or rather, of the non-possibility of abundance), and that of a
productivist society. In a society and an urban life delivered from its
ancient limitations, those of rarity and economism, technologies, art
and knowledge come to the service of daily life so as to metamorphose
it. Thus can be defined the realization of philosophy. It is no longer a
question of a philosophy of the ciry and of an historico-social philosophy alongside a science of the city. The realization of philosophy
gives a meaning to the sciences of social reality. At the outset, it refutes
the accusation of 'sociologism' which wiil no doubt be made against
the hypotheses and theses expressed here. Neither phi losophism, nor
scienticism, nor pragmatism nor sociologism, nor psychologism, nor
economism. Something else is proclaimed.

Theses on the City, the Urban and
Planning

(1) Two groups of questions and two orders of urgency have disguised
the problems of the city and urban society: questions of housing and
the 'habitat' (related to a housing policy and architectura l technologies) and those of indumial organization and global planning. T he
first from below, the second from above, have produced, hidden from
attention, a rupture of the traditional morphology of cities, whjle the
urbanization of society was taking place. Hence, a new contradiction
adding to other unresolved contradictions of existing society, aggravating them and giving them another meaning.
(2) These two groups of problems have been and are posed by
economic growth and industrial production. Practical experience
shows that there can be growth without social development (that is,
quantitative growth without qualitative development) . In these conditions, changes in society are morc apparent than real. "Fetishism and
ideology of change (in other words, the ideology of modernity) conceal the stagnation of essentia l socia l relations. The development of
sociery can only be conceived in urban life, by the realization of urban
society.
(3) The double process of industrialization and urba nization loses all
meaning if one does nor conceive urban society as aim and finality of
industrialization, and if urban life is subo rdinated to industrial
growth. The latter provides the conditions and the means of urban
sociery. To proclaim industria l rationality as necessary and sufficient
is to destroy the sense (the orientation, the goal) of the process. At first
industrialization produces urbanization negatively (the breakup of the
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civilization (in, but often against society - by, but often against
culture) find their way. These rights which are not well recognized,
progressively become customary before being inscribed into formalized codes. They would change reality if they entered into socia l
practice: right to work, to training and education, to health, housing,
leisure, to life. Among these rights in the making features the right to
the city (not to the ancient city, but to ur ban life, to renewed centrality,
to places of encounter and exchange, to life rhythms and time uses,
enabling the full and complete usage of these moments and places,
etc. ). The proc lamation and realization of urban life as the rule of use
(of exchange and encounter disengaged from exchange va lue) insist on
the mastery of the economic (of exchange value, the market, and
commodities) and consequently is inscribed within the perspectives of
the revolution under the hegemony of the working class.

traditional city, of its morphology, of its practico-material reality) and

then is ready to get down to work. Urban society begins on the ruins
of the ancient city and its agrarian environment. During these changes,
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the rclation between industrialization and urbanization is transformed. The city ceases to be the container the passive receptacle of
products and of production. What subsists and is strengthened of
urban reality in its dislocation, the centre of decision-making, henceforth enters into the means of production and the systems of exploitation of social labour by those who control information, culture and
the powers of decis ion-making themselves. Only one theory enables
the use of these practical facts and the effective realization of urban
society.
(4) For this realization, neither the organization of private enterprise,
nor global planning, although necessary, suffice. A leap forward of
ra tionality is accomplished. Neither the State, nor private enterprise
can provide indispensable models of rationa lity and reality.
(5) The realization of urban society calls fo r a planning oriented
towards socia l needs, those of urban society. It necessitates a science
of the city (of relations and correlations in urban life). Although
necessary, these conditions are not sufficient. A social and political
force capable of putting these means into oeuvres is equally ind ispensable.

(6) The working class suffers the consequences of the rupture of
ancient morphologies. It is victim of a segregation, a class strategy
licensed by this rupture. Such is the present form of the negative
situation of the proletariat. In the major industtial countries the old
proletarian immiseration declines and tends fO disappear. But a new
misery spreads, which mainly affects the proletariat without sparing
other social strata and classes: the poverty of the habitat that of the
inhabitant submitted to a daily life organized (in and by a bureaucratized society of organized consumption). To those who would still
doubt its existence as class, what identifies the working class on the
ground is segregation ~nd the misery of its 'to inhabit'.

-
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(7) In these difficult conditions, at the heart of a society which cannot
completely oppose them and yet obstructs them, rights which define
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(8 ) For the working class, rejected from the centres towards the]
peripheries, dispossessed of the city, expropriated thus from the best
outcomes of its activity, this right has a particular bea ring and significance. It represents for it at one and the same time a means and an
end, a way and a horizon: but this virtual action of the working class
also represents the general interests of civilization and the pa rticular
interests of all social groups of 'inhabitants', for whom integration
and participation become obsessional withou t making their obsession
effective.

(9) The revolutionary transformation of society has industrial production as ground and lever. This is why it had to be shown that the urban
centre of decision-making can no longer consider itself in the present
society (of neo-capitalism or ofmQUQ.poly carillaliWl associated ro..k
S..!!!.e), outside the means of production, their property and their
management. Only the taking in charge by the working class of
planning and its political agenda can profoundly modify social life and
open another era: that of socialism in neo-capitalist countries. Until
then transformations remain superficia l, at the level of signs and the
consumption of signs, language and metalanguage, a secondary discourse, a discourse on previous discourses. Thereforc,i!)s not without
~rvations ~h.\1.t.onc can speak of urban revolution. Nevertheless, the
orientation of industrial production on socia l needs is not a secondary
fact. The fina lity thus brought to plans transforms them. In this way
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urban reform has a revolutionary bearing. As in t~e twentieth century
agrarian reform gradually disappears from the horizon, urban reform

agrarian form and industrialization. T here is no doubt that a world
fro~t is pos.sible, and equally that it is impossible today. This utopia
p~oJects as It o~en d?es on the horizon a 'possible-impossible'. Happily, or otherwise, time, that of history and social practice differs
from the time of philosophies. Even if it does not produce ilie irreversible, it can produce the difficult to repair. Marx wrOte that
humanity does not only ask itself problems that it can resolve. Some
today believe that men now only ask themselves insoluble problems.
They deny reason. None the less, there are perhaps problems which
are easy to resolve, whose solutions are near, very near, and tha t
people do nOt ask themselves.

be<:omes a revolutionary reform. It gives rise to a strategy which

I'

opposes itself to class strategy dominant today.
(10) Only the proletariat can invest itS socia l and political activity in
the rea lization of urban society. Equally, only it can renew the
meaning of p roductive and creative activity by destroying the ideology
of consumption. It therefore has the capacity to ru:Qcluce a new
_human ism, different from the old liberal humanism which is ending its
course - of urban ma" for whom and by whom the city and his own
daily life in it become oeuvre, appropriation, usc value (and not
exchange value), by using all the means of science, a n , technology and
the domination over material nature.

Paris 1967 - centenary of Capital

(11) Nevertheless, difference persists between product and oeuvre. To
the meaning of the production of products (of the scientifi c and
technical mastery of material nature ) must be added, to later predominate, the meaning of the oeuvre, of appropriation (of time, space, the
body and desire) . And this in and by urban society which is beginning.
Now, the working class does not spontaneously have the sense of the
oeuvre. It is dimmed, having almost disappeared along with crans and
skills and 'quality'. Where can be found this precious deposit, this
sense of the oeuvre? From where can the working class receive it to
ca rry it to a superior degree by uniting it wi th productive intelligence
and dialectic practical reason? Philosophy and the whole oLphi1osnphical tradition on the one hand, and on the other all of art (not without
-;: radicaT catique of their gifts aoo presents) contain the sense of the
oeuvre.

(12) Th is ca lls for, apart from the economic and pol itical revolution
(plann ing oriented towards social needs and democratic control of the
State and self-management), a permanent cultural revolution.
There is no incompatibility between these levels of tqt~revo luti ol1
no more than between urban strategy (revolutionary reform aim ing at
the realization of urban society on the basis of an advanced and
planned industrialization) and strategy aiming at the transfo rmation
of traditional peasant li fe by industrialization. Moreover in most
countries today the realization of urban society goes through the
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When a text wants to have a theoretical reach and claims to be
self-sufficient, it is because the author has firstly proceeded to delineate and a ttribute to himself part of a field w hich he is ancmpting to
close. A fairly crude, a lways suspect, yet habitua l operation of private
appropriation which passes off as legitimate given that private
property includes ideas and knowledge! More than o ne scholar should
apologize for puning up fences around his garden in order to cultivate
it at leisu re. Here, the author apologizes because none of the articles
in this volume can be read without referring to works publi shed
elsewhere on everyday life, space, various rights (the right co the city,
the right to difference) and on the reproduction of socia l relations of
production, etc.
Research on the city and the urban refer to that concerning space
which will be the object of a work to be published under the tide
Production of Space. This theory of social space encompasses on the
one hand the critica l analysis of urban reality and on the other that of
everyday life. Indeed, everyday life and the urban, indissolubly linked,
at one and the same time products and production, occupy a social
space generated through them and inversely. The analysis is concerned
with the whole of practico·social activiti es, as they are entangled in a
complex space, urba n and everyday, ensuri ng up {Q a point the
reproduction of relations of production (that is, social relations). The
global synthesis is realized through this acrual space, its critique and
its knowledge.
~. I n this way is constructed an ensemble in which each item has a
specificity, relating to a cerrain level on a certain aspect or element.
Despite the connection between its elements and aspects, this ensemble
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has nothing to do with a system or a 'synthesis' in the usual sense. Its
meaning? Its aim? It is not to show a coherence or cohesion, but .to
seek by trial and error where can be located in time and space the pam'
of no returtf and of no recourse - nOt on an individual ~r gr?up ~c~l e,
but on a global scale. This moment has nothing to do with hl.StorlC~sm
or a classical theory of crises: it would be nevertheless crucial. It IS a
question of metamorphosis or self-destruction (one not excluding the
other). It would be the moment when the reproduction of ~xisting
relations of production would cease either because degradation and
dissolution sweep it away, or because new relations a re produced
displacing and replacing old ones. The possibility of such a moment (a
perspective which does not .coincide e~actly. with th~ us~al theory of
revolution) defines a strategIc hypothesIs. It IS not an mdlsputable and
positively established certainty. It does not exclude other possibilities
(for example, the destruction of the planet).
.
.
Haunted by this moment, many exert themselves to put It off, cast It
aside and exorcize through ideological magic the images which have
been ~onjured up. Councils meet to discourse gravely and to ma intain
the representations (ideologies) which disguise the actual due date.
Indeed, pollution, the environment, ecology and ecosystems, growth
and its finality, all fragment and conceal the problems of spa,ce.
Meanwhile, others invoke a fateful moment, wishing to hasten destmy
by worsening it. They are nihilists driven by ,;hat th:y call, the '~eath
wish'. Perhaps the best choice for a reflectIon whIch wlshe,s Its~lf
knowledge and act, consists in not givin~ in to catastr,oph's~, 10
determining a limited but quite precise pomt of attack, IOvolvmg a
tactic and strategy of thought.
,
H ere we are trying neither to dramatize the situation nor neutralize
it. It is possible that the moment of no return is nigh, that one should
prepare oneself for it. The forces of destruction can no lon~er ~
described; they no longer have, as Jean-Clarence Lambert wfltes 10
O pus Uune 1972) nahmc 0hdhace'dThey are.S.ystem, the only °ttnc'k'sh~~
of negation and dear ,W IC un er a positwe appearance a ac I
its innermost depth existence itself. Sometimes, in the current pr,osperity of capitalist France, one wants to Cty ,out: 'Beware! Re~ol~tlon
or death ... ' This does not mean, 'Let us die for the revolutIOn, but
rather 'If you do nOt want us to die, make the revolution, swiftly,
totally'. This total world revolution should put an end to power, to
this power which dominates human beings and the being of 'man'

without dominating any of the forces which come from them and turn
against them: neither technique, demography, or space! Over whom is
it exercised? On those who could appropriate for themselves these
fo rces which have become foreign, these deadly realities. There is no
abuse of power, for always and everywhere power abuses. Tota l
revolution shou ld put an end to this abstract power which claims to
use means for an unknown end, while it has become an end in itself.
This revolution would put an end to it by substituting powers of
appropriation and re-appropriation. The idea of complete subversion
that of revolution aims at the destruction of politics, because all Sta(~
power is destructive. Upon close examination, the first objective must
be the limitation of power. For this the threat of its complete destruction is essential. Accordingly, the Church allowed its ambitions to be
curtailed only when faced with atheism which threatened it. Scientism
and technicism do nOt back down from philosophical criticism but
fro m occultism and magic. 'Necessary rights' of habeas corpus and
right to the city, are no longer sufficient. The urban must also make
itself threatening.
This total and planetary revolution - economic, demographic, psychic, cultural, etc., is today par excellence the impossible - possible
(that is, possibility, necessity and impossibility)! There is nothing
closer and more urgent, nothing more fleeting and more remote. The
idea of revolution refers to the global and to the conjunctura l, to total
and immediate practice; that is, to the existence of an enormous
majority of people, silent or not, who subscri be to the present and go
as far as to accept millenarism because it postpones until later the
eventua lity of a catastrophe. After us nothingness! Thus, so-ca lled
'concerned' people waver between the jovial tone of optimism and
radical nihilism, postponing deadlines.
At the centre, recognized here and elsewhere, is the process of
reproduction of relations of production, which unfolds before one
which,is accomplished with each social activity, including the mos;
?stens,bly anodyne (leisure activities, everyday life, dwelling and habItat, the use of space) and which has yet to be the subject of a global
study. It was inherent in social practice and as such went unnoticed. It
overcomes (until when?) reasons and causes of dissolution. The lots
div~ded up from this vast field by specia lities - political economy,
SOCiology, demography, etc. - implied the global and left it in the
shade, a blind fie ld. Approached in this way, the analysis of globality
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(which cannot be labelled 'system' in the usual sense of the word)
C3.n not be found here. However, the articles included in this collection
do not refer to unworthy although partial aspects of the globa l
process. They offer stages of d.iscovery. ~t. a. certa~n ~evel they in~ert
themselves into an aforementioned specifiCity, wlthm a theoretical
framework and reality approached critica lly.
To dwell is only reduced to a designated function which can be
isolated and localized, that of habitat, reasons for which have been put
forward in Right to the City. Here the reader will find these reasons
again, considered anew and perhaps more ~e[ai1cd: the act~on of State

i

,I

bureaucracy, the planning of space accordmg to the reqUl,cements of
the (capitalist) mode of production, that is, the rep~oducnon of rel~
tions of production. An important, perhaps essential, aspect of this
practice will come to light: the fragmentation of s~ace for sa.le ~n.d
purchase (exchange), in contradiction with the techmcal and sCientifIC
capacity of the production of social space on a planetary s.cale, the
consequence of which is a critical analysis of a curr~nt and d,sasrro.us
procedure. In a binary corresp~ndence n7eds~ functions, places, social
objects arc placed directly (pomt by pomt) 10 a s~pp~sedly neutra l,
innocuous and innocently objective space; aher which Imkages are set
up. This procedure which bears an obvious .relations~ip although
never made explict as such, w ith the fragmentation of socl~l space, the
theory of direct correspondence between terms (fu~ctt.ons, needs,
objects places) leads to projects which as visual projectIons appear
dear a~d corree{ on paper and the plan of a space d istorted from the
start. Fragmentation results in a false and uncritical ~~alysis which
believes itself precise because fJisuai, of places and Sltmgs. A m~re
advanced and especially more concrete analysis modifie.s t 7rms whl~h
seemed more positive, 'operational' . Indeed they a~e. wlthm ~ certal.n
'framework'. This ana lysis gives rise to a truly specific operation. ~t IS
not a question of localizing in pre-existing s?ace a.n~ed a.r a function,
but on the contrary, of spatializing a social actIVity, hnked to the
whole of a practice by producing an appropriate space.
So what is architecture? It has been ta lked about a great deal and for
a long time, since architecture has existed, and therefore ~rchi~e~t~re
as a craft in the division of labour. Could It be an art? ThiS dehnltlon
only still ~empts those who love to draw fa~ades, persist in turning out
mouldings, skilfully distribute materials and pleasantly sculpt. volumes. There are some. Could it be a technique? If so the englO ccr
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supplants the architect, whether he specializes in concrete or roadworks. Could it be a science? In which case it would be necessary to
construct a methodology, an epistemology or a doctrina l corpus. Now
the fruitlessness of this hypothes is is obvious. Supposing it could be
established, this corpus would be self-sufficient and without any other
effectiveness than its transmission, Architecture cannot be conceived
other than as a social practice among others (for example, medicine)
in the practical ensemble which sustains and which society at presem
supports (the mode of production): a relationship to be ascertained.
The doctor calls upon a number of sciences, perhaps all of them and
uses many techn iques. Therefore medicine cannot be a specific science
given that it must borrow knowledge from physics, biology, physiology, mathematics as wel l as from semiology and sociology . It includes
many specialities. On the one hand it stretches from dietetics, hygiene,
the control of the most 'normal' activities such SpOrt and preventive
medecine; and on the other to so-called mental medicine - which does
not simplify matters. Consciously or otherwise, the doctor uses very
general concepts related to philosophy: the normal and the abnormal
health and illness, equ ilibrium a nd d isequ ilibrium, system (nervous:
glandular, etc). These concepts justify a theoretical refletion and yet a
medical epistemology seems difficult and of linle use. Doctors vacillate
between the use of computers to p rocess data, and the intuition of the
general practitioner who knows his patients personally. Wha tever his
c?o,ice, the doctor cannot easily reduce knowledge to a narrow speCiality; nevertheless he almost always specializes and increasingly so.
If h,e divides up his fie ld of experiences and applications, he must
restItute the global, the body, the o rganism, the relation to the environment, the living unity of the human being in society. And conversely. Finally, who will say that medicine and doctors are nOt affected
by the influence of capita lism? There is no doubt that there exists a
c~p!talist medical practice and another, non-capitalist, 'social' or 'so~Ialis~' one. None the less, as a practice, medicine came before capitalIsm! It will continue after it, whatever its end will be. Whether
capitalist relations of production stimu late medical research and efficiency by giving them adequate motivations and d irections or whether
they.hinder them is uncertain. Biology and biochemistry it seems are
~aklOg, giant strides, but nOt without adding to a list of a lready
ImpreSSive threats of other risks, other anxieties, other deadlines. How
can medicine break away from this hold and find bener forms of
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research and action? The question is posed with only some seriousness. The answer is not certain, the solutions are not obvious.
It is the sa me for a rchitecture and the architect. Of CQurse, architectural practice predates capitalism. As with urbanism, from which it
was not separate, it was submitted to the orders of moce or less
enlightened des pots. The architect, artist as well as, learne~ man ,
accepted the major fact of the prioriry of monum~nta ht>:, the I~port
ance of religious or political buildings, over dwellmg. With the I.n~us.
trial period, arch itecture disengages itSelf, but badly, from rehg~ous
and political constraims. It falls into ideology - that of functions
which a re impoverished, structures which are homogeneous, forms
which are frozen. Today, after the revolutions of the industria l era,
architecture approaches the urban era with difficulty. The architect
too calls upon all the sciences: mathematics, informatics, ph ysics,
chemistry, politics, economics, even semiology, psychology , sociOIOghy·
As the doctor, he puts into action an encyclopedic knowle d ge. Yet, IS
practice remains fixed, limited on all sides. He is awkwardly placed
between the engineer and the draughtsman; he does nOt koo,",:, where
he fits between developers, users, financial backers and public authorities. If he docs have a specific role in the (social) division of labour,
the product of this labour does not appear to be clearly specified . He
toO avails himself o f a number of stock concepts (carefully catalogued:
scale, proportions, 'options', etc_) which ju~ti.fy a reflection close to
that of philosophy but which are not self-sufficient and are not enough
to construct a doctrina l corpus. Fina lly, architecture differs from
painting, scu lpture and the arts, in tha t thcy a re related ~o social
practice only indirectly and by medi~tion~j w~ile the a.rchltect a~d
architecture nave an immediate relationship with dwelhng as SOCial
act, with construction as a practice.
The architect producer of space (but never alone) operates over a
specifi c space. Firstly he has before him, before his eyes, hi.s drawing
board his blank drawing paper. Of course, the blackboard IS not very
differ;nt. This drawing paper, who does not consider it for a simple
and a faithfu l mirror? Whereas all mirrors are deceptive and besides,
this blank sheet is more and something else than a mirror. The
architect uses it for his plans in every sense of the term: a fl at surface
upon which a more or less nimble and skilful pencil leaves tr~ces
which the author rakes for the reproduction of things, of the tangible
world, while in fact this surface forces a decoding and recoding of the

' real'. The archi tect cannot, as he easily tends to believe localize his
thought and. his per~eptions on the drawing board, v;s~alize things
(needs, f~nc~lons, obJects) by projecting them. He confuses projection
and proJect m a confused ideality which he believes to be 'rea l' even
rigo.rously concei:ed, and so escapes him because the proced~es of
codmg and decodmg through dra wing are routine and rraditional. The
sheet at hand, before the eyes of tbe draughtsman is as blank as it is
flat: He bel.ieves it t~ be neutra l. He believes tha; this neutral space
which passively receives the marks of his pencil corresponds to the
neutral space outside, which receives things, point by point, place by
place. As for the 'plan', it does not remain innocently on paper. On the
ground, the bulldozer realises 'plans'.
And this is why and how drawing (and by this one must also
understand design) is not only a ski ll and a technique. It is a mode of
representation, a stipulated and codified know-how. Therefore it is a
filter selective towards contents, eliminating this or that part of the
'~eal', in its own. w~y fi.lling the lacuna of the text. In aggravating
clrc~m~ta~ces thiS fdteong goes further than being an ideologica l
specialization. It may even conceal social demand.
What is a code? What is a coding-decoding? Let's quickly say that
apart from a ~umber of blatant examples (the highway code), a code
does not conSist of a system of prefabricated rules. AU codes define a
focuse~ sp~ce by opening up a horizon around a text (message), by
deploymg It and consequently enCircling and closing it. This text can
be practico-material a nd socia l, and therefore not always necessarily
wntte~. Images also can be coded and decoded! The complexity of
operatI~ns executed escapes as much the readers, as language and its
pr~uctIo.n escape th~ speakers. The agent (here the draughtsman)
bel~ev~ himself to be I.n the only practice. He thinks he is reproducing
whtle 10 fact he produces! He skips over intermediaries, going from
one result to another resu lt. Every coding brings a placing into context
a~d 'production' of a certa in meaning which su bstitutes itself to the
gIVen text and can eith er impoverish it or va lorize it by enriching it.
ence ambiguity. Coding-decoding implies an effect or mirage efeets, for the form al structure of a code appears only a t the moment
when production declines, or the appearance of meaning fades. The
code that is formulated is no more than its shadow! Nowadays the
most subtle of semiologists are saying that a code is a voice and a way:
from the 'text' - the message - arise severa l possibilities , choices ,
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various utterances, a plurality, a fabric rather chan a lin~. Hence., a
certain 'work' on the text (message) which produces meanmg star[1ng
from attempts and fragments which provoke a c~mplex rno~emem:
valorizations and devalorizations, advances commg up agamst obstacles, with 'fading'. Each coding would be a proposed outline, ~aken
up again abandoned always at the outline stage, engendermg a
meaning ~mong man/others. The hand s,earches, the pencil ~esita~es.
The hand believes it reproduces and 5ubsntutes. It obeys a v.OI~e ~h~ch
speaks, which says and interprets the thi~g, believing chat <It IS sel~m~
it. T he voice, the hand, the instrument, beheve that rhey are expressing
(reproducing) whereas they are acting, 'producing'; .but ~e pro~uct of
this work does not have the qualities and properties With which the
author credits it. He is doing other than what he says and believ~ ..
More than one good draughtsman will have trouble r~cogmzlng
himself in this ironic picture of his professional lived experience. Yet,
drawing obviously enta ils a risk, that of a substitution, to obiect~,
especially people, bodies, their gestures and acts, of graphic ar~. He IS
reducer even if it does not seem so for the draughtsman dunng the
course of his action. With 'design', form signifies functi.on, and stru~
ture only has to incorporate in a matter treated in a profitable way this
'signifier-signified' relation. The distance betwee~ these, three ten~s,
function, form, structure, which formerly made It pOSSible to brmg
them together into an organic unity, not visible .as such, h~s been
reduced. The signs of objects give rise to signs of Signs, to an IOcreasingly sophisticated visualization, whe,re the limit , is ,reac,he~ when
inevitable figurines come on the stage, In charge of ammatlOg spac~.
These fixed signifiers of mobility and activity speak of sym~hc
murder. They make the procedure of coding-decoding by conceahng
it. They must be used [Q condemn it by putting an, end to twO myths:
the expression of reproduction and fabulous creation.
Legibi lity passes for a great quality, which ,is true, but one forgets
that that all quality has its counterpart and I(S faults. Whatever the
coding, legibility is bought at a very hi~h pric~: ~he loss o,f part of rhe
message, of information or content. This loss .. s mherent 10 the ~ove
ment which rescues from the chaos of tangible faCtS, a meanlOg, a
single one. The emergence of this meani~g breaks the ne.twork, often
very fine and richly disorderly from whICh the elaboration bes.a~',lt
completes its erasure by making Ofrother thi,rg. The snare of legl~lhty
is therefore everywhere, especially when the auteur, here the a rchitect,

bel~eves to be holding up to and have well in hand the 'thing' from
which he started, namely, to dwell. In fact what he has done is to
substitute it for habitat! Visual legibi lity is even more treacherous and
berte~ ensna red (more precisely, ensnaring) than graphic legibility,
chat IS, writing. Every legibility stems from a paucity: from redundance. The fullness of text and space never go together with legibility.
No poetry or art obeys this simple criteria. At best legibility is blank,
che poorest of texts!
Ensnared and ensnaring, legibility hides what it omits and which a
more attentive, analytical and critical reader derects. Is not the homology (homogeneity) of all the spaces represented and recorded on the
surfaces the most efficient of reductive ideologies? An ideology very
useful to the reproduction of existing social relations, transported into
space and the reproductibility of spaces!
It goes without saying that such a code does nor stay within the
narrow confines of individual know-how. It becomes a question o f
skill. To this effect, it enters into social labour and the social division
of labour. Thus, it is transmitted and taught by selI~enhancement to
become tradi tion a nd pedagogy. The visual code, as such insufficienrly
or poorly formulated, has been the basis of the teaching of drawing
of fine arts and architecture over a long period. Cha llenged, bur sti li
influential, ir perpetuates itself as the only solid pedagogic sk ill (not
only in France, but in Ita ly, and probably elsewhere).
The architect cannot confine himself to drawing and cannot avoid
oral consultation with other agents of this production, space. Foremost
the user, but also the bureaucrat, the politician, the financier, and so on
and so forth. To such an extent that there is a tendency to present the
architect no longer traditionally as a man of drawing, but as a 'man of
words'. An interesting but questionable assumption, for it forgets the
general problematic of space (and its production), to retain from rhe
pa~icular problematic of archi tecture the desire to legitimize the profesSion. Moreover, we a U know that for the user and rhe architect
neither the 'signifiers' nor the 'signified', nor their sequences COincide.'
The general problematic of space requ ires particular questions to be
approached in another way, for example, that of the profession. Ir
sU,bordinates the profession to general questions. It rejects the separ~tlO~ between the architect and rbe planner. Sharing space and sharing
It wu~ othe.r agents, including proprietors, they divide and fragment it
each In thetr own way; and thus fragmentation appears theoretically
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justified. To each his level and scale of intervention and thus the global
escapes and flees. Each operates over an abstract space, at his level, at
his scale, the architect at the micro, the planner at the macro. Now,
given their pathetic results, the problem today is to overcome these
fragmentations and therefore determine the junction, the articulation
of these twO levels, of the micro and the macro, the near and far order,
neighbouring and communication.
Would it not be precisely at this scale, that nowadays thought can
intervene and intervention be situated? At the lower level, that of the
building, all has been stated, restated, fiddled with. For the time being
the higher level belongs to coad and highway engineers. Exploration
begins from an all too complex urban space: it is too early to make
concepts operative. Many studies lose themselves in gigantism by
making the building higher or larger (see Soleri, Aldo Rossi, etc). Most
famous architects today have not broken with monumentality. They
attempt a compromise between the monument and the building
whereas others disperse social space into ephemeral units, atoms and
flows of housing. What can be thought and projected is situated at the
intermediary level, as can be witnessed in the studies and projects of
Constant, Ricardo Bofill, the studies of Mario Gaviras in Spain, etc.
The lower level is that of the village and the neighbourhood, and the
macro level is that of the urban. Between the two and at the sharp end
is the population, for which one could now attempt the production of
an appropriated space, for between ten and twenty thousand inhabitants. For now - as a stage! It is at this scale that the 'right to the city'
can intervene operationally and stimulate research.
Who can be surprised that urbanism has not been able to constitute
itself as either science or practice, but instead has only been able to
institute itself (that is, become an institution) by pouring forth heavy
ideological douds? Only an especia lly sharp critica l thought could free
urbanism from a prevailing and fettering ideology. But this critical
thought, after a few moments of hope soon dashed (about fifteen years
ago), could only but turn against urbanism.
If it is tcue that the words and concepts 'city', 'urban', 'space',
correspond to a globa l reality (not to be confused with any of the
levels defined above), and do not refer to a minor aspect of social
reality, the right to the city refers to the globality thus aimed at.
Certainly, it is not a natural right, nor a contractual one. In the most
'positive' of terms it signifies the right of citizens and city dwellers, and
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of groups they (on the basis of social relations) constitute, to appear
on all the networks and circuits of communication, information and
exchange. This depends neither upon an urhanistic ideology, nor upon
an architectural intervention, hut upon an essential quality or
property of urban space: centrality. Here and elsewhere we assert that
there is no urban reality without a centre, without a gathering together
of all that can be born in space and can be produced in it, without an
encounter, actual or possible, of all 'objects' and 'subjects'.
To exclude the urban from groups, classes, individuals, is also to
exclude them from civilization, if from not society itself, The right to
the city legitimates the refusal to allow oneself to be removed from
urban rea lity by a discriminatory and segregative organization. This
right of the citizen (if one wants, of 'man') proclaims the inevitable
crisis of city centres based upon segregation and establishing it: centres
of decision-making, wealth, power, of information and knowledge,
which reject towards peripheral spaces all those who do nOt participate
in political privileges. Equally, it stipulates the right to meetings and
gathering; places and objects must answer to certain 'needs' generally
misunderstood, to certain despised and moreover transfunctional
'functions': the 'need' for social life and a centre, the need and the
function of play, the symbolic function of space (close to what exists
over and above classified functions and needs, which cannot be objectified as such because of its figure of time, which gives rise to rhecoric
and which only poets can call by its name: desire).
The right to the city therefore signifies the constitution or reconstitution
of a spatial-temporal unit, of a gathering together instead of a fragmentation.1t docs not abolish confrontations and struggles. On the contrary!
This unity could be, according to ideologies, called the subject (individual
and collective) in an external morphology which enables it to affirm its
interiority the accomplishment (of oneself, of the 'being'); life the 'security
- happiness' pair already defined by Aristotle as fina lity and meaning of
the polis. In all these cases, under all these names, philosophers have
forerold and perceived from afar the reconstitution of what has been
fr,agmented, dissociated and disseminated, during the course of social
history. Having defined the goal, they have badly determined its
conditions, of which some are political (involving in this term the criticism
I ~f all politics) and ochers arc morphological, spatial-temporal.
T,husconceived, the right to the city implies and applies a knowledge
I which cannot be defined as a 'science of space' (ecology, geopolitics,
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ekistics. developmenc planning etc.), but as a knowledge of a production, that of space.
In Marx's time, economic science was getting lost in the enumeration, description and accounting of objects produced. Marx replaced
the study of things by the critical analysis of the productive activity.
Resuming the initiative of the geear economists (Smith and ~ca~d)
and connecting (0 it the critical analysis of the mode of (capltahst)
production, he extended knowledge to a higher level. Today a simi lar
approach is necessary with regard to space.
For many years the science of space has been trying to find itself in
vain. It cannot find itself. It disperses itself and loses itself in various
considerations abom what there is in space (objects and things), or over
an abstract space (devoid of objects and geometrica l). At best, this
research describes fragments of space more or less filled up. These
decriptions of fragments are themselves fragmentary, according to
the companimenralizarion of the specialized sciences (geography, history, demography, sociology, anthropology, etc.). Such that 'science'
therefore disperses itself in divisions and representations of space,
without ever discovering a thought which, as Hegel (see Philosophy of
Right, sect. 189) says about political economy, recognizes in the infinite
mass of details, the principles of understanding which prevail in a field.
This difference between 'science of space' and knowledge of the
production of space, its ponent and meaning will be indicated elsewhere. Hence the previous referra l and furthe r apologies to the reader.
Today, the right to the city, fully understood, appears a~ utopian
(not to say pejoratively, utopist). None the less, should It nOt be
included in the imperatives as one says, of plans, projects and programmes? The cost of it can appear to be exorbitant, especially if one
accounts for these costs in terms of current adminjstrative and bureaucratic frameworks, for example, those of local authorities. It is
obvious that only a great increase of social wealth at the same time as
profound alterations in socia l relations themselves (the mode .of production), can a llow the entry into practice of the right to the city and
some other rights of man and of the citizen. Such a development
supposes an orientation of economic growth which would no longer
carry within it its 'finality', and no longer a im at (exponential) accumulation for itself but would instead serve superior 'ends'.
While waiting f~r something better, one can suppose that the social
cOStS of negation of the right to the city (and of a few others),
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accepting that we could price them, would be much higher than those
of their realization. To estimate the proclamation of the right to the
city ~s ~ore. '~ealistic' than its abandonment is not a paradox.
It IS (ImpliCitly) understood that this linle book, and those which
accompany or follow it, if only in a dialectical manner, does not cancel
out the previous ones: it takes them up again by trying to carry them
(0 a higher !evel. Discourses of a cerrain (analytical) type here change
themsel.ves IOt~ other presumably superior discourses. Concepts, formerly SItuated 10 abstract spaces because mental, are now situated in
social spaces and in relation to strategies which deploy themselves and
confront each other on a planetary scale. The mental cannot separate
itself from the socia l and never has been except for (ideological)
repre~entations. In ~lassic31 philosophy, the 'subject' and the 'object'
remalOed one outSide the other. They meet in the chasms of the
Absolute, of o rigina l or terminal Identity. Today, the mental and the
social find themselves in practice in conceived and lived space.

~
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Institutions in a 'Post-technological'
Society

In 1971 the Museum of Modern Art (New York ) initiated a reflection
upon the future. As one knows, the most lucid Americans have
abandoned the idea of indefinitely continued economic growth, an
idea that remains with the politica l leaders. For these analysts of
American society, growth must cross a threshold (with or without a
revolution in the conventional European sense), and pass onto a
higher stage. In this new society productivism will be transcended and
growth controlled and directed as wiU be the use of ,techniques (information, cybernetics, missiles and warheads etc). It IS not conceiva ble
that each well-m-do American family own three, then, four, and
eventua lly ten cars, ten then {Wenty television sets, etc. The future
society will nOt be an industrial society but an urban society. It will
begin by resolving the problems of the American city presently underestimated, and formulated in terms of the environment. .
Why the Museum of Modern Art? Because the group of mtellectuals
supported by the Rockefeller Foundation or those associated with it
believe that the University does not respond to this task. Their project
includes the creation of a new University, focused 011 architectural and
ll rbanistic problems to be surrounded by an experimenta l city.
In 1971 the instigators of this project sent to the future participants
a vo luminous black book that presented an initial theoretica l o udine.
The interest of this document was that it used, not without some
confusion, Marxist concepts (superstructure, ideology, etc.), together
with non-Marxist terminology and concepts (value systems, ere). The
term ' design' in the American sense is full of meaning and hopes. The
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designer, a real demi-god (demiurge), wou ld be capable of modifying
the environment and creating a new space so long as he is supplied
with new values. A design of liberty would have a mission: to embody
values and re-establish a correspondence between superstructures and
spatial morphology of society.
In January 1972 a symposium examining this project took place at
the Museum of Modern Art. Fifty guests, the majority of international
reputation, including linguists Uakobson), writers and poets (Octavio
Paz, H. N. Ensensberger), philosophers (Foucault), semiologists (Umberro Eco, Roland Barthes), sociologists, etc. had been approached. In
rhe end only thirty participated in the symposium, among whom were
four lecturers and ex-lecturers from The SOCiology Department at the
University of Nanterre Uean BaudriUard. Manuel Castells, Alain Toura ine, Henri Lefebvre).
The first session was opened with a presentation of the project by its
director Emilio Ambasz. It was enhanced by the reading and commentary of a magnificent poem on his city, Mexico by its a uthor Octavio
Paz. Then followed the first panel on Law and Value led by a jurist
Ronald Dworkin, Professor of Jurisprudence at the Un iversity of
Oxford. He discussed how the problem of social transformation was
thought about in Anglo-Saxon countries. One cannot do anything
without changing the Law, the supreme Va lue, but o nce the Law is
undermined, one doesn' t know where one is going and the worSt is
feared. In other words, it's impossible to change anything w ithout
changing everything; but how to change everything without beginning
with a beginning, without calling into question the structural keystone
of a society, thus without throwing oneself not without risks into a
revolutionary enterprise? The imperturbable logic of Anatole RappapOrt increased the dilemma and widened the alternative instead of
reducing it.
The second panel gave rise to a lively d iscussion between scientists
destined to become part of the new University and to be in volved in
the creation of the experimenta l city. The semioiogists (especially
~mberto Eco and Gillo Dorfles, both from Milan) were subjected to a
Virulent .cri~i~ism which virtua lly led to a kind of aurocritique. 'Make
nature slgmfICant and signs natural', declared Dorfles as watchword.
This semiology was caught in a cross-fire: on the one hand the
realis~, including M. Schapiro and the economists, referred t~ the
practICal aspects of the construction and constitution of the city; on
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the other, the leftists and the ultra-leftists who showed that signs and
significants inevitably emanated today from the failed and condemned
society. This is what Jean Baudrillard brilliantly demonstrated, nOt
without adding some very dark remarks indeed about the 'dealth
impulse' inherent in any contemporary project. As for Castells, he
declared that the massive, and therefore revolutionary, intervention of
the people is indispensable for any social transformation, including
(hose of the way we live, of the city and its space.
The third panel was dominated by Christopher Alexander's disCQurse. He expla ined why he had abandoned his ambitions and earlier
objectives of parametric architecture and the application of cybernetics to construction. The crucial event for him seems to have been the
conflict between the students and Senate of a major American university when he as the architect chosen for his audacity, had to redesign
the campus. The management wanted to impose upon the students
and the architect the division of the campus into specialized spaces,
whilst the students wanted multifunctiona l spaces and rejected single
purpose spaces, especially one exclusively devoted to rest and leisure.
Incensed, the young and brilliant theoretician of architecture came to
the conclusion that one could only devise a space for a concrete
community (a concept that was developed at the last session by
Susanne Keller). As a result Alexander turned to Buddhism and the
doctrine of Zen and left the United States to construct elsewhere the
spatial morphology appropriate to life in a community of this type.
There followed a discussion, as lively and lengthy as it was obscure,
that Hannah Arendt's address was unable to clarify.
The last session was supposed to draw some conclusions from all the
debates. Alain Touraine persuasively expounded his thesis that
the University mUSt produce knowledge and not ideology, a role that
the University does nOt consciously Ensure. Martin Pawley, going
even further, incriminated the techniques of manipulation and the
militarization of universities as an authoritarian response to the studenrs' protest in a large number of countries.
Out of these discussions, of which this short n:sumc fails to convey
their richness and confusion, J. Tabibian (California Institute of the
Arts) drew optimistic conclusions about the future of the project, the
new University and the experimental city.
What of the meaning of this meeting? Well there are several. Cer·
tainly the slogan 'save the city' is going to dominate the political,
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scientific and cultural life of the United States for some time co come
from now. The project (University and the City) supported by an
economic and financial power can have multiple consequences. But
what came Out of these debates was the firstly the confusion, the
admission of impotence, coming from the specialist sciences and
scholars (econom ists, SOCiologists, semiologists) as well as from the
supposedly relevant authorities. In the United States one docs not
know exactly how to deal with the city and they are ready to listen to
suggestions coming from Europeans, even a Marxist one.
Here then is the complele text of my paper on 'space, the production
of space, and the political economy of space' of which on ly a shortened version was delivered at New York due to lack of time.
The crisis of political economy is today obvious and public despite
being carefully covered up and masked by the interested parries,
namely economists. It is part of the general crisis of the so-called social
sciences. Political economy has failed practically and theoretically, but
from this failure we add a few characteristics in describing the crisis.
This crisis differs from that of linguistics or history. Linguistics has
counted on an opposition, made ioro a dogma and authoritative core
of knowledge, the opposition being 'signifier-signified' (Saussure and
his school). But one becomes awa re that the notion of value plays a
decisive and specific role even in linguistics: va lue attaches itself to the
polysemy of all words: the relationship signifier-signified, real or
reality is not univocal and depends on ~va lues' which are nor simply
connotations or elements of a second degree but specific ensembles. As
for history, it falls under a reactive critique which denies historicity,
and under an active critique which defines it, by showing that the
modern world is entering a world 'time' that cannOt be thought of any
longer according to a traditiona l historicity but in terms of the concept
of 'strategy'.
The totality of these sciences are located without knowing it (and it
was the 'unthought' of epistemological reflection itself) in the reproduction of the relations of production of existing society. Each scholar
accepted this or that partial factor of this reproduction, involved
themselves in it and contributed to it. This was primarily the case of
economists, though nOt forgetting sociologists such as Max Weber
and Durkheim. Political economy had an ideology and even the
p~incipal ideology of this period: productivism, the theory of indefiOlte growth in the socio-political context of capitalism, models of
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growth adapted to State capitalism and the politics of narional organizations (recently international). In this context, the crisis means that

the reproduction of relations of production comes to light and is
understood as such. That means that knowledge is being reconstituted
on new grounds and already through the radica l criticism of existing
sciences, of their blind contribution to the reproduction of relations of
production ...
Seen from close, these fai lures of economists reveal even better their
meaning. In fact, they have confused political economy as science and
political economy as praxis, techniques, acts of power. Their 'modelling' has been directed more and mOfe consciously,
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No Salvation away from the Centre?
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What onc calls a paradox is a series of poorly explained contradictions. The situation of what one still ca lls today the city is eminently
paradoxical. Theoretically there are twO opposing points of view.
The first is an anti-city tradition which has a lengthy past. The ciry
is the site of corruption, of Hell, Babylon. In the texts of the prophets (the
Apocalypse of John), it is designated as an infamous place. The Chicago
School which launched the scientific study of the city was permeated by it.
For these authors the cicy is a place of consh'aints, where natural groups
such as the family and the corporate association are beset by tensions
pulling them apart. It is the place not of social life, but of breakup of society.
The influence of [he Chicago School has been and continues to be considerable; this long anti-urban tradition having repercussions even on Marxism, Marxist practice and in socia ~ st countries. Firstly Marx hinlSelf never
sought to reflect on the city. There ace textS on the rural- urban relationship, but mere is noming on the city. He was fa r from thinking that thc
following cenrury, our centwy would be that of the globalization of the city
and of massive urbanization. Engels speaks of housing but very little of the
city. The thinking of Marx and Engels seems to revolve around an urban
utopia, a medium-sized city of 10,000--20,000 inhabitancs itself existing
around a farm run by a workers' association. This has had serious consequences: at the outset the Soviet revolution has been anti-urban. Therc have
been architects (very famous ones) rather than urbanists. The Chinese
revolution has been a profoundly peasant onc. Later it concentrated in
medium-sized [Owns rather than large cities. The Cuban revolution was
anri-urbanistic. Havana of course was a place of corruption and oppression. The climax, if one can caU it that, of this anti-urban tendency within
Marxism was tbe freneric action of Pol POt against Phnom Penh. And this
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anti-urban tendency goes very far back in thought; in my opinio n it
runs through Judaism, Protestantism and Marxism and ends up by not
thinking about the city and urban growth .
There is another tradition of Greek o rigin which is that of the City.
It is the place where civilization, culture and art develop. It is in the
City that art appears and is produced. This tradition is maintained
through Roman influence and even the enormous influence of Spa in.
It is odd that in the United States the conurbations that one would
count as cities are of European and Hispanic influence: Boston, San
Francisco, New York. The others are sorts of buge villages bereft of
any centrality or monumentality.
The modern city is not thought out because we haven't resolved the
contradictio n between these two traditions. Besides, our modern city
is a divided city. The medieval historic city in Europe still has a reality,
fo r example, Paris. Yet at the sa me time it is split by the phenomenon
of explosion and implosion. On the one ha nd, it is broken up into
peripheries, into suburbs, some inner, some further out, in rings where
workers and the excluded are relegated. And on the other hand, its
centrality is becoming more pronounced. It has become the centre of
decision- making, of information, of authority and knowledge. The
modern city, with its problematic, its breaking-up, has yet to be
considered. To do this it is necessary to think about space, policy,
strategy. In France neither government nor policy-makers have urban
strategies. This has been done accord ing to the interests of various
agents of urbanization: developers, banks, and local authorities acting
according to their electoral interests without an overa ll conception. I
have tried to warn of the dangers inherent to these hasty, precipitate
and crudely economic solutio ns. I have uttered all sorts of warnings
without getting any results, and so it is a problem I open to public
opinion. Now we are begi nning to realize that the suburbs a re monStrouS, that the high rises are unlivable, and that they produce new
generations of rebels and delinquents. Symbolically we arc demolishing the Minguettes l but there are a thousand Minguettes in France.
Of course there have been numerous studies but these are isolated
and local without any overall conception. They assume that one must
study wha t o ne is capable of mastering, that is the local and the micro,

and this is the paradox that you are witnessing. The concept of the
urban itself is unclear. Sometimes one emphasizes historic centrality,
the hard core, at other times, the almost end less extension of the
suburbs which are in effect urbanized but very badly so.
The Socialist government has paid attention to building. It has
adopted interesting measures in relation to housing and favoured large
firms such as Bouygues, but it hasn't thought about the city_ It is true
that they have noticed that (he suburbs are unlivable and gOt Roland
Castro l to rethink them. But this consists of repairing the disastrous
work of dozens of years. The shapeless suburbs, neither town or
country. are a collection of ghettos. And the problem is world-wide.
The so much vaunted neo-Iibera lism in this case simply means
submitting everything to circulation. One thinks of this plan by Le
Corbusier wh ich gets rid of the city and replaces it by giga ntic houses
where everything is given over to circulation. Le Corbusier was a good
architect but a ca tastrophic urbanist, who prevented us from thinking
about the city as a place where different groups can meet, where they
may be in confli ct but also form alliances, and where they participate
in a collective Wlvre. I fea r that liberalism will be a 'free fo r all', a
space abandoned to speculation and the car.
There are apparently different levels of intervention in the city. I
have friends who promore the architectural approach, saying that we
must either invent new forms or improve existing cultural models.
Others favour the urban viewpoint, the city as a whole. Still others say
that it is territoria l planning and its networks which a re decisive. I
wonder if it is a real problem. A real consideration of the city in space
must bring together the three levels as well as a strategy and politics of
space. There have been some attempts in this direction.
Technology is important. The City is the relatively small Greek city
where everyone knew each o ther. The town is the medieval town, the
historic town. It is this which has fragmented into peripheries and
suburbs. The urban encompasses the city and the tOwn as historical
monuments and expresses the fragmented modern real ity. When the
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Minguettes, a suburb in the Lyon agglomeration, was the site of urban disturbant esin 1981.
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M. Cantal-Dupan were responsible for the Banlieues 89

~ntral government programme of urban renewal of working-das$ suburbs which

Involved the redesign of public spaces and the tommissioning of new social
building projects. Urbanism, like de<:cmrali:u tion, was supposed to be one of the
big issues of Mitterrand's first presidency. See Roland CaStrO Civilisation urbain/!
ow ba,ba,;d , Pion, Paris, 1994.
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young and the unemployed are pushed towards the periphery, they
return to the city. They come back. I live, not cmircly by chance, in the
centre of Paris, and I see the young of the suburbs who come by RER
to the Forum and Beaubourg. They come from far away to see the
centre, this Palm Beach of the poor, and that sometimes makes for
frightening crowds. This shows that we have nOt succeeded in recrea~
ting a town where every space is interesting and moving and has its
religious, political and aesthetic pulsations.
It is extremely difficult to give an answer to the question of which
ciry one likes and dislikes, for detestable cities are also fascinating, for
example, Los Angeles. For a European it is appa ll ing and unlivab le.
You can't get around without a car and you pay exorbitant sums to
park it. And yet at the same time, it is unbelievably fascinating. What
fascinates and disgusts me are the streets of luxury shops with superb
windows but which you can't enter into. They are shut and you have
to give them advance warning by phone if you want to visit them.
They enquire after your bank account, offer you champagne and you
make your purchase. These streets are empty. And not far from there,
you have a street, a neighbourhood where 200,000 Salvadorean immigrants are exploited to death in cellars or lofts. A parallel and underground illegal economy. But there, there is singing and dancing. There
is something stupendous and fascinating. You are and yet are nOt in the
city. You cross a series of mountains and you are stiU in the city. but
you don't know when you are entering it or leaving it. It stretches for
150 km, twelve million inhabitants. Such wealth! Such poverty! Chicanos, Sa lvadoreans. And at the same time you feel that the Hispanics
have a counter culture, and they make the society, the music, painting
(the murals which are beautiful and which they have created).
My favourite city is Florence wh ich has ceased recently to be a
mummified city, a museum city. and which has found again an
activity, thanks to the sma ll modern industries of the periphery. But of
course I love Paris with its enormous problems and its centre. I came
to live in this ciry thirry years ago. So what I like is Los Angeles for the
fascination, Florence for the pleasure and Paris to live in.
The globa lization of the city is a fundamental phenomenon. In the
future, the city will inevitably be polycentric, a multiplicity of centres,
diversified but conserving a Centre. There is no urbanity without a
centre. I believe in a genera l urbanization. There will remain vast
spaces but deserted, little inhabited.
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The Urban in Question

Societe Fran~ise; In your book La revolution urbaine, written twenty yean;
3?0, y~u announced .the Coming of an urban society. 1b.is remains today a
vLrtuallty and you saId recencly that the concept of the urban itself remains
uncertain. What changes ha ve raken place over the last few years?
Henri Lefebvre: I have Ihe impression that architectural and urbanistic i~terv~orions have nOt matched the transformations of the city. I
have lIved III the ceorre of Paris for the past thirty years and have seen
it transformed. Only a few years ago the centre was virtually abandoned, then reoccupied in an eli tist fashion. Why? This phenomenon
is also observable in other large cities. The extension of cities occurred
for .peripheries and centres, originally centres of decision-making, and
whICh have been somewhat left behind for peripheries which have
been places of production, business and residence. Then after a time it
was as if there was a return to the centre. This is a movement fairly
characteristic of Paris where the centre is now hyperfrequented by
French and foreign tourists, students and businessmen. People come
to ~ee. the mu.seu~s, the monuments, but a lso the recently constructed
buddl?g~. It IS thIS that gives it a lively appearance. But is it lively in
urbamstlc terms? I wouldn't know what to say! This liveliness is due
?Iostl~ to passers-by who arc in transit. The permanent population, its
mhabltants, have changed a lot. In my building behind the Pompidou
Centre, the old people have for the most part died and a panments are
OCcupied by offices. They also want to push me out ro have my
apartment. I have the feeling t~at the centre is becoming 'museumfied'
and managerial. Not politically, but financially managerial. The metamorphoses of the city and the urban continue.
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S.F.: You have often stressed the increasing rupture between the
conceived and the lived. One could say in some ways that this is due
to an accentuation of the social division of labour leading to more and
more specialization. And yet today the desired efficiency is reaching its
limits. That is to say that there is the need for the rigorous constitution
of genera l and specifically urban knowledge and savoi, faire to be
grasped at different sca les. At the same time, there is a demand for
greater and greater intervention by people themselves.
H.L.: Despite urban struggles which on the whole developed only
slightly in the 19705, the passivity of people has ?ft,en in tri~uc~ me:
the city is cha nging around them and they accept It, mternallze It and
bear the consequences. In some ten years many people have been
thrown out of the centre of cities towards the suburbs ro make way for
the fi nancial sector. But recently, this passivity seems to have lessened
and reactions have been more frequently forthcoming and better
informed. In my neighbourhood for example, it seems that people arc
saying that they can do something. But the essential movement is after
all the purchase of property. This attraction to property as a specific
security signifies a certain alteration in the relationship of the population to space. On the one hand, there is a gteater anention and
watchfulness, but on the other, there is only simply the place one owns
to which one is almOSt irrevocably atached, but that doesn 't resolve
the problems of the appropriation of space. It evolves in a very
contradictory fashion. One notices in discussions between fr iends, in
meetings of associations a nd even during elections, that one speaks
more often than before of the neighbourhood. It seems that there is a
renewed interest in the urban. But I don't know to what extent this
state of affairs is generalized nor whether it will last. I don't know
either whether it will be really effective. for it is the private ownership
of land and property which remains by far the dominant power and
which will continue ro grow more powerful.
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HL.: This question of people's capacity to participate is crucial.
People have been exhorted to participate. They mobilized themselves
a linle, but the means and the res.ul ts are not enormous. The property
system has not changed, and neither has the relation with the hierarchy of pow.ers. There is a contradiction between the need to organize
~p~ce acc~rdmg. to the ~ema nds of society and private property which
IS mcreasmgly III conflict with collective interests. It is around the
resolution
. . of this crucial problem that we should mobilize, whilst
urbamzatlon continues to extend world-wide. For even if it is necessary to keep land for agricu ltural production, and in spite of futuristic
solutions (dwell~ngs at the bottom of the seas). when the population
of tbe planet Will have reached ten billion, we shall require urban
solutions.
Work on the urban cannot limit itself merely to recording what has
been produced. We must also look ahead and propose things. However today the city is above all considered accord ing to a historicist
model and there are masses of stu dies on the origins of the evolution
of cities. But studies looking into the future a re rather few and
tentative. This is a serious error. It is how we are surprised about the
things which are happening. I have tried to steer urban studies towards possibilities, eventualities, the future. but there is a resistance to
it. Even architects are more interested in what has been bUlle than in
the future of the city, the form of the city itself and the rela tions
between ?uildings and monuments. It is difficult to determine exactly
the question of urban form which depends on a multitude of factors
from the local configuration of the site, to socia l relations, and roda;
the global.

S.F.: Often when one tries to get people to participate in the planning

S.F.: These urba n historical studies, beyond the evolution, the idea
and the practice of the ciq' have had the the merit to show the reality
of the City as a place of mteraction of different historical times. In
revealing the existence of pcrmanences, these stud ies have enabled us
at the same time better to grasp cha nges so as to avoid applying any
old abstract model to the ci ty.

process, one comes up against a dichotomy between a fragmented, one
could a lmost say divided, daily reality, on the one hand, and on the
other, more glo ba l sca les, totalities, that arc not consciously lived. ~ut
which nevertheless exert an effect. How in concrete terms can we give
inha bitants the means to intervene effectively?

H.L.: ~hese studies have had the merit of clearly showing the lines
of evolution of such and such a city, their axes a nd types of develop~ent. e~c. But these studies do not look to the future. What will
appen In the next century? As far as the urban is concerned, we are
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always in a phase of transition. This affects not ~nly th~ work ,of
archi tects and urbanists, but all those concerned with the ~ It~: SOC1~
iogists, economists and geogra pher~ .: . One must be predICtive. It IS
[fue that predictive work, because It mcludes an ~I ement of speculation and uncertainty, does nOt pay, whilst there IS morc budget for
studies of what has been accomplished. tr also shows that urban
thinking is at irs beginning. It is ~ ti ll a [~i nking attached to th~ land, to
the logic of agricultura l production which leaves traces, oudmes. One
continues to think in forms shaped by this social base: the land and

S.F.: The crisis of the city has forced us to question the simplistic
associa tion of the city with certa in concepts borrowed from the
modern movement and subsequently generalized: the mass production
of hOUSing, circulatory logic or zoning. We have rediscovered the
complexity of the city as a key place of interactions through a certain
hierarchy of urban space, of monumentality, and especiall y of public
space.

not t he city. One may still need decades to change t he way, the method

and style of thinking.

S.F.: Does not this refusal to project into the future fit in the ~ene ra J
context of a societal crisis, whereby confronted by the uncertamty of
the future one tries to bring the past into a present endlessly extended
and lived in its immediacy? Isn'tthis a bit whatthe so-called postmodemist discourse is about?
H.L.: This is also a crisis of practice, thought and soc ia~ ~~i l,osop h ~.
But we cannot just state this, we have to explore,t~e posslbilmes. ThiS
seems to me both a necessity dictated by the Cri SIS an.d a way out of
this very crisis, which though disastrous, at the same time pushes ?ut,
engenders and gives rise to new research and dev~l~pments. I believe
that through all sorts of convulsions and contra~lc.[Jon~, \~e shall ~ee
the emergence of new ideas, especially in urbamstlc. thmkm~, wh ich
eems to me to be a field of creation and exploration. Bes ides, ,the
as a concept designates a reality in crisis.
if there a
crisis of representation, we should not forget tha~ It IS also t.hat which
is represented which is in crisis, in rransformatlo,n, changmg. What
will be the city of tomorrow? That is a huge ques,tlon. Let us take the
question of centra lity. Will we witness the mamtena,nce of a very
hierarchical system, or on the contrary, are we movmg towar~ s a
di spersa l of centres towards their multipl ication ? And who deCides
between mayors,
wha t .' If one takes' the case of France, conflicts
.
general councils, the regions and the State remam strong.
.
What will be the room for manoeuvre of these centres? Ou ~ SOCiety
is changing more rapidly and profoundly than we. generally [hl~k, ~nd
urban problems, with those of financia l production or globaltzatloll,
are part of the most basic problems,

~rban
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H.L. : Of course! It's extraordinary. It was expecialJy the ideological
domination of the bourgeoiSie. When it dominated, property was its
major preoccupation. It was the Owner of land and spaces and this was
expressed in its ideology. Now we have noticed that society exists and
cannOt be reduced to aspects of property. The ciry has an autonomous
reality. It has a life, an existence which cannot be reduced to the
distribution of land or space, the street, the sq uare, meeting places,
fetes; all thi s urban life which we could ca ll traditional, has been
rediscovered in the past few years. It is coming back but with diffi.
w lty, for these traditions have been broken. But we mu st not hold on
to tradition, we must invent. And of COurse this does nO[ happen in a
day. It took centuries and centuries to build ancient Romel One
cannot deny, or push aside urban life. All the more so because we
generalJy only foll ow the flow, we rake account of facts once they have
made their mark on space through the built environment. This still
shows the necessity to have a thi nking that projects into the future.
S.F.: Today architects and urban ists are increasingly in their projects
only the conveyors of an iconic message. They render an image wb.ich
depend ing on the situati on tries {Q be of historica l, technological or
conceptual inspiration. And unfortunately, demand, including the
public sector's, follows this fas hion. This 'illusionism', this 'derealization' of spatial practices, does nOt contribute much to the invention
of a kind of urban life of which yo u spoke.
H.L.: It is fairly recently that there have been practicians of space. It
is a knowledge, a practice which isn't so developed, especially if one
considers it from a world-wide point of view. Consider the European,
Chinese or American city, they have different features. Los Angeles is
not developing in the same way as Rome. T he science of the city is in
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Iiber~y~ .b.ut that remains abstract. Liberty is also the maximum of
posslb~ htles fo~ each citizen in the city and not in an isolated place. We
must fmd the Imk between the mode of production and wha t is called
free time. Besides, free time can be fu lly productive in the widest sense
of art, of knowledge, of the li ved. It is a delicate question which
suppo~s.t?7 mastery by each person of thei r time, with a multiplicity
~f ~ssl bl~ltJes. !hi~ ~isjunction which we make between 'productive
tIme and free time IS very symptOmatic.

the process of consolidation and its action is still slight. I fervently
hope tnat it becomes more and more imporrant and that political,
administrative and financ ial authorities learn from (his knowledge of
the city rather than doing whatever, however and wherever. 1 am
caricatur ing. but it is a little like that. Look at the mess in the subu rbs:
it is our society which has gone overboard. On the one hand centrality,
on the other, disorder. It is a contradiction which has not yet been
sufficie ntly highlighted. One is beginning to speak of contradictions of
society, bur not sufficiently of urban contradictions.

S.F..: ~at are the problems wh ich you see particularly
constitutIOn of knowledge and safloir faire of the city?

S.F.: Nevertheless con tradiction is an integral part of the urban, its
constitutive elements are contradictory. Take for example suburban
roads; they are often at the same time departmenta l and national
routes and streets. In not taking into account the contradiction
street/route, current planning in attempting to get rid of or elude part
of the problem and not respond to the richness of urban life, rigidifies
it.

the

H.L..: On the whole I am constantly surpri sed by the little import.
ance glve.n to urban questions in the university. Th e number of chairs
of urbamsm are rather li mited, a few in Paris and even fewer in the
provinces. In .contrast to tradi tional teaching, it's norhing. Yet its
ab~u.t a more Impor.ta.nt question. It isn't just a question of culture, of
actiVity, of produ~tlV1ty, of adaptation and of understanding of the
mode.Tn w?rld.l trIe~ when I was in the university to inttod uce urban
questions mto teachmg. I was usually told that it was a maner for
~hools of ~rchitecture .. On the other h~nd, courses in sociology aDd
hIstory which leave aSIde urban questions seem ludicrous it's like
raking away their very substance.
'
Unfortunately it hasn't changed very much and the resources for
urban research are rea lly minimal in relation to the task. It is as if in
tra~itional circles knowledge is linle open to the future. It is a question
w?lCh relates to the very orientation of society, of civilization, con.
science and knowledge; it's either traditiona l or else an exploratioD of
the future.

H.L.: I have tried co shed light on the complexities and richness of
urba n li fe. One knew them, but vaguely and especially through his·
toric events which unfolded in them (the ancient city: Paris under the
Ancien Regime or the Revolution). I especially wa nted to show the
breadth of the everyday richness of the city. I don't know whether I
managed to do so, it's a considerable task. That is part of a decenter·
ing-recentering of thought which must conquer new domains, new
methods of deduction and construction.

S.F.: Including working on old problemarics like time?
HL.: Yes. There one finds again the problems of the ancient or
Greek city wh ich didn't have the same concepti on of time as we have.
Our conception is that of industry, which is especia lly located around
cities. If our cities simply become refuges for the retired, for tourists
and intellectua ls occupied with abstractions, that would be a disaster.
What threatens the city today is the departure of production. What
then remains is the central question of the use of free time in cities.
That is for each person to invent. One cannot draw up a range of
possible uses of time. They are ceaselessly multiplied in a social
practice. It is an essential domain of liberty. There is much talk of
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Elements of Rhythmanalysis
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Seen from the Window

(That won't do! This title belongs to the writer Colette. I must write:
'Seen from my windows overlooking a big intersection in Paris, there~
fore onto the street'.)
Noise. Noises. Rumours. When rhythms are lived and blend into
another, they a f C difficult ro make out. Noise, when chaotic, has no
rhythm . Yet, the alert ear begins to separate, to identify sources,
bringing them together, perceiving interactions. If we don't listen to
sounds and noises and instead listen to our body (whose importance
cannot be overvalued) usually we do not understand (hear) the
rhythms and associations which none the less comprise us. It is only in
suffering that a particular rhythm separates itself out, altered by
illness. Analysis is closer to pathology than to the usual a rhythm.
To understand and analyse rhythms, one has to let go, through
illness or technique, but not completely. There is a cerrain externality
which allows the analytical intellect to function. Yet, to capture a
rhythm one needs to have been captured by it. One has to let go, give
and abandon oneself to its duration. Just as in music or when learning
a language, one only really understands meanings and sequences by
producing them, that is, by producing spoken rhythms.
Therefore, in order to hold this fleeting object, which is not exactly
an object, one must be at the same time both inside and out. A balcony
is perfect for the street a nd it is to this placing in perspective (of the
street) that we owe this marvellous invention of balcon ies and terraces
from which we also dominate the street and passers-by. For want of
these you can a lways be content with a window, as long as it does not
look Onto a dark corner or a dank interior courtyard - or ontO a
forever deserted lawn.
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From a window open ontO R. street facing the famous P. Centre,. onc
docs not have to lean ovec much to see into the distance. To the tight,
the palace-centre P., the Forum, right up to the Bank o~ Fr~nce: To the
left up (0 the Nationa l Archives. Perpendicular to this direction, t~e
Ho~e1 de Ville and on the other side, the Arts et Metiers. All of Pans
ancient and modern, traditional and creative, active and idle ..
Over there, the one walking in the street is immersed IOto the
multiplicity of noises, rumours, rhythms (including those of th~ body,
but is the person aware of these, except at the point of crossing the
street because a calculation must be made of the number of steps to
be taken). But from the window noises are distinguishable, fluxes
separate themselves, rhythms answer each ocher. Bel~w, towards the
right, a traffic light: on red, the cars stop, pedestrians .cross, s~ft
murmurings, a babble of voices. One does n.at co~verse while crossmg
a dangerous intersection, threatened by wli~ ammals and eleph~nts
about to leap, taxis, buses, trucks and various cars. So ther.e IS a
relative silence in this crowd. A kind of soft murmur and sometimes a
cry, a call.
.
Therefore, when the cars stop, people produce a completely different
sound: feet and words. From left to right and vice versa and on the
pavements along the perpendicular street. At the green light, steps and
voices stop. A second of silence and its the surge, the ~urst of spee~ of
tens of cars accelerating as fast as possible. There arc risks: pedestClans
to the left, buses across, other vehicles. Whence slow down and restart
(rake off, slow down for turn, brutal ,re.start, fOOt right down, top
speed _ unless there is a hold-up ... ). It s mcredlble ":h~t one sees and
hears (from the window). Strict harmony. Maybe I~ IS be~ause the
other side of the street is filled with this immense boutique Olcknamed
Beaubourg after the immortalized president. ~n that side are t~ose
who walk to and fro, silent and numcrous; tounsts and suburbaOltcs,
young and old together, alone or in couples. But there arc no c~rs
alongside of culture. After the red light, it's instantly the bellOWing
rush of the large and small beasts: monstrous truC~s tum ~owards
Bastille, most of the smaller vehicles dash towards Hotel de Ville. The
noise rises, rises in intensity and power, peaks, becomes unbearable,
although rather well borne by the stink of fumes. Then stOp. More
pedestrians. Intervals: two minutes. During the fury of cars the pe~e
strians cluster, a clot, a lump here and there; grey predominates With
a few multicoloured spotS and these heaps break up for the race ahead.
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Sometimes cars stagnate in the middle of. t~e roa.d and pedestrians go
ro~nd them, as waves around a rock, gIVIng withering looks to the
dnvers of ~hc stranded vehicles. Hard rhythms: silence and uproar
al~ernate, time broken and accented, striking the one who from his
wmdow takes to listening. This astonishes him more than the incongruous look of the crowds.
Incongruous crowds, yes. Tourists from far away places _ Finland,
Sweden, Portugal, whose cars have trouble finding parking places
buyers from afar, wholesalers, lovers of art or of novelties youn~
suburbanites who pour in between the so-called rush hours: so that
there are a~ways people around the enormous metallic knick-knacks:
boys a.nd gl.cls lurch forward, often hand in hand as if to support each
other ~n thiS t~st of modernity, in this exploration of these aeolites
fallen 10 the middle of old Paris, from a planet several centuries ahead
of ours - and on top of that, a complete failure! Many among these
young people walk and walk, with?ut respite, around the buildings of
Beaubourg, of the For~m. Several times one sees them again, in groups
or alone. They walk Without cease, chewing gum or a sandwich. They
only stoP. to stretch out, probably exhausted, on the square itself, in
the galletles of the Chiraqian Forum, or on the steps of the Fountain
of the, Innocents, now its only use. The noise that pierces the ears
doesn tcome from the passers-by, but from the cngines revving up. No
ear, no appar~tus could apprehend chis ensemble of flows of metallic
or carnal ~dl~s. There ~ust be a little time to capture the rhythms, a
sort of mediation over time, the city. people.
. To this inexorable ~hythm which at night hardly abates, are superImposed other, less mtense, slower rythms: children going off to
~hool, a few very noisy even piercing caUs, cries of morning recognitlO~. Then, around 9.30, according to a schedule which hardly ever
~a~les except for a few exceptions (such as a downpour or an advertlsmg promotion) the arrival of shoppers, closely followed by tourists.
Flows and conglomerates succeed each other; they increase or decrease but always accumulate at the corners then make their way
entangled and disentangled among the cars.
'
wThese last rhythms~ (thos~ of s~hoolchi.ldren, .shoppers and tourists)
. auld be more cycltcal, with hlg and Simple IOcerva ls within more
Intense, alternating rhythms with short intervals - ~ars regulars
employe
·
"
.
es, b'IStro cI'lents. Th·
e mteractlons
of various repetitive
and
different rhythms, as one says, animate the street and the neighbour-
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hood. The linear, that is, succession, consists in comings and goings
and combines with the cycl ical and spells of longer duration. The
cyclical is social organization manifesting itself. The linear is routine,
thus the perpetual, made up of chance and encounters.

Night does not interrupt diurnal rhythms, but modifies them and especially slows them down. None the less, even at three or four in the morning
there are always a few cars in front of the red lights. Sometimes one of the
drivers, coming back from a late evening, goes through them. Sometimes

there is no one at the lights and their alternating red, white and green go on
flashing. In the emptiness the signal still functions endlessly, a despairing
social mechanism marching inexorably through the desert, in front of
fa~des which dramatically proclaim their destiny as ruins.
Should a window suddenly light up or darken it is vain that the
solitary dreamer asks himself whether what is going on is a scene of
sickness or love, if it is a child or an inso mniac waking up too carty.
Never a .head or a face appears in these dozens of windows . Unless
something is happening in the street - an explosion, a fire engine
speed ing non·stop cowards a call for help. In short, arhythm rules,
except in rare occasions and circumstances.
From my window overlooking courtyard and gardens, the view and
the offer of space is very different. Over the gardens, the differences of
habitual rythms (daily and therefore linked to day and night) fade;
they seems to disappear into a sculptural immobility. Except, of
course, the sun or the shadows, the corners that are lit up and those
that a re dark, quite cursory constrasts. But look at those trees, those
lawns, those plantations. they position themselves to your eyes in a
permanence, in a spatial Simultaneity, in a coexistence. But look more
closely and longer. Up to a point, thi s simultaneity is only apparent;
surface and spectacle. Go deeper, dig below the surface, li sten closely
instead of simply looking, reflecting the cffects of a mirror. You then
discern that each plant, each cree, has its rhythms, made of several:
leaves and flowers, seeds, or fruit, each has its own time. The plum
tree? The flowers appea red in the spring, before the leaves. The tree
was white before it was green. As for this cherry tree, the flowers
opened before the leaves which will survive the fruit until they fall, not
all at the same time, late in the autumn . Continue and you will see this .
garden and the objects (which have nothing to do with things) poly·
rhythmically, or if you prefer, symphonically. Instead of a collection
of congealed things, you will follow each being, each body, as having
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above all, its time. Each rherefore having its place its rhythms . h
..
d'
',Wit
ItS Imme late past, a near future and hereafter.
Are simultaneity and immobility deceptive? Are synchronicity the
tableau and the s~ectacle abusive? Yes and no. No: they are'the
p:ese~t, they constitute. Modernity curiously enlarged, deepened and
ddapldated the present. The quasi·suppression of distances and delays
(by th~ media) amplifies the present, but these media only provide
reflections and shadows. You attend the incessant festivities or massa~r~s, you look at the cadavers, you contemplate the explosions; the
miSSiles take off ~nder your eyes. You are there! But no, you are not;
your present .conslsts ~f simulacra . The image before you simulates the
real, chases It away. IS not there a nd the simula tion of drama the
moment has nothing dramatic, except in the verbal.
'
~at this window which opens Onto one of the most lively streets of
Pans shows, what appears spectacular, would it be this feeling of spec.
tacle! To attribute this rather derogatory character to this vision (as
dOffi1?ant fearure) would be unjust and wouJd bypass the real that is of
mea",-'"g. The cha~acterisric features are reaUy temporal and rhythmi~al,
not ViSual. 0 extncare and to listen to the rhythms requires attentiveness
and a certam amount of time. Otherwise it only serves as a glmzce to enter
:nt~ the ,:,urmurs, nois~ and cries. The classical term in philosophy, the
object', IS not appropnate to rhythm. 'Objective'? Yes, but spilling over
the narrow framework of objectivity by bringing to it the multiplicity of
the senses (sensorial and meaningful).
The succession, of a~temations, of differential repetitions, suggests
that somewhere 10 thiS present is an order which comes from else.
where an,d reveals itself. Where? In the monuments, in the places, in
the Arc,hlves of the Bank of France, meteorites fallen from another
pl~net lOra the popular centre so long abandoned, the Com des
Miracles, the place of scoundrels. Therefore, beside the present, a SOrt
of p~esence-absence, badly localized and powerful: the State does not
see I,tself from the window, but is intimated in this present, the
omOlpreSent State.

!

In , the same. way tha~ beyond the horizon, other horizons present
thems~l~es without bemg present, other horizons, beyond material
~n~ VISible order, which reveals political power, other orders are

mtlmated. Lo~ic, division of labour, leisure pursuits are also products

~and ~ro~uctlve) although they are proclaimed as 'free' and even as
free tIme. But is this freedom not a lso a product?
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In their own way secret objects also speak, issuing out a message.
The Pa lace shouts, screams louder than the cars. It sho uts: 'Down with
the past! Up with the modern! Down with history, I have swa llowed
it, digested it, thrown it up .. .' Law and Order - the cop at the
junction is perpetual witness and proof, and if someone goes t OO fa r,
he knows that he will be arrested, hissed at, trapped in such a way that
this solitary cop induces the discourse of Order, more and better than
the fa ~a des of the Square and the junction. Unless he also induces an
a narchistic discourse, for he is always there and of little use. The fear
of an accident maintains the order at the junctions more efficiently
than the police, whose presence gives rise to no prQ[estation, each
knowing beforehand the uselessness of it.
Could it be that the lessons of the streets and the teachings of the
window are exhausted and dated? Certainly not. They perpetuate
themselves by renewing themselves. The window on the street is not a
mental place from which the interior gaze would be following abstract
perspectives. A practical site, private and concrete, the window offers
views that are more than spectacles. Perspectives which are mentally
prolonged so that the implication of this spectacle carries its explanation. Familiarity preserves it as it disappears and is reborn, with the
everyday life of inside and out. Opacity and horizons, obstacles and
perspectives are implicated, for they become complicated, im bricate
themselves to the point of allowing the Unknown, the gia nt city, to be
perceived or guessed at. With its diverse spaces affected by diverse
temporalities - rhythms.
Once interactions are determined, analysis continues. In this confusion, this scaffolding, is there a hierarchy? A determinant rhythm? A
primordial and co-ordinating aspect?
The window suggests a number of hypotheses which restless wandering and the street confirm or invalidate. The bodies (alive and hum~n ,
besides a few dogs) who move down below, the whole swa rmmg
whole wrecked by the cars, would they not be imposing a law ? Which
one? An order of grandeur. The windows, the doors, the streets, the
fa~ades, are mea sured according to a human scale. Those waving
hands, those appendages, although they throw off many messages,
ca nnot be taken for signs. But is there a relationship between these
physical flows of gestures and the culture which shows itself (and
howls) in the enormous noise of the junction? Aher all, little bistrots
and shops of R. Street, are, like the passers-by, on a human sca le. The
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constructions across the Street wanted to transcend this so 1
be yond famllar
·1 ' d·
a e, go
Imensions a nd also all other past and possibl
models. Hence,. this exhibit!o~ of metal and solidifi ed piping with
harshest reflections. And thiS IS a meteorite falle n from a planet where
rules an absolute technocracy.
Absurd or super-r~ti~nal? ~hat are these strange contrasts saying?
Wh~t does the proxuruty whisper between a certain a rchaism linked
(0 history and. the exhibited supra-modernity? Does it have a secreto~ secrets~ Will the State-political order be wrirren on this hoarding
Wl[~ the slgna~ure ~f the author? No doubt, but the epoch and time
which are also mscn bed in this theatre set and give it a m~a ning should
not be forgotten. And why have the rue de fa Truanderie and the
passage des ':'1enestriers been preserved through all these upheavals?
The ~ssentlal ~nd determinant factor is money. BU[ money does not
make ltSel~ obVIOUS as su~h, even on the fa~ade of the Banque de
F~anc~. ThiS centre of Pans carries the imprint of what it hides, but
hides It. Money goes th.rough ci.rcu.its. Not so long ago, this capital
c~ntre. had kep~ so,:"ethmg provincial about it, something medieval,
hlstoncal a nd dIlapidated. So many discussions a nd projects for these
doomed or aba ndoned places! Although profitable too _
d f
I
' IS h
·
an or
a ong tm~e. uc an ~mlable and charming project, very eighteenthcentury, slg~ed by. Ricardo BoEfil, was set aside aher its adoption.
~nother prOject which converted the centre of Paris into the administra(l.v~ centre (for the.minis.tries) of the country apparently seduced the
Chief. But ~e prOject disappeared with him. So a compromise between the different po~ers, State, money, culture, was arrempred.
There would be shop Windows for a ll products, including the intellec~
tual on~,. the blandness be!n~ co:rected by Belle [poque images.
How IS It that people (as It IS said now given that certain words such
a~ 'the people' or 'the workers' have lost their prestige) so accept this
display that they come in perpetual flows of crowds? So much so that
t~e rhythms of their passing diminish or increase but link up and never
disappear (even at night)!

th:

I

I

I

a What :ttr~cts them t~at. much~ Are they com ing simply to look? But
t what .. ThiS great budding which was conceived not to be seen, but
offer Itself t? the ga~e. Yet, one comes to see it, and one casts upon
t ~n abs~nt-mlnded look upon what it exposes. One goes around this
);~~d, whICh fill s !tself with things and people to empty itself again and
orch. Would It be th at these people come especially to see and meet

l:o
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'Wo Id not this crowd unconsciously give itself the concaeh ot hcr.
U
sciousness of a crowd ? F 1 h ce is the spectacle of the junction
The window a~swcrs. Icst y, rut'h not long ago formed a neigh • .
ft
endlcular streets we,
an d t h e per P
.
led b a kind of native, with many era sbourhood of the City, peop
Y
Ie from the neighbourhood.
mcn and small sh~p~eep.er\~ S~~r~t;sP~~;ttiCS, with their Chinese or
Those that remam !Jv~ 10 ~ ~ leh this site and even that part of
Arab neighbours. Pro uetlon as
houses stocks and vast offices.
businesses which involvcbdcPOthts , warc weU:known facts, other than
.
h' to say a out esc rca lly
There IS not 109
1 th
owds the masses on the square
their consequences. For eX~::a~~a i~~_rM erri 'or on the Plac~ des Innoof Beaubourg, around m,
to say that it has lost all mnocence.
'h'twoul d b etooeasy
.
f
cents a f w h IC I
d
. h' old functions in penl for long, 0
shave
foun
agam
t
elr
.
,
The square
.
d ontaneouS popular theatre.
meeting places, scene setting ~nde: Pa medieval-like festivity, between
So here ~n the square. e~~ f~re-eaters, jugglers, snake-men, but also
Saint-Mew and.~od~rrus :
eoin and adventure beside dogpreachers and Sit-in dlsc~sbsllons. O~ I angd spiritual games. impossible
.
E ry POSSl e matena
.
matiCarmour. ve
.h
d bt many are deviant and bizarre
to classify and number. Wit o~t ~u h'aps themselvesl But many also
who seek they do ~ot kno~~c a~ei~er town nor co~ntry. And they
wn
seek to forget thel~ °h p f 'd gain the junctions, go around the
walk for hours an
oUfs, ~n T~ hardly ever stOp, eating some
squares, c1~sed an~ enc ose . uicke~mericani7.ation) . Sometimes, on
hot-dog wh ile walking (su~h q\ookin straight ahead of them fixedly,
the square, they s~op walkmg, d T~ey look listen a little to the
no longer knOWing what to 0..
. .
' Ik
d h
me their unnClog wa .
methin maritime about the rhythms.
clap-trappers a n t en resu .
Here, on the square, there IS so S g ms detach themselves which
Currents flow s acrosS the masseS. t::. some drifting towa rds the
bring new assistants o~ take t~~mt:em ~~ quickly vomit them back.
jaws of the monster w a engu s
·thdraws' flu x and reflux.
The tide invades ~he immen~e ~qua:~et~:s~d:~tS have ~omplained. The
Agitation and nOise are suc . [ at f b·dden sounds The crowd then
fa tal hour: ten o'clock at mght, orI t h I' . 0 fa~al ten o'clock at
·1
I but more me anc a IC,
becomes Sl ent, ca m
having left sadness remains.
night! The spectacle and rum?ur
ever da~ or the extra-everyday?
th
With these places are we hiO ~
~ the pseudo-festivities break
Well, one does not prevent teat er an
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out on ly appa rently from the everyday. They prolong it by other
means, with a flawl ess orga nization which brings together everything
_ advertising, cu lture, the arts, games, propaganda, la bour rules,
urban life ... And the police keep vigil and watch.
Rhythms. Rhythms. They reveal and hide, being much more varied
than in music or tbe so-ca lled civil code of successions, relatively
simple texts in relation to the city. Rhythms: music of the City, a
picture which listens to itself, image in the present of a discontinuous
sum. Rhythms perceived from the invisible window, pierced in the
wall of the facade ... but beside the other windows, it too is a lso
within a rhythm which escapes it . . .
No camera, no image or sequence of images ca n show these
rhythms. One needs equa lly attentive eyes and ears, a head, a memory,
a heart. A memory? Yes, to grasp this present other than in the
immediate, restitute it in its moments, in the movement of various
rhythms. The remembrance of other moments a nd of all the hours is
essential , not as a simple reference, bur so as nor to isolate thi s present
and live it in its diversity made up of subjects and objects, of subjective
states and objective fi gu res . Here is found that old philosophica l
question (the subject and the object and their relationships) posed in
non-speculative terms, close to practice. The observer at the window
knows that he takes as first reference his time, but that the first
impression displaces itself and includes the most diverse rhythms, as
tong as they remain to scale. The passage from the subject to the object
requires neither a leap over an abyss, nor the crossing of the dese rt.
Rhythms always need a reference; the fir st persists through other
perceived facts. Ph.ilosophical tradition has raised half-rea l, half·fictional
problems which by staying within speculative ambiguity are badly
resolved. The gaze and meditation follow the main lines which come
from the past, the present, the possible, and which join up within the
observer, at the same time centre and periphery.
Here as elsewhere, opposites find and recognize each other, in a
unity both more real and more ideal, more complex than its elements
already accounted for. Which actualizes and clarifies the concept of
dialectical thollght that does not cease to fill these pages with so many
questions and a few a nswers!

•
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whom we will call the ' rhythmanalyst'. More aware of times than of
spaces, of moods than of images, of the atmosphere than of particular
spectacles, he is strictly speaking neither psychologist, nor sociologist,
nor anthropologist, nor economist. Yet, by turn he comes close to mese
disciplines and he can use all the instruments employed by the specialists.
He therefore adopts in relation to these different sciences a transdisciplinary approach. He ' keeps his ear open', but he does not only hear words,
speeches, noises and sounds for he is able to listen to a house, a street, a
city, as one listens to a symphony or an opera. Of course, he seeks to find
out how this music is composed, who plays it and for whom. He will
avoid cypifyinga city by a simple subjeaive trait as a particular writer will
characterize New York by the howling of police sirens or London by the
murmur of voices and the cries of children in the squares. Attentive to
time (or tempo) and therefore as much ( 0 repetitions as to differences in
time, he separates by a mental act what gives itself as linked to a whole:
namely, rhythms and their associations. He not only observes human
activities, but he hears (in the double meaning of the word of noticing and
understanding), the temporalities in which these activities take place. He
can at times be closer to the physician (analyst) who examines functional
troubles in terms of disfunctions of rhythms or arhythmia and at ocher
times to the poet who can say:
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o people that I know
Alii need is to hea r the sou nd of their footsteps
To be able to tell forever the direction they have taken.
(Apollinaire, 'Cortege' )

\

I
,

Rhythms cannot be ana lysed when they are lived. For example, we
do not grasp the relations between the rhythms whose association
compri se o ur body: the heart, brea thing, the senses, etc. We do not
even grasp any of them separately except when we arc suffering. To
analyse a rhythm, you have to be o ut of it. Exteriority is necessary.
And yet to grasp a rhythm you must yourself have been grabbed by it,
given or a bandoned yourself inwardl y to the time that it rhythmed. Is
it not thus in da nce or music? In the same way, to understand a
language and its rhythm one must acknowledge a principle which
appears paradoxical. One only hears the sounds and the frequencies
~at one produces when speaking - and reciprocally, o ne can produce
only those that one hears. What is called a loop ...
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If onc attentively observes a crowd during peak times and especially
if one listens to its rumour, one discerns flows in the apparent disorder
and an order which is signalled by rhythms: chance or predetermined
encounters, hurried carryings or nonchalant meanderings of people
going home to withdraw from the outside, or leaving their homes to
make comact with the outside, business people and vaca nt people - so
many elements which make up a polyrhythrny. The rhythmanalyst
thus knows how to listen to a place, a market, an avenue.
At the same time, in social practice, scientific knowledge and philosophical specul ation, an ancient tradition separates time and space
like twO entities or two clearly distinct substances. This in spite of
contemporary theories which show a relationship between time and
space, or more precisely, express how they are relating to each other.
Despite these theories, in the social sciences one continues to split time
between lived time, measured time, historical time, work and leisure
lime, and daily time, etc., which usually are studied outside their
spatial framework. Now, concrete times have rhythms, or rather, are
rhythms - and every rhythm implies the relation of a time with a
space, a localized time, or if one wishes, a temporalized place. Rhythm
is always linked to such and such a place, to its place, whether it be the
hea rt, the fluttering of the eyelids, the movement of a street, or the
tempo of a waltz. This does not prevent it from being a time, that is
an aspect of a movement and a becoming.
Let us insist on the relativity of rhythms. They cannot be measured like
that of the speed of a mobile on its trajectory is measured, with a welldefined Start (:zero point) and a unit defined once and for all. A rhythm is
fast or slow only in relation to other rhythms to which it is associated
within a greater or lesser unity. An example is a living organism - our own
body - or even a town (o( course not reducing it to that of a biological
organism). Which leads us to emphasize the plurality of rhythms as well as
their associations and their interactions or reciprocal actions.
Consequently, every body more or less animated and a fortiori, all
gatherings of bodies are polyrhythmical, that is, composed of various
rhythms, each part, each organ or function having its own in a
perpetual interaction which constitu te an ensemble or a whole. This
last word docs not signify a closed totality but on the COntrary, an
open total ity. Such ensembles are always in a ' metastable' equili brium,
that is, always compromised and more often restituted, except of
course, in the case of pro found trouble or catasuophe.
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governed by the cosmic rhythms of the tides - lunar rhythms! As for
Mediterranean cities, they skirt a sea with almost no tide and therefore
the cyclical time of the sun takes on a predominant importance. Lunar
cities of the ocean? Solar cities of the Mediterranean? Why not?
But Mediterranean shores are not homogeneous. Everyone knows
that they differ by their settlements, ethniciries, history, the specific
features of their economies, cultures, and religions. H ow can
the oriental Mediterranean not he distinguished from the occiden·
tal Mediterranean, the Aegean sea and the Adriatic sea, the northern
Mediterranean which is part of Europe and the southern Mediter·
canean, part of Africa? Nevertheless, the Mediterranean itself imposes
common features upon these cities, as a relatively small, closed and
limited sea. AU those who have been at sea more than a little know
that the waves of the Mediterranean are not the same as those of the
oceans; a simple but significa nt detail - the waves have and are
rhythms. The climate also imposes a certain homogeneity: all around
the Mediterranean are the olive tree and the vine, etc. As for the portS
of the Mediterranean , they are characterized by their commercial
relations which were the beginnings of Greek civilization. The resources which most of these cities extract from their hinterlands are
limited. 1ndustrialization has taken place unevenly and with difficulty;
it does not seem to have altered in depth habits or traditions of
exchange. Very early, on this basis of limited exchanges political
powers and policies were constituted which attempted to dominare
the city by dominating space. These powers have used and are still
using space as a means of control and as a politica l instrument.
The shores of the Mediterranean gave rise almost 2,500 years ago to
the City-State which dominated a territory usually small but none [he
less protected trade which extended as far away as possible. In this
trade material exchange has always been mixed with an extreme
sociability and also paradoxically, with piracy, plundering, rivalries
and naval wars, conquests and colonizations, features which can
already be found in Homer'S Odyssey. Mediterranean cities are therefo re political cities but not in the same way as the cities which border
the oceans. The State which dominates a city and its territory is both

weak and violent.
It always vacillates between democracy and tyranny. One could say
that it tends towards arhythmy. In its interventions in the life of the
city it finds itself at its heart but this heart beats in a way both violent
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with less difficulty and thus with less violence and drama, they are
deeply involved in individua l and socia l activ ities. The separation
between the private and the public, and therefore between the outside
and the intimate takes place wherever there is civil and political
society, bur it always has its own distinctive features. The idea and the
reality of the privatclpublic separation a re not identical everywhere.
More concretely. it is not always the same things that o ne hides, that
one shows, that one goes to see outside.
If o ur hypothesis is correct, in the lived of everyday, in practice, the
social relations of Nordic cities are based on a contractual and thus
juridical basis, tha t is, on reciproca l good faith, while relations in the
Mediterranean would tend to base themselves either on tacit or explicit alliances going right up to the forma tion of clans (c1ientelism,
mafias, etc.), or on the contrary, the refusa l of all ia nces leading even
to open war fa re (vendettas, etc.). Explanations from a ncient history or
from the surviva l of peasant customs appea r to us inadequate to
explain the persistence and resurgence of social relations. Codes function dura bly, more or less tacitly and ritually; they organize and
rhythm time as well as relations. These a re not strictly rational laws,
acceptable to all, if not accepted, which govern relations. The word
'code' does nOt have here the same meaning as in the north and
besides, we introduce it in order to designate an ensemble of gestures,
of conventions, of ways of being. Coding completes itself with a ritual
and inversely.
Relations and refusa ls of a ll iances interest the rhythmanalyst to the
extent that they intervene in the production of social time. They take
place and deploy themselves inside this social time which they contribute to produce (or reproduce) by imprinting on it a rhythm. O ur
hypothesis is therefore that every social, that is collective rhythm, is
determined by the for ms of a lliances which huma n groups give to
themselves. These forms of alliances a re more varied and contradictory than one generally supposes, this being particularl y (rue in the big
cities where class relatio ns, political relations, although nOt only these,
intervene.
Does the characteristic ambiguity of Mediterranean cities in relation
to the State manifest itself in the rhythms of social life? It could be that
around the Mediterranean, where are ma intained a ncient codes and
powerful rhythms, the rhythmanalyst must look from this point for
the secret of rhythms. In fact, rituals have a double relationship with
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rhythms more deeply inscribed, organizing a time turned more towards private life, thus opposing to representation the presence to the
self and then to the forms of speech, of morc silent and imimate
conscious forms ...
This polar opposition should not make onc forget that between
these poles there are multiple transitions and imbrications; the room,
the apartment, the house, the street, the square and the area, the citythe nuclear family, the extended family, neighbouring or friendly
relations _ and the city itself. The Self and the Other are not cut off
from each other. The study of the space of the Muslim city shows these
imbrications, these complex reciprocities and transitions between the
public and the private.} Closer to the body, the difference between
these twO kinds of rhythms are found in the most everyday (preparing
food, sleeping) and the most extra-daily (dancing, singing, making
music), in gestures, in mannerisms and habits. The extra-daily
rhythms the daily and conversely. No more than the linear and the
cyclical, rhythms of the 'self and rhythms of ' the other', those of
presence and those of representation, cannot be separated. Entangled,
they permeate practice and a re permeated by it. This seems to us true
of all spaces and times, whether urban or not. What then is specific to
Mediterranean cities? It seems to us that in these, urban space, that is
public space, becomes the site of a vast scene-setting where are shown
and deployed all those relations with their rhythms. Rituals, codes and
relations become visible and are acted out. It must be recognized that
a deserted street at four o'clock in the afternoon has a meaning as
powerful as the swarming square during during hours of trading or
encounters. In music and in poetry, si lences also have their meaning.
Is it not this especially the case of Venice? Is this city not a theatrical
city not to say a theatre-city - where actors and the public are the same
in the multiplicity of their roles and relations ? Accordingly, one can
imagine the Venice of Casanova, and Visconti's Sensa, as the Venice
of today. Would it not be so because what is given free rein in this
space is a privileged form of civility and freedom, founded on and in
a dia lectic of rhythms? This freedom does not consist in being a free
citizen of the State but of being free in the city outside the State.
Political power dominates or attempts to dominate space, hence the
) Paul Vieille,
1984.
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since antiquity unti l now have attempted to dominate or encircle all the
Mediterranean. All the conquerors have conquered the cities, but all th e
cities have resisted. H ow and why? In oue view, by rimes and rhythms.

Which underscores the solid and consistent character of urban times in
the Mediterranean in relation fO politically dominated space.
A few words here on tou rism, this modern phenomenon which has
become essentia l and wh ich in a curious way prolo ngs the historical
problematic of conquests. Here aga in a parad~~ is revealed: tourism
is added without ma king it disappea r, to traditional and customary
llses of space and time, of monumental ity and the rhythms ~f 'r,he
other', Fo r example, in Venice tourism does not quell the theatrica lity
of the city, but would seem to reinforce it, even if it means t~at
dramatic represemation acquires some buffoonery. It canno t modify
irs depth o r deny its principle. Hence this surprising fact: the most
traditional of cities accept modern tourismj they adapt themselves by
resisting the loss of identity which these invasions could incur. Would
this not be the case not only fo r Venice, but a lso for Syracuse,
Barcelona, Palermo, Naples and Marseilles? Cities given over to tour·
ism who fiercely resist homogeniza tion, linearity, rhythms of ' th e
other'? Tourism can disfigure space without however deforming lived
time and making it a suanger to itsel f. T o understand this simation,
we have seen that we must ca ll upon all of hi story. We must remember
that the long predominance of commercial and cultura l exchanges has
produced a mi xing of diverse populations, migrations and ~ohabi.ta.
tions. Which confirm s this kind of a lliance in the compromise which
characterizes the history of rhythm in these cities - and moreover
maintains and consolidates clans. In other words, as solid and durable
relations in confli ct as well as in alliances. Which places the emphasis
on another paradox: how such dura ble historical compromises havc
been able to be fo unded upon such a powerful Manichea n basis? The
a nswer: they a re fo unded upon the organization of time and rhythms,
an organization at the same time private and public, sacred and
profane, apparent and secret.
T he Sta te and the political are not the on ly ones refused by the
intimate; repulsed, even expelled fro m their space by a strong rhythmicity - which does not prevent them fro m returning with equal fo~cc
to what has refused them. Every form of hegemony and ho mogenclty
are refused in the Mediterranean . It is not only the rhythms imposed
by the State-political centtality which are perceived as rhythms of 'the
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other'. The very idea of centrality is refused because each gmup
h
d
,eac
.
h I··
enuty, eac re IglOn an each culture considers itself a centre. N
.
·f
o~
what IS a centre, I nOt a producer of rhythms in socia l time? The
polyrhythmy of Mediterranean cities highlights their common charac_
ter through their differences. Such an urban practice raises a question:
how does each (indi vidual, group, family, etc.) manage to insert its
?wn rhythms among those of (different ) others, including the rhythms
Imposed by autho rity? In this insertion of rhythms of 'the self' into the
rhythms of the other, what is the share of radical separa rion and th at
of compr~mises, of tol~r.ance and violence ? It is a known and ordi nary
fa ct tha~ 10 a ll la rge cities of the Mediterranean periphery everyone
from childhood hears se\'erallanguages. This cannot but have consequences fo r the spo ntaneous or 'native' acceptance of diverse rhythms
and rhe perception of the diversi ty of the rhythms of 'the other'.
The enigma of practical and social life cou ld thus be fo rmulated:
how are the rhythms of ' the self' and those of ' the other' determined
oriented and apportioned? The refusa ls and acceptances of allia nce;
are regulated accord ing to what (civi l) principles? Polyrhythmy al ways
results from a contradiction and also from a resistance to it - of
resistance to a relation of force and eventua l conflict. Such a Contradictory relation can be defined as the struggle between twO tendencies:
the t.endency ~o homo~enei ty and. th e o ne to diversity - the latter being
particularly vIgorous 10 the Medi terranean. In other words, there is a
tend~ncy toward~ a globalizing domination of centres (capita l cities,
dommant countries and cultures, em pires) which attacks the multidimensionality of peripheries, which in turn perpetu ally threatens
unity. We can say in ~e r ms of rhythmana lysis, that there is a struggle
betw~en a m~a~ured, I mpo~ed and exterior time, and a more endogen~
ous time. If If IS true that m the Mediterranean city diversity always
takes its revenge, it is never able to conquer the inverse tendency
towa rds political , organizational a nd cultura l unjty. Everything takes
pla~e as if the Mediterranean could not renounce [he unitary principle
which has founded and still fo un ds its identity. Nevertheless ideo+
IOgies of diversity confront to the point of viol ence identica l and
unitary structures. We ca nnOt here but think of Beirut.
When relations of power take over relations of a lliance, when the
rhythms of 'the other' make impossi ble the rh ythms of 'the self' then
a total crisis explodes, with the deregulation of all comprol~ises
arhythmy, implosion-explosion of the city and the country. It see m;
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to us that this extreme case, ca nnot but acquire tbe value and meaning
of a symbol. Twenty to fifteen years ago Beirut was a place of
compromises and alliances which now seem miraculous; the place of a

polyrhythmy realized in an (apparent) harmony.
This brutal arhythmy poses a question which concerns every
Mediterranean project and every perspective of unity and globality in
this part of the world . Will such a project collapse before this tragedy?
It is not up to the rhythmanalyst to pass judgement: at the most can he

maintain that the analysis of rhythms would bring non-negligible
elements to all questioning of this nature.
Applied to the urban, the rhythmanalytical project may seem disparate, as it requires notions and aspects to be linked to it that analysis
too often keeps separate: times and spaces, the public and the private,
the State-political and the intimate - finding itself as having alternative
points of view. It can thus also seem abstract, for it calls upon very
general concepts. We could have avoided these reproaches and nOt
leave behind such an impression, by either meticulously describing a
privileged and known place, or throwing ourselves into a lyricism
aroused by the splendour of the cities evoked. Now this was nOt our
purpose. We have wanted to introduce into the debate concepts and a
general conception: rhythmanalysis. This conception has very diverse
origins: the theory of measure, the history of music, chronobiology
and even cosmological theories. We have waneed to verify them within
the realm of the possible by proposing here a few hypotheses in the
hope that they will be taken up and brought forward by others. We
have therefore attempted to outline a paradigm: a table of oppositions
constituting an ensemble. We then have examined the specifically
Mediterranean contene of this construct, and the entry into practice of
these oppositions. By this, virtual and actualized conflicts, relations of
power, threats of explosion have been revealed. This paradigmatic
chart rela ted to practice has become dialectical. Thus, the paths taken
by the concepts open onto finer analyses - to be undertaken.
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